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"hV""Battle for flAK TO" was not a designated operation in itself,
but occurred within the boundaries-of the 4th Infantry Division'. Operation
MAC ARTHUR, (in AO'SPAATZ) which continues,. Nevertheless,, the size of\ the two opposing forces, the length and violence of the engagement and the
overall significance of the battle have, made % events that occurred in
the vicinity of DAK TO from 2 October to 1 December the most important that
-have occurred in the Central Highlands since the 1954 Geneva Convention.
"his special after action report is submitted to record those events as an entity.

Diring August, September arid early October a definite change in A V
tactics became evident in PLEIKU Province where nur two brigades were
deployed. Our units were having very scattered and light contact with recon-
naissance and trail watcher parties, but the enemy's infantry units had not
been contacted since late July, an abnormally long time by past experience.
But by late October intelligence sources began detecting unusual and large
movements in the tri-border area - the Junction of LAOTIAN - CAMBODIAN -
SOUTH VIETNAMESE Borders - west nf the DAK TO Special Forces Camp in
KONTUK Previace. As the area was watched by the various means of aerial
and ground intelligence gathering agencies it became apparent that the NVA
was moving large forces into southwest KONTUM Province. These enemy forces
were moving nertheast from the area adjacent to the CAMBODIAN Border west of
PLEIKU, the long existing base area for the B-3 Front and the lot NVA
Division. This then was a logical answer for the absence of NVA units
in western PLEIKU Province.

The let Brigade, which had been surveilling the border area in western
PLEIKU Province, began deploying to New DAK TO airfield on 28 October.

.On 2 November a NVA reconnaissance sergeant became a CHIEU HOI and divulged
|hat later proved to be the accurate positions and battle plans of the four
NVA infantry regiments and one artillery regiment that were preparing to
launch the largest enemy attack to date in the Central Highlands against
the DAK TO - TAN CANH area. The NVA sergeant revealed that the enemy plan
was to launch the primary attack with two regiments from the south and south-
west of DAK TO supported by mortar and rocket fire. A second attack into the
area, also supported by rockets and mortars, was to be launched from the
northeast by one regiment. The fourth regiment was to be held in reserve.
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This Information proved to be 'ooTeot and was valuable in the initial
dsployment of our forces. The let Brigade sent one battalion on to the
ridgeline that runs east to weast south of DAK TO airfield, one battalion
southwest of DAK TO and an OPCON battalion from the 173d Airborne Brigade
moved west and established a fire support base for medium artillery at
BEN W.

The initial contacts were made on the ridgeline south of DAK TO by the
3d Battalion, 12th Infantry: followed in succession by very heavy contacts
to the southwest by the 3d Battalion, 8th Infantry, and by the 4th Battalion,
503d Airborne Infantry moving south from BEN HET. This initial phase
took place from 1 - 6 November ane can be viewed as the brigade's foroes
attacking into the face of enemy units as they were moving toward pre-
selected and in some areas previously prepared positions. After these initial
contacts the 173d Airborne Brigade with two battalions arrived at DAK TO
and moved west to BEN HIT. During this phase from 7 to 12 November contact
was continuous as battalions were combat assaulted behind the lead elements {
and into the base areas of the 32d and 66th NVA Regiments.

Meanwhile the ARVN Forces placed 14heir units in vicinity of TAN CANH
to the east of DAK TO. A battalion of the 42d ARVN Regiment later joined
by the 2d and 3d ARVN Airborne Battalions oriented to the north and north-
east to initially block and then attack the 24th NVA Regiments moving on the
DAK TO - TAN CWNH area from the northeast down the TUMBRONG Valley. The
2d Battalion, 8th Cavalry moved into an AO southeast of TAN CANH to react
against a possible attack from the southeast against the now large base
complex along Route 512 from TAN CANH to DAK TO. The let Brigade, 1st
Air Cavalry Division with the let Battalion, 12th Cavalry arrived at KONTUM
from the co0.st and was immediately deployed into the DAK HOMRAI Valley south
of the main battle area to intercept the withdrawing NVA.

The NVA forces were stopped and forced to withdraw. To the west of the
BEN HET the NVA committed their reserves, the 174th NVA Regiment, to cover
the withdrawal to the southwest of their two hard hit regiments. This re-
sulted in the violent, four day, struggle for Hill 875 which ultimately
involved two battalions of the 173d Airborne Brigade and the lst Battalion,
12th Infantry, which was airlifted into the battle area from DARLAC
Province. The hill was taken after receiving the heaviest concentration
of TAC air and all calibers of artillery bombardment of any single terrain
feature in the II Coaps area. Meanwhile northeast of TAN CANH an ARVN infantry
battalion fixed a large NVA force on a hill mass while two ARVN airborne
battalions swept up the flanks in a fierce two day battle. which inflicted
heavy NVA casualties. Later, the same 2d and 3d ARVN Airborne Battalions
sprang an attempted enemy ambush with one battilioru while getting behind
the positioned NVA forces with the other battalion and hitting the head-,
quarters group, cmpletely routing the battalion-size force.

The outstanding success at DAK TO is in itself a tribute to the
infantrymen and their leaders who drove the enemy from his entrenched
positions and tenaciously pursued him as he frantically withdrew to his
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sanctuary areas,

The fire support forces deserve a good share of the credit for their
around-the-clook support of tho Infantry units. The large number. of enemy
in the area presenting target* andO.the fact that manyw.of the contacts ,were
against elaborately oonstruoted ensmv fortifications required ,that. TAC air and
artillery be used at the maximum rates possible. The 77 tubes of artillery
fired over 151,000 rounds while 2096 sorties of TAC air were flown in support.
The responsiveness of both air and artillery and the cooperation between
them contributed greatly to the victory and was a real tribute to integrated
direct support under difficult circumstanoes.

The army aviation support was also outstanding. Many tributes havebeen paid to helicopters and the contribution they make to our efforts in
this conflict; however, the enemy could not have been M* so swiftly and
checked at each threat had it not been for the tremendous support provided

. by those helicopter units supporting our forces. The terrain was some of
the most rugged in VIETNAM and there was only one second class road into
the region which stopped at the medium fire support base. All tactical
moves of infantry and artillery and all resupply to forward fire bases wasby chopper. Without the excellent helicopter support that was common during
the battle the NVA would have succeeded in getting into position. Instead,
our rapid deployment to block him, and our combat assaults behind his advanced
units, preempted his deployment into his planned attack positions.

We would be remiss on not acknowledgkng the outstanding medical
support received in this fierce battle. Unhappily, the
casualties were heavy on several occassions as they will be from such
violent and continous contact- however the professionalism and competence of
the combat medics, the dustoff crews and the doctors and nurses at the 71st
Evacuation Hospital resulted in not one casualty losing his life once he was
lifted out of the area of contact. This is surely a record to be proud
of and which greatly increases the morale of the troops that had to seek out
and engage the enemy.

The logistic personnel, that worked so tirelessly to keep flowing thetremendous amount of supplies needed by our forces, are not to be forgotten.
In spite of the destruction of the ASP as the result of the mortaring of DAK
TO on 15 November our units did not want for munitions. Our supply lines reacted
quickly and replacement supplies were on the way to DAK TO almost before the
last round had fallen. In less than two days after the attacks the EOD teams
had cleared the area, the engineers had repaired the airfield runway and
resupply aircraft were landing supplies to augment the overland convoys.

The combined US and ARVN enemy body count of 1,644 is by itself proof
that the enemy suffered an enormous defeat. However, his real defeat lies
in the fact that he was caught while preparing for an attack that he
calculated would demonstrate his ability to take and hold an area and give
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him the victory he so desperate3y neide in this war. Instead, he, ussuddenly on the defenbive and after more than three weeks of savage fightinges sent limping baoak to hie smnatuar:ie. twn there the enemy s undoubtedlyfrantically planning for the viotoryhe Is. doesperately seeking, . Nevet'.theleos, until he finally realises the fatiJbytt : of such efforts -thea-d AMW forces stand ready, to engage -any such. future attempts -,in tshe 0e0Atr*
Hlighlands.

WE 04611
JVajor General, USA
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D3PARTMNT OF THE ARM
HEADOUARTItS 4TH INFANTRY DIVISION

APO San Franoisco 96262

AVDDH-GC 3 January 1968

SUBJET- Combat Operations After Action Report (RCS MA1CV J3-32) (U)
"Battle for DAK TO"

THU Commanding General
I Field Force, Vietnam
ATTN! AVFA-GC
APO 96350

TO: Comnmander
US Military Assistance Cotmmand, Vietnam
ATTN: J343
APO 96243

1. (U) NAME AND TITLE OF OPE&ATIO"N Operation MAC ARTHUR, ;'Battle
for DAK TO" - Search and destroy.

2. (U) DATES OFOPMLTION: 25 October to 1 December 1967.

3. (U) LOCATION: Reference map VIETNAM, Scale 1:250,000; Series JOG
(G) 1501! Sheets ND 48-8, 49-5z and map VIETNAM, Scale 1:50,OOOZ Series
L7014: Sheets 6537 I, II, III, IV, 6538 I, II, III, IV! 6637 III, IV:
6638 III, IV.

4. (U) CONTROL _HEA.,gQUTERS: Headquarters, 4th Infantry Division.

5. (U) RE-PORTING OFFICER: Principal commanders and senior staff
officers participating in the operation are listed at inclosure 1.

6. (U) TASK ORGANIZATION- Inclosure 2.

7. (C) INTELLIGENCE!

a. Enemy Composition, Disposition and Strength Prior to the
"Battle for DAK TO".

(1) At the beginning of the battle the NVA B-3 Front was
preparing the battlefield southwest of the DAK TO Special Forces Camp in
KONTUM Province. The enemy imission was to infiltrate men and materials
into the area via the PLEI TREAP Valley and Tri-Border area and to attack
and overrun the DAK TO Sped:Ial Forces Camp. This attack was to take place
in conjunction with the counthry-wide escalation of enemy activity aimed at
a significant NVA/VC victory. The presence of such a large enemy force
represented one of the largest buildups ever to take place in the Western
Highlands.

Downgraded at 3 Year Interval;
CONF/DI NT/AL. Declassified After 12 YEAR&, ____.DOD DIR 5200.10
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"Battle for DAK TO" ý

(2) Summary of enemy composition, disposition and strength
at the beginning of the 'Battle for DAK TO".

lst NVA Div 2,500 South of DAK TO
32nd FIA Regt 2,500 Southwest of DAK TO
66th NVA Regt 2,500 Northwest of DAK TO
374th NVA Regt 1,400 Southwest of DAK TO
40th Arty Regt 1,796 Northeast of DAK TO
24th NVA Regt 500 Southeast of DAK TO
304th XF VC Bn

b. Enemy Activity During the "Battle for DAK TO".

(1) During late October and early November, there was evidence
that the let NVA Division with its subordinate regiments, the 32nd and 66th,
had moved into southeastern KONTUM from its previous location in CAMBODIA.
The enemy's plans were revealed by NVA Sergeant Vu Hong, who rallied to
ARVN forces on 2 November. He indicated that the 66th Regiment would attack
US Forces at DAK TO, approaching from the southwest. The 32nd Regiment
would screen to prevent US counterattacks against the 66th. The 174th
Regiment, under control of the 1st Division, would be in reserve. Fire
support would be provided by the 40th Artillery Regiment, which consisted
of a 120m mortar battalion and. two-142mt rocket: battalions. The artillery
was reportedly divided, with part coalocated with the 32nd Regiment and the
remainder northeast of DAK TO with the 24th NVA Regiment. It is probable
that elements were assigned in direct support (,f the 66th, as well. The
mission of the 24th Regiment was to block reinforcements and to join in
on a three prong attack on DAK TO if the need developed. The attack was to
have begun on 28 October, but was postponed by problems of coordination.
The rapid deployment of US units to DAK TO in the interim spoiled the
enemv's plans for attacking the camp.

(2). From subsequent action, it can be concluded that the
enemy reacted by redeploying to prepared defensive positions to the south
and southwest of DAK TO. The apparent plan at this point was to provoke I

US units into attacks against heavily fortified positions. The first
engagement of the DAK TO battle began on 3 November, When elements of the
NVA 32nd Regiment were contacted south of DAK TO by the 3d Battalion, 12th
Infantry. The following day the 3d Battalion, 8th Infantry engaged two
battalions of the same enemy unit 'at Y8913143. Meanwhile, the 4th Battalion,
503d Airborne was fighting the 66th Regiment further to the west at YB853187,.
Both the enemy regiments were well dug in and fought to hold the ground they
occupied. During these actions, the 32nd suffered sufficient casualties to
impair its effectiveness significantly. The'66th also sustained heavy losses,
but was able to continue operations.
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"Battle for DAN TO"

(3) By 12 November, the 174th and 24th WNA Regiments were
committed to action, while the 32nd and 66th withdrew to the southwest.
On 12 November, the US 173d Airborne Brigade began a series of battles with
the 174th Regiment southwest of POLEI KAN. 'The enemy took moderate casualties,
but stood their ground. The largest battles in this series were fought for
control of Hill 875 (YB798137), which finally came under US control on
23 November.

(4) On 18 November, the 24th NVA Regiment, to the northeast,
was first identified in a contact with ARVN forces as it began a continuing
effort to relieve pressure on the embattled units to the southwest. Other
engagements with ARVN forces occurred on 20, 21, 25 and 29 November in the
vicinity of ZB1330. As a result, the 24th Regiment lost 405 KIA (BC).
In these contacts, the 4th and 5th BattalionS were firmly identified. The
6th Battalion, which frequently operated independently, was not positively
located. However, a document captured on 15 November at YB649149 suggested
that this battalion was located south of DAN TO.

(5) The ambush of a convoy on Highway 14 at ZB152084 on
11 November and mortar attacks on KONTUM City on 15 and 17 November were
further efforts to divert US forces away from the main elements of the let
WA Division. These attacks were probably made by the 304th VC MF Battalion,
which frequently operated in coordination with the 24th Regiment. By the
end of the month, attacks by fire from well-fortified positions were
mounted against friendly forces. The usual weapon was the 82nm mortar. The
enemy was poised for withdrawal! however, evidence still remained that he
might attempt some offensive measures with attacks by fire, using 122ram
rockets, being the most logical.

(6) As of 30 November estimated enemy strengths and locations
were as follows:

SUNIT STRENGTH DISPOSITION

24th NVA Regt 1,268 ZB1240
32nd NVA Regt 1,900 Southwest of DAK TO
66th NVA Regt 2,056 Southwest of DAN TO
174th NVA Regt 1,965 YB7814
304th MF VC Bn 470 Southeast of DAK TO
40th Arty Regt 1,400 Elements vic YB7626

c. During the "Battle for DAK TO" the following enemy techniques
were used against friendly forces.

(1) Attacks by fire. The presence of the 40th Artillery
Regiment gave the enemy a 120mm mortar as well as 122mm rocket capability.
Only employed twice on, 21 and 22 November, they were to have been
employed in the original plan for overrunning DAK TO. The pz~esence of

3
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"Battle for DAK TO"

the 75mm pack howitzer was also noted in the area, but it was not known to
have been effectively employed, Attacks by fire against both friendly forces
and fixed installations, using 60=. and 82mi mortars as an economy of force
measure, were ag•ain suocessfully employed by the enemy.

(2) Enemy change of tactics" The enemy's, initial lack of
coordination and the quick deployment of 4th Infantry Division and OPCON
units into the DAK TO area forced the enemy to re-evaluate and change course
from his initial plane. Instead of an offensive attack on DAK TO, he
chose to have US units come to him and fight' on an already prepared battefield.

d. Terrain.

(1) DAK TO is situated in a mountainous region in south-
western KONTUM Province. The area is bordered on the east by the IRONG POKO
River and on the west by the CAMBODIAN Border, The area is dense jungle,
heavily covered with triple canopy vegetation, with numerous streams and
small rivers throughout. Rolling plains and less vegetated areas appear
along the KRONG POKO River and in the various valleys where streams and
small rivers are found. Highway 512, which begins at TAN CANH and extends
to the LAOTIAN Border, is the onl.y land route into the immediate area.
This route is an unimproved fair weather road with bypasses available for
heavy equipment. Highway 14, a hard surtace road, runs the length of the
battle area from north-south. in the eastern portion.. Foot trails
abound throughout the area.

Military aspects of the terrain.

(a) Observation and fields of fires Observation is
limited because of the dense forest and hills and mountains. Ground
observation is often limited to a few yards. From the air, observation is
difficult, but not impossible. Flat trajectory fires are limited in the
hills and mountains and can be easily deflected by the dense undergrowth.
Vegetation and terrain irregularities limit target acquisitio, a.id-adjustment
of fire for high, angle fire weapons.

(b) Cover and Concealment- Cover and concealment from
flat trajectory fire is excellent in most parts of the battle area. The
mountainous terrain and dense foliage provides natural concealment as
well as cover. In the more open portions of the area this is somewhat reduced;
however; it is still deemed adequate te permit undetected movement. There
are numerous mountain caveo which provide excellent cover.

(c) Obstacles! The major obstacle is the KRONG POKO
River which forms a barrier for-east-west travel. The river is fordable
during the dry season.,
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"Battle for DAK TO"

(d) Key terrain features- The NOOK TANG Mountain
(Vio YB9517) and its oonneoting mountain proups is a key terrain feature in
the northern portion of the area. The southern portion includes
many mountainous areas where terrain in very irregular in pattern and
difficult to traverse:'

e. Weather. The weather was mild.during the period, with only
light amounts of precipitation from occasional afternoon rainshowers.
Most clouds were at two levels. 10,000 and 25,000 feet. Morning fog formed
occasionally in the deep valleys and along the streams. Soil conditions
were usually dry, facilitating easy movement for vehicles. The good
weather allowed for maximum usage of air power during the operation.

f. One mining incident occurred during the "Battle for DAK TO".
A 3/A ton truck from the lst Battalion, 69th Armor hit a plastic mine .on
11 November at YB893271 with negative oasualties and light damage to the
vehicle.

g. There were seven mines located in the DAK TO area during this
period. All were discovered on 19 November and were destroyed in place.
The mines were emplaced approximately 200 meters apart.

Location Mine

YB896272 CHICOM AT
YB892270 US IlAl
YB889271 US MIA1
YB903273 2-CHICOM AT
YB901273 US MlAl
YB902273 CHICOM AT

h. A total of 60 rocket/mortar attacks were experienced during the
"Battle for DAK TO". A list of the attacks is at inclosure 3.

8 (C) _.s~szoN!

a. The mission of the 4th Infantry Division in the MAC ARTHUR
area of operations in which the "Battle for DAK TO" took place is stated
below.

The 4th Infantry Division conducts operations in the MAC ARTHUR area
of operations to:

(1) Detect North VIETNAMESE Army infiltration into the Republic
of VIETNAM.

(2) Conduct spoiling attacks to prevent enemy buildup in the
West Central Highlands.

5
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"Battle for DAK TO"

(3) Provide security for engineer construction, lend clearing,
road upgradingh, logistical installations and Highways 14 and 19.

(4) Support the Qovernerint of VIETNAM's Revolutionary
Development and Refugee Resettlement Programs.

(5) Conduct..a continuing Civic Action.Program consisting of
short range, high impact projects in the fozweard areas• and long range,
nation building projects in, the Tactical Area ,of Responsibility.

b. The mission of the.4th*-Inftfntry Division-and OPCON units at
DAK TO was simpler.

The US forces in cooperation end coordination with ARVN and CIDG units
were to engage, destroy and drive from central KONTUM Province the North
VIETNAMESE Army forces which ,ad infiltrated and were threatening the
population centers and FWMAF installations of DAK TO and KOTUM City.

9. (C) COCP F2

In the latter part of October as the indioatrions.of strong
enemy interest in the DAK TO area increased the decision was made to
replace the mechanized infantry battalion which at the time had the mission
of securing the DAK TO airfield, the adjacent FSA and engineer work parties
that were upgrading route 512 from TAN CANH to the proposed-site of the
BEN BET CIDG camp with the 3d Battalion 12th Infantry. As enemy activity
increased the let Brigade with two battalions moved from western PLEIKU
into DAK TO while the mechanized battalion and an armored cavalry squadron,
because of their mobility, assumed the lst Brigade's mission of screening
the border area in western PLEIKU Province.

The division's 2d Brigade with three battalions continued
operations in northern DARLAC Province to seek aut and destroy an NVA
regiment that was reported to be infiltrating into the area.

The first phase of the "Battle for DAK TO" began following the
arrival of the lst Brigade. Several days later a battalion from the 173d
Airborne Brigade was added to the let Brigade's forces. All intelligence
assets were employed to find the enemy. They indicated that the enemy
planned to attack the DAK TO complex and a knowledgeable NVA HOI CHANH
who turned himself in right before the battle began .confirmed this. The
three battalions were projected south and southwest of DAK TO to seek,
find and fix the enemy. This resulted in a spoiling of the enemy's plan
and did fix his main locations.

As the magnitude of the encounters increased and the enemy was found
in strength, the battle moved into the second phase. In order tO destroy
the enemy main force, additional forces were furnished resulting in two more

6
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"Battle for DAK TO"'

battalions of the 173d Airborne Brigade and the brigade oommand-and-control
group arriving in the battle area. The division then added one more of its
battalions to the lot Brigade. The two brigades, now totalling six
battalions, pushed south and southliest to destroy the enemy.

The battle developed and entered into the third phase when the
brigades, following heavy fighting, were able to exploit their advantage and
pursue the enemy to the southwest. To block the enemy withdrawal from the area,
a two battalion brigade from the lot Air Cavalry Division arrived on the
scene and deployed south of the battle area across the main infiltration
routes that led to the PLEI TRAP Valley. A threat to the DAK TO complex from
the north and northeast was countered by bringing in a total of three ARVN
airborne and two ARVN ranger battalions to assist the ARVN infantry battalion
which was stationed in this area.

After the enemy had been routed and driven from the area, the
brigades then conducted search and destroy operations to find and eliminate
isolated enemy elements, and to locate and destroy enemy supply caches,
base areas and fortifications.

lO. (C) MEECUTION.

a. Prior to tho battle on 25 October the disposition of the division's
forces were as follows-

(1) The 2d Brigade with three infantry battalions was in
northern DARLAC Province. The battalions were positioned so that they A

could effectively block the suspected infiltration into that area from
CAMBODIA by the 33d NVA Regiment.

(2) The 1st Brigade with two infantry battalions and one
cavalry squadron was screening the CAMBODLIN Border area in western PLEIKU
Province from New PLEI DJEENG to the IA DRANG River.

(3) A mechanized battalion task force was located at DAK
TO (ZBO04217) to assist ARVN and CIDG forces securing the DAK TO complex and
to provide security for engineer road and bridge construction parties.

(4) The other cavalry squadron and the tank battalion were
securing Highways 19E, 14N and 14S.

b. Intelligence points to DAK TO.

(1) In the latter part of October the lt NVA Division was
detected just opposite the tri-border (VIETNAM - CAMBODIA - UIOS) area.
The 173d Airborne Brigade during Operation GREELEY had worked the area south
of DAK TO from June through September. They had contacts in June and July,
but none subsequent to that time, and so most of the brigade was redeployed
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to PHU YEN Province. A battalion task force, 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry,
remained. This battalion was subsequently replaced by the division's mechanized
infantry battalion, the 2d Battalion, 8th Infantry (Mech) on 12 October.
When elements of the let NVA Division were identified in the area the mech-
anized battalion was replaced by the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry. The infantry
battalion assumed responsibility for DAK TO on 28 October and began reconnoiterin
the area. Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols began to pick up enemy movement
toward DAK TO from the southwest. Also, agent reports supported the LRRP
reports and confirmed the movement of the NVA toward DAK TO. The 1st
Brigade Headquarters was inmediately moved to DAK TO closing on 29 October
and followed on 30 October by the 3d Battalion, 8th Infantry. ll1 intelligence
means available were employed in the area. An airborne personnel detector -
"Snoopy" - detected strong concentrations along the valleys leading toward
DAK TO and BEN HET (YB873259) from the southwest. It was evident that theNVA were moving in, and in large numbers. The LRRP's continued to pick up
movement. Several ammunition storage areas and base carps were discovered
in the area - another indication of an enemy buildup. .Also used were visual
reconnaissance aircraft (head-hunters) and airborne infrared sensors.

(2) The division knew the enemy was moving in. Then on 2
November, one of the members of a NVA 50 man reconnaissance party, a
sergeant from the 66th NVA Regiment, turned himself in as a HOI CHANH atthe village of DAK RI (YB969217). The seargeant had quite a fantastic tale to
tell. A lot of people disbelieved him because he knew too much. He said
that the 66th Regiment was moving from the southwest generally towards
BE HET! the 32d Regiment was moving from the southwest generally towards
DAK TO! the 32d was to cover the attack made by the 66th. The 174th Regiment,
which had been north in the DAK SEANG area had moved down along the border
to act as reinforcements in the event the other units got in trouble - a
contingency force. He also said that the 24th Regiment, which had been well
to the north and northeast of DAK TO, was going to move down and hit the
DAK TO area from the northeast. He stated that the 4Oth Artillery Regiment
was split to support both the regiments coming in from the southwest and
the 24th Regiment coming from the north. All forces were under the control
of the lot NVA Division located just inside the border. Ill the intelligence
the division had gathered indicated that what the HOI CHNH had said was
correct. The division followed through on the information and it was
exactly the way it worked out in the entire operation, with one minor exception.

c. Phase I - The threat (1-6 November)

(1) The first phase of the "Battle for DAK TO" began on 1November when, to counter the immediate threat, the 1st Brigade deployed
the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry to the ridge line immediately south of DfAK
TO and the 3d Battalion, 8th Infantry was placed to the southwest of DAK TO,
also on the high ground. I FFORCEV made available a battalion of the 173d
Airborne Brigade, the 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry, which closed DAK TO on
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1 November and was tttached to the lat Brigade. On 3 November the battalion
was moved to BEN HET, the new location of the OAK TO CIDG camp. At the
time there was a heavy concentration of engineers and road clearing equipment
there. The 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry was directed to move south from
BEN HET.

(2) On 3 and 4 November the first contact in the "Battle for
DAK TO" took place at YBOOO61 on the high ridge due south of DAK TO. It.
was only 900 meters south of the location of one of the largest engapanents
which the 173d Airborne Brigade had in the DAK TO area in tha month of June
during Operation GREELEY. Two companies from the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry
pushing up the ridge encomitered a very strong NVA position. They tested
it and found it could not be taken without excessive casualties, and so the
companies backed off and started pounding it with artillery and tac air.
They tried it again and were still met by strong opposition. All available
artillery was brought to bear on the enemy position, as were 40 air strikes,
which included 24 sorties of 1000 pound bombs with delayed action fuzes.
With this support the companies were able to move in. They had four NIA
aund counted 13 NVA KIA. Many more NVA were undoubtedly killed than those
counted. Many NVA were covered by the bomb damage. Also, it was evident
that the NVA had dragged away quite a few bodies. The 3d Battalion, 8th
Infantry, during this time, established a fire base at YB934188 and air
assaulted two companies onto the ridge line to the south at YBgJ-l4 to work
West along the ridge. They h&d one contact as they moved in this general
area in which they killed 11 NVA and lost four.

(3) Three companies from the 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry,.
moved south from BEN HET and on the morning of 6 November all three companies
had simultaneous contact in the vicinity of YB83120. Concurrently the
remaining company was air assaulted on top of Hill 825 at YB853187. The
hill had been well prepped by artillery and air which, as was later found
out, had driven the enemy off the hilltop. The company landed without
opposition, but not more than 30 minutes later they had WVA all around them.

4 The NVA had all around defenses and a large base camp on the hill. The
battle continued on into the night and part of the following morning. By
the time the battle was over the 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry had lost 16
people and had killed a total of 104 NVA. This brought to the end the first
phase in which only the let Brigade was employed.

d. Phase II - The counteroffensive (7-12 November).

(1) On 5 November the I Field Force Commander made the
remainder of the 173d Airborne Brigade (less the recently arrived 3d Battalion,
503d Infantry) available to the division. The 173d TAC CP and th lest
Battalion, 503d Infantry closed DAK TO on 6 November and moved to BEN HET.
On 7 November the Brigade Main CP and the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry closed
into the area and set up at the Old DAK TO airstrip (ZB046210) near TAN CANH.
With the arrival of the 173d Airborne Brigade the battle area south of Route
512 was divided with the Ist Brigade on the east and the 173d on the west.

9
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At the aame time from the division's 2d Brigade that was operating in DARLAC
"Province, the lot Battalion, Sth Infantry was alerted to move into the area
and Joirt the let Brigade.

(2) To provide comiand and control over this two brigade force
the division deployed a tactical command post to DAK TO on 6 November.

(3) During this period the 9th ARVN Airborne Battalion was
flown in from SAIGON and the Joint General Reserve and it was agreed that
the AIRVX would orient themselves to the northeast to work against the 24th
NVA Regimant,

(4) Routs 512 that junctioned with Highway 14 at TAN CANH and
ran through the DAK TO complex to BEN HET presented a security problem.
The ARVN assisted the division in solving this problem by providing the let
Battalion, 42d Regiment for local defense of the DAK TO oomplax, the defense
of the city of TAN CANH and the regimental headquarters and also to- secure •"
the bridge west of DAK TO. In addition to securing the DAK TO area, the
divimion had to secure Highway 14 from TAN CANH thru KON`TUM to PLEIKU.
A troop from the 2d Squadron, let Cavalry and a company from the let
Battalion, 69th Armor were used for this mission. /

(5) South of DAK TO the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry continued
to work down the ridge line at YB9715. They found that the enemy had
defenses about every 1500 to 2000 meters- each time they came up against
one of these positionS they had to stop and pound the enemy with air and
artillery before moving in. This tactic was repeated on several occasions.
Each time we would lose a couple of men and kill 10 to 15 NVA.

(6) The 3d Battalion, 8th Infantry continued to manuever in
the vicinity of the ridge line at YB9318 on 7 and 8 November. On 8 November
two companies of the battalion had what could be considered one of the
largest contacts of the war at YB904149. The enemy force was estimated
to be in excess of a battalion, possibly two battalions. The companies were
in their nmght position when they were hit by a furious weapons and ground attack.
In'-ensive B-40 rocket and mortar fire had a devastating effect on the companies.
The NW. punntrtt- tV"e p~rt,',L•twr of one of thu coir.pan'es, but was driven back.
Late in the evening the attack ceased, but only after intense pounding of
the enemy by artillery and napalm. In a sweep of the battle area the next
two c'aysthey counted 2,32 NVA bodies. The companies lost a total of 21.
Shrapnel from the B-40 rockets and mortars produced many wounds, however
many of these were minor and these men would return to their units somewhere
between two weeks and a month.

(7) The 3d Battalion, 8th Infantry replaced one of the companies
the following day and continued to advance up the ri.dge line toward Hill
724. The enemy engaged the advancing companies with small arms and mortar
fire. Occasional squad - sized groups of individuals were observed. In
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the afternoon of 10 November a third company was lifted into the area.
As they joined the other two companies at YB900148, the combined perimeter
was hit by the enemy. The attack lasted the rest of the day and into the
night before it was broken off. The enemy again made extensive use of
small arms, B-40 rockets and mortars. The battalion employed massive artillery
and air strikes against the enemy. The body count the next morning showed
that 94 of the enemy had been killed. The companies lost 18, but again
there were many wounded. One company was down to 44 men. Another company
was down to 59 and the largest had only 78. Difficulties were encountered
in evacuating the dead and wounded when a resupply helicopter bringing in
ammunition and supplies was hit by a B-40 rocket. It burned all day blocking
the LZ so that the companies were unable to evacuate their casualties. It
was not until the next morning that the LU was cleared and the dead and
wounded evacuated.

(8) On 11 November fte three companies reached Hill 724.
Throughout the day and into the night, the enemy continued harassing the
units with small arms, mortar and B-40 rocket fire.

(9) In the area south of BEN HET the 4th Battalion, 503d
Infantry had suffered a number of wounded, so it was replaced by the ist
Battalion, 503d Infantry on 9, 10 Noveiber. The let Battalion, 503d
Infantry pushed out to the west on 11 November and not very far from its
fire base ran into the enemy at YB825184. It was a very heavy engagement
lasting most of the day and part of the night. In this contact they killed
161 of the enemy and lost 21.

(10) Evidence showed that the enemy was moving back to the west,
away from the contacts with the Ist Battalion, 503d Infantry. To block this
movement the 21 Battalion, 503d Infantry was air assaulted into an old fire
base area at YE821159 on 12 November. The battalion established a new
FSB and began moving to the west and ran into sporadic engagements where
they losn 19 and killed 23 of the enemy.

(1).) About this time I FFORCEV made other forces available to
thre division. On 13. November the let Battalion, 12th Cavalry from the let
Air Cavalry DivisicrA closod DAK TO and was initially employed in the area
around DAK TO. Later two of the companies were deployed to assist the 3d
Battalion, 8th Inf.±try and still later the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry.
Then on 18 November the comnand post of the lot Brigade, ist Air Cavalry and
one additional battrlion, the 2d Battalion, 8th Cavalry closed into KONTUM.

(12) The first mortar attack on the DAK TO airfield complex
occurred on the night, of 12 Novei.ber. Forty-four rounds were received
that night, but cau-,:d praclica'.'y no damage. Two personnel were wounded
and three vehicles r:,eive:i minor, damego.

e. Phase III - The pursuit (13-25 November).
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(1) The ARVN Joint General Staff continued to reinforce the
area with ARVN airborne troops. The 3d ARVN Airborne Battalion arrived
from SAIGON' on 13 November replacing the 9th ARVN Airborne Battalion. The
3d was followed two days later by the 2d ARVN Airborne Battalion. The
ARVN 3d Battalion, 42d Infantry, which had been southeast of DAN TO along
Highway 14N, and the 3d ARVN Airborne Battalion were employed to the north-
east of TAN CANH against the 24th NVA Regiment.

(2) In the lot Brigade portion of the battle area, the 3d
Battalion, 12th Infantry continued on down the ridge line south of DAK TO
and cleaned it out. Then the battalion started along the high hill line
that ran southeast to northwest through YB9915. The battalion had a very
heavy encounter on Hill 1338. The same tactic was used as had been used
before: Feel the enemy out, pin them down and then hit them with air and
artillery. The battalion took the hill killing 49 NVA and losing eight
of their own personnel.

(3) The iot Battalion, 8th Infantry which had come in from
DARLAC Province on 10 November and had been securing the area east of TAN
CANH, was air assaulted into YB909121 on 12 November, primarily to establish
a 155mm artillery base. Moving from the fire base on 14 November two •
companies air assaulted to YB957115 to exploit secondary explosions and
other intelligence indicating that a rocket attack on DAK TO would be
initiated from the hill. The companies moved through the area, but did
not establish contact. However they did find recently constructed enemy
protective and fighting positions. Subsequently, they deployed two companies
to YB870100 and the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry established a mortar base
at YB875072. The let Battalion, 8th Infantry had a meduim sized contact
near the mortar base in which they lost four and killed 10 enemy.

(4) On 18 November the lst Battalion 503d Infantry as it
continued to the south from BEN HET had a contact at YB803161 in which they
killed 51 NVA and lost six.

(5) At the same time the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry was
pushing southwest with three companies. The co mparnes laagered that evening
about one kilometer north of Hill 875 (YB706135). The following morning,
19 November, two of the companies moved out toward the hill and ran into
strong resistance at YB798138. They pulled back toward their night location
and called in air and artillery. The third company began to move to join
the other companies when they came under violent attack. They had to fight
their way out of the engagement to marry up with the other companies. The
three companies between them had 30 to 40 dead, about 100 wounded and several
people missing. The dead and wounded had been assembled for evacuation when
a bomb from one of the aircraft bombing the hill landed among them. It was
estimated that an additional 20 were killed and 20 to 30 wounded as a result.
The 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry was air assaulted into the 2d Battalion, .
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503d Infantry's fire base on 20 November and then moved overland to link
up with the three companies of the 2d Battalion at Hill 875. It was necessary
to move against Hill 875 in order to neutralize the enemy fire on the LZ so
that the wounded and dead could be evacuated. The 4th Battalion, 503d
Infantry started to assault the hill and found it was strongly held. They
pulled back and all available air and artillery was thrown against the hill
the following day. Light, medium and heavy artillery were fired at maxidum
rates and during one five hour period air strikes came in at the rate of one
every 15 minutes to 30 minutes. On 20 November the lst Battalion, 12th
Infantry was moved up from DARLAC Province. This was made possible since
I FFORCEV had secured the 4th Battalion, 39th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division,
from II FFORCEV to replace it. Two companies from the 1st Battalion, 12
Infantry were placed under the operational control of the 173d Airborne
Brigade and on 22 November were combat assaulted into an LZ (YB800127)
adjacent to the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry. The 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry
and the two companies from the 1st Battalion, 12th Infantry tested the hill
and found it was still strongly held. The units could have driven in but
would have taken additional casualties. Instead they pulled back and again
pounded the hill with massive artillery and air. The following day 23
November the 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry on the north and the two companies
from the 1st Battalion, 12th Infantry on the south, drove in against light
opposition and occupied Hill 875. The 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry in their
engagements with the enemy at Hill 875 had 95 people killed! they killed
279 NVA. The 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry lost 18 and they killed 43 NVA.

(6) The 2d Battalion, 8th Cavalry upon their arrival at
KONTUM was deployed north into the area east of DAK TO to replace its sister
battalion, the 1st Battalion, 12th Cavalry. The let Battalion, 12th Cavalry

* - was then air assaulted into the DAK HODRAI Valley south of the battle area to
establish a base camp (YB342088) to cut off the enemy's escape routes and
to search out the area. However, no enemy was found in the area.

(7) Meanwhile the 2d Battalion, 8th Cavalry moved into the
hills east of TAN CANH and encountered strong enemy defenses. The battalion
operated in the area about six days, again blasting the enemy out. In the
six days they lost two and killed 22. One important find that the battalion
made was 25 rounds of 57 and 75 millimeter recoilless ammunition which could
have been used against DAK TO and TAN CANH. They destroyed this captured
ammunition.

(8) The ARVN meanwhile had moved northeast of TAN CANH. The
3d Battalion, 42d Regiment established contact on top of a high peak, Hill
1416 at ZB138308, so the 3d ARVN Airborne Battalion was employed on their
left flank and they too met heavy resistance. The peak was worked over by
air and artillery while the ARVN units were reinforced with another battalion,
the 2d ARVN Airborne which had arrived from SAIGON. The ARVN 3d Battalion,
42d Regiment was put in a blocking position and the 2d and 3d Airborne
Battalions assaulted the hill. Obe attacked from the south and the other
slipped around the west sida and came in from the north, all the while
employing air and artillery very skillfully. A 4th Division Artillery
155mm howitzer battery eeinforced the fires of two ARVN 105mm batteries.
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At the end of two days when the contact broke, the ARVN had 49 of their
personnel killed and had counted 247 dead NVA on the hill.

(9) On the morning of 15 November the DAK TO complex was
again mortared this time receiving eight rounds. They landed among three
C-130 aircraft on the parking ramp that were lifting part of the 9th ARVN
A5 rborne Battalion from the area. One of the rounds hit next to one of the
C-130's and wounded the 9th ARVN Airborne Battalion Commander and two other
of hic people and set the C-130 afire. One other C-130 was hit also,
causing it to explode and burn. The third aircraft was hit, but did not
burn. The pilot and crew chief managed to get into the aircraft, start two
of the engines and with reversed props backed the C-130 away from the two
that were burning, saving the aircraft from destruction. The other two
were destroyed.

(10) That evening starting about 1700 hours, DAK TO received
a heavier attack. About 78 rounds fell generally in the same area as
the morning attack but some of the rounds impacted in the ammunition
supply point and fire spread from one bunker to another and eventually
destroyed 1100 tons of ammunition. However, out of all this action, only
three ARVN and three US were wounded.

(11) On 22 November reacting to intelligence that the NVA
4th Battalion, 95B Regiment was moving into the PLEI NRONG - KONTUM area,
an ideal place from which to hit KONTUM, the lst Battalion, 12th Cavalry was
air assaulted into the area. The battalion landed right on top of where
intelligence indicated the enemy to be. Within an hour after landing the
battalion reqeived a mortar attack. The area was low jungle, but extremely
thick and the battalion was not able to establish contact with the NVA
battalion.

(12) On 25 November because of a need elsewhere, the 1st
Brigade, lst Air Cavalry Division Headquarters and the 2d Battalion, 8th
Cavalry were wi-hdrawn from the DAK TO forces and airlifted out of the area.

f. Phase IV - The exploitation (26 November - 1 December).

(1) The 4th Infantry Division forces began to sweep the
battle area searching out and destroying the extensive enemy bunker complexes
and supply areas, and engaging the small groups of NVA still in the area.

(2) The ARVN made the last contacts in the DAK TO area.
The 2d and 3d ARVN Airborne Battalions started to move north and northwest
of DAK TO and were joined by the 7th Airborne Battalion. A battalion of
Rangers was also deployed from PLEIKU to work to the northwest. The 22d
Ranger Battalion made contact on 25 November at ZB0314. They lost four
personnel and killed 31.
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(3) There was good information that the 24th NVA Regiment was
in the moxuitaine northeast of TAN CGNH (BI1425). Tho 2d and 3d ARVN
Airborne Battalions were north of the area and moved against the suspected
location of the enemy regiment. The 3d Airborne Battalion came down
Highway IAN, the 2d Airborne Battalion began sweeping southeast. The
battalions had almost simultaneous contact, The 2d Airborne Battalion estab-
lished contact with what they considered to be the headquarters of the group
which had ambushed a convoy of the 3d Airborne Battalion. It was a strong
contact and the 2d Airborne Battalion killed 72 of the enemy and lost five,
The 3d Airbonte Battalion killed 37 of the ambushing force and they lost
five personnel.

(4) During this phase readjustments of the DAK TO forces
were made. The let Battalion, 12Lh Infantry was in the area of Hill 875
working with the 4th Battalion, 503d Infantry. The 2d Battalion, 503d
Infantry moved back to BEN HET to reorganize and refit. The 4th Battalion,
503d Infantry was then moved back to the vicinity of DAK TO. The let
Battalion, 503d Infantry moved its fire base west of the DAK POKO River
that runs between BEN HET and DAK TO and began working to the northwest of
the fire base.

(5) The 3d Battalion, 12th Znftntry moved their fire base to
YB823082 to search out an area where an NVA rocket site had been detected
on 17 November. The rockets had been directed at the lst Battalion, 8th
Infantry fire base which was in the area at the time. The firing of the
rockets had been observed from the fire base of the let Battalion, 12th
Cavalry who reacted immediately with aerial rocket artillery. The fire
base that the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry established was in extremely
rugged jungle. There were ironwood trees five to si:-r feet in diameter and
bamboo five to eight inches thick.

(6) The let Battalion, 8th Infantry air assaulted to Hill
830 (YB858138) to establish a fire base and began working south. ThA 3d
Battalion, 8th Infantry after & short search mission east of Highwaq 14 moved
onto the ridge south of DAK TO to continue to search it out. The batbalion
uncýovered a huge bunker and tunnel complex deep in a canyon below Hill
1338. The tunnels were large caverns with hospital areas along with
eating and sleeping facilities. It was large enough to acconmodate-more
than a battalion. The complex was destroyed.

(7) On 1 December BEN HET, where the 173d Airborne Brigade
Tactical CP, the 2d Battalion, 503d Infantry, along with engineers and
artillery were located, was hit by 122mm rockets fromthe area west of BEN
HET. Mortars were fired at BEN HET from the south. Twenty-two rockets
landed inside the fire base killing one and wounding nine.

g. Outside the battle area.

(1) The "Battle for DAK TO" was not limited to the DAK TO
area alone. Enemy activities increased in other areas of the Highlands
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•~> to- .dtrat from DAK TO and cause tho division to emplov forces elsewhere,
one of the things the enemy tried to do was sever the supply li feline
between PLEIKU and DAK TO. An engineer work party was ambushed just north
of KONTU at ZA200965 on 11 November. An armnlrd cava lry platoon was
nearby and quickly reacted. There were six US killed and 13 einVoy dead
were oounted. Later in seirching the aroa another 16 enemy bodies were
found. The ambush had cost the enemy 99 lives. On 24 November a ooQavoy
moving from QUI NHON to PLEIKU on Highway 19E was ambushed approximately
eighteen kilometers east of PLE.KU at AR958493. The 2d Squadron, lot
Cavalry reacted very quickly and arrived while the ambush was still goirng--
on. The convoy reacted well, driving many of the trucks off the road into
the adjacent rice paddies saving several vehicles. The oavalry flankod
the enemy, a headhunter (a spotter aircraft) was on the scene quickly and
helicopter gunships arrived shortly thereafter. An airstrike was employed
and the Division Exploitation Platoon wat on the ground within 30 Minutes.
The enemy killed four US personnel and destroyed six 5-ton trucks, The
ambush cost the enemy 4 killed and five captured. Ihile this waos going on
elements of a NVA battalion, later identified from a captured document as
the KIO Battalion, moved into the area west of Highway 11t and at Y .8963•53 tried
to ambush a mechanized infantry platoon from the 2d Battalion, 8th Infantry.
The platoon reacted very quickly and slid around in back of thw enemy. The
platoon had two men killed and two wounded. They killed 10 NVA and captured
more than 10 weapons and 26 packs. In the early morning hours of 27 November
a strong point of three tanks and an armored personnel carrier from the 1at
Battalion, 69th Armor, guarding the bridge at ZA2199l5, received small ar-is and
B-40 rocket fire. One tank was destroyed and six personnel were wounded.
Two NVA bodies were found.

(2) In TARLAC Province, where the 2d Brigade, 4th Infantry
Division was operating with two battalions, there was one mAjor contact on
3 November in which the NVA had tried to attack a fire base. The 1st
Battalion, 22d Infantry killed 25 of the enemy and had two men wounded.
Elements of the brigade had many small contacts during the puriod that the
"Battle for DAK TO" was raging killing 78 enemy and capturing 11.

(3) 4th Infantry Division forces operating in PLEIKU Province killed
68 enemy and captured six during the DAK TO period.

b. The cost.

(1) The total enemy killed by FWMF during the "Battle for DAK TO"
was 1644 by body count - not by estimate. Nineteen POW's were captured by US
forces and three by the ARVN. In addition 314 s•all arms and 109 crewserved
weapons were captured. The friendly casualties were 290 US KIA. Of those killed,
the let Brigade, 4th Infantry Division lost 82, the 173d Airborne Brigade 194 and
supporting units 14. The ARVN had 73 killed. The total friendly KIA was 363.

(2) The total casualties resulting from 4th Infantry Division
operations in the Central Highlands during the period 25 October to 1 December -

(does not include ARVN) was 1374 enemy killed and 340 US lost.
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11. (C) Supporting Forces.

a. Non-organic and non-attached supporting forces.

(1) 7th Air Force.

(2) 52d Artillery Group.

(3) 937th Engineer Group.

(4) 52d Combat Aviation Battalion.

(5) 145th Combat Aviation Battalion.

(6) PIZIKU Sub-area Coanerd.

(7) 9th Air Commando Squadron.

(8) Det. 245th Psyops Company, PLEIKU.

(9) USAID, KONTUM Province.

(10) JUSPAO,KONTUM Province.

b. Artillery.

(1) The let Brigade, 4th Infantry Division began deploying
to DAK TO on 28 October being directly supDported by the 6th Battalion (-),
29th Artillery (105mi)(T). Battery A, 4th Battalion, 42d Artillery (105mm)
(T) had previously been in the DAK TO area supporting the 2d Battalion, 8th
Infantry (Mech), and remained behind, when the battalion departed the area,
to reinforce the fires of the two batteries accompaning the let Brigade.
Battery C, 6th Battalion, 14th Artillery (8"175) was in general support
during this initial deploymeent phase. As the NVA threat became more clear-
ly defined and the tempo of the battle increased, additional maneuver
forces and artillery weze committed to AO Spaatz. Battery A, 5th Battalion,
16th Artillery (155m. SP) arrived on 30 October, followed by Battery B,
lst Battalion, 92d Artillery (155m T) and the 175mm gun platoon of
Battery A 3d Battalion, 18th Artillery on 5 November. Batteries B
(155mm SP) and D (-) (8" SP), 5th Battalion, 16th Artillery moved in on
9 November. The 8" howitzer platoon of Battery A, 3d Battalion, 18th
Artillery closed in DAK TO on 10 November, which completed the build-up
of general support and reinforcing artillery. In the meantime,. each
arriving infantry battalion brought its direct support artillery unit,
beginning with Battery B, 3d Battalion, 319th Artillery (105mm T) on
2 November and the remainder of the battalion in support of the 173d
Airborne Brigade on 6 November. The arrival of the let Air Cavalry
Division elements on 11 November brought Battery B, 2d Battalion, 19th
Artillery (105mm T) and the Headquarters and Battery C on 16 November.
At this time the maximum deployment of artillery was attained; 15
batteries of all calibers, with a total of 77 artillery pieces avail-
able to support the battle. 17C..Q/O VFU)/ N /W "/4/. U
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(2) Artillery units made 48 displacements to support the
changing demands of the battle. Initially, the emphasis was in the area
south and southwest of DAK TO. With the commitment of the 173d Airbrne
Brigade on the west flank of the lot Brigade, the center of mass of artillery
was displaced to the west and again to the south as both brigades moved
south against the eneay defenses. Two artillery displacements are of
special significanoe. On 33 Nmvember Battery B, let Battalion,, 92d
Artillery (155mm T) was displaced by air to a forward fire support base at
YB908121. It remained there throughout the period and was a keystone of
artillery support for all three brigades operating within its capabilities.
On 17 November, Battery A, 5th Battalion,* 16th Artillery was displaced to
the vicinity of Old DAK TO (ZBO60265) and placed in general support to
reinforce the fires of the ARVN artillery. The battalion established liaison
and commmuication with the headquarters of the ARVN Airborne Task Force.
This displacement was made in time to support the major ARVY contact on 19
November in which many enemy casualties were credited to artillery.

(3) To facilitate the coordination of the massed artillery
in the battle area and to insure maximum effectiveness in the allocation
of general support artillery fires, a division artillery Tactical Command
Poet began operating at DAK TO on 9 November. As many as six batteries
were used in TOT fires on intelligence targets and from six to eight batteries
fired in support of major contacts.

(4) ARVN Artilllery. Artillery fire support for ARVN
forces during the battle was provided by Battery A, 221st ARVN Artillery
Battalion (105mm T) and Battery B, ARVN Airborne Artillery Battalion
(105mm T) firing direct support for the maneuver elements. One platoon
from ARVN 37th Artillery Battalion (155rms T) provided general support
and reinforcing fires to ARVN maneuver elements. The responsiveness
and coordination of US and ARVN combined artillery fires was accomp-
lished in an expeditious manner by US artillery liaison personnel from the
US batteries firing in support of ARVN troops working with the ARVN
artillerymen in their fire direction center.

(5) Aerial Rocket Artillery. Three sections of Battery A,
2d Battalion, 29th Artillery (ARA) deployed with the let Brigade, lst
Air Cavalry Division to KONTUM. They were employed as general support/
reinforcing artillery when the brigade moved west of POLEI KI•G to
block escape routes south and southwest of the main area of contact.
While in this locale, on the evening of 17 November the NVA initiated a
rocket attack directed at the lst Battalion, 8th Infantry fire support
base where a 155mm howitzer battery was collocated. The enemy rocket
site could be seen from the 1st Air Cavalry's CP and ARA was employing
counter battery fire within minutes. This may have been the only
instance of rockets being employed against rockets in any war.

(6) Maximum uee was made of the limited aerial observation
capability available to the artillery units. The thick, double canopy
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jungle that prevails in the area south and southwest of DAK TO inhibited
aerial observation; however, in several instances AO's over a contact were
able to fix enemy mortar or rocket positions and direct artillery onto them.

(7) Countermortar radar support was provided by the organic
radars of the 6th Battalioxi, 29th Artillery, and 3d Battalion, 319th
Artillery, and by the radar section of the 4th Battalien, 42d Artillery
which was placed OPCON to Division Artillery. The radars were deployed so
as to provide maxium= coverage. As the threat changed, the radars were
deployed accordingly. The radar section of the 4th Battalion, 42d Artillery
was successfully moved by air to a forward fire base in response to an
enemy mortar threat to the forward areas.

(8) Ammunition expenditure by battery in support of the
"Battle for DAK TO" from 25 October to 1 December.

" " ' ~UNIT CALIBREPNIUE_

B/2-19 105 8,189
C/2-19 105 10,487
A/6-29 105 11,749
B/6-29 105 16,980
0/6-29 105 15,165
A/4-42 105 9,899
A/3-319 105 14,654
B/3-319 105 13,807
C/3-319 105

TOTAL 116,774

A/5-16 155 7,850
B/5-16 155 7,221
B/1-92 155

TOTAL 23,445

C/6-14 8", 2,390
D/5-16 8" 3,622
A/3-18 8" 170.

TOTAL 7,720

c/6-14 175 2,240
A/3-18 175 2,1

TOTAL 3,912

GRAND TOTAL 151,851
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(9) Daily Anmunition Ebcpenditures for all calibers of US
artillery fired in support of forces at DAK TO from 25 October to 1
December.

October 25 - 163 November 7 - 4526 November 20 - 7370
26 - 133 8 - 5021. 21 - 5902
27 - 157 9 - 5539 22 - 8615
28 - 153 10 - 1899 23 - 9959
29 - 137 11 - 8010 24 - 7993
30 - 315 12 - 7642 25 - 5629
31 - 231 13 -6043 26 - 5267

November 1 - 459 14 - 7040 27 - 4582
2 - 406 15 - 4M83 28 - 3873
3 - 1554 16 -3282 29 - 2442
4 - 3308 17 - 8402 30 - 2407
5 - 2652 18 - 5803
6 - 2M11 19 - 8686

(10) Ammunition expenditure by battery fired by ARVN artillery

batteries in support of the"Battle for DAK TO".

UNIT HE VIP _ TOTAL

Btry A (-), 221st Arty (105) 10,522 125 189 10,866
Btry B, Abn Arty (105) 7,891 159 195 8,245
Btry A (-), 37th Arty (155) 801 26 6 -33W

TOTAL 19,214 310 310 19,944

c. Air Support

(1) Experience gained from all previous operations in the
Central Highlands was displayed during the fighting for DAK TO. Tactical
air was used to the maximum in support of ground forces in contact with
a disciplined, well-equipped and well-trained enemy who chose to stand and
fight from heavily fortified positions. Repeatedly, the USunits were in
such close contact with the enemy tlat only napalm could be employed. To
provide the desired ordnance to troops in contact Air Force aircraft would
divert from a preplanned target and expend its napalm and when the other
ordnance could not. be used would ask for another target. On several occasions,
aircraft would check in with the FACs requesting to use their 20mm armament,
sinre . ,uy had already expended their bombs on targets in other areas.

(2) The spirit and dedication of the US Air Force to give
close and continuous tactical air support to the ground forces can best
be described by the fact some pilots flew three and four sorties in one day.
Considering the flight time, time over target, and rearming of the aircraft,
this is a tremendous feat. Forward Air Controllers spent eight to ten hours
a day over target areas, landing only to tactically rearm with rockets and fuel.
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Night time was virtually non-existent as flares from Spooky arioraft were
used to permit the FACs to see their targets. Tactical air support was
close and continuous regardless of the time or place.

(3) Iiter-service coordination was splendid. On several
occasions ordnance necessary to penetrate a triple canopy and destroy
heavily fortified bunkers was not immediately available in the area.
This was handled with simplicity and efficiency as Navwy aircraft from
carriers at sea were diverted into the target area, ie. the 1000 lb.
bombs used against NVA bunkers on Hill 875 were delivered by Navy aircraft
from the aircraft carrier CONSTELLATION.

(4) Summary of close tactical air support flown in support

of US and ARVN forces during the "Battle for DAK TO",

Mission _Req Flown Flown .AJ.. •.7 6F-..A3..A.. A6, _,AC 030

FAC PP
FAC
Lined • ..- ..... 1 _ ..- .,2 _6.-.

oss PP 4-90 6-. . -__ A . ... .. . . .12 . .3 . . ...... . .... ....
cSS

;r ~2,01.A . .. 13 . . .. 7 _... 2- ... .. S

... 62 . - ..6. .. .-6.2

TjAL--, 117 .J1QQ. ;2b---9 30 244- 522 26--6- _J -.63 1

(5) B-52 Strikes: B-52 strikes proved again to be a source
of tremendous fire power. The B-52s struck known base areas, infiltration
routes and strong points. Numerous.. secondary explosions and destroyed
foartifications were found in the target area. One of the major effects
is not presently known and that is the fear caused by the B-52 with its
sudden and complete destruction of the target area. There were 257 sorties
flown in 39 missions in support of 4th Infantry Division units and 48
sorties in 6 mn.ssions in support of ARVN forces.

(6) Weather: Weather conditions were excellent for air
operations during the "Battle for DAK TO".

d. Amy Aviation.

(1) The Army aviation support provided to the US and ARVN
forces was a very significant contributing factor to the successes in the
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"Battle for DAK TO". As the tempo of the battle picked up thero was a
corresponding increase in the amount of aviation support required. The
extended period of heavy contact emphasized the necessity ,for doing every-
thing possible to conserve aviation resources and utilize them with
maximum efficiency.

(2) The number of aviation units committed to the 'Battle
for DAK TO" necessitated centralized control of the allocated aircraft in
order to insure the most efficient aircraft utilization. Accordingly, an
Aviation Combat Operations Center (AVCOC) was established and operated by
the $3 Section, 4th Aviation Battalion. Aviation liaison officers from
the 52d Combat Aviation Battalion and 173d Airborre Brigade were used
extenaively. The AVCOC had the following responsibilities:

(a) To advise the Division's Forward Tactical Operations
Center (TAC) of the aircraft requirements requested by the supported
units, and of the capability to satisfy those requirements.

(b) To relay those requests approved by the division
TAC to the division aviation battalion.

(c) To coordinate with the supported units and advise
both the division forward TAC and division aviation battalion of any unusual
aircraft requirements.

(d) To provide assistance to the supported units in
planning airmobile operations in AO Spaatz.

S(3) One characteristic of the AVCOC was the exteneive
communications required. "Hot lines" were established to all major
supporting and supported units, and to division aviation. Additionally,
there wero four radio frequencies allocated for aircraft control, which were
all in constant use. With that communications system in operation, the
AVCOC was able to monitor closely the location and utilization of all
aircraft working in the area of operations. When the tactical situation
dictated, aircraft were diveied to a priority mission and subsequently.
reallocated either to their original missions or as indicated by new
requirements. T he net result was more efficient use of aircraft, a better
flow of informition, and a decrease in reaction times.

(4) 4th Aviation Battalion. The battalion S3 section
allocated the helicopter asset&, from the 52d Combat Aviation Battalion to
general support missions supporting all, US and ARVN units participating in
AO Speatz. The 52d's average daily operational commitment to the division
was 22 UH-lH, 10 UH-lC and seven CH-47 aircraft. The following is the
summary of operational data and support furnished to units in the DAK TO
area by the 4th Aviation Battalion and the 52d Combat Aviation Battalion,
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.A 9.94

(a) Hours flown- 347 97 7,550

(b) Sorties completed: 855 419 17,563

(c) Passengers carried: 1,359 180 32,516

(d) Tons of cargo 27.5 NA 4,509
transported,

(I5) The Aviation section, lst Brigade, 4th Division, 4th
Division Artillery and Troop D, lst Squadron, 10th Cavalry flew direct
support missions in support of the let Brigade, 4th Infantry Division
including aerial observation, convoy security, gunship support and
liaison. The following is the summary of operational data and support
furnished these units-

IIDQ. iOCav Div Arty it Bde

(a) Hours flown: 165 186 103

Ob) Sorties completed: 225 451 377

(c) Passengers carried! 70 448 292

(d) Tons of cargo NA NA 1
transported-

(6) The 228th Aviation Battalion and the 229th Aviation
Battalion provided CH-47 and UH-l helicopter support respectively
to the let Brigade, lst Air Cavalry Division during their operations
in DAK TO, KONTUM, and POLEI KLENG. The following is the summary of
operational data and support flown by the two battalion-

228th Avn Bn 229th AvnBn

(a) Hours flown: 314 691

(b) Sorties completed: 835 1,242

(c) Passengers carried- 2,900 1,721

(d) Tons of cargo 1vO92 169.9
transported:
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(7) The 173d Airborne Brigade Aviation Platoon and the
335th Assault Helicopter Company furnished direct support to the 173d
Airborne Brigade at DAK TO. The brigade made maxidmum use of ariny air-
craft since they were positioned in the extreme western portien of the
AO in which all but two of their fire bases were inaccessible by road.
All the brigade artillery displacements were by CH-47 and CH-54
helicopters. The following is the summary of operational data and
support furnished to the brigade: (Note- These totals include all
aviation support furnished to the 173d Airborne Brigade and does not
break down the general support furnished by the 52d Combat Aviation
Battalion from the direct support aviation elements.)

(a) Hours flown: 3,653

(b) Sorties completed! 6,622

(c) Passengers carried: 22,500

(W) Tons of cargo 3,700
transported-

(8) Aircraft Recovery. The 179th Assault Helicopter
Company (Chinook) recovered 40 downed aircraft. These unflyable ships
included helicopters from the 335th Assault Helicopter Company and
Company B, 299th Aviation Battalion, 1st Air Cavalry Division in addi-
tion to those from units of the 52d Combat Aviation Battalion. All
of the evacuated helicopters had been damaged by enemy fire or as a
result of operating in extremely confined areas. The majority of these
aircraft were repairable and it aided the accute aircraft availability
problem considerably that the CH-47's were able to recover almost all of
damaged aircraft.

(9) Maintenannce. The tremendously heavy requirement for,
helicopters during the period 25 October through 1 December and the
relatively large number of aircraft damaged placed a heavy burden on
the maintenance and recovery units supporting the aviation units
committed to DAK TO. The 52d Combat Aviation Battalion alone flew
in excess of 10,000 hours during this period, most of this time in
support of DAK TO. Maintenance support of these aircraft required
approximately 25,000 maintenance manhours to perform 330 PMINs and
121 PMP inspections. An estimated additional 25,000 maintenance man-
hours were required to perform unscheduled maintenance of which many of
these hours were spent repairing the 40 damaged helicopters evacuated from
AO Spaatz. Due to the shortage of critical skilled maintenance personnel,
the personnel available often had to work around the clock to supply aircraft
to meet operational requirements.
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e. Engineer Support.

(1) 299th Eigineer Battalion provided general engineer
support to the DAK TO area during the "Battle for DAK TO". For various
times the comparnLes of the battalion assumed direct support missions
for the lst Brigade, 4th In~fantry Divivicn, 173d Airborne Brigade, and
elements of the ist Brigade, lot Air Cavalry Division. 'Major 'tasks
assigned to the battalion included, construction of an air strip and
clearing the site for a proposed Special Forces Camp at BEN HET- main-
taining and up grading the roads and bridges on Route 512 aeid Route 1-4!
and maintaining the airfields and FSA 's at New DAK TO and KONTUM.

(a) Headqu4rters and Headquarters Companay directed
the battalion's engineer effort during the "Battle for DAK TO" fr% the
battalion forward CP located at Old DAK TO airfield (ZBO45225), where
the S-2, S-3, S-4., battalion maintenance and the equipment platoon had
the preponderance of their elements located.

1. The battalion S-4 procured all class II and
IV engineer supplies for battalion projects. This required a heavy use
of organic tractors and lowboys. Water was provided to the units
operating in the DAK TO area with two 1500 gpm erdlators. The water
point was implemented by a 600 ppm unit from the 4th Engineer Battalion.
The 173d Airborne Brigade established a 600 gpm unit at BEN HET which
proved to be extremely beneficial as it reduced the requirement for
hook sorties. The 1500 gpm unit at DAK TO was set up outside the
perimeter which increased the possibilitv of damage by enewy activity'
however, all attempts to get a pump with at least a 70 foct head were
unsuccessful.

2. Two D6B dozers were modified by the battalion
maintenance section to be broken down into two sections, one with the
tracks, chassis and blade, the other with the engine and body. These
were airlifted by CH-54 Skycrane to three locations to support the
infantry units in clearing fire bases. On 13 November a D6B was air-
lifted from Old DAK TO airfield to the lst Battalion, 8th Infantry
fire support base (YB9lO120). At this location the dozer and crew
leveled areas for a 155nmm artillery battery-which proved to be a most
valuable medium artillery emplacement-a fire direction center, excavated
slots for a tactical operations center, ammo storage and two helicopter
landing zones were leveled. After the complex was developed, the dozer
qontinued to improve perimeter ard fields of fire by clearing an area
approximately 200 meters by 500 meters. On 28 November a D6E was moved to
support the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry on Hill 1030 (YB822081). This
fire support base Lad large trees (approximately 150' high and 18" - 24"
diameter) which were felled by demolitions and moved by the do-er. Again
slots for bunkers and ammo storage were excavated and 150 meters by 600
meters was cleared for fields of fire.
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(b) Company A. The CP was located vicinity of (ZB045223).
The company provided direct engineer support to the 173d Airborne Brigade
and elements of the lot Brigade, let Air Cavalry Division. In addition
they had responsibility for road repair of Route 14 from bridge 14-22
(ZB156053) to DAK TO and for Route 512 from the junction of Route 14 to
ZB023216. Company. A hid the mission of upgrading Route 14 and Route 512.

The company excavated and removed over 14,500 cubic yards of select fill
in the rebuilding of the road. The company also constructed 1700 meters of
access road to a quarry site at ZBO81171. The company rehabilitated the fire
base area around DAK TO airfield that had been used by the 173d Airborne
Brigade during Operation GREELEY.

i. On 6 November Company A began providing direct
support to the 173d Airborne Brigade, excavating holes for three
tactical operation centers, five POL bladder revetments and a total of
162,500 square meters of fields of fire were cleared. On 25 November

Company A airlifted one squad to provide direct engineer support along
with the D6B dozer at a 173d Airborne Brigade fire support base located
at YA815151.

2. On 15 November the ASP at New DAK TO airfield
was hit with enemy mortar rounds resulting in the loss of all stockage.
Company A was tasked to build a five cell ASP adjacent to the 173d Airborne
Brigade area. Beneficial occupancy was made on 21 November and the project
completed on 28 November. A total of 130,000 cubic yards of

earth were excavated for the forming of the hill side pads, four bunkers
were built, 490 feet of culvert were placed, 9,000 sandbags filled and

placed, and 1800 meters of triple concertina were placed. On 17 November
bridge 14-26 (ZBO88175) was blown by enemy elements. Compan~y A cleared
the debris and emplaced an AVLB over the gap. The 22 foot timber span
was rebuilt on 19 November with materials transported from PLEIKU.

(c) Company B directed its engineer effort from the
company CP located in KONTUM (AR769898). Company B conducted a daily
reconnaissance of Route 14 north to bridge 14-22 (ZB156055) in order to
insure the road was open for logistic convoys. A sandpit. was operated on
the DAK BIA River and loaded out a total of 13,115 cubic yards. A total of
5540 cubic yards of fill were placed in upgrading Route 511 and another
970 cubic yards were placed on Route 14. Over 60km of road were graded and
460 feet of culvert was installed on drainage structures along th•.tse routes.

1. Bridge 14-14 (ZA210943), bridge 14-15 (ZA196974),
bridge 14-19 (ZA184996)-and bridge 14-21 (ZB165028) were repaired with new
ciunbing and bridge 14-18 (ZA186992), a single double Bailey, was redecked.
Tactical wire was installed around the piers of bridge 14-10 (AR768876)
and around bridge 14020 (ZB168017). On 31 OQtober construction of bridge
511-1 (ZA202901) was started. This three span, timbe: pile bridge, 72 feet
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in length with a classification of 75/55 was completed on 7 November. A
triple barrel 72" culvert bypass at bridge 14-11 (ZA22Q906) was constructed
to prevent enemy interdiction of Route 14 by destruction of the bridge.
On 7 November bridge 14-24 (ZB153085) and its bypass were blown soretime
during the night. Company B moved one platoon from KONTUM and installed 30
feet of 48" culvert and opened a bypass to traffic by 1330 hours. The decking
on the bridge was replacd and the bridge opened to traffic on 10 November.
On 12 November bridge )4-.14 (ZA210943) was blown by enemy action. An AVLB
was emplaced by Company B by 0849 hours. The bridge was replaced by a
double barrel 36" culvert and was open to traffic at 1300 hours on 13 November.

2. On 6 November Company B began to provide
direct support to elements of the let Air Cavalry Division and the 173d
Airborne Brigade that had moved into KONTUM. During the following two
weeks the company constructed 34 helicopter revetments and four Chinook
revetments. A total of 208,950 square yards of area around revetments
and landing zones were covered with peneprime. The amo storage point
was improved with over 1,000 cubic yards of fill placed and 700 meters of
triple concertina installed. Eight revetments were excavated for POL
bladders.

•. On 12 November the company was given operational
control of two sections of the 35th Land Clearing Platoon with the purpose
of clearing 100 meters on either side of Route 14 north of KONTUM to DAK TO.
From this time until 29 November the Rome plows, secured by one platoon from
Company B, cleared 605 acres which completed the clearing of Route 14 to
DAK TO.

•. On 11 November a platoon from Company B was ambushed
by an enemy force at ZA200968. The enemy, attacked with grenades, rockets,
automatic weapons and mortars. The platoon was reinforced by the 2d Squadron,
let Cavalry, 20 to 30 minutes after contact was initiated. There were
6 US KIA and 4 US WIA; 13 NVA KIA.

3. Company B was given the requirement to construct
a turnaround for 0-130' s on the north6ast side of KONTUM airfield. This
was required to reduce the congestion oh on the parking apron and thus
reduce the C-130's vulnerability to attack. A 34,000 square foot area was
cleared, filled with 875 cubic yards of fill, graded and shot with peneprime.
MSAl matting was placed on the "U" shaped turnaround. Work began on 22
November and the turnaround was ready for use on 27 November.

(d) Company C had moved to BEN HET on 22 October
(YB873257) with the mission of constructing a C-7A airfield with the provision
that it could be expanded rapidly to handle C-130's. The company was also
tasked to clear the site for the proposed BEN HET CIDG camp. The company
also provided direct support to the elements of the lst Brigade, 4th Infantry
Division and to elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade located at BEN HET.
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In addition, the Company C had maintenance responsibility of Route 512 from
Bridge 512-3 (YB953238) to BEN HET. One section of Rome plows was furnished
Company C for the olearing of the airfield, CIDG camp and 100 meters on both
sides of Route 512. The Rome plows worked during the period 25 October
to 22 November under the oontrol of Company C and cleared a total of 690
acres. As the road was cleared by the Rome plows, it was upgraded with
grading ami ditching totaling 14,000 meters and 120 feet of culvert were
installed. On 6 November Company C began providing direct support to elements
of the 173d Airborne Brigade collocated with them at BEN HET. Dozer support
was provided on the average of one per day to excavate defensive positions,
living bunkers, a tactical operations center and 8" and 155mm gun positions.

(e) Company D directed its engineer effort from the
company CP located at DAK TO (ZBO12219). The company provided direct
engineer support to units of the let Brigade, 4th Infantry Division, 173d
Airborne Brigade, and lst Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division located at DAK TO.
The corapany had responsibility for maintaining and rebuilding Route 512 K
from Z13023216 to bridge 512-3 (YB953238) including a daily minesweep from
bridge 512-2 (ZBOO2222) to bridge 512-3. Company D maintained the runway
at DAK TO airfield to insure trafficability to C-130 aircraft which required
exLensive patching of the runway where the thin single surface treatment had
worn through due to the heavy volume of C-130 traffic. This task was accomp-
lished with the use of cold mix consisting of RC-3 and 3/A inch minus aggregate.
A total of 445 square yards were patched during the period. Work was done
at night because of the C-130 traffic in the daytime? however, on several
nights the tactical situation would not permit the use of lights resulting
in work on tmis project being sporadic.

1i. On 15 November the airfield parking apron with
three C-130's was mortared in the morning resulting in the total destruction
of two of the aircraft. In the late afternoon the ASP was hit with mortars
resulting in the loss of all stock in the ASP. Company D constructed an
expedient taxiway to the parking apron providing a bypass to the area where
the debris of the C-130's was located. This work was started on 17 November
and completed on 19 November with 700 cubic yards of select fill hauled and
compacted. The ramp was then coated with peneprime and RC-3. A concurrent
task was the construction of five emergency ammunition storage cells on the
north side of the airfield. Two FAC revetments were constructed by Company
D utilizing empty 55 galLon drums. The area was prepared on 20 November and
the job was completed on 28 November.

2. On 19 November Company D repaired Bridge 512-3
(YB953238) on which one column had begun to fail due to erosion at the base.
On 23 November the ramp on the M4T6 float at Bridge 512-3 cracked and was
closed to traffic. One platoon was dispatched to make the repairs with
materials flown in by CH-47 helicopter.
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2. Company D had the responsibility of
rebuilding and upgrading Route 512 from the east end of DAK TO airfield
to Bridge 512-3. A total of 30,067 cubic yards of fill were hauled and
compacted on the road. On 23 November the Rome plow section and the
responsibility for clearing Route 512 was transfered to Company D from
Company C. From this date until 1 December a total of 335 acres were
cleared.

(f) The 15th Engineer Company (LE) was attached to
and provided engineer equipment support to the 299th Engineer Battalion.
This equipment included 29014 tractor scrapers, D-7E dozers, Cat 12 road
graders, air compressors, asphalt distributors and 5 ton dump trucks. All
Class II and IV materials used by the battalion were transported to DAK TO
from PLEIKU with most of the transportation provide by the 15th Engineer
Company.

(g) Company C, 70th Engineer Battalion was OPCON to
the 299th Engineer Battalion on 17 November with the mission of install-
ing a Bailey bridge at (YB953238) to replace the M4T6 float bridge 512-3.
This bridge, when completed, will be three, 80 foot, double single spans on
pile piers. By 1 December the piles had been driven for one pier. The
company provided additional support to the 299th Engineer Battalion with the
utilization of 5 ton dump trucks and bucket loaders and repaired two 01
aircraft revetments that collapsed.

(2) Company A, 4th Engineer Battalion provided direct support
to the 1st Brigade, 4th Infantry Division from 25 October to 1 December.
The Headquarters Platoon provided equipment support for peneprime distribution
and water purification for the 1st Brigade DAK TO base area. One platoon
each provideddirect support to the let Battalion, 8th Infantry! 3d Battalion,
8th Infantry! and 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry. One platoon from Company B,
4th Engineer Battalion supported let Battalion, 12th Infantry and was
OPCON to Company A. The platoon headquarters were located in the battalion's
fire support bases with the engineer squads accompanying company size operations.
Engineer support from Company A consisted primarily of clearing LZ's and fire
support bases and assisting in the construction of fortifications and the
placement of tactical wire, The support provided by the engineer squads to
company-size operations consisted of demolition work and destruction of
enemy fortifications and base complexes. Mine detectors were employed to
search for buried enemy weapons and ammunitions. These attempts were not
extremely effective for most items were buried at depths greater than
9 to 12 inches. Clearing operations of six battalion fire support bases were
enhanced by the availability of an airliftable D6B dozer. Additional bulldozers
were provided by 299th Engineer Battalion for fire bases improvement. Extensive
use of demolitions for timber clearing was required in this rugged area.
C-4 explosive, not always available in the quantities required, was far
superior to TNT. The XM37 Demolition Kit was found to be ideal for fast
cutting of large trees. The use of bangalore torpedoes to clear bamboo and
brush accelerated clearing of fire support bases. Linear shaped charges would
have greatly reduced the amount of explosives consumed in clearing operations.
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(3) Company A (-), 8th Engineer Battalion. Company A (-),
8th Engineer Battalion provided direct engineer support to the 2d Battalion,
8th Cavalry and the lst Battalion, 12th Cavalry. Company B, 70th Engineer
Battalion assisted the 8th Engineers in improving the lst Brigade, let
Air Cavalry Division TAC CP at POLEI KLENG Special Forces Camp.

(4) 173d Engineer Company provided direct engineer support
to the three airborne infantry battalions of the 173d Airborne Brigade and
the brigade headquarters. The platoons of the company operated two water
purification poirts, cleared Route 512 of mines from FSB 12 (YB374257) to
bridge 512-2 (ZB002222) on a regular basis cleared FSB 15 (YB53186) and
FSB 16 (YB815147) utilizing bangalore torpedoes and C-4 explosive, cleared
an emergency LZ on Hill 875 (YB797134) and constructed an underground TAC
at FSB Eagle.

f. Psyops.

(1) During the period 2 to 30 November a very intense
psychological operations campaign was conducted against NVA forces in
support of the "Battle for DAK TO". On 2d of November an NVA Sgt/Sqd
Leader, VU HONG, rallied to a local hamlet official. This individual
possessed information that proved to be invaluable to both the Psyops
situation as well as the tactical situation. Maximum use of this HOI
CHANH was made as he possessed accurate location of NVA forces, extra-
ordinary knowledge of plans and schemes of maneuvers in the DAK TO area.
He made several tapes encouraging his former comrades to rally to the GVN,
and also flew live missions expressing this same theme. In a further
effort to capitalize on his rallying, HOI CHANH VU HONG wrote a personal
letter to his comrades which was reproduced as a leaflet in his hand-
writing with no attempt to correct graimmar or spelling.

(2) The enemy forces encountered at DAK TO posed a challenge to
psychological warfare personnel as he was throughly indoctrinated by his
political officers and believed he could defeat the FWMAF. The usual
themes did not apply in this situation because the enemy was well-equipped
and present in strength. The immediate use of material with psyops value
was primarily by aircraft dissemination. Massive small target area drops were
addressed to specific enemy units such as the 24th, 32d, and the 66th NVA
Regiments. A two color sketch map of VIETNAM showing the principal cities in
NVN, HANOI and HAI PF-ONG, ard locations in RVN of recent NVA/VC defeats.
The captions reiatinr to these battle locations gave the body count of NVA/VC
casualties restilting from the major battles during September and. October 1967
in which several units now located at DAK TO had participated.

(3) Psyope air support was provided by the 9th Air Commando
Squadron, PLEIKU AFB. The 02B aircraft landed at DAK TO airfield to
receive mission briefings, updating on the tactical situation and to pick.4up
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quick reaction tapes. This system was employed until the runway at DAK TO
was determined by the Air Force to be unsafe because of the unstable nose
wheel on the 02B aircraft. Another characteristic of the 02B aircraft
that limited quick-reaction programa was that live broadcasts could not be
made because the aircraft lacked the capacity to carry more than one passenger.

. (4) The use of organic 1000 watt loudspeakers was limited
in the airborne role during early November because of a low priority for
helicopter support for psyops. There was virtually no employment of the
speakers in a tactical ground role in the early engagement of DAK TO since
tactical commanders did not desire to employ them during the height of battle.
During the final stages, loudspeakers were placed in battalion fire bases
on a permanent. status. Each of the six fire bases employed a 500 watt loudspeaker.

(5) The psyops campaign was effective within the DAK TO area.
Five NVA soldiers rallied to the GVN under the CHIEU HOI Program from
2-30 November. Two turned themselves in to the US Forces, two to ARVN, and
one to civilian authorities. A total of 16,440,000 leaflets were dispensed:
of these approximately 13 million were standard leaflets and the remaining
three million leaflets were immediate reaction, locally produced leaflets.
73 hours of taped messages were broadcast by aircraft. In addition 48 hours
of ground loudspeaker time was broadcast.

g. Civic Action Support.

(1) The US Forces carried out civic action in the DAK TO
District of KONTUM Province along Route 512, west from the intersection of
Route 14 and Route 512 to ZB915620 and along Route 14 north from its
intersection with Route 512 to ZB048289r this area included 15 hamlets.
Civic Actions were also conducted in KONTUM City.

(2) With the build-up of US forces from one battalion on
28 October to the strength of three brigades by mid-November, the civic

'4action effort increased proportionately. Civic Action was under the
dirlction of the S5, lst Brigade, 4th Infantry Division, who was designated
Civfc Action Coordinator for KONTUM Province. Civic actions supported
the KONTUM Revolutionary Development Program goals of improving the social and
economic situation of the people, and strengthening security and government
control. The immediate objectives of the division civic action effort in
the area of DAK TO and KONTUM City were to acquaint the local *ivilians
with the reason for the US build-up of forces and the importance of the
impending battles. During the battle, the information program described
the magnitude of the NVA defeats following significant engagements.
Themes and projects were directed toward winning the friendship and
confidence of the MONTAGNARD civilians. In the initial phase the
MONTAGNARDS were curious and interested in the American buildup. They
were favorably disposed, probably because of a past history of US civic
actions in the area and the efforts of Western missionaries that have been
in the KOITUM area over the last several decades. The second phase consisted
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of short-tarm, high-.mpact civic actions to consolidate the people's od
will: it included EDCAPS, Youth Health Program, visits which saw 1,10
cildren, and distribution of relief materials and foodstuffs to institutions
in the area. Civic action teams gave over 4,000 pounds of food to two schools,
two orphanages, one leprosorium and one hospital. The 4th Infantry Division
contributed funds to build a kitchen for the KONTUM Orphangs One remote
village requested and received concertina wire. A lst Brigade surgeon
provided diagnostic assistance to dispensaries at the missionary schools at
DINH BINH and DAK TO. Civic Action teams conducted intensive face-to-face
Psyops programs during their visits to hamlets. Their efforts developed a
good rapport with'the villagers during the battles. GVN authorities, with
US assistance, planned a meeting with halet chiefs to explain and celebrate
the US-ARVN victory. US engineers began land clearing operations to deny the
VC and NVA access routes to populated areas.

(3) District and Province officials provided cement and,
school kits to support Military Civic Action. As US Civic Action teams
began to work in the DAK TO area, the DAK TO District officials pro-
vided them with relevant information on population attitudes. At the
request of 4th Infantry Division, V.I.S. Teams assuaged the fears of
villagers during the intensified battles near DAK TO. The majority of
the civilians, their apprehensions relievedby the Civic Action/Psyops
efforts, occupied themselves with harvesting their rice while the
Highland's battle raged.

12. (C) RESULTS:

a. Summary of Enemy Personnel and Equipment Losses.

(1) Personnel.

UNIT KIA PW

let Bde, 4th Inf Div 7
1-8 Inf 12
3-8. Inf 335 2
1-12 Inf 5 1
3-12 Inf 115 1

173d Abn Bde 14
1-503 Abn Inf 242 4
2-503 Abn Inf 306 4
4-503 153 1

lot Bde, lst Air Cay Div
2-8 Cay 21
1-12 Cay 2
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2-2. Cay ..

4th Inf Div Totals 1227 16
ARVN 396 3
CIDG/MF _1

TOTAL ALL FORCES 1644 19

(2) Weapons.
CapturinC Uit Small Arms Crew Served

let Bde, 4th Inf Div
1-8 Inf 2

3-8 Inf 39 25
1-12 Inf 20 13

173d Abn Bde 3
1-503 Abn Inf 36 12
2-503 Abn Inf 24 2
4-503 Abn Inf 76 18

let Bde, 1st Air Cav Div
2-8 Cav 5 4
1-12 Cav 2

2-1 Cav I

4th Inf Div Totals 214 75
ARVN 92 20
CIDG/?F 8 1

TOTAL ALL FORCES 314 96

(3) Amrunition and explosives dostroyod:

Captuain&Ugt Small Arms Crew Served Han Grenades Mines

1It Bde, 4th Inf Div
1-8 Inf 1 3
3-8 Inf 765 2 4
'1-12 Inf 100 70 6

* 3-12 Inf 1600 24 35

173d Abn Bde
1-503 Abn Inf 81 6
2-503 Abn Inf 22 44
4-503 Abn Inf 28 210

2-1 Cav 79 1
ARW 33 2

'CIDG/NF 1 4
33|• c oN F/D /V714, LIlI
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(4) Body count and estimates of enemy losses during the
'B"tt~tle for DAK TO" were affected by several pertinent factors.

(a) The difficult terrain and dense vegetation in the
area greatly assisted the enemy in his evacuation of casualties from the
"imnediate area of major contact.

(b) The enemy emphasizes recovery of dead and wounded
from the battlefield. During the battle he was successful in removing
many bodies from the battlefield.

(c) The enemy has been persislant at hie attempts to
remove as many casualties from the battle area as possible. His preparations
for such recovery and his demonstrated effortr and willingness to risk
fresh casualties to police his dead and woundd have generally proven -

successful for him.

(d). As a result of the factors described above it is
concluded that the actual body count of enemy KIA during the "Battle for
DAK TO" to not a complete count of enemy KIA and is far loss than the
actual enemy KIA during the operation.

(e) The following is an estimate of enemy losses using
the MACV formula. The total estimated enemy KIA is determined by multi-
plying the actual body count (BC) by .28.

ENEMY UNITS ACTUAL BC MACV COMPTPED KIA TOTAL

24th Regt 405 123 528
32nd Regt 469 131 600
66th Regt 3771 97 4"
174th Regt L2 .118 .,•

16441X92113.

b. Summary of Friendly Losses.

(1) Personnel.

Unit KIA WIA MIA

4th Inf Div
HHC, lst Bde 1 4
1-8 Inf 4 3
3-8 Inf 46 223

iAlmost impossible to distinguish KIA between 66th and 174th Regiments.
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1-12 Inf 5 58
3-12 Inf 24 155
HHB, Div Arty 1
6-29 Arty 1 13
4-42 Arty 1 17 1
2-1 Cay 1 17
1-10 Cay 2
1-69 Armor 8
4th Engr Bn 5
4th Admin Co 1
33d Inf Plat (Set Dog) i

86 515 1

173d Abn Bde KIA WIA MIA
HHC, 173d Abn Bde 1
1-503 Abn Inf 24 159 3
2-503 Abn Inf 113 228 3
3-50.3 Abn Inf 3
4-503 Abn Inf 45 239 6
3-319 Arty 4 4 1
Spt Bn, 173d Bde 1
173d Engr Co 4 6 2
Co E, 17th Cav

TOTAL 191 645 15

let Bde, lst Air Cav Div
2-8 Cav 6 24
1-12 Cav -A 2

TOTAL 6 28 2

TOTAL US FMCES 283 1188 18
ARVN 56 232 3

(CIDGA4F 21 11

TOTAL -344 1441 32

(2) Equipment lost, damaged or destroyed. CIDG/

Item tth Inf Div D Bde 299th Eng ARVN NP TOTAL

Tank, M48A3 1.
APC, M113
Howitzer, 155rm SP 1 1
Howitzer, 105mm T 1
Truck, 5 ton 2 2
Truck, 21 ton 10 10
Truck, 3/4 ton 2 2
Truck, ton 1 1
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Dozer, DTE 1 1
Wrecker, 5 ton 1 1
Helicopter, all types 272 123 39
Recoilleea RI'le 90o 1 1
Mortar, 81mm 1 1
Machine Gun, M60 5 9 14
Rifle, M16 41 225 2 268
SMG, Car 15 7 7
Shotgun 3 5 8
Grenade Launcher, M79 65 35 1 101
Pistol, Cal. 45 15 48 63
Flame Thrower 3 3
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46 5 1 6
Radio Set, AN/VCC-24 1 1
Radio Set, AN/PRC-25 28 61 89
Radio, AN/PRT-4 22 22
Radio, AN/PRP-9 19 19
Telephone, TA-i/PT 12 12
Telephone, TA-312 11 Q 20
Antenna, RC-292 6 6
Starlight Scope 2 2
Chain Saw 9 q
Binocular, 6X30 10 10

c. Fire Support Results,

(1) It is not possible to dotermine with Aby accuratc' the number of
enemy killed or wounded as the result of artillery fires and air strikes.
The battle area was true highlands jungle - mountainous terrain covered
with thick double and triple canopied junple - that severely limited
visual observation of the target areas.

(2) To attempt to differentiate between artillery and air
strike results would be an exercise in futility because the combined
power of both was brought to bear in vast quantities on the target areas
developed during the battle. There are a few observations and estimates
that can be made regarding the results obtained by the artillery and air-
these follow in subsequent paragraphs.

2Aircraft were in direct support of the division from the 52d Aviation
Battalion.

3The figure includes aircraft from both the 173d Airborne Brigade Aviation
Platoon and the 335th Assault Helicopter Company in direct nupport of the
Brigade.
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(3) Artillery.

(a) Effeotive results were obtained by countermortar
radar against enemy mortar, and to a lesser extent, rocket positions.
Numerous secondary explosions were observed during the firing of counter-
mortar/rocket programs.

(b) On 1 December the artillery was fired against an
active rocket position. 809 rounds were fired in zone and sweep centered
less than 100 meters from the actual position, which was uncovered by
infantry based on the firing grid. The position showed evidence of
extensive damage by artillery fire.

(c) As many as six batteries were used in TOT fires
on intelligence targets and as many as six to eight batteries fired in
support of major contacts.

(4) Air.

(a) Damage assessment.

EST BUNKES SEC SEC AW ROCK- MORT- HUTS
TYPEMISSION KBA DEST EXP FIRES DEST ETS ARS DEST

FAC Preplanned 103 79 34 21 1 1 0 15
FAC Immediate 408 98 69 14 8 3 18 1
CSS Preplanned
CSS Immediate
SPOOKY

TOTAL 544 177 103 35 9 4 18- 16

(b) The damage assessment as shown on the chart above
is not complete because it does not show the true destruction wrought by
tactical air. Several enemy positions were so completely obliterated by
air that the ground forces that moved into the area could not determine
what had been destroyed. On occasions the forces on the ground reported
seeing ordnance from aircraft landing on the enemy positions, but by the
time they reached the area the NVA had policed the battlefield. In addition
there were B-52 strike areas that were never entered by ground units
because of heavy tactical commitments in other areas. Those areas received
only aerial VR.

13. (C) ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS :

a. General

(1) Concept of logistical support.

(a) The concept of logistical support during the
"Battle for DAK TO" was initially a continuation of that which had been
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in Wdstence at the start of Operation MAC ARTHUR, is, to furnish re-
quired support as far forward as possible. In support of this concept
a Forward Support Area (FSA) of the 1st Logistical Command was in ex-
istence at DAK TO. In addition to providing Class I, III, liA, limited
IV (barrier materials) and V supplies, the FSA provided laundry, bath,
and Graves Registration (ORREG) services. Class II and IV supplies were
provided from the division base camp at Camp Enari, and maintenance and
medical services were provided from DISCOM and infantry battalions re-
sources respectively. Potable and non-potable water was provided by the
299th Engineer Battalion of the 937th Engineer Group.

(b) As the scope and complexity of the operation
expanded the concept for logistic support was correspondingly modified.
An emergency refueling point and a limited Class V ASP were established
at KONTUM on 7 November as a back up for the DAK TO FSA. By 13 November,
this logistical base had been expanded to an FSA providing the same sup-
plies as the DAK TO FSA plus GEIWG services. This base supported tactical
units operating out of KONTUM and continued to provide back-up for the
DAK TO FSA.

(c) Resupply of forward logistical bases was accomp-
lished primarily by LLOC throughout the battle, however, ALOC was of
necessity used extensively.

(2) Organization of logistical facilities at DAK TO:

(a) The sketches at figures 1 and 2 portray the
logistic facilities that existed on 25 October and the additional facil-
ities that were constructed or established later as a result of enemy
action and the huge influx of troops and equipment-in the area. Ration-
ale and results of these alterations are discussed in subseauent para-
graphs.

(3) Phases of logistical support.

(a) The logistical operations during the "Battle for DAK
TO" can best be understood by viewing development in five distinct yet
inter-related phases.

'b) The initial phase, 25-30 October. Logistical
support during this phase was minimal. Only one battalion task force
supplemented by a few artillery batteries from 52d Artillery Group was
operating out of DAK TO on 25 October. Add tionally, elements of the
299th Engineer Battalion were there primarm1yin support of I FFORCEV
projects. The FSA consisted of three officers and fifty-one enlisted
men. All facilities and services were located at DAK TO II. Except
for the Class III and IlIA refueling points and the water point, all
logistical installations were on the south side of the airstrip. W.hen
the ist Brigade tactical CP arrived with an additional battalion task
force on 29 and 30 October there was a slight increase in logistical ser-
vices and stockage levels? however, this had no significant logistic
impact. 380c N AN/L)L/Ewr/IAL
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(c) The first build-up, 1-14 November.

-1ý. In reaction to intelligence and stimulated
by a major contact between 3 and 5 November, a massive build-up of troops
and equipment was initiated. From 6 to 13 November six infantry battalions
accompanied by combat support and combat service support units were moved
into the DAK TO area. This influx coupled with the marked increase in
consumption of supplies put a severe strain on the logistic support
available.

2. The first iXpact occurred witshth*..P/r1Val
of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) on 6 and 7 November. Moving into
the area on short notice, they did not arrive with their full basic load
of Class V. As a result, there was a marked drawdown on ammunition with
some items being drawn to a zero balance. Barrier materials, particularly
sandbags, became a critical item. It was necessary to vastly increase
the size of resupply convoys and to run two convoys a day. This was
supplemented by a daily requirement for emergency resupply missions using
C-130 aircraft. CH-47 helicopters were also used to bring hook loads of
fuel and critically needed ammunition from Camps Holloway and Enari up
with them in iteu of deadheading to DAK TO for their daily missions.
Controls had to be established by the division 04 forward to insure that
each brigade received a fair share of those items that were not in suf-
ficient quantity to meet brigade needs. It also became necessary to
integrate the 173d Airborne Brigade' engineer requirements with the over-
all engineer effort to insure that their immediate needs were satisfied
as expeditiously as possible.

2. Lack of space at DAK TO II dictated that the
173d Airborne Brigades base camp be located across from the DAK TO I
airstrip. However, the Brigade Support Operations Center (BSOC) was
located on the north side of the DAK TO II airfield. This enabled
the division to integrate the resupply missions of their battalions with
division missions and minimize the number of Chinooks required. It also
placed them in close proximity to the FSA facilitating the rapid
acquisition and distribution of supplies. By locating their maintenance and
medical units close to the let Brigade medics, mutual assistance was
readily established.

_4. The addition of the airborne brigade severely
taxed the water supply point at DAK TO II since no additional water pro-
ducing capability arriveduntil after the brigade had closed. While suf-
ficient potable water was produced to meet minimal needs, non-potable
'water was insufficient to meet dust suppresaantand individual bath re-
quiremonts. This problem was resolved within cwo days by moving in a
1500 gph pump into the area and by the arrival of the airborne brigade' s
water pump which was installed at the DAK TO I complex.
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I•. The bath and laundry point was already
established. However because the water supply point pump broke down,, its
pinp was used for the production of water. As a result a back-up of
laundry was created. Although the pump was returned by the time the air-
borne brigade closed, the increased requirements of an additional unit
exceeded the FSA's capability. Additional washers and dryers were added
and each brigade provided a two man detail in an effort to eliminate the
problem. It took almost three weeks to return to normal service because
the laundry point was outside the periaeter and insufficient troops were
available in the base camp to secure night operations. To ease the show-
er problem Australian shower buckets and improvised showers were used.

6. Continued heavy contacts by participating
units resulted in continued heavy drawdowns especially in mortar and
artillery munitions. To eliminate the daily requirement of calling for
emergency resupplies, coordination was effected with I FFORCEV to provide
twenty C-130 sorties on a daily basis. This meant approximately 300 tons
of additional supplies were brought into the area, and this, coupled with
the 600 tons that were delivered overland, enabled the FSA to progress
from simply meeting the daily requirements to building up the newly es-
tablished stockage objectives to a three day level. This level was
reached by 13 November. During this massive builup, much of the fuel,
ammunition, and peneprime was thru-put from QUI NHON direct to DAK TO
and in some cases further thru-put to gunships' and forward fire sepport
bases

2. Air traffic was a problem area that required
close surveillance. In C-130 traffic alone there were 308 sorties flown.
When this is added to the hundreds of daily helicopter landings and take
offs it is not presumptkuous to state that DAK TO II airfield was one of
the busiest airfields in VIETNAM during this period. While airfield
operations have been discussed in other portions of this report, the log-
istical aspects are worthy of note. First it was essential to establish
a priority so that the C-130's could land as soon after arriving in the
area as possible. Not only was this the economical thing to do, but since
the airfield could not be used for resupply during the hours of darkness,
it was essential that a minimum of time be lost in landings and take-offs.
During this phase of the operation there were as many as four 0-130 aircraft
on the parking ramp at a time. Sufficient MHE was available to off-load
tw resupply aircraft simultaneously within seven to 10 minutes. In an
effort to reduce helicopter traffic at the airfield, a JP4 refueling point was
established outside the 173d Airborne Brigade's base camp on 14 November.
This diverted all rotary wing aircraft, less CH-47, supporting the airborne
brigade from the DAK TO II airfield and considerably reduced traffic.
The compactness of their base camp and limited security forces available
dictated that the refueling point be located outside their perimeter.
However, it was located so that it could be covered bv direct fire.
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8. On t'.,. 10 v the let Battalion, fth
Infantry was moved to DAK TO by jn , id CH- 47. This brought the iet
Brigade to a three battalion force Lngistically, few changes were
required. Stockage levels were &V1 ,0htly adjusted. It was during this
time frame that a direct exchange clothing facility was established by
the 4th S&T Battalion. Ihile forward units normally DX clothing at Camp
Enari, it was more economical and more convenient for the units for DISCOM
to haul clothing to DAK TO in bulk than to have each battalion to do it
individually.

2. The lt Squadron, 12th Cavalry, let Air
Cavalry Division arrived on 11 November by C-130 aircraft. No significant
adjustments were required. Experience with the Air Cavalry Division at
KONTUM in July had shown that a high consumption of 2.75 rockets and JP4
fuel could be expected. Therefore, sufficient stockages were secured by
the time the unit arrived.

10. The ability to move supplies by LLOC from
PLEIKUJ to DAK TO was essential to any successful operation and it was
expected that the enemy would continue to mine the MSR, damage or destroy
bridges and ambush convoys along the route whenever possible. There was
only one bridge across the DAK PLA River approaching KONTIM from the south
and with no backup bridging capability to span the Itier immediately
available, it was essential to provide some logistic back-up north of the
river. Therefore, a class III and IlIA refueling point and a one day resupply
of major caliber ammunition was placed in vicinity of the KONTUM airfield.
This move later proved of benefit to the lst Air Cavalry Division units,
when they closed into KONTUM on 13 November and facilitated the rapid
establishment of an FSA at KONTUM the following day.

11. By the 14 November the ASP at DAK TO was
heavily stocked for its size. In an effort to reduce the density and at
the same time to provide some dispersion temporary berms were constructed
in the vicinity of the 173d Airborne Brigade's base area and the existing ASP
was expanded.

12. Throughout this phase let Logistical Commiand
made corresponding increases in men and equipment at the FSA as the
requirements increased.

(d) Disruption and recovery ppriod, 15-17 November.

1. On the morning of 15 November aerial resupply
had began for the day and a scheduled lift of an ARVN battalion was under-
way. At 0930 hours there were four C-130 aircraft on the parking ramp,
three for the ARVN move and one for resupply. At that moment the NVA
commenced a recoilless ri'fle CttaU-6 The second and third rounds in hit
the lead C-130 located at the east end of the ramp. The next few rounds
hit the second C-130. Both aircraft were destroyed. The third aircraft
received some shrapnel, but was later able to take off. The fourth air-
craft had not cut off its engines and was able to turn around, move to
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the west end of the landing strip ard take off. The remaining rounds
during this attack landed in the Class I %nd V yard causing secondary
explo. 4 one in three of the anmo storage berms. Additionally, the reefer
vans in the Class I yard were rendered unserviceable, some MHE was des-
troyed or damaged and the FSA headquarters complex received extensive
damage. The Class liA bladders on the ramp area were perforated by
shrapnel, and although no fires were started, the fuel was contaminated.
After the attack terminated attempts were made to bring the fires in
the berme under control. The water and foam from all available fire
fighting equipment expended, but the fire could not bebrought under control.
Additional incoming rounds later in the day also impacted in the Class V
area and completed the destruction of the ASP.

2. The mortar attack and destruction of the
ASP created an immediate storage problem. Temporary locations for the
storage of supplies not damaged and those on the morning convoy had to
be found. An urgent requirement existed for EOD personnel to clear the
airfield, the FSA complex, the CIDG-Special Forces Camp and the engineer
company area located on the east side of the ASP, since all areas contained
sensitive and unexploded rounds. Billet• had to be found for the FSA
personnel. The landing strip had to be repaired. Construction of ammuni-
tion berms had to be expedited. Bladders for the Class IIIA point and
reefer vans had to be replaced.

.. On the morning of 16 November EOD personnel
preceded a police detail down the airstrip and the west half of the parking
ramp. Engineers then began patching the strip. By the next day the air-
field was usable. The EOD men continued on into the FSA headquarters area.
Witially trucks were used to collect the shrapnel or piles of duds, but
several vehicles received flat tires from the shrapnel and debris in the area.
Thereafter track cargo vehicles from the self-propelled artillery units
were used.

•. To the maximum extent possible resupply
vehicles were moved directly to the gun sites or hook out areas. The
remaining supplies were off-loaded in the temporary storage areas. Class
I and Class V were placed in the aircraft revetments on the northeast
side of the runway. Barrier materials were off loaded between the east
end of the runway and Route 512.

5. An airdrop of supplies was planned and
coordinated in the event supplies became critical, but was not required
to be executed.

6. The tactical situation permitted a reduction
of artillery firing on 16 November which was of significant help in
getting the logistical support into full operation again.
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Z. By 17 November the airfield had reopened
with the restriction that no more than one 0-130 aircraft be on the ground
at any one time. The ROD personnel had cleared all areas except the ASP
which required two more weeks to complete. Three of the new temporary
berms were near completion. New fuel bladders had arrived and were being
installed. AVGAS was being provided from a 5,000 gallon tanker located
by the AVGAS bladder. Construction of a new entrance-ewit to the parking
ramp located between the JP-4 and AVGAS refueling points was underway.

(e) Second build up, 18-23 November.

1. With all units in contact it was essential
that the maximum effort be made to bring sufficient supplies to meet the
daily requirements and continue to buildup to the stockage objectives.
In addition to using all available vehicles in the PLEIKU area and the
let Logistical Command vehicles transporting supplies from QUI NHON, the
division and the 937th Engineer Group provided all the vehicles that they
could spare for the movement of supplies. On the 18 November 204 vehicles
carrying 1,052 tons of supplies closed into DAK TO. To the maximum extent
possible vehicles were thru-put to gun sites and forward fire support
bases to insure needed resupply was provided in a minimum of time and to
minimize the requirement of off-loading supplies into the temporary storage
areas and then reload them onto unit resupply vehicles. There were additional
vehicles in the convoy when they left PLEIKU destined for KONTUM.
To differentiate the destinations different colored cards were placed on
the vehicles. This facilitated traffic control and insured the vehicle
arrived at the correct locale.

2. To help reduce the draw-down of supplies
from DAK TO, the trains element of the 1st Battalion, 8th Infantry moved
to KONTUM and began resupplying from that logistic base. This decision
was made because the battalion was operating sufficiently south of DAK TO
to make the difference in turn-around time of resupply helicopters
negligible. After four days the trains element returned to DAK TO.

2. The airfield at DAK TO was ready on 17
November, but on 18 November a previously planned airlift of supplies was
brought into KONTUM. It was envisioned that by bringing supplies to
KONTUM a shorter vehicle turn-around time to DAK TO could be realized.
Fowever, by the end of the day the KONTUM airfield was saturated with
supplies. Insufficient MHE was available to handle the input and a safety
hazard was created. The following day the airlift to DAK TO was resumed.
The supplies were off-loaded at the west end of the runway because repairs
to the ramp were still being made. Sufficient MHE was available to insure that
off-load was accomplished between five and 10 minutes. A 5,000 gallon
fuel tanker was on standby to receive JP-4 fuel from C-130 fuel tankers.
Once the loads had been derigged they were placed on S&P trucks and transported
to the temporary storage area or sent to gun sites or forward fire support bases.
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k. Replacement 10,000 gallon bladders were received
and installed at the south refueling point and in the 173d Airborne
Brigade area. Soon thereaftor, the Class IIIA fuel stookage objectives
were reached and the air traffic density at DAK TO II airfield was reduced
by approximately 50 percent.

5* On 20 November the lot Battalion, 12th
Infantry was flown into DAK TO from BAN NE THWQ- This necessitated a
corresponding increase in division support pert rnnel and FSA stockl'e
objectives.

6. Line haul of supplies continued at the rate
of 125-150 vehicles per day. By 21 November, aerial resupply was back to
full scale operation and by following day all stockage objectives were
reached.

21. The Class V berms in vicinity of the 173d
Airborne Brigade were completed during this phase and were storing munitions
for the airborne brigade. Two of the berms on the north side of the DAK TO
II airfield were completed and were storing major caliber munitions.

g. It was also during this phase that

casualties were high and C-130 aircraft were used to evacuate them to PLEIKU.

(f) Return to normalcy, 24 to 1 December.

1. This phase of the operation was characterized
by a reduction in enemy activity with a corresponding reduction in troop
strength and stockage objectives. Aerial resupply was reduced to a few
sorties per day.

2. The lst Brigade, 1st Air Cavalry Division with
one battalion departed the area on 25 and 26 November. During the air
movement of these units, saturations of the airstrip reached a critical
point. This was precipitated by the arrival of a group of SOG helicopters
at the DAK TO I! Class lilA point. At the same time, C-130's v'ere loading
in the vicinity and helicopters conducting a combat assault were refueling.
The congestion and confusion was relieved by the diversion of the helicopters
to the Class IiA point at the 173d. After this experience rapid steps
lvere taken to peneprime one third of the DAK TO I airstrip and place a
5,000 gallon JP-4 tanker there each day. The SOG helicopters used this
location as a parking area and refueling point, thus alleviating the problem.

2. The remaining mmo storage berms were corn-.
pleted on the north side of the DAK TO II airfield and the old Class I, II
and IV yards were reectablished freeing the revetments for helicopter
use.
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A. The stocks at KONTUM were moved to DAK TO
except for a contingency level that was maintained.

3. EOD personnel and engineers removed the
r•amins of the two C-130 aircraft that had been destroyed. Both were
buried outside the base camp perimeter.

b. Material and Services.

(1) Supply

(a) The majority of supplies consumed during this period
was issued through the Forward Support Areas operated by lot Logist1ýil
Commind at DAK TO and. KONTUM. It is estimated that 3000 additional tvns of
supplies were issued directly to units from rear base areas. Supplies
issued from rear areas included fuel used by airc.raft and vehicles in
direct support of combat operations, Class II, IV, and V supplies issued
to divisional units from Camp Enari and Class II and IV supplies issued to
the 173d Airborne Brigade from AN KHE. Not included in the estimate is
tuel consumed by C-130 and C7A Aircraft in support of aerial resupply or
troop airlifts,

(b) Statistical data contained in subsequent paragraphs
is accurate for the most part. However, some data, particulary in Class
IV and V supplies, should be considered as minimal issued. This is due in
part to the records that were lost when the ASP at DAK TO was destroyed
and in part to the period when supplies were so urgently needed that convoy
vehicles from as far away as O UI NHON were through-put directly to forward,
fire support bases. There were some instances on these occasions when
the receipt was not collected or was lost prior to collection. Based on
the total volume involved, it is reasonable to state that records shown
below are accurate to within two percent.

DAK TO FSA

COMMODITY AV DAILY ISSUES TOTAL ISSUES InrCS/T)

Class I
"A" Rations 5,827 (Rations) 215,485 (Rations) 645.0
"C" Rations 2,958 " 109,571 " 330.0

Class III (Gallons)

JP-4 23,330 863,190 2,761.6
AVGAS 880 32,550 92.4
MOGAS 3,943 146,000 438.0
DIESEL 6,581 243,500 1,204.0

Class V (S/T) 797.41 7,314.17 7,31.4-1

TOTAL (S/T) 12,824.9
45
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KONTUMFSkL

COMMODITY AV DAILY ISSUES XOTAm 0Sh /1

Class I

"A" Rations 1,339 (Rations) 22,766 (Rations) 69.0
"C" Rations 1,423 " 24,197 " 72.0
Sundry Packs 20.4 349 16.4

Class III (Gallons)

JP-4 29,500 502,500 1,609.6
AVGAS 911.8 15,500 42.3
MOGAS 3,011 51,200 153.0
DIESEL 5,611 95,500 336.038.5 644 _.6j.4•.

Class V (S/A)

TOTAL (S/T) 2.942.3

(c) In addition to tormageof Class III and V used by
division units, the US Air Force expended the following Class III and V in
support of the "Battle for DAK TO".

Class III

AIRCRAFT 9Y (UE IN .SA1T)

Fighters 10,485
B-521' s 30.000

TOTAL 40,485

Class V

Delivered by Fighters

ORDNANCE WG (.s/

Bombs 5,073 1,587.5
CBU 405 81.1
Napalm 2,487 832.5
Rockets 18' 36.8

Delivered by Fighters and AC-47 (Spooky)

ORDNANCE 91TYWEIGHT .(PLT)

2C0m 62,400 15.6
7.62mm 240,000 6.0
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Delivered by B-52 ' s

Bombs UNK __

TOTAL 47,144.5

Recapitiiation of all supplies issued:

US Army DAK TO 12,,824.9

KONTUM 2,942.3

Rear Areas -9Q00.

Sub Total 18,767.2 (S/T)

US Air Force 47,144.5 (S/T)

(2) Services.

(a) FSA Services

1. Laundry Processed

DAK TO - 83,040 lbs
KONTUM - 68,ooo lbs

2. Baths

DAK TO - 10,355 individuals

KONTUM - 1,870 individuals

•. Graves registration

DAK TO - 176 remains
KONTUM - 2 remains

c. Transportation

(1) Land

(a) The security requirements on Route 14 North prevented
free flow traffic, therefore, it was necessary to control movement through
convoys. Initially, two round trip convoys from PLEIKU were established.
However, because of limited security and increased enemy activites, a
separate convoy to KONTUM was deleted. From within the DTO staff, a forward
DTO was established at DAK TO utilizing one officer and one enlisted man.
The forward DTO levied units for vehicles in the forward areas, marshalled
convoys to forward fire bases and returning convoys to PLEIKU, and assisted
in clearing operations for the DAK TO airfield. Traffic Control Points
were operated at CP 40, CP 45, and CP 102 by both division and 500-1t Military
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Police Battalion military police. To assist in liaison with the 504th
"MP's the DTO was augmented with one division MP who operated at CP 40.Additionally, one officer from the 4th Supply and Transportation Battalionwas utilized for a three day period to assist the DTO at Camp Enari.

"(b) The highway was opened each day after the routehad been secured by the units assigned with this mission. A traffic
headquarters was established within the DTO. Radio communication from
Camp Enari to the various TXP insured accurate information as to number
of number of vehicles in the convoys, exact location of the convoys, locations
of down vehicles and road conditions. During the period, 11,669 vehicles
traveled between PLEIKU, KONTUM and DAK TO. Each convoy consisted of
between one to two hundred vehicles and normally composed of unit movement
vehicles, resupply vehicles and miscellaneous vehicles from units in the
forward area.

(2) Air

The following show the total sorties and short ton airlifted into KONTUM
and DAK TO

Sorties PAX i§A)Supplies airlifted to KONTUM/DAK TO 327 5,174.7
Troops and equipment airlifted 2 6 8 52 _I-7
Troops and equipment airlifted

TOTAL 673 6,852 9,319.4

d. Maintenance Support.

(1) General

(a) One company of the 704th Maintenance Battalion deployed
major elements to DAK TO with the 1st Brigade. The mission of the
company (-) was to provide maintenance support for all division equipment
in the area of operations. This support was somewhat limited, because
elements of the company remained at the Oasis to provide maintenance
support to Task Force 22.

(b) Another company of the battalion provided maintenance
support to the 2d Squadron, lt Cavalry which was securing the LOC from
PLEIKU to DAK TO and to elements of the, lst Battalion, 69th Armor and
Sth Battalion, 16th Artillery operating in the KONTUM - PLEI MRONG area.

(c) The main support company of the maintenance
battalion provided backup support to the two forward support companies
when required, and provided repair parts resupply support to all
division forces in the operation.
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(2) Maintenance activities at DAK TO.

(a) There was a marked increase in work flow during
the "Battle for DAK TO". The Production Control Report for that period
was as follows:

ECI D COMP O1-i/6ýonth AN PA TAC
Wheel Section -62 a 2 2 0
Track Section 10 10 0 0 0
Armament 262 262 0 0 0
Signal 203 190 10 7 6
Engineer 11 9 2 2 0
Other 0 0

TOTAL 573 556 14 11 6

(b) The above figurws do not portray the several hundred
maintenance jobs conpletsd by the unit for "customer- units" in the DAK TO
area that were performed in a combat expedient manner to facilitate
ease of operation for those units. Of these latter jobs, the track and
armamen. 'sections contributed the bulk of this figure since this type
of work was conducted outside the DAK TO base area perimeter. The Signal
and Service Sections completed many mission essential type jobs in the
maintenance shop at DAK TO that were flown in from the forward fire bases
for priority consideration.

(c) The maintenance battalion elements also provided
maintenance assistance to the non-divisional units at DAK TO. The non-
divisional units supported were:

173d Airborne Brigade
lst Brigade, lst Air Cavalry Division
3d Battalion, 18th Artillery
6th Battalion, 14th Artillery
43d Signal Battalion
278th Signal Company
EOD Detachment, PKSAC

(d) The Armament Section was kept very busy with the
important task of maintaining the DAK TO artillery in operational condition.
In addition the armament section replaced 15 selfpropelled and towed howizer
gun tubes, as follows:

GUN DESCRIPTION NUMBE OF TUBES REPLACED

105mm Towed Howitzer 7
155mm Self Propelled Howitzer (M1109) 2
8" Self Propelled Howitzer (M110) 1
175mm Self Propelled Gun 5
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(e) The armament section also worked on 39 mortars,
25 machine guns, and 84 rifles and pistols. Personnel of this section
made approximately 65 visits to fire bases to perform support maintenance.
Five of these were made just prior to infantry combat assault missions.

(f) The supervisor of the armament section conducted
several on-the-job training classes for supported units on M16 Rifle
care and cleaning procedures and 105mm Howitzer Organizational Maintenance
procedures.

(g) The Service and Evacuation Section, normally busy
"in a combat zone, conducted quite an extensive operation, especially the
recovery crew. This two man crew alone accounted for over a dozen recovery
type missions ranging from towing disabled convoy vehicles to replacing
175mm gun tubes during darkness, a difficult task during the day light.

(h) The supply activity of the maintenance company
was extensive. Normal policies and SOP's were modified so that effective
supply support could be provided at DAK TO. A large shop stock was located
at DAK TO to expedite parts handling exchange. The company supplied both
their internal direct support requirements and the organizational parts
needed by customeri. Approximately 550 maintenance, armament, signal, and
other parts were supplied to users as shown below-

320 Armament parts used in repair of job ordered equipment
100 Signal parts used in repair of job ordered equipment

20 Signal parts issued to customers
70 Maintenance parts issued to customers (to include

Prescribed Load List type parts and other organizational parts)
40 Maintenance parts used in repair of job ordered

equipment.

*(i) The supply section at DAK TO also handled limited
direct exchange items in order to provide faster service to units in the
field. Various parts were issued to non-divisional units to assist them
in emergency cases where time and distance precluded their obtaining these
parts elsewhere.

(j) Special projects centered around maintenance improve-
ment and production. The maintenance section found that replacement of
complete powerpacks on large track vehicles was faster than the separation
and installation method, The armament section continued to exchange
105mm towed Howitzers on a round-robin type periodic maintenance and rebuild
program.

(k) One of the jobs performed by the maintenance company
that was out of the ordinary occurred on 15 November, when division
maintenance personnel repaired the windshield of a C-130 damaged during
the mortar attack on the airfield. These repairs enabled the crew to fly
aircraft out of the area prior to the second attack.
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e. Medical Support.

(1) DAK TO

(a) Medical support at DAK TO was provided by Company
B, 4th Medical Battalion. The initial mission of the company was to provide
division level medical service to all units assigned or attached to the lst
Brigade, 4th Infantry Division and was subsequently expanded to include
all units in support of the division in AO Spaatz.

(b) On 29 October, Company B, 4th Medical Battalion,
deployed one clearing section composed of two MC's, one DC, one MSC,
and 31 enlisted personnel. The section deployed with equipment and personnel
capable of performing ground ambulance evacuation, emergency dental service,
laboratory and X-ray services, psychiatric service, routine outpatient
treatment, and life saving surgical capability. The clearing section had
a 20 bed holding capability expandable to 30 beds when required, and was
self supporting less messing. On 5 November, the remainder of the
clearing section moved to DAK TO. Two additional MC officers and 3
enlisted medical technicians were in this group.

(c) Initially, the 283d Medical Detachment (Air
Ambulance), 44th Medical Brigade, provided aeromedioal evacuation support.
Later the 485th Medical Company, 44th Medical Brigaae also provided
aeromedical evacuation capability to support the operation. Prior
coordination between 4th Medical Battalion and the 52d Aviation Battalion
established procedures for obtaining non-medical aviation support when
evacuation requirements exceeded the supporting air ambulance units'
capability.

(d) The routine communications procedures were established,
Company B using its organic radio communications means, entered the 1st
Brigade Administrative/Logistical Net, where medical requirements were
received from combat elements. it also monitor-ed the Dustoff Radic Not.
Communications with the 4th Medical Battalion Headquarters at Camp Enari
and to supporting Army level medical units located in PLEIKU were through
a radio relay system established on Dragon Mountain. Administrative
traffic to include medical reports, and routine medical supply requirements
was passed over the 4th Medical Battalion Command Net. Additionally,
telephonic communications were available as a secondary means.

(e) Medical supplies were deployed at approximately
a nine day level, and were later increased to a fifteen day level. Resupply
of medical items was routinely accomplished by utilizing ?wlcL aircraft
returning to the clearing section from patient evacuation j,,iesio!,s. Routine
medical resupply, less blood, was accomplished daily by organic vehicles
in the scheduled convoys.
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(f) The clearing section, located adjacent to the
DAK TO Airstrip, consisted of the following.

1. Two GP large tents. One was a 20 bed ward tent,
and the other was for admissions and dispositions, pharmacy and a six table
treatment area.

2. Six GP Medium tents. One tent was as an X-ray
and medical tent, and the other five were billets

2. Two GP Small tents. One tent was for dental
treatment, the other for surgery.

(g) The A&D tent hc-4sad the coordinating center for
all requirements. In the forward section of the tent was located the
communications center with the radios, and three telephone-lines. The
unit had a !hot line" to the let Brigade S4, a "hot line" to the 173d
Airborne Brigade organic medical company, and a common user line to the
forward switch. Additionally: A&D housed laboratory facilities and
pharmacy, contained six litters on litter stands, and ooutine/emergency
medical supplies & equimnent.

(h) Routine patients who could be returned to duty
within 72 hours were admitted to the clearing station ward. Priority and
urgent category patients were airevacuated as soon as their condition was
stabilized and evacuation resources were available.

(i) Company B (-), medically supported the entire DAK
TO area (approximately 6,000 troops) until 10 November, when the organic
medical company of the 173d Airborne Brigade became operational in the same
area. It was established that the Commanding Officer, Company B, 4th
Medical Battalion would be responsible for coordinating medical evacuation
from both medical units to the rear, and basically, each organic medical
campany (4th Infantry Division and 173d Airborne Brigade) would execute
their normal medical support missions to their respective units. This
arrangement proved highly successful in that:

1. Backup support was immediately available when
either clearing received mass casualties.

;2. Maximum use was made of aero-medical aviation
evacuation helicopters for field pickup missions.

.. Maximum use was made of medical and non-medical
aviation evacuation resources.

• . nEergency medical supplies were exchanged without
delays in obtaining these items from normal medical supply sources.
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•. Immediate information concerning the total
medical situation was available at one source.

(J) Initially patient evacuation from DAK TO to the 71st
Evacuation Hospital in PLEIKU was accomplished by medical aircraft (Dustoff).
The 283d Medical Detachment, and the 71st Evacuation Hospital were notified
by radio from the clearing station, concerning patient evacuation status.
This system provided the hospital time to adequately prepare for the
inbound casualty (ies), and alerted the Dustotf Controlto dispatch another
aircraft to DAK TO. After 5 November, there were two and at times four
dustoff helicopters located at the forward clearing stations for immediate
field pickup. The Dustoff aircraft were primarily used for evacuation
from the field to the clearing station and to transport emergency category
patients to higher medical facilities. Non-medical aircraft from the 52d
Combat Aviation Battalion transported other than emergency patients to
the hospital in PLEIKU on their return at the end of the mission day.
Requirements for non-medical aircraft evacuation assistance were relayed
to the 4th Medical Battalion, where contact was made with the 52d Aviation
Battalion Liaison Officer. At the same time, the requirement was furnishal
to the 1st Brigade Aviation Officer by Company B. This arrangement
facilitated the disposition of the request, and immediate assistance was
provided by the 52d Aviation Battalion throughout the DAK TO operation.
For example, on 12 November, they evacuated, by Chinook aircraft, one hundred
and fourteen patients to the 71st Evacuation Hospital.

(k) Medical supplies for division units were routinely
provided from the Division Medical Supply Office at Camp Enari. Emergency
requirements were filled from DNO for all units operating in the DAK TO
area. During this period, 125 units of blood were used, which was more
than the total blood usage in the division for the entire year.

(1) On 15 November, an Air Force Medical Evacuation
Team was established at DAK TO. Requirements for routine evacuation to Arny
le'rel hc pit*lz we- e uonsoi.; dated 'u- the Company B Clearing Section, and
subsequently provided to the Air Force Team. The i-equirement was then
scheduled, and the evacuation wis accomplished by Air Force aircraft.
Urgent category patients were in all cases evacuated to the 71st Evacuation
Hospital by Dustoff aircraft.

(u) Patients handled by Company B during the period!

I. Total number of patients seen - 2,364

Injuries Result of Hostile Action - 479
Injuries Not a Result of Hostile Action - 68
Others (Disease, FUO, Non-Battle Injury) -1,819
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2. Evacuation Statistics:

Air - 755
Ground ambulance - 6
Total -761

.. Dispositions:

Evacuated - 761
Returned to duty - 1,603

(n) The following medical supplies were expended in
support of the operation:

IUAETMIT Y ITE__M TOTAL WET.YHýT._kbs

29 Boxes Dextrose 5% 1,421
18 Boxes Dextrose 648
18 Boxes Dextrose Sodium 782

Chloride
114 Boxes Ringers Inj 6,042

Lactated
176 Boxes Water F/Inf 645
199 Cans Albumin Human 1,000

Serum
2,723 Packages Gauze Sponge and 3,000

(x-2x2-4x8)
172 ea Blankets 850
122 ea Litter Folding 3,460
125 Units Human Blood _00

TOTAL WEIGHT 18,168 lbs

f. Explosive Ordnance Disposal. BOD provided immeasureable
support during the "Battle for DAK TO". Initially two personnel were
on call to meet periodic requirements. However, with the attack on the
logistical complex on 15 November a mwaioth load in EOD work was instantly
created. EOD personnel from both the Army and the Air Force were flown
into DAK TO from as far awar as SAIGON. Their first task was to clear the
airfield and parking ramps of all duds-and dangerous debris so that fixed
wing aircraft could use the field. This was completed by the 17 November.
They continued the clearing program in the FSA complex, the CIDG Camp and
an engineer company area adjacent to the ASP. By the end of November the
clearing of the ASP began. Once or twice each day the gathered munitions
escorted by tanks or dusters were taken outside the perimeter to be destroyed.
Blast sites were varied daily as a security measure. Initially only the
airfield tower was notified on the time of blast so that aircraft in the
area could be alerted. However, troop sensitivity to explosions in the area
dictated that units in the area be notified of blast time. In addition to
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the clearing of the logistical complex, they continued to perform daily
EOD mission in response to US and ARVN requirements.

g. Logistical cooperation between US and ARVN forces was demonstrat.ed
throughout the "Battle for DAK TO". On three separate occasions 4th Infantry
Division coordinated the use iot Logistical Command, 937th Engineer
Group, and their own organic vehicles for ARVM troop movements between
KONTUM and DAK TO. On one occasion 1,000 rounds of iO5mm, HE amunition were
given to ARVN forces in the area when their rneed was critical and US
supply at the ASP was sufficient. Ten thousand sand bags were also given
to ARVN forces. At another time kRVN forces provided the 4th Infantry
Division with 5,000 pounds of C4 explosive when it %as critically needed
to clear LZ's and none could be obtained through US logistic chanmels in
time to meet requirements.

h. Problem Areas:

(1) DTO personnel. The DTO is not staffed sufficiently to
operate a forward DTO. Instead of increasing the base camp DTO's staff
for the DAK TO operation, the base camp DTO was cut by 50% in order to
support a forward DTO. Additionally, transportation type traffic regulating
personnel should have been available at CP 45 and CP 112. A minimum
augmentation of two NCO's as requested on modified TO&E, should be permanently
assigned to the DTO.

(2) Evacuation of disabled vehicles. There was not sufficient
support available to retrieve disabled vehicles on route 14N. The convoys
transporting FSA material had vehicles which could accomplish evacuation,
but the recovery capabilities were limited. Downed vehicles could not
always be recovered immediately, forcing the security element to secure
lone vehiclesr thereby decreasing the security accompanying the convoy.
Maintenance support, to include additional recovery vehicles, should be
assigned and located at heavily traveled TCPts.

(3) Vehicle Availability. The 4th Division was required to
supply vehicles to PKSAC to support their command in meeting DAK TO
vehicle resupply requirements. The DTO l'-vied all units on base camp to
meet these vehicle requirements. Vehicles were so critical that division
engineer bridge trucks were utilized to haul everything from troops to
ammunition to meet required commitments. An additional medium truck
company should be either assigned to or in direct support of the 4th
Infantry Division.

(4) Engineer Projects. Much confusion arose concerning
priority of projects and valid equipment requests as the size of DAK TO
Base Camp increased. Much equipment time was lost when completed projects
were ruled inadequate or incorrect. For large and complex fire bases
such as that located at DAK TO a base area commander should be appointed
and a fire base board with representation from each major unit (or tenant)
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and staff engineer should be created. This board would meet frequently to
discuss area improvements, security requiraments, unit moves and locations,
support facilities and, most important of all, schedule the engineer work
effort to support these requirements.-

(5) Communications Equipment. The division had serious shortages
in communications equipment, particularly in PRC-25 radios and their
auxiliary equipment. Battle losses incurred at DAK TO aggravated the basic
problem. (Because of the critical nature of the problem most of the needs
were adequately satisfied.) However, no long antennas were received. This
seriously hampered the ability to communicate over desired distances. The
terrain over which the division operated was characterized by high mountains,
double and triple canopies extending up to 200 feet, and dense vegetation.
Absorotion and attenuation of signals was high. The long antennas would
have been of considerable help on innumerable occasions. Units operating
in the type terrain described above should be given a priority of issue
of long antennas over those operating in more favorable terrain.

(6) Chain Saws. Currently available chain saws continue to
fail when used to cut the extremely tough hardwood trees in the Central
Highlands.

(7) C4 Explosive. Experience in the Central Highlands has
shown C4 is the best explosive and the best item available for use in
clearing LZ's. In the dense and heavily vegetated terrain great effort
must be expended to accomplish the clearing. The pliability of 04 plus its
greater explosive power makes it highly conducive for use in this area.
There were innumerable combat assaults made during the "Battle for DAK TO".
Each battalion size CA required 500 pounds of C4 (250,137 kits). On some
days 10,000 - 15,000 pounds were required. The item was in short supply
throughout the battle. In an effort to meet the demand all C4 in the division
was sent to DAK TO. Additionally C4 was obtained from ARVN forces. By
these means the problem was partially alleviated. C4 should be stockpiled
in greater quantities at rear logistic bases at the sacrifice of dynamite
if necessary.

i. Communications.

(1) VHF Syatems installed to support units in the DAK TO -
KONTUM area from 25 October - 1 December.

(a) Two 12-channel system~were establi bhed from
Division Main to Ist Brigsde Forward CP at DAK'TO on 28 October.

(b) One 12--hannel system was opened with one relay
from Division Main to DAK TO MACV tower on 5 November in anticipation of
173d Airborne CP moving into DAK TO. On 6 November the system was terminated
at the 173d Airborne Brigade OP at Old DAK TO airfield.
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(c) One 12-ohannel system was activated from the 4th
Division TAC CP at New DAK TO to 173d Airborne Brigade at Old DAK TO air-
field on 6 November and was still active on 1 December.

(d) One 12-channel system was activated from Camp
Enari to KONTUM on 6 November by the 54th Signal Battalion. This system
was still active on 1 December.

(e) Two !2-channel systems were activated from KONTUM
to DAK TO on 6 November by the 54th Signal Battalion, requiring one relay.
Thebe two systems were still active on 1 December.

(f) One 12-channel system was activated from Division
Main to 173d Airborne Brigade TAC CP at BEN HET on 6 November. This system
was still active on 1 December.

(g) One 12-channel system from 173d Airborne Brigade
CP at Old DAK TO to the 173d Airborne Brigade TAC CP at BEN HET was in-
stalled on 8 November. This system was still active on 1 December.

(h) One 12-channel system from Division Main to New
DAK TO requiring one relay was operated from 10 to 20 November.

(i) One 4-channel system from the 4th Division TAC CP
at New DAK TO to the lot Battalion, 12th Cavalry was operated from Ii
November until 19 November.

(J) One 12-channel system was operated from the 4th
Division Main to lst Brigade, 1st Air Cavalry Division CP at KONTUM re-
quiring one relay from 13 November until 19 November.

(k) One 12-charnel system from the 4th Division TAC
CP at New DAK TO to MACV tower at DAK TO Special Forces Camp was activated
on 13 November by the 124th Signal Battalion. On 15 November the 54th
Signal Battalion assumed operation of the system. The system was still
active on 1 December.

(1) A 4-channel system from the 4th Division TAC CP
to the 173d Airborrne Brigade TAC at BEN IEr was operated 14 - 18 November.

(m) One 12-channel system from the lst Brigade, let
Air Cavalry CP at Old DAK TO airfield to their TAC CP at POLEI KMENG was
operated 15 - 19 Norsmber.

(n) One 12-channtl, system from Division Main to lst Brigade;
lot Air Cavalry Division, when they relocated from KONTUM to Old DAK TO air-
field, was operated 19 - 25 November.
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(o) One 12-channel system from let Battalion, 12th
Cavalry to DAK TO MACV tower was operated from 26 November until 30 November
when the battalion left the area of operations.

(2) New DAK TO airfield is virtually inaccessible to VHF.
Masked by high hills on all four sides the airfield is az•wat Impervious
to VHF systems running to the south. Therefore, most systems were
relayed through the MACV tower at the DAK TO Special Forces Camp, east of
the airfield. Although this compound is only four kilometers from the
airfield, it had a higher elevation and enjoys an opening in the mountains
to the south through which VHF communications was possible.

(3) Upon arrival of the Division TAC CP at DAK TO on 6
November, the 124th Signal Battalion was operating one AN/MTC-7 switch-
board for the let Brigade. With the increase of activity it became
necessary to install another AN/MTC-7 switchboard for the Division TAC CP
element. It soon became apparent that units such as the lot Logistical
Command Forward Support Area, airfield control personnel, engineer units,
and other support units had a requirement for area communications service.
A request was made to I FFORCEV to provide this service to relieve the '
I FFORCEV load of the division's two tactical switchboards and the tactical
teletypewriter circuits. As a result the 43d Signal Battalion establishW
a 12 channel system (AN/GRC-50) from DAK TO to PLEIKU and installJd a
switchboard (AN/ATC-7) and a telegraph terminal (AN/MC-29) at DAK TO.

(4) Additional systems programed at this time was for a
multi-channel system between 1st Brigade Forward/Division CP, which was
collocated, and the 173d Airborne Brigade. Also a system to connect
173d Airborne Brigade TAC with the let Brigade Forward/Division TAC CP
was programd To provide circuits for the 173d Airborne Brigade Forward
OP back to their aviation support, which remained at KONTUM, and their base
camp location at AN KHE, the 54th Signal Battalion provided a multi-
channel system between DAK TO airfield and KONTUM with a radio relay at
MACV Compound. At KONTUM this system tied into an established 43d Signal
Battalion system to pickup the AN KHE circuits. Two other 54th Signal
Battalion systems already in operation, one from Camp Enari to PLEIKU and
one from PLEIKU to DAK TO airfield were utilized for additional circuitry as
required.

(5) On 13 November the let Brigade, 1st Air Cavalry Division
came vnder 4th Infantry Division OPCON and moved into the KONTUM area
with t. .AC CP located in th6 vicinity of POLEI KLENG. To support this
new unit, the 124th Signal Battalion installed two multichannel systems,
one between 4th Infantry Division base camp and KONTUM via Dragon Mountain,
and one between KONTUM and POLEI KLENG. The 54th Signal Battalion's
system previously installed between DAK TO airfield and KONTUM again proved
useful since it was now possible to route traffic from the let Brigade,
let Air Cavalry Division direct to the Division TAC CP.
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(6) During this period the lit Signal Brigade made arrange-
ments to install a 24 channel tropo system between Dragon Mountain and
MACV Compound of which the 124th Signal Battalion was to utilize 12
channels. In order to extend these 12 channels to the 4th Infantry Division
base camp a AN/TTC-7, 12 channel, land-line carrier system was installed
using Spiral-4 cable. The tropo equipment arrived by C-130 aircraft on
13 November and was operational on 14 November.

(7) FM radio operations. The multichannel communications
systems were the primary trunking means supporting the forces at DAK TO.
Particularly note worthy was the high quality and reliability of FM
communications that existed between the division base camp and DAK TO
through the retransmission station on Dragon Mountain. Due to periods
of heavy traffic on the division FM Command Net, it was necessary to
operate one radio on the division primary and one radio on the division
alternate command frequency,, passing secure transmissions simultaneously.

(8) Wire operations. To provide additional flexibility,
a 12 line WD-I system was installed between the patch panel located at
the MACV Compound and thU 173d Airborne Brigade. However, from the
onset this project was plagued with problems. Initially the lines
were laid over the open terrain. With the engineer construction in progress
in the area, the lines were soon damaged beyond repair. Arrangements
were made to bury the lines? however, they had to exit the ground at the
edge of the 173d Airborne Brigade CP and run along the barbed wire entangle-
ments which was initially located in elephant grass. Fires occurred
quite frequently which burned the lines, again resulting in inoperative
wire lines. The lines were then placed overhead in the vicinity of the
CP, however, engineer construction again reduced the lines to an inoperative
status. On 17 November information was received on the CP displacement of
the lst Brigade, let Air Cavalry Division from KONTUM to the DAK TO area
in the vicinity of the 173d Airborne Brigade. In addition an eight
(8) line WD-l system was laid from MACV relay to the CP of the let
Brigade which was not plagued with the problems of the first wire system.

S(9) Teletype operations. Also of importance to the operation
was the teletype traffic load handled by the communications center during
this period. Of special note was the increase of flash precedence
messages processed during the "Battle for DAK TO". During the 37 days prior
to 25 October (17 September - 24 October), the communications center
sent 46 and received 43 flash precedence messages. During the 37 days of
the DAK TO action, this same facility sent 253 and received 198 flash
precedence messages.

(10) Photo lab. The 124th Signal Battalion facilities
processed some 21.00 black and white photographs. Approxdmately 300 color
photographs were forwarded to LONG BINH for processing. Photographers
were detailed down to company level to obtain first hand photographs for
the historical files of the 4th Infantry Division.
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J. Personnel.

(1) Replacements received by grade.

.4&hInf Div 2JiaB dj ACD A

Abn Non-Abn
El-3 356 40-8 241 103 1,108
E4 19 50 15 12 96
E5 5 41 ,3 5 54
E6 8 11 2 2 23

07 0 -3- 0 1
388 21123 t8

774

(2) Critical HOS requirements.

(a) 4th Infantry Division' MOB liB

(b) let Brigade, let Air Cavalry Division: MOS 05B20,
91A10, 91B20, 67N20.

(c) 173d Airborne Brigade. Critical M0S needs at the
beginning of the period and those received to counter-balance needs.

MOS GRADM SHORT AS•ND O GRADE SHORT ASGND

IID2P E4 60 8 63H2P E4 4 0
llF2P F4 17 3 63H2P E5 3 0
I1F2P E5 1 0 63H4P E7 2 0
I1F4P E5 4 2 71E2P E5 1 0
17BIP E3 1 0 71F3P E3 1 0
31K2P E5 1 1 71F3P E4 1 0
44B4P E6 1 0 9102P E6 4 0
54E4P E6 3 0 96C3P E6 1 0
54E4P E7 1 0 O6D4P E6 1 0
63B4P E6 3 0 97B4P E5 1 0
63B4P E7 1 0

_ ,(3) Priority for assignment of replacements.

(a) 4th Infantry Division. Replacements were assigned
to units based on the number of casualties sustained. Initially, priority
of assignment was to the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry, then to the 3d
Battalion, 8th Infantry, and was finally t.eturned to 3d Battalion, 12th
Infantry as the contact and its intensity shifted from one unit to another.
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(b) 173d Airborne Brigade. The enlisted requisition for
the period covered by this report was submitted six months prior and was
based on normal projected shortages caused by DEROS losses and separations.
At that time requisitions were submitted 1AW Headquarters, USARV policy to
maintain the brigade enlisted strength at 105% of the authorized strength.
At the outset of this reporting period, normal policies of personnel
management were used in making assignments. As casualties mounted,
additional skills and numbers of replacements required increased. These
requirements were continnouslyreviewed adjusted and submitted telophon-
ica-Ily to the AG Replacement vision a; Headquarters, USARV. Assignment
by skills was based upon individual qualifications and each unit's particularneeds: MOB llB personnel were assigned based upon relative shortageswithin infantry line battalions.

(c) let Brigade, let Air Cavalry Division- There
were no variations from normal procedures in receiving replacements. No
priorities of units were established for replacements during this period.

(4) Variation in method of assigning replacements.

(a) 4th Infantry Division.

I. It became apparent soon after units at DAK TObegan to receive significant casualties that the usual methods of assignitg
replacements could not be applied.

a. The normal practice of assigning personnel to
specific companies on orders was terminated. Replacements were assigned
to the Ist Brigade for further assignment by the brigade. This increased
flexibility in the face of a rapidly changing situation.

2. The AG maintained constant coordination with the
S1 of the ist Brigade. The number of replacements needed was determined
by deducting the number of WIA that would quickly return to duty from the
total WIA figure. A percentage of fill factor was developed based on the
percentage of WIA who would be lost to the unit for an extended period.
Medical personnel provided estimates to the brigade SI in this regard. He,
in turn, relayed this information to AG. The percentage of fill during theDAK TO battle ranged from 80 to 100 percent of WIA, reflecting the seriousness
of wounds received. A 100 percent fill was used for KXA.

4. After two of the heavier contacts, representatives
from AG met with the brigade SI and battalion adjutants to discuss all
facets of the replacement picture. This detailed coordination materially
assisted in determining specific personnel requirements.

(b) 173d Airborne Brigade.

- Telephonic requests for replacement personnelwere frequently submitted to USARV to keep them abreast of needs. Replacement
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stream apparently was not capable of responding to brigade needs for airborne
qualified personnel. As a result, troopers were levied from a subordinate
infantry battalion not committed in the area of operations with extensive
NVA contact. Personnel levied were reassigned in an attempt to equalize
shortages in those battalions incurring substantial casualties. Due to
the prolonged contact with the NVA, it was determined that internal
realigment would not resolve the problem of personnel shortages. The
desision was made to accept non-airbc.ne replacements from USARV immediate
resources.

a. The acceptance of non-airborne personnel did
not immediately alleviate the shortages of personnel. The period for
administrative processing (one day) and transition training (five days)
delayed their dispatch to the combat area. Generally, there was a rinimum
of one week from the, date a casualty was sustained until a replacement was
present for duty in the foxhole.

14. (C) LESSQNS LE EDAND _RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Lessons Learned. The lessons learned that follow are in
addition to those included in the participating unit's Combat Operations
After Action Reports which are attached.

(1) Operations.

Air-Ground Coordination

Item? Air-ground coordination in a battle area with a high density of
troop units.

Discussion: The relatively high density of manuever units and supporting
artillery and the large number of tactical air and gunship sorties employed
during the "Battle for DAK TO" generated increased problems in air-ground
coordination. The result was excessive "checkfires" of artillery at critical
times when artillery support was required.

Observation- The problem of air safety from ground fires must be restudied
Swith the objective of agreement on simplified measures which will allow
maximum tactical benefi.t to be realized from both wmapons systems. A
study is in progress within this division, but as yet no concrete solutions
have been developed.

Airlift of M~edium Artiihcry

Item: Airlift of 155mm howitzers into otherwise inaccessible fire bases.

Discussion: One of the most valuable artillery positions in the battle was
that of a 155mm howitzer battery airlifted into position by CH-54 "Flying
Crane" helicopters. The battery was lifted into a fire base by the cranes
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that would normally be inaccessible to medium artillery. The positioning
of the &rtillWybattery in the fire base provided the units in contact with
medium artillery support that they would otherwise have been denied because
of the rugged terrain and nearly non-existent road net in the area. From
the advantageous location that they were airlifted into, the battery
was in constant support of all three committed brigades.

.._srvation: In the jungles and mountains of the Central Highlands where
roads and trafficable trails are not available units often must be committed
out of the range of the medium artillery and therefore are supported only
by light artillery. A unit that makes contact with the NVA is nearly
always greatly outnumbered by the enemy and requires all the fire support
available. The airlifting of 155mm howitzers into fire bases cut out of
the jungle provides the infantrymen with additional support that is so
valuable to him during a contact. Sufficient "Flying Cranes" should be
made readily available to pernit this flexible employment of medium artillery.

(2) Logistics.

Item: Hoists on Medevac helicopters for operations in the Central High-
lands.

Discussion: Operations in the Central Highlands require the extensive
use of hoists to evacuate wounded and dead from the battlefield. Ex-
tensive use results in rapid deterioration of the hoist and demands
that frequent inspection be made to insure serviceability. When mass
evacuation from the battlefield is required, Medevac helicopters oper-
ating in more favorable terrain are subject to being diverted to the
critical area.

Observation,- Units directed to provide Medevac helicopters to support
operations in the Central Highlands must insure that each aircraft arrives
with a serviceable hoist.

SuplyRequirements

Item- Forecasting supply requirements.

Discussion: During the initial phases of the !Battle for DAK TO" sub-
ordinate commands were late in submitting their requirements to the
supporting FSA. Therefore, the FSA was late with its order to the
sub-area command. Also some of tha requests were unrealistically high.
The result was that either some items were not able to be loaded prior
to the convoy's departure or the high quantity of an item requested,
usually artillery ammunition, prevented an equally needed item from
being loaded due to the lack of sufficient transportation to meet all
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the needs. This problem was resolved somewhat by requiring subordinate
headquarters to submit requirements by 1600 hours to the 04 Forward who
analyzed them and then submit~ted them to the FSA.

Observation: W4's must closely moritor the action taking place on the
battlefield and require subordinate units to keep him abreast of ammnimtion
levels, particularly the large caliber items. The S4 should develop
experience factors in consumption as an aid in insuring that requosts
submitted are realistic.

Vehicle Availability

Item: Decreasing turn-around time of vehicles moving supplies from rear
areas to forward areas.

Discussion' When units are in heavy contact it follows that the size of
convoys will increase. It becomes important that a maximum number of
these vehicles be returned to the supply depot as soon as possible
because the total number of vehicles available to support an operation
generally remains fixed and they will be needed to move supplies the
following day.

Observation! Turn-around time for resupply convoys can be effectively
reduced by thru-putting truck loads of ammunition to individual gun sites.
Advantage can be taken of MHE in the gun site area or, since the load
at any individual site is normally small, it can be quickly off-loaded
by hand. Ammunition personnel responsible for control of ammunition
must insure that they record the load in the receipt and issue column
of their records and collect the checker's form and the DA Form 581
from the driver delivering the ammunition and the unit receiving the
awmmunition. This method also eliminates the need to off-load ammunition
at the forward ASP and subsequently on-load it on a unit vehicle. This
system can be applied to other classes of supply also.

Air Delivered Supplies

Item: Quick removal of air delivered supplies from airfields.

Discussion: When large quantities of supplies .are being delivered by
airlift invariably the receiving unit is unable to remove the supplies
from the ramp as fast as the aerial port team is able to off-load the
aircraft. The end result is that the aerial port team runs cut of
space to put the load and a safety hazard is created.

Observation! Removal of air delivered supplies from an airfield can
be expedited by having S&D trailers lined up at the side of the ramp. As
a trailer is loaded, a tractor can move it to the ASP for the off loading
and return to the airfield with an empty trailer. This system requires
only half the number of tractors as trailers.
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"Battle for DAK TO"

Sweaters

Item. The need for sweaters ir the Central Highlands during the dry
season.

Discussion: Sweaters are a necessity for troops operating in forward
areas in tho Central Highlands during the dry season. High altitudes
and strong winds create an abnormally high wind-chill factor. While
field jackets are satisfactory for rear base camp areas, they are too
bulky for use in the forward areas and impede troop agility.

Observation: Sweaters should be requisitioned in sufficient quantity
and in sufficient time to allow issues to be made to all manuever
task force personnel. Units subjected to being committed in the Central
Highlands should maintain a sufficient stock of sweaters on hand to
meet menuever force requirements.

Evacuation of Remains

Item: Evacuation of remains to mortuaries.

Discussion: It is difficult at times to evacuate remains to rear areas
within a reasonable length of time after being processed by Graves Re-
gistration. Unless the base camp is close to a rear area, evacuation
by air is the only recourse. Hblicopters operate out forward during the
day and normally return to rear area at night. Remains can be placed on
them on their return flight. The drawback to this is that the wounded
rightfully have priority over remains and are inevitably in far greater
abundance. This priority also holds for evacuations from the battlefield.
Therefore, it is possible for remains to be in foriard areas up to 48 hours
or more. Graves Registration seldom has the capacity to store the numnber of
remains that will accr-ue in a two or three day period especially in periods
of moderate to heavy contact.

Observation- It is incumbent upon the appropriate logistic supervisor
to closely monitor actions on the battlefield so that an analysis can be
made of evacuation requirements and available transport. Since helicopters
are the only passenger carrirg aircraft in forward areas early coordination
is required to divert other type aircraft for evacuation of remains. The
C7A aircraft normally used for courier service has been used for small
requirements and has the advantage of being able to be used on short run-
ways. C-123 and C-130 are excellent for mass evacuation, however are
not as available as the division's own courier and therefore require
advance coordination.
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b. Recommendations.

(1) It is recomuendod that-

(a) Familiarimation with the controlling headquarters
personnel status reporting procedures by the OPCON unit be aoonplished as
early as possible after knowledge of an impending mission becomes known.

(b) A more dependable comunication system between the
parent unit and subordinate unit, when subordinate unit is OPCON to another
organization, be developed. Possibly an administrative code system would
expedite the interchange of information.

Wc) The theater replacement system earmark airborne
personnel to provide a pool of personnel with varied qualifications to
meet emergency situations.

(d) A uystem be established to provide feeder casualty
reports to parent uits from servicing medical facilities.

(e) CH-47, "Flying Crane", helicopters be made more
readily available to lift medium artillery into otherwise inaccessible
fire support bases.

(f) Future multi-channel VHF equipment designed for use
at division level be capable of operating orrfrequencies down to 100 Mhx.

(g) The French Army mathematical method (Colonel Deygout's
method) to determine path loss using the Craphoflex slide rule be included
in the POI for syutems engineering and planning at Army Signal Schools.

(h) The 'Ulessons learned contained in this report be
made available to those individuals and agencies responsible for the training
of personnel to be assigned to the Republic of VIETNAM.

(2) Appropriate recommendations may also be found in the lessons
learned and in the subparagraph entitled "Problem Areas" in paragraph 13.

15. (C) COMMANDER'S ANALYSIS!

The 'Sattle for DAK TO" might well become the turning point of
the war in the Central Highlands. It was in the same rugged, mountainous
terrain south and southwest of DAK TO that had been used years before, by
the VIET MINH to launch their attacks against KONTUM and vicinity that
ultimately drove the French Army from the area, that the North VIETNAMESE
Army B-3 Front commander assembled his forces.
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He had seoretl)y moved the 32d and 66th Regiments up from thoir
CAMBODIAN base areas to Join the 24th and 174th NVA Regiments already in
the area. The let NVA Division Headquarters was the control headquarters.
These were the forces the enemy intended to use in his scheme to overrun
the DAK TO compiax with its airfield, Special Forces CIDG Camp, supp3,V
dump, 42d ARVN Regimental Headquarters und concentration of civilian
population that had grown around these installations.

The terrain in the area as it has been indicated previously is
extremely rugged in this part of the Highlands. The Mountains are steep
and covered with double and triple canopy Jungle. The few open areas
and valleys that show on the maps are choked with 20 to 30 feet high bamboo.
The trees are thick hardwood trees that resist efforts to cut or blow
them down, and so it becomes a monumental task to clear a one ship landing
zone.

The weather throughout the entire battle favored our operations
making it possible for our units to receive continuous air support from
tactical air, gunships and Spooky.

Ilto this euvironment, based on considerable intelligence received
from airborne sensors, long range reconnaissance patrols (LRRP's), agents
and a single, but extremely important CHIEU HOI, we deployed our let
Brigade and the 173d Airborne Brigade and, soon after, the let Brigade, let
Air Cavalry Division. Six ARVN Battalions and several Mike Force and
CIDG Companies worked in cooperation and coordination with our forces.

The enemy had prepared the bat•..lefield well. Nearly every key
terrain feature was heavilv fortified with elaborate bunker and trench
complexes. He had moved quantities of supplies and ammunition into the area.
He was prepared to stay. The enemy's plan of battle was good. The 32d NVA
Regiment was to occupy the ridge line south of DAK TO that cowmanded the
DAK TO complex and the approaches leading to it. The 66th Regiment
would assault the complex from the southwest and the 24th Ragiment from the
northeast. The attack was to be supported by the 122rm rockets and the
mortars of the 40th Artillery Regiment. The 174th Regiment was to be
in reserve.

Through our intelligence sources and the knowledgeable C HIEU HOI
we were able to pretty well construct the enemy~s plans. With this
knowledge our overall strategy was developed, It was based on a large
counter-offensive against the enemy forces to the southwest as follows:

a. Clear the east-west ridge line immediately south of DAK TO

and Highway 512.

b. Locate and engage the enemy's lead combat elements.
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o. Project additional foroes nto 'the enemy's rear by combat
assault tO,interrPt his liles of communications and supply bases.

d. Use all available air and artillery on enemy trails and avenues
of approach.

U. Utilize ARVN combat elements t6 secure the area north and
northeast of DAK TO, and to locate a-d fix the NVA 24th Regiment beyond the
range of the artillery.

f. Screen the area west with Long Rwnge Reconnaissance Patrols
(LRRP's) and CIDG units.

g. Maintain one battalion in rbaction posture either in division
central reserve or in a position where it could immediately be extracted
and deployed to areas of immediate danger.

'Our units moved out on the offensive, before the enemy plan
could gain momentum. We pre-empted his offensive and 0a,'iht him while he
was still moving up and arrested his drive. As the battle developed we began
to force him back, but the well trained and well equipped NVA was stubborn
and gave way slowly. They made counter-attacks, that were local, but with
"Banzai" type ferocity, especially against those units that threatened his
lines of communication and supply.

Constant pressure was maintained on the enemy by our ground units
supported by continuous air and 8rtillery fires, that not only hit at the
enemy fortified positions but at supply areas and avenues of withdrawal and
reinforcement as well. We continued the pressure until the NVA was defeated
and forced to withdraw from the area.

Wý.le our urits were driving the enemy from the area southwest ofDAK TO, the ARVN forces met the 24th NVA Regiment moving down from the north-
east and soundly defeated them.

As it always is in ground warfare, the infantryman bore the lion's
share of the burden of combat. He fought the NVA every foot of the way
over that rugged terrain and he did superbly. Tough, smart and with
incomparable endurance under the strain of continuous combat he slugged it
out with the ensmy and came out the winner.

The infantrymen had the maximum support in his efforts. Aircraft
from the 7th US Air Force, Navy, Marines and VNAF provided close and continuous
air support. Helicopter gunships added their rocket and machIne gun fire
to the support effort. The artillery - light, medium and heavy - kept
up a steady pounding of the enemy throughout the battle. The logisticians
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t÷ransported and issued the enormous quantitv of supplies consumed by the units.

Those mentioned are only 3 part of the team at DAK TO. It Mae the
prfoessionalism and "can do" spirit displayed by all who participated that
signaled the success of the FWNAF in the "Battle for DAK TO".

W. R. PEMMS
Major Generel, USA
Comanding
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DISTRIBUTION:

1 - ACSFOR - DA 1 - CO, 3d Bn, 8th Inf
1 - OCMH - DA 1 - CO, lot Bn, 12th Inf
4 - USACDC 1 - CO, 3d Bn, 12th Inf
2 - USCONARC 1 - CO, lst Bn, 14th Inf
1 - CINCUSARPAC 1 - CO, lot Bn, 22d Inf
1 - COMUSMACV 1 - CO, let Bn, 35th Int
1 - DCG, USARV 1 - CO, 2d Bn, 35th Inf
2 - COST ANAL STUDY GP, U.ARV 1 -. CO, 4th Avn Bn
6 - CG, I FFORCE V 1 - CO, 4th Engr Bn
1 - CG, ROK V 1 - CO, 124th Sig Bn
1 - Ccmdt, Armed Forces Staff College 1 - CO, 4th Med Bn
1 - Comdt, Army War College 1 - CO, 4th S&T Bn
1 - Comdt, C & GS 1 - CO, 704th Maint Bn
1 - Comdt, Armor Sch 1 - ACofS, G1
1 - Comdt, Arty Sch 1 - ACofS, G2
1 - Comdt, Avn Sch 1 - ACofS, G3
1 - Comdt, Chemical Center & School 1 - ACotS, 04
1 - Comdt, Engr Sch 1 - ACofS, G5
2 - Comdt, Inf Sch 1 - Comdt, 4th Div Repl Tng Det
1 - Comdt, Sig Sch 1 - Chemical Officer
1 - Comdt, USMA 1 - TACP (ALO), 4th Inf Div
1--!- CG, Ft Polk, La 30 - CO, 29th Mil Hist Det
1 - CG, lst Air Cav Div 1 - AG File
1 - CG, Americal Div
1 - CO, ROK Capital Div
1 - CO, 9th ROK Inf Div
1 - CG, 173d Abn Bde .(Sep)
1 - CO, let Bdo, 101st Abn Div
1 - CG, 196th Lt Inf Bde
1 - DSA, II Corps
1 - SA, 24th STZ
1 - CO, CDC, CBR Agency
1 - CO, 52d Arty Op
1 - CO, 937th Engr Gp
1 - CO, 52d Avn Bn
1 - CO, 20th Engr Bn
1 - COO 5th USSF Gp
1 - CO, Co B, 5th USSF
2 - COO lst Bde, 4th Inf Div
2 - CO, 2d Bde, 4th Inf Div
2 - CO, 3d Bde, 4th Inf Div
2 - CO, Div Arty
2 - CO, DISCOM
1 - CO, lst Sqdn, 10th Cay
I - CO, 2d Sqdn, 1st Cav
1 - CO, 7th Sqdn, 17th Air Cay
1 - CO, let Bn, 69th Armor
1 - CO, let Bn, 8th Inf
1 - CO, 2d Bn, 8th Inf
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Prinaipal commanders and senior staff officers participating in the
operation were: (All personnel listed were present during the entire period
unless otherwise indicated)

jLM NFANTRY.ADIV ION_ ADQUARWýL

CO M Peers, William R

ADC-A BG Connors, Robert E

ADC-B COL Hickman, Don R

Cots COL Jackson, Charles A

General StaffL.Ath In'antrv Division

ACofS, 01 LTC Kunze, Melton H

ACofS, G2 LTC Smith, John A Jr 28 Nov - 1 Dec
LTC Storey, Robert 25 Oct - 27 Nov

ACofS, G3 LTC Livsey, William J

ACofS, G4 LTC Tombaugh, William W

ACofS, G5 LTC Bentz, Harold F Jr

.ST BRIGADEaJTH.INFANTRY DIVISION

CO COL Johnson, Richard H

S3 MAJ Edmonds, Maurice 0

CO LTC Hendrix, James R 4 Nov - 1 Dec
LTC Vollmer, John P 25 Oct - 3 Nov

3d Batta~lio~n.n th InfantT

CO LTC Belnap, Glen D

lst Battalion 8th Infantry

CO LTC Madison, John H

let Batta jon. 12th In! antrv

CO LTC Birch, Harold B

Inclosure 1
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CO LTCKenny3) Donald E

GG BG Sohwsitsr, Leo H
S3 MAJ Fisher# Grorse E 1 o- ~

MAJ an~e, Ba ow D25 Qot - 11 Nov

10. BA~ttk,1Oaj.VýL5dI~ta~ntr~y
Co LTC Schuamaohier, David J

2d B~ttal±0 n. jodIq~at-
CO MAJ Steverson, James R

kkBattaL~o.,_ 2 9gnt
Co LTC Johnson, James H

COLTC Drake, Charles F

CO MAJ ?4Itchell, Coviess

CO CPT Weber, Thomas E

CO LTC lWeisinger, Sherman

LtIADEST AIR !,kTkyTISION
CO COL Rattan, Donald -7

2d att~io~ th C Ayary
CO LTCStannard, John) E

CO LTC French, Daniel W
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K.Aaltqg ArI134M

00 MAJ Gillespie, Vernon W Jr

iiConaURy.A.. th Ewpneer_-BAttali9n

O0 CPT Childress, John

' ; -; attry.A _2d B.tt lion,, •h Avrtille;7

CO MAJ Woliver, Clarence

-. jy B thAviation Battalion

CO MAJ Varner, Veloy J

ALUT-INFAkTgYDIVISION ARTILERY

CO COL McAlister, Robert C

S3 LTC Weall, Robert H

IthBattalion, 16th ArtillerZ

CO LTC Evans, Henry C

HINFANYDIVISIONSUPORT CONMANn

Co COL Blewett, Rex R

S3 MAJ Rises, William

SPECIAL TROOPS

2d Sguaron. et .Cavalry

CO LTC Gay, Joseph M Jr

lst Battalion,. 69th Armor

CO LTC Grant, William D

4th Aviation Battalion

CO LTC Mierswa, Myles 5 Nov - 1 Dec
LTC Holloman, Robert A 25 Oct - 4 Nov

4th Enineer Battalion

CO LTC Lee, •mnett C
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co LTCSPitzo William M

3Aý-OWat Avlktin ~AitAllon
Co LTC Luke.-t Edwa~'d p

CO LTC Aguilar, D. 1.
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TASK ORGANIZATION

1. (U) Detached units. The 3d Brigade, 4th Infantry Division was
attaohed to the Americal Division and located at DUC PHO in QUANG NGAI
Provinoe throughout the period of this report.

2. (U) Attached units.

a. 2d Squadron, let Cavalry

b. 374th Radio Research Company

o. Team 8, 41st Civil Affairs Company

d. Team 9, 41st Civil Affairs Company

e. HB Team 6, 245th Psyops Company

f. HE Team 9, 245th Psyops Company

g. Company E, 20th Infantry (lees operational control)

h. Observing Team Nr 3, OL-4, Detachment 31, 5th Weather Squadron
(USAF)

3. (C) Organization for Combat.

a. Control headquarters was Headquarters, 4th Infantry Division.

b. Task organization at the beginning of the "Battle for DAK TO"
as set forth in OPORD 37-67, 1OO8O0H October 1967 and FRAGO 2-37-67, 21060OH
October 1967.

let h Int Div 1-6 Armor-)
1-8 In- A73-::6 Arty (IS)
3-8 Inf TACP
3-12 Inf
1-10 Cay (-) (OPCON) Ca -

C/3,-6 Arty (D)
Co A, 4th Engr Bn (DS) DivArty
Plat, 4th MP Co (DS) 5-16 Arty
TACP

Div Troops
2d Bde. 1Lth InC _Div 4th Avn Bn
1-12 Inf 4th Engr Bn (-)
1-22 Inf 124th Sig (-)
4-42 Arty (-) (DS) 43d Cml Det
Co B (-), 4th Engr Bn (DS) 33d Inf Plat (Sct Dog)
Plat, 4th MP CO (DS) 50th Inf Plat (Sct Dog)
TACP 4th MI Det

4th Div TACP

Inclosure 2
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2-8 Inf (Mech)
Plat, 1-69 Armor (OPOON)>:
Plat, 2-1 Car (OPOON)

c. Task organization as changed by FRAGO 4-37-67 effective 291200
October 1967.

,4_th In_ _ Div TF 142
3-8 fnf 1-2 (2-)
3-12 Inf 2-8 Inf (ME4H)
Plat, 1-69 Armor (OPCON) 1-10 Cay (-) (OPCON)
Plat, 2-1 Cav (OPCON) 3-6 Arty (-) (e)
6-29 Arty (-) (D)S) 2 Plat, 4th Engr Bn (DS)
CO A (-), 4th Engr Bn (DS) TACP
TACP

2-1 Car (._
2d B te h Inf Div
1-8 Inf Div Art
1-12 Inf 5-16 Arty
2 Co, 1-22 Inf
4-42 Arty (-) (DS) Div Troops
TACP

DISCOM.SI~~-62 Armor(-

A/3-6 Arty (DM)

d. Task organization as changed by FRAGO 5-37-67, DTG 011450Z
November 1967, effective 1 November 1967.

lest Bdae.th Inf Div
add: 4-503 Inf (OP"ON)

e. Task organization as changed by FRAGO 6-37-67, DTG 061260H
November 1967.

lEt Bde,_.th Inf Div 2d Bde. 4th Inf Div
3-8 Inf 1-8 Inf
3-12 mt 1-12 Inf
1-42 ARVN (OPCON) (eff 7 Nov) 2 Co, 1-22 Inf
Co B (-), 1-69 Armor (OPCON) 4-42 Arty (-) (DS)
Plat, 2-1 Cay (OPCON) Co B (-), 4th Engr Bn (DS)
6-29 Arty (-) (DS) TACP
Co A (-), 4th Engr Bn (DS)
TACP TF 22

1-22 Inf (-)
=d Ab . -2-8 Inf (Mech)

[] 1-10 Ca( (OP-ON)
1-50.3 Inf 3-6 Arty ()(DS)
2-503 Inf 2 Plat, 4th Engr Bn (DS)
4-503 Inf TACP
Trp E, 17th Cay
23 W' Co (OPCON) 2- Cav
26 MF Co (OPCON)
3-319 Arty (-)
173d Eagr Co (-) Co NVI&/d)EC/v7AL
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546 Arty

DIS~Cj

f. Task organization as chaniged by FRAGO 7-37-67, DTW 090525Z Ncvwmbor
1967.

ot Bde th Inf Div 2d Bde,.Lth Inf Div
add- 1-8 Inf (eff 10 Nov) delete! i-8InfiTeff 10 Nov)

add? 1-22 InS (eff 9 Nov)
173d Abn Bde
add: 1 Plat B/1-69 Armor

g. Task organization as changed by FRAGO 8-37-67, DTG 111145Z November
1967.

Div Troops
add: 1-12 Cav (OPCON)

h. Task organization P. ahanged by FRAGO 9-37-67, DTG 131400H
November 1967.

st Bd•e__-th Inf Div 2dBdej. 4hLt DIv1-8 Inf 1-12 Inf
3-8 Inf 1-22 Irlf

3-12 Inf 4-42 Arty (-) (0S)
DAl-12 Cay Co B (-), 4th Engr Bn (DS)
B/A-69 Armor (-) (OPCON) TACP
Plat, 2-1 Cay (OPCON)
6-29 Arty (DS)
Co A (-), 4th Engr Bn (DS) TF 22
TACP 2-8 In- (Mech)

1-10 Cay (-) (OPCON)
173 .bn Bde(. 3-6 Arty (-D) (1)
1-503 Inf 2 Plat, 4th Engr Bn (DS)
2-503 Inf TACP
4-503 Inf
Plat, B/A-69 Armor (OPCON) 1-69 Armorý -)
Trp E, 17th Cay 7A--/ -Arty (M)
23 MF Co (OPCON)
26 W' Co (OPCON) 2-1 Car
3-319 Arty (-)
173d Engr Co (-) D A~r
TACP 5-16 Arty

1st Bde- Ist-ACD Div Troops
2-8 Cav
1-12 Cay (eff 16 Nov) DISCOM
2-19 Arty (..) (DS1)
Co A (-), 8th Engr Bn
TACP 3
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i. Task organivation as rhanod bv GO .10-37-67, DTG 22Q090Z
Novmbw., 1967 effeative 20 November 1967.

IP t 1-12 Inft Div
add: 1:1-1 1nf("-.-Trff 20 Nov)

~~An Ede
add: 2 Cos, 1-12 Inf (OPCON) (off, 20 Nov)

•dBeo .th Inf Div

delete- 4-39 •-•-f • PC0N) (eff 21 Nov)

delote: leI. t ACD (OPCON to lst ACD off 25 Nov)
2-8 Car
2-19 Arty (-) (DS)
Co A (S), 8th Engr en
TACP

Div Troo
add: 1-12 Cay (off 25 Nov)

Btry, 2-19 Arty (DS)

J. Task organisation as changed by FRAGO 11-37-67, DTO 300315Z
November 1967.

Div PTroop.
add! 7-17 Cav W (GS)

i4
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IRFMh IN T D~AX T

November
3 B/3-12 YB999161 uxgc unk

4 A&B/3-12 ZBOOOI61 lak 60=m

5 A/3-12 YB999157 3 60=a

6 B/4-503 YB853187 unik unk

7 A&B/3-8 YB9o0148 unk unk
7 B/4-503 IB8531P7 uk unk
7 B&c/-503 YB849199 urnc unk

8 A&D/3-8 YB900148 12 unk
8 3-8 FSB YB933188 10 60rm
8 A/4-503 YB852188 20 U&.

9 D/3-8 YB982169 unk unk
9 1-503 FSB YB885185 18 unk
9 DAK TO ZBOOý17 5-7 unk
9 .A/1-503 YB854185 18 unk

10 B/3-8 YB934187 tunk unk

II 07D/3-8 YB900149 unlc unk
11 A&D/3-8 -!B8251384 unk unk

12 BCD/3-8 YB897150 6-8 unk
12 DAK TO ZBO1821Q 29 uink
12 .1/2-503 YB822159 unk

33 C&D/5-8 YB897150 57 82W6On=m
"13 B,CD/3-6 YB896149 unk Ulk
33 DAK TO Z13018219 1 unk
,13 1-8 YD957149 1 unk
13 0/3-8 YB896149 2 unk
13 A&B/2-503 'B810149 12 82nn
13 D/2-503 YB821159 10 82mn

.4 A/3-8 YB934187 3 ul*

15 1-503 FSB YB855189 72 82i=
15 DAK TO ZUO45225 82 81&82mm

16 173 ABN ZBO46210 unk unk

17 1-8 FSB YB910122 30 unk
17 2-503 FSB YB821159 10-12 82mm
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Novtmbor18 .1-8 ?SB YB910122 4-6 82

18 ,&D/I-503 YB848262 unic 60amu
19 B/3-12 YB946148 20 unk19 ACD/2-503 YB798138 3 unk

20 D/1-8 YB910122 2 82ram20 C/2-503 YB797136 6-7 60m
21 DAK TO ZBOO4217 9 unk21 1-8 FSB YB910122 3 unk21 A,B,C/4-503 YB799139 25-31 82&122.m21 AC/2-503 YB799135 unk unk

22 1-8 FSB YB910122 8 82=

23 1-8 FSB YB910122 10 unk23 B/A-503 YB798i35 unk unk23 B/4- 503 YB798136 unk 82&60rmn23 A,B/4-503 YB796135 unk unk
24 1-8 FSB YB910122 12 82nn
24 1-12 FSB YB796135 25-30 60imi
25 3-12 FSB YB875075 25 60&82mm

26 1-8 FSB YB910122 40 82m26 1-12 FSB YB821159 unk unki26 A,D/1-12 YB795134 unk unk26 C/1-12 YB795130 unk unk26 3-12 FSB YB875074 50-60 82•mn
27 3-12 FSB YB875074 4 82mm27 D/1-503 YB808182 4 unk
28 3-12 FSB YB875074 1 unk
29
29 A/1-12 YB795134 3 unk

December
1 2-503 FSB YB873258 20-30 82mm&122mm
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CON/UCEN7T'AL '
CHRONOWOIOAL SURY OF SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

BATT~LE FOR DAKN TO

25 October. Task Force 2d Battalion 8th Infantry (Mech) conducted
operations in AO Spaats (DAK TO and vicinity)

26 October. 3d Battalion 12th Infantry departed area west of Jack-
son Hole and moved overland to Camp Enari for further redisposition.

27 October. One company 3d Battalion 12th Infantry moved overland
to DAK TO. 3d Battalion 8th Infantry began moving units back to Comp
Enari for redispositJon. One company from Task Force 2d Battalion 8th
Infantry departed DAK TO and moved .overland to Camp Enari.

28 October, 3d Battalion. 12th Infantry complebed move to DAK TO
and assumed responuibility for AO Spaatz 3d Brtt*lion 8th Infma.try com-
pleted move to Camp Enari Task Force 2d Battalion 8th Infantry relieved
of AO Spaatz moved to Camp Enari

29 October, lot Brigade CP moved to AO Spaatz and assumed responsibi-
lity for the AO. Two companies of the 3d Battalion 8th Infantry moved
overland to DAK TO.

30 October. 3d Battalion 8th Infantry completed movement to DAK TO.

31 October.

1 November.

2 November. At YB88E7133 Recondo Patrol IE made contact with a force
of unknown size resulting in one US KIA A helicopter attempting to ex-
tract the patrol received ground fire resulting in two US WIA.

3 November. At YB999161 a platoon from Company B. 3d Battalion 12th
Infantr, made contact with a force of unknown size in bunkers. Four NVA
were killed and six US wounded.

4 November. Company A 3d Battalion 8th Infantry made contact with
"five NVA at 0950 hours and at 1120 hours at YB913143 with another NVA force
of unknown size- the contacts resulted in two US KIA and four US WIA. Enemy
losses were eight killed, At 1154 hours at ZBOO0161 Companies A and B. 3d
Battalion, 12th Infantry, made contact with a well dug-in, estimated NVA
battalion and received heavy AW mortar and B-40 rocket fire. Twenty-
five US soldiers vere wounded, with enemy losses unknown

5 November, Companies A and B. 3d Battalion 12th Infantry, killed
nine NVA at Y1995162. Recondo Patrol 2D found six graves with six NVA
bodies at AQ792491. They were believed killed by artillery on 3 November

Inclosure 4
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6 November. At 144 hours Company B. 4th Battalion (Abn)., 503d

Infantry conducted a combat assault at YB353187 and at 1530 hours began
reoeivling heavy AW, SA and mortar fire wtioh continued until 2215 hours
At 1457 hours Company D also made contact and after Company A linked up
with Company D at 1900 hours both companies received sporadic SA fire
until 2030 hours. At 1905 hours Company C also came into contact and re-
ceived SA fire. During these actions 16 US were killed and 37 wounded
Enemy losses were 18 NVA KIA and 20 AK-47's one CHICOM heavy machine
gun, and one loaded B-4O rocket launcher were captured At 2355 hours at
YB911143 Companies A and D. 3d Battalion fth Inftry received SA and
rocket and mortar fire from the west resulting In one US KIA and two US WIA

7 November. At 0502 hours at YB853187 Company B 4th Battalion (Abn).
503d Infantry recetved mortar rocket and SA fire resulting in three USMKIA. Two NVA were killed in the exchange At 0745 hours Company B killed
two NVA snipers. In a sweep of the previous day's contact area 82 additional
NVA bodies were found, Companies A and D 3d Battalion 8th Infantry re-
ceived SA, AW.. mortar and B-40 rocket fire at YB900148 resulting in 10
US KItA, 35 US WIA. The fire was returned killing 12 NVA.

8 November. At 0817 hours at YB900148 Companies A and D 3d Battalion.
8th Infantry received 12 rounds of mortar fire resulting in eight US WIA.
At 1700 hours at the same location they again received mortar fire and
at 1840 hours a heavy ground attack started and continued until 2145 hours.
During the action 11 US were killed, 38 wounded and 232 NVA were killed.
At 1145 hcurs at YB840178 Company C 4th Battalion (Abn). 503d Infantry
found 3 NVA bodies. At YB849188 Company C, ist Battalion (Abn), 503d Infan-
try killed I NVA. At AQ907420 Companies A and' C lst Battalion (Abn),
503d Infantry found 1 grave with 6 NVA bodies 4-5 days old. Five US
were wounded when 20 rounds of mortar fire fell on the position of Company
C, lt Battalion (Abn), 503d Infantry at YD852188

9 November, At 0710 hours at YB982167 Companies C and D 3d Battalion
12th Infantry made contact with an estimated NVA company resulting in one
US KIA., 11 US WIA, and 12 NVA KIA.

10 November At YB896149 a 52d CAB gunship received ground fire and
crash landed. resulting in two WIA one MIA and the destruction of the
aircraft. At 1315 hours at YB982169 Company C 3d Battalion 12th Infantry
fired at two individuals carrying an 8,m2 mortar tube and base plate. OneNVA was killed and the base plate was captured At YB850186 Company A 1st
Battalion (Abn), 503d Infantry found a bunker complex with six NVA bodies
estimated to have been killed within the previous 24 hours by mortar fire.
At 1554 hours at YB982169 Companies C and D 3d Battalion 12th Infantry
made contact with a force of unknown size rasulting in six US KIA 24 US
WIA and 11 NVA KIA.

11 November. At ZA200965 Troop C 2d Squadron 1st Cavalry and a
work party from Company B, 299th Engineer Battalion made contact with a
force of unknown size, resulting in two US KIA, eight US WIA, 13 VC KIA, twe
VCC. At 0830 hours at YB877257 a 3/A ton vehicle hit a mine seriously
wounding one US At 0830 hours Companies A C and D 1st Battalion (Abn).
503d Infantry made contact with an NVA force of unimown size at two separate

2
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locations. The contact continued until 3.715 hours resulting in 21 US
KIA '1 28S WILA andtwo NvAc. At 1307 hours Companies B, C and D, 3d
Bittalion, Sth Infantry received mortar fire followed by a heavy ground
atteck from the north. The contact continued until 1903 hours and resulted
in 18 US KIA, 118 US WIA: 92 NVA KIA and or.neVAC. Companies C and D,
3d Battalion, 12th Infantry foand two NVA bodies from the 10 November
conteat. -

12 November. At 1020 hours atL YB822159 Compahes A and B, let Battalion
(Abn), 503d Infantry made contact which continued until 1430 hoursa re-
sulting in one US KIA, 36 US WIA, and four NVA KIA. At 1105 hours at YB
847187 Companies A. C and D, ist Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry made con-
tact which continued until 1330 hours. resulting in three US WIA. six NVA
KIA, and one NVAC. At 1705 hours the ist Brigade CP area received 44 roiMds
of mortar fire. During the attack four US were wounded and five vehicles
damaged. At YB803334+ a recondo patrol killed two NVA.

13 November. At 1430 hours at YB998153 a reconnaissance patrol from
the 3d Battalion, 12th Infantry killed two NVA while one US was wounded.
At 1643 hours Companies A and B. 2d Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry received
mortar, rocket and SA fire, At the same time the battalion FSB was subjected
to a ground attack accompanied by moztar rocket and SA fire. The contact
continued until 1850 hours, resulting in 23 US KIA, 21 US WIA and 13 NVA
KIA. At 1815 hours the FSB 6f the let Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry at
YB855189 received mortar fire which wounded six US.

14 November. At 1500 hours at ZB138292 the 3d Battalion 42d ARVN
Regiment made contact with an estimated two NVA companies. The contact
resulted in 10 ARVN KIA 19 ARVN WIA two ARVM MIA and eight NVA KIA.

15 November. At OW5 hours the airstrip at DAK TO received approxi-
mately 12 rounds of moetar fim- ts 0-130 aircraft were destroyed sad one
damaged. From 1549 hours to 1750 hours DAK TO reYeived 78 rounds of mortar
fire, most of them landing in the vicinity of the amnunition supply point
and large portions of the ammunition caught fire The 173d Airborne Brigade
found an additional 17 NVA KIM from the 11 and 13 November contacts. At
1315 hours at YB825117. the 26th MIKE Force Company killed one NVA. 2d
Battalion (Abn), 503d Infantry found eight NVA bodies from the 13 November
contact.

16 November. At 2025 hours at YB877104 Recondo Patrol 1A called
artillery on a group of NVA moving on a trail and found seven NVA KIA. The
2d Battalion (Abn), 503d Infantry found five NVA bodi es from the contact
of 13 November.

17 November. At 0830 hours at 7B130311 the 3d ARVN Airborne Battalion
made a contact resulting in 10 ARVN KIA and 50 ARVN WIA At 1011 hours
at YB989153 Companies A and C. 3d Battalion 12th Infantry received SA fire
from Hill 1338. Air and artillery support were called in and at 1718 hours
the companies took the hill One US was killed and 22 wounded. Enemy
losses were 49 NVA KIA and one NVAC. At YB849263 the .26th Mike Force
Company made contact with an estimated NVA platoon resulting in one US ard
fqW CIDG WI and one NVA KIlA
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18 November. At 0715 hours at ZB153135 an APC from Troop C. 2d

Squadron, lit Cavalry received one round of B-40 rocket fire, resulting
in one US KIA and three US WIA At 1110 hours at YB84e262 the 23d Mike
Force Company received sniper fire resulting in one CIDG KIA At 1200
hours at YB796135 the 26th Mike "Force Company received AW fire which
wounded six CIDG, At 1320 hours Company C 2d Battalion 8th Cavalry
made contact when they discovered a NVA bunker complex During the contact
three US were wounded and one NVA KIA At 1320 hours at YB848262 Company
D, 4th Battalion (Abn), 503d Infantry and the 23d Mike Force Company re-
ceived two rounds of mortar fire resulting in six US KIA 15 US WIA
three CIDG KIA and 13 CIDG WIA At 1440 hours Company A lot Battalion
(Abn), 503d Infantry made contact at YB803161 The contact which con-
tinued until 1920 hours resulted in six US KIA 29 US WIA 51 NVA KIA
and one NVAC. In the vicinity of the lot Battalion's FSB a patrol killed
one NVA and found four NVA bodies At 1527 hours in the vicinity of Hill
1338 a B-40 rocket round impacted in the trees spraying shrapnel on the
positions of the 3d Battalion 12th Infantry and injuring 15. In the
same location friendly artillery wounded two US The 2d and 3d ARVN Air-
borne Battalions and the 3d Battalion 42d ARVN Regiment in heavy con-
tact northeast of DAK TO for several days reported total friendly cas-
ualties of 32 KIA 131 WIA and three MIA

19 November. At 1800 hours at ZB153085 an engineer reconnaissance
party in two vehicles received SA fire resulting in one US WIA and three
enemy KIA, At 0815 hours at YB878105 Recondo Patrol 1A made contact with
20-25 NVA. Two US were wounded in the action. At 1040 hours at YB798138
three companies of the 2d Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry received sniper
fire as they moved up Hill 875 They pulled back and called in air and
artillery support, Companies C and D came under attack by 200-300 NVA
arid Company A made heavy contact clearing the LZ The contact which was
not broken until 1910 hours resulted in 72 US KIA 85 US WIA and three
US MIA. An undetermined number of the casualties resulted when an aircraft
in support dropped a bomb near .the US position From 1300 to 1600 hours
four UH-IH aircraft of the 335th Assault Helicopter Company were shot down
in the battalion FSB. Two US were wounded in these actions The aircraft
were successfully extracted At 1045 hours at YB863078 a platoon from
Company D lst Battalion 8th Infantry made contact with a force of un-
known size. resulting in four US KIA five US WIA and four NVA KIA At
1225 hours Company B 2d Battalion 8th Cavalry conducted a combat assault
at ZB110225 and met resistance resulting in three US KIA eight US WIA and
four NVA KIAo At YB984152 the 3d Battalion 12th Infantry made contact
with the enemy. Contact was broken and followed up at 1600 hours by 20
rounds of mortar fire from the north The results of the contact and the
subsequent mortar attack were four US KIA seven US WIA and 18 NVA KIA.
At approximately 2300 hours at ZB103219 an Air Force F-4C crashed apparently
as a result of target fixation One pilot was killed The other pilot
succeeded in bailing out and was rescued At 2340 hours at YB847307 an
ambush patrol of Company D l1t Battalion 12th Infantry 'killed two NVA
with a claymore mine.. The 2d and 3d ARVN Airborne Battalions made contact
in the vicinity of ZB1331. The 2d Battalion reported 19 ARVN KIA 75 ARVK
WIA. and four NVA KIA The 3d Battalion reported 15 ARVN KIA 86 ARVN WIA
47 NVA KIA and one NVAC, A sweep of the battlefield later brought the total
enemy losses to 248 NVA KIA
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20 November At 0930 h ours in the vicinity of ZB9666 an aircraftfrow Tr'oop C ,7th Squadron 17th Cavalry was shot down and destroyed with

negative casualties., Elements of the 4th Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry
swept the area of the 19 November contact and found graves with 39 NVA
bodies. At the 2d Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry FSB two UH-1H aircraft
were shot down with negative casualties

21 November., From 0645 to 0915 hours at YB799139 three companies of
the 4th Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry received 30-31 rounds of 12Om mortar
fire. resulting in five US KIA and 47 US WIA At YB798161 Company C 1st
Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry found three NVA bodies At 1046 hours at
ZB109217 the Reconnaissance Platoon 2d Battalion 8th Cavalry made contact
with an estimated 20 NVA and received AW and B-40 rocket' fire resulting
in one US KIA and two US WIA. At 1550 hours Companies A and B 4th Bat-
talion (Abn). 503d Infantry made heavy contact on Hill 875. The contact
which continued until 1900 hours resulted in seven US KIA 38 US WIA and
four US MIA. At 1610 hours in the vicinity of ZA1232 a VNAF AIE aircraft
went down of an undetermined cause The forward air controller spotted
the wreckage and reported no survivors At ZB109217 Company B 2d Battalion
8th Cavalry found five NVA bodies

22 November. While moving to Hill 1294 at YB994144 Company A 3d
Battalion. 12th Infantry found two MVA bodies one 60mm mortar tube and
12 B-A0 rocket rounds, Company D 1st Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry killed
one NVA and captured one at YB796156 At 1340 hours in the same area Com-
pany C, lst Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry made contact with a force of
unknown size, resulting in one US KIA one US WIA and one NVA KIA. At
the same time at YB797159 Company C made contact with an estimated NVA
squad and killed one NVA Three compahies of the 2d Battalion (Abn) and
three companies of the 3d Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry policed the
battlefield of the 21 November contact and found 73 NVA bodies. At 1440
hours in the vicinity of YB7913 a 2 75am rocket fired from a gunship sup-
porting a company of the 1st Battalion 12th Infantry impacted nea?'US
personnel, wounding nine. At 2015 hours at ZBJI4014 a truck from the 1st
Battalion, 69th Armor was hit with a B-40 rocket round wounding two US.

23 November. At 0900 hours at YB985129 Company B 3d Battalion 12th
Infantry found two NVA bodies. At YB798138 Company A 4th Battalion (Abn),
503d Infantry made contact with a force of unknown size resulting in 10
NVA KIA. At 1025 hours near the 3d Battalion 12th Infantry FSB a 52d
Combat Aviation Battalion UH-1H received ground fire and crashed
at the firebase, resulting in one US WIA At 1515 hours in the vicinity of
Hill 875 a UH-lH aircraft from the 335th Assault Helicopter Company was hit
by ground fire and crashed, resulting in no casualties but the aircraft
was destroyed. At 1658 hours at ZB108228 Company C 2d Battalion, 8th
Cavalry found one NVA body. In the vicinity of Hill 875 elements of the
4th Battalion (Abn), 503d Infantry found 17 NVA bodies

24 November. At 1020 hours on highway 19E at AR958493 a truck convoy
was ambushed by an estimated two NVA companies Two troop. of the 2d
Squadron, ist Cavalry reacted quickly killing 42 NVA and capturing six.
During the action four US were killed. 11 wounded six 5 ton trucks were
destroyed, and four damaged. At 1320 hoars at YB805152 Company D let
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Battalion (Abn), 503d Infantry found one NVA body. At 1602 hours at YB
800158 Company B, ).st Battalion (Abn) 503d Infantry made contact with 46
force of unknown size. resulting in one NVA KIA At 1945 hours ato YB876-
074 Company D, 3d Battalion 12th Infantry found four NVA bodies.

25 November, At 0720 hours lat Battalion 12th Infantry FSB re-
ceived sniper fire, resulting in one US XIA At YB797138 the battalion
found two NVA bodies. At 0845 hours •t ZB101296 a 20th Engineer vehicle
was hit by a rifle grenade. resulting in two UYS WIA three ARVN WIA one
Korean KIA. and one Vietnamese civilian KIA At 0900 hours at ZB092302 another
20th Engineer vehicle was hit by an unknown type round resulting in one
US WIA one VN WIA, and one VN YIA At 1155 hours at YB797168 Company B.
let Battalion (Abn) 503d Imfantry killed one NVA Company D killed one
NVA at 1230 hours at YB797158 and Company A found one NVA body at YB8OO158.
From 1237 hours to 1530 hours the 3d Battalion 12th Infantry FSB received
sporadic mortar fire resulting in one US KIA and tuo US WIA The 173d Air-
borne Brigade in conjunction with two Mike Force companies made a sweep in
the vicinity of Hill 875 and found an additional 166 NVA bodies from the
contacts of 19 November through 24 November At 1730 hours at ZB915347 the
22d ARVN Ranger Battalion made contact with'an estimated NVA company., re-
sulting in four ARVN KIA 16 ARVN WIA 23 NVA KIA and one NVAC.

26 November. At 1732 hours on Hill 1030 Company C 3d Battalion 12th
Infantry found one NVA body and Company D found one NVA body at YB878084.
From 1742 hours to 1930 hours the 3d Battalion 12th Infantry FSB received
50-60 rounds of 82mm mortar fire resulting in one US KIA and 10 US WIA.
From 1800 hours to 1930 hours the 1st Battalion 12th Infantry FSB and three
companies in the vicinity of Hill 875 received an unknown number of mortar
rounds, resulting in four US KIA and five US WIA At YB845145 a reconnai-
ssance patrol from the lst Battalion 12th Infantry found two NVA bodies,
believed to have been killed by artillery

27 November. At 0320 hours at ZA219915 a bridge security team manned
by elements of the 1st Battalion 69th Armor received SA and rccket fire
resulting in six US WIA. The unit returned fire and killed two VMC. At
0830 hours the 3d Battalion lth Infantry FSB received approximately 14
rounds of 82mm mortar fire resulting in three US WIA At 1100 hours at
YB818067 Company B, 3d Battalion 12th Infantry found one NVA body

28 November. At 1245 hours at YB 832143 a 52d Combat Aviation flat-
talion UH-1D helicopter crashed during a combat assault There were no
casualties, but the aircraft was destroyed At 1300 hours at YB801137
Company A. 1st Battalion 12th Infantry found one NVA body At 1430 hours
at. YB854137 Company A 1st Battalion 8th Infantry found one NVA body in a
grave. At 1930 hours at YB820078 Companies C and D 3d Batýtalion 12th
Infantry found two NVA bodies

29 November. At 1340 hours the 2d ARVN Airborne Battae ion made heavy
contact with an estimated NVA company at ZB089310 The contac•, which con-
tinued until 1945 hours . resulted in one ARVN KIA 14 ARVN WIA and 109
NVA KIA. At 1700 hours the 3d ARMN Airborne Battalion received unknown
number of mortar rounds and SA fire at ZB069318 resulting in three ARVN
KIA. and 10 ARVN WIA.
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30 November. At 0930 hours Company C 2d Battalion (Abn), $03d
Infantry made contact with four NVA at YB875295 resulting in two US KIAand two US WIA. At 1310 hours Company B 2d Battalion (Abn), 503d Infantry
killed one NVA at YB872296 At 1335 hours the command-and-oontrol heli-
copter of the 3d Battalion 12th Infantry was hit with 50 caliber fire
in the vicinity of YBSO12, The rounds hit the aircraft' a radio equipment
and fragments from the radio slightly wounded the battalion commander At
1450 hours the 2d ARVN Airborne Battalion made contact with a force of un-
known size at ZB097316 resulting in two ARVN WLI At 1945 hours the 7th
Squadron, 17th Cavalry made contact with an NVA platoon at YB963617 and
killed one NVA.

1 December. At YB866326 Recondo Patrol 3E made contact with an
unknown size force resulting in three NVA KIA and three Ak-47's captured
Company A 3d Battalion 8th Infantry detonated a grenade rigged to jungle
vines as a booby trap at YB995134 wounding two US In the vicinity of YB
819087 a company from 3d Battalion 12th Infantry found two NVA that had
been killed by mortar or artillery fire. At 1835 hours the 2d Battalion
(Abn), 503d Infantry fire support base near HEN HET at YB873258 began re-
ceiving a heavy 82Zm mortar and 122mm rocket attack The attack continued
until 1945 hours. Twenty to twenty-five rounds landed in the perimeter.
eight of which were duds. The attack resulted in one US KIA. nine US WIA
and one 155mm howitzer and one 3/4 ton truck destroyed.
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DKPA•E2IT OF THE lt

HADQUA SM E 1ST OR TGADE 4TH INFANTRY DIVISION
AMO SAN FRANCISO0 96265

AVDDAU.RC 9 Deoember 1967

SUBJECT: After Action Report

TO: Commanding General
4th Infantry Division
ATTN: AVDDA-GO
APO 96292

1. (U) Operation Mae Arthur: The Battle of Dak To: 29 October
to 1 December 1967, Operation i•ao Arthur, Area of Operation Spaatz.

2. (U) L2SWtj=: Kontum Province, Renublic of Vietnam.

3. (U) Hn ds•rWt : 1ST BRIGADE, 4TH INFANTRY DIVISION

4. (0) Malor Unit onmanders engaged in Operation:

Colonel RICHARD H. JOHNSON, let Brigade, 4th Infantry
Division
Lieutenant Colonel John H. Madison, 1st Battalion, 8th
Infantry
Lieutenant Colonel Glenn D. Belnap, 3rd Battalion, 8th
Infantry
Lieutenant Colonel Harold B. Birch, lst Battalion, 12th
Infantry
Lieutenant Colonel John P. Vollmer, 3rd Battalion, 12th
Infea try
Lieutenant Colonel James R. Hendrix, 3rd Battalion, 12th
Infrntry

5. (C) OFrsitpona1 Cntr, upnnorting and attarhA initd. 4 durin.

a. Operational Control
(1) 1 st Battalion, 8th Infs try (10 November -

1 December)
(2) 3rd Battalion, 8th Infantry (31 October -

1 December)
(3) 3rd Battalion, 12th Infantry (29 October -

1 December)
(4) let Battalion, 12th Infantry (25 Novomber -

1 December)
(5) 2nd Battalion, 8th Cavalry (AMBL) (16 November-

19 November)
DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INT.RVALS
JECLASSIFIED AFTE 12 YEIRS

DOD DIR 5200.10
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(6) 4th Jattalions 503 Infsntry (A.N) (I November-
6 WJovombr)

(7) 1st 13attraion, 42nd Infantry (,ýhVN) (1 November.
29 November)

(8) J Troop, 2-1 Cavalry (-) 22 November-
1 ueceuber)

(9) C Troop, 2-1 Cavalry (-) 29 October-
,1 iocember)

(10) 3 Cormpany, let 3attalion, 69th .;rmor (3 November-.
1 Jecenber)

b. Direct Support Units
(13 6th Jattalion, 29th Artillery
(2) A Corpany, 4th Engineer .3attalion
(3) 3 Company, 4th AIedicel Jattalion
(4) lst Platoon, 4th lvilitary Police Company
(5) let Plntoon, 3 Company, 124th Signal Battalion
(6) D Comupany, 704th Aaintance .3attilion

c. Attached Units
(I) Tactical Air Control Party (UShF)
(2) Civil jiflairs Teai., 41st Civil Affairs iattalion

6. (C) Sunporting, Forces

a. iAtillury
(I) Units:

(a) i 4-42 xrtillery (105)
(b) C 6-14 itrtillery (175/8)
(c) J 1-92 ixtillory (155)
(d) 1, 5-16 ,rtillery (155)
(e) J 5-16 xkrtilltiry (155)
(f) D 5-16 Ixtillery (8)

__(g) i, 3-18 xrtillery (175/8)

(h) C 3-319 irtillery (105)
(i) Platoon, 4-60 Artillury (..)

(2) Operation

(a) jirect Support:
Normial direct support artillery was pro-

vided to each infantry battalion by 6th jatttlion, 29th ixtillery
auguented with battury 4, 4th Jattalion, 42nd ixtillery. The concept
of establishing a brttalion fire support basu which positioned the
direct support battery with the battalion TOC wa.s again proven to be.
the best procedure fur insuring iuaediate and close fire support to
infantry units. It wrs normal procedure to position fire support
b.ses so that each base was covered by artillery fire fron an adjacent
base.

(b) General Support:
General support artillery wps sufficient

(2)
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augment the fires of the direet support battAlion. Theee batteries
were positioned both inand forward of Dnk To Base Camp in order to
provide overlapping artillery covcrnge for infantry units within the
A.O. The GS units were controlled initially by the 1st Brigade
Fire Support Coordinator; however, upon arrival of the 4th Infantry
Division Tactical CP, control rvcwrted to Division Artillery.

Wc) General:
I. Artillery fires were planned and

requested both to exploit intollignnce and to provide security for
infantry units and installations. Interdicting fires were placed
on known enemy routes of access and withdrawal and on suspected
staging areas. Additionally, counter-mortar and counter-rocket
programs were planned and periodically fired on likoly enomy firing.
positionis to preempt NVA weapons 9ttncks on friendly units.

2. Both GS and DS artillery wore used
to support heliborne assaults, ground attccks, -nd to defend friendly
units from NVA attacks. Intelligence targets frequently were derived
from APD readings, long ringc patrol sightings, and ncrial obscrvers.

b. United States Air Force: During the Battle .of
Dais To, support provided to ground forces by Forward Air Controllers,
tpctical fighter-bombers, and long range bombers was a major contri-
buting factor in the success of the battle.

(1) During this period, tactical air strikes
wore requested and delivered doily for use on targets identified
by APD, patrol, LRRP, and VR sightings. Preplanned air strikes were
frequently diverted to targets of opportunity which had a higher
priority.

(2) Requests for immediate air strikes to support
troops in contact or to engage a t:rg.:t of opportunity were forwarded
through infantry and/or air force TAC. channels. Response to these
requests was immediate and strikes were normally on station within
less than 30 minutes. Close air support in each engagement was
precise and timely. In addition to radar guided Combnt Sky Spots,
close air support was provided Pt night utilizing "Spooky" or "Moon-
shine" to illuminate the target for the FAC and the fighters.' This
support was bquilly effective.

(3) Enerq positions encountered were well constructed
with thick overhead cover and were connected by extensive trench
systems. Experience proved such positions could be destroyed only
by tactical air using heavy ordnance with delayed fuzes

(4) Tactical nir strikea were used to assist in
constructing landing zones for combat assoults, thus allowing ground
forces to select nreas for landing that were lenst expected by NVA forces.

(5) Arc Lights were employed to destroy enemy
staging and storage areas and to interdict major enemy troop movements.

(6) A breakout of ,ir missions and sorties for the
period is as follows:

(3)CON P" 0! : A/ Ti L::
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Fighto:r •issicna: 369
Fightcr Sort:Lsa: 1193
FAC Missionas 369
FAC Sortics: 199
Spooky/Moonshine Missions: 43
ARC Lights requested: 13
ARC Lights Flown: 11

c. Engineor

(1) The 299th Engineer Battalion (-) and the 15thEngineer Light Equipment Company provided general engineer support
to the lst Brigade within A.O. Spaatz, in addition to their principle
mission of CUA airfield construction and CIDG Camp complex clearing
at Ben Hot. General support consisted of road construction and
upgrading of Rte 512 and 14 North, maintenance of C130 strip, construe-
tion of new ASP, and construction of 2 FAC aircraft revetments at Dak To.

(2) A Comrn•ny, Lth En~ineQr Battalion:

(a) A Company, 4th Engineer Bpttelion provided
direct support to ist Brigade in the Spa ritz A.O. from 29 October to
1 December 1967, with one platoon each DS to 1/8th Inf, 3/8th Inf,
"and 3/12th Inf. One platoon from B Company, 4th Enginecr, supported
1/12th Inf and was OPCON, 1 Company, 4th Engineer.

Dates of employment in the A.O. are coincident with battalion
dates of employment. A Compnyp, 4th Enginecr, directed Brigade
engineer efforts fnrm thc Brigide Brse Camp. Platoon Headquarters
wore in all cases located in the Battalion Fire Bnse with engineer
squads often accompanying company size oporations.

(b) Engineer support by A Compnny, 4th Engineer
consisted primrily of clearing LZ and Fire Support Bases nnd rssisting
in placement of fortifications ,nd protective wire. The support
provided by the engineer squads to company-size operatictns consisted
of demolition work and destruction of enemy fortifications and base
complexes. Mine detectors were employed to search for buried enemy
weapons nnd nnmmnitions. These ettompts were not extremely effective
for most items wore buried at depths greater than 9 to 12 inches.

(c) Clearing operations of six (6) bpttalion
FSB's were enhanced by tha avilability of r D6B dozer. The dozers
were airlifted by a CH-54 Flying Cr-ne. ,dditional bulldozers were
provided by 299th Engineer Battalion for fire base 'iraprovoment

(d) Extensive use of demolitions for tim~ber clearing
was required in the A.O. C4 explosive, net always nvwilable in the

(4)
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quantities rnquired, was f-r supc.ri0 r t', TNT sinec it is imre effective
by weight nnd ensier to use banus(; "f it , pl,'.)l•, chnrncteristics*
The XH37 Demolition Kit wns found to bc i,,A fVr fast cutting of
large treSo The use of domoliti,-ns :'. clIng firo b'ses accolcr-ted
the clepring of hcqvy tirnbcr, bnmboo, rnd brush, Tho ltitter two were
rapidly clcnred by the use of bpngrloo torpedoes. It i& felt that
linear shnped charges would greatly re, tio the araount of explosives
consumed in clearing operations. A',thtuh linerr shaped-ohfrges
were requested they wore not nvwilrble during the operation.

(e) The Heandquorters Plotoon, A/4th engineer provided
equipment support with peneprime distribution nnd water purification
equipment st the Dfk To Base, nnd pre-cut perimeter bunkers were
provided to support the existing purimoter dufense structures.

d. Sftcipl Forces Ofcrpti:irn: During the operrtionp the
I st Brigade 'as sukurt~edlby tne ut,.k To CIDG 6amp with oper,,tions
which hnd missions of secrch, rec,'nnnissance, nnd bridge security.
Those missions were pcrformed with from platoon to two company size
forces.

(1) 31 October - 6 Novcrabor: Ccnductod three (3)
pltoon-size operations: wo' plntoons conducted seorch operations
north of Dak To Base with negative enemy contact; one platoon conducted
rice crop security nissicns to southost of Dak To. Both missions
continued through 6 November. On 4 November, two plvtoons were assigned
critical bridge security missions on Rt 512 flor threeodays.

(2) 7 November - 16 Novombcr: Initiated compnny-size
search opcrations to southoest of Dak To which continued thr:.ugh 16 Nov-
ember with negtive ene* contact. One company air assaulted from
Dak To to ZB 0612 to conduct r S and D operatiý.n to oast. The c,,mprny
was extracted on 16 November with nogative results.

(3) 17 November - 30 November: Initiatod compnny-size
operation to northwest of fak To to scorch for suspected enemy mortar
locations. The company ended the operation on 25 November with A

negative results.

7 (C) Intelligence

a. Enemy Situttion:

UNIT STRENGTH LOCATION (I Nov)
24th NVA Regiment 1285 ZB 1348
32nd N•V, Regiment 1600 7B 8205
66th NVA Regiment 1560 YB 7002
174th NVA Regiment 1760 TB 6523
304th LF Bn (VC) 520 AR 7900
40th Arty Regiment Unk YB 8205

CON Fr 01::Nr-A I-
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b.. Tcrrnin:

(1) Goneral
The brignde nren of operptions cznsists of a

few highland vAlleys mnd extensive mountpinous areas. The mountAinnus
regions are rugged mnd rise to heights of over 2,400 foot. They nre
normzlly covered with thick double-canopiod jungle. The plnteau
area is intermittontly covered with forests of 100-150 foot trees,
grass and thick bamboo rising some 50-60 feot in the air.. Except
for the valley nrea 90% of the highcr olovptions are covered with dense
close-canopy rain forests. Terrmin along Highway 14 from Kontum City
to the n'rth is relatively flat with some secondary growth. Obserwntion
is good to fair up to four kilometers on either side of the rond.

(2) Military Aspects of Terrain

(a) The cover afforded by the torrain is
excellent along ridge lines nnd mountnin comiploxes particulnrly from
the effects of smell -rms and direct fire weapons. In the thick
jungle canopy the leth-i. effects of mortnr Pnd light artillery fire
is considerably decreased due to the fnct thnt the rounds frequently
explodein the top of a 100-150 foot tree. The effects at ground
level are obviously decreased. Concealment is p-rticularly outstanding
in the mountainous rmin forests where visibility on the ground is
normally limited to 15-20 feet. Visurl reconnaissincc missions from
the Ulr were limited except when observers could fly low enough
to "see under" the canopy. VR in the vlley floors was much more
effective since numcrous "breaks" in the bar.boe canopy pcrmitted
obsorvticns of trails.

(b) The Dak Poke River w!s the only obstacle
in the Brigade tactical area of operntions which would impede friendly
operations. The significance of this obst-cle was reduced c-nsidornbly
because the majority of operations were oriented southwest of this river.

(c) Critical features consisted primarily of
commarding terrain. The Dak To Base lies between two ridgelines.
The Suim Ngok Tu (ZB 0126) to the north and the ridge c(mplex Ngok
Ring Rua, Ngok Tang, Ngok Bor Boang, nnd Ngok Kon Kring to the south
and snuthwest. To reduce the eneinystobservAti n of Dak To and deny
him indiiect fire positi.ns, it was imperative that these features
be under friendly c-,ntrol. Fifteen kilometers to the southwest of
Dak To is a junction point of a high speed enst-west trail and a
southwest to northeast trail. Hill 823 at YB 8518 dominates this
Junction and should be cntrolled. A m..j6r southwest to northeast
infiltration route from the Dak Hodrai River (YB 8305) to the Dak
Sir River (YB 9412) can be dominated by elements positioned on
Hill 1030 (YB 6107).

'(6)
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(d) Kuy p.siti.na f.,r obsorvrmticn nnd unjor
avenues )f r•pprL.cch are tit the owvrlny.

(o) Woather- During the cporatiWnp the Dak To
area was under the influence of the ncrtheost monsoon, During this
poerod, the surface. wind was ne;rtheastcrly to cast at 7-12 knots,.
with gusts to 20 knots. Genernl sIcy conditions consisted of high
scattered to broken clouds at about 2000-3000 feet during the late.
morning and early efte.noon hcurs. Visability was normally 7-10
miles, reduced to one mile during early morning from ab,-ut 0700
to 0800 hours. The period was characterized by rainfall on orly
one day.

(f) Suimnofy of Terrain and Weather - The thick
double canopy jungle and bamboo fnvored the movement of enemy forces
by concealing these elements from visual and ph-to reconnwissance.
The rugged mountains provided an sdvnnta-:e to the enemy in that he
was able to prepare defensive bunkers, trenches, tunnels, cAves, and
base camps. Results of opernti-ns confirm that U.S. losses were
greatest when attacking prepared positions. The weather unquestio.nally
fvvored U.S. operations because the U.S. ndvantat:e in aerial reconnais-
sance, ordnance delivery and movement of men Pnd materials was not
impeded by poor weather.

o. Tntellience Build-Up Prior to Battle of DOk To

During the riddle of October 1967, intelligence agencies
received information that reflected prepitratiun for an attack by ele-
ments of the PAVN B-3 Front in the western K(ntum Province area. By
the 20th of Octoberj it was apparent that the PAVN I st Division,
previously located in Cambodia west of Duc Co nnd Plei Djereng Special
Forces Camp had displaced ncrth, northeast to the Cambodia-Vietnnm-Laos,
Tri-Border area. The displacement of the 1 st Divisiun wans particulnrly
significant because the 24th NVA Reginent and 174 NVA Regiment
were nlready located in Kontum Province. *lith four, possibly five
Regimental forces poised in Kentum, a riajor enemy operation of n
mragnitude here tc fore unknown in the Highlands was about to unfold.
Enemy reconnvissance elements concentrated in Kontum gave a. f!.cal
point to the inmediate threat-DAK TO.

A mrjor intelli,-ence break through occurred on 2 Noverber when
Sargcant Hc--ng, 66th NVA Regiment, ."Chieu Hoied" at Dik Ki Pong Village
(YB 976220). Hong was assigned to a 1 st NVA Division reconnaissance
force with the mission to conduct a detail reconnaissance of the U.S.
Base at Dak To. The results of the mission would be instrumcntal
in finalizing draft plans for the Pttnck on the U.S. Base at Dak To
Honag revenled thaýt the 32nd Inf Regiment, 66th Info:ntry Regiment and
40th Artillery Regiment were located in a brase camp/assembly area bounded

(7)
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by ooordinetes YB 8307, 8314, 9307, nnd 9314. The proposed plan
called for the 32nd Regiment nnd 66th Rogim.nt to conduct r combined
ground nttack with the 32nd in an "anvil" position cast of Dak To
and the 66th as the "h.r~mer" striking from west to cost through Dak
To. The ground attack would be supported by mortars from the high
ground south of Dak To and rocket fire from positions nppro~nntely
10 kilometers east of Dak To. The 174th NVA Regiment positioned in
a Tri-Border Base Camp would be Division reserve. Though the battle
w~t not executed in this precise manner, Hong' s informotion provided
U.S. forces with a firm basis upon which tQ employ intelligence coll-
ection agencies and subsequently maneuver battalions.

d. Defensive Phase - 28 October- 2 nsvomber 1967

During this period, 1s t Briode elements nnd combat service
support units were deployed in a defensive posture, primarily c(tnritted
to expansion of a corzond and contr:l facility and log-istic support
base at Dak To. In order to developo the enemy situation. n premium was
plz'ccd upon intelligence collection. The 32d Regimont w's believed to be
deployed in the vicinity of YB 820050, therefore Infrn-rc.d, Aerial Personnel
Detector, and Visuol Reconnaissance was concentrnted in a ten-kilometer
radius of this point. Infrn-rod Sensors dctceted n possible bnttnlion
bpse canp on 30 October nt YB 865084. Significnnt APD sensinrs were
recceded in the Ngok Lang Grang (YB 8312) nnd Ngok Toba (YB 8210) Mountnin
Range on 30 and 31 October.

Three Long R.nge Reconnaissance Temn'.s were employed to the south-
west of Dak To. On 1 November, at YB 864180, a tenn briefly engaged an
estii.ated 15 enemy believed to be headed to the northeast. Later in the
afternoon of 1 November, a team discovered a heavily used east to west trail
at YB 935159, while Pt YB 886126 one tenm located a signficant base caap
complex, a portion of which was still under constructicn.

In view of the intelligence collected during 30, 31 October end 1
November, the suspected location of the 32d NW. Reeiment appeared to be
fixed to on nroa southwest of Dak To.

c. Offensive Phase - 3-:11 November - 3rd Battalion, 8th Infantry

Durirn the period 3 November Cots A and D of the 3/8th In-
fnntry combat assaulted into the vicinity of the Ngok Borlang ridge
complex, (YB 9214). With the friendly elements deployed on this north-
west/southeast ridge line, the ist Brigade wfs now positioned to intercept
the northoasterly novcment of .n enemy regiment. On 4 November "t 0940v
Co A engaged nn unknown sia, force northeast of Hill 882. The contact
was initinted with sm.ll snms end nutomatic weapons fire from the north
And west. Firing intensified but finplly ceased it 1202 hours. ;n est-
imated 20-30 NVA were killed, however only eight were identifierl by body
count. NicelLineous enemy equipment wAs captured plus n light nmchinc-gun.

On 4 and 5 November, the enemy avoided contact with friendly units,
however rcconnnisance elements were actively probing perimeters of Co A
and D. Si,gnificnnt enemy movement was observed at Hill 8,43, nnd an
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numerous inmsll3 svconClery explosions l-ýating for epproximatcly 20 minutes*
It is believer! amsmll anne cache was hit by this airstriko. From early
morning until L~ito nfternoon on 7 November, Co A. and D rocivod small ams
firc intorninglod with B-.40 rockets and mortrr fire primririly from the
wcst as the friendly units continuc~cl to otivrnco towrird Hill 843. On 18
November Cole i. and D wore still2 siturntcd on Y, snit1l kn~oll (YB 904149)
southcast ot Hill 724. The onemy hold the comzinnding tcrriin to thc
northwest end continuedl to imnpcdc thc advrncco of those companies toward
Hill 724. JAt upproximatoly 1.700 hours, i furious weepons and ground attiack
'vms lI'unchod against Cols A, ind D. Intensive B-40 rocker and mortar fire
hrd dove sting effcct on the U.S. conpnnies. Thc NV,' penotrotod the per-
ixietur of Co Aý but wore driven brick. Two flamo throwers wore deployed
agninst the c~mpcny but the operrtors wore kid.od prior to expending their
load* it 2037 hours, the Attack Consed, but only after intense pounding
of the enemy by nrtilltry r-nd nnpa2.lin Two hundred thirty-two NV41 died in
this attqck egainst Co j', and D, Thirty-seven indiviclual rnd thirty-ceiht
crew-servcd weapons were cnptured. A' PW ccpturod on 9 November by Co, Ds
3/8th Inf. Pt YB 905149 idFentificd his unit :ýs 1st Squad, let Platoon,
3rd Company., 7th Bntta lion, 66th Rcisimont. His unitw:'s in the process of
retrentine to the northweat at tho time of his capture. Where the 32nd
Rceiment, was inititlly thought to be in contrct with the 3rd Battnlion.,
Sth Infnntry, it anppenred tha-,t Pn unknown size force (probebJly two b'-t-
talions) from, the 66th Rerirnent Plso was deployed on the Ngok Dorlang
ridge complcx.

On 9 November, following the relief of Co ý'. by Co B, 3/8t~h Inf.. U.S.
elements continuctd to nsvpnce to Hill 724. The onemy, cnqgecd the advancing
companies with small -mus nnd rnort,-r fire. Occassional squad size grolups
or inr'ividuals wcru ohsr..rvud. ;,t 1350 h,-)ursj, 10 li-vembe.rp B. Cs and D
companies rcporto-I receiving a, [rounrl Pattack At YB900146. The attack was
broken after 35 minute; but hervy smaill -"mi :!n..- nortar and rocktt fire
continued until -ppro~dnntcly 1900 hours. The cncrpy wcs repcat~cdly
poundod by nrtillery fire and nir strikes d-,urin~g this Itt-nek. Enemy los-
sea were 92 KII, by bordy count, 15 in(ividual. ?nd 20 crew-serve.d wenpons.

On 11 November, D, C, rndI D Coiapranys *roe ched. Hill 724. Throughout
the dpy a~nd into the night., the enfrty continuce hernssing the U.S. ele-
rients with small n'msp maortarr, !-nd rocect fire.

During the nssrult ncross the Ný;ok Dorling ridg[e line, the B-ittalion
PSB receivcd sporn(dic mortar firce gnenerlly cluring the time when forward
line ctmnpnios were in cc:ntrct. Such tratics were omployed to eibrupt
aorximand zind control -ncl direct support rrtilleryj f rorai the FSB4,

Enemy firhtinp positions *ire ch:r~ct,-rizod by extensive prelv'ratii ns
against the effects of nrtillery anm- vir. The enemy preferred the tactic
of assnulting U.S. positi ns suppartelI by extensive ra rtnr nnd rccket fire.

(9)
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By 3 Nvem~rj itwns cvu~Jt. nt thu on-niy hn-d suffered V severe blow

to h~is fighting appability .nnd ha~d chosein tv rutire frou. the b'rttlo-
fielL..

f. Offensive Phrnee - 3-11 N vombor- 3rd Battali .n, 12th Infant~ry

On 03 Novciabor 1967s thc; br-tt.-2i. n n ra.vA, by ccomb,'t nsefrult to vio-
inity of YB 996162 to eattblich i FSD with Coto C -'nd Do Just cast of the
FSB Cole i, ind E air assault(t2 then turned west to cicao on the FSB.
During. this move several small gr(:ups of two to three NW, wore .,bourvedp
however thoy flcd inanodintely nftor fttctcti, n. Enemy snip.er asnd h~rassing
mortar fire was directed nt the ac.mixonics durinC: the zc'dvanc to the hill
et YB 996162. Fcour eneMy wore killed Jdurinec this r cti: n. On 4 Ncovombor
i, nd B C~mppny c'-:ntinuo'a to )rvrncQ to the west with lig'ht mortar nnd

smnell irms fire from theý northwesto Ey 1200 the enemy fire became heavy*
Enemy pers,:nnol in spiLle.r holes were lobbine gronades ct the l~oad elements,
It was estimated thrt perhaps e' b~tt~l1in was dug in with OHC at YB' 999157.
In face of terrific woopcmns fire, the cý ny'pnies withdrew to noght locatic:nu
by 1430 hours. The cnemy positi-ns were the;n pcuncled with air rnd a~rtillery
until tho next ram ing. On 5 N1.vcmbrir friend-ly eleracnts ýIdvariced to. the
encry tunnels nrid bunkcrs whore oight NV,, KM, wore, Jiso vcrod by body
count., however nu~racrus drog rxnrksp blood stnins F.nd flesh embedded on
tree brrk indicated a hirhur t-A-l -f cncny h,-cI been token.

On 9 Nc~vembcr Co C sPnc D eni.,,edp !-M ostiratod NV,. c n.prny while
advsncing. ýnorth weýst to YL 981165. The onery enpajccl the U.S. crnponnies
from prepnrord Positio ns with smrnll zinml md sutoraotic-wctpons fire. The
enemy was findly neutrm-!iz(ed with n b- dy co--unt lc.ss of 12., qnd seven in-
dividuni and crow sorvod we-p'nns.

Co C P'nd D ccntinuod Pdvrncinp tow~rcl Vill 1089 on 10 Novemiber and
discovcred mortar positi- ne ',t YD 975171. One jpositio-n wins obvi','.usly
prepared for n l2Onmr~ tyrpe r~iýrt-!r. In the 1-nto tftcrnoynj, a pptrol from
Co D briefly cnge,-cc rn unkl-,'wn size fore- ,)n Hill 1089. Simnll i rms and
nutDrntic weppons fire wrs exch;nL.,ckl fric fly Pricr to withdraw,11 of the
fricndly pitr,.;l,.',t 1645 ho-urs clcmonts 'I Co C tcnd D cnvmedvnenm
fore in bunkers ,n(I trenches Pt YB 969167. Crcntnct w-s broken ot 1740
hours with 1.1 NW, KIA* (BC).

From 10-12 Nevcrbher, b,)ttali.'n olctacnts eccntinucd to sc:-tch north-
west inlong, the Ngok T-ng ri(.ge~ine. mnoatinC nly isoLited- g'r* ups of two
to thrcc IJV,-A who: rnve no intcntiý n of =in...n cc-ntoct with the 11mericanso

go Cffcn.ivo Phnoe- 3-7 141ovcrahcr -4th 59:tmirn r5

Followine a mo~ve by convky from D,ýk To to the vicinity of Polei Kon,9
the 4th D,3ttili-:'n rn';voder so-uthwest frý'rm tho FS13 toward the hill ,,nd trail
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complex Ngok Kom Leat ('YT 8420) with three companni; penerall abrocaste
No significant enemy obeorvntic no wero mede until 0930 hours 6 Nov-
ember when Co . had a light contact witb five NVA. Ccntrnct woo broken
almost immodiately, however miscoll3.nocus items of equipment to include
two individunl weapons were loft by the enemy fleeinM south. A't 1050 hours
(12) individutls were observed movwing, south in the wake of Co A's advance.
Co D, to th right flnnk of Co .', leoetcd z fresh southwest trail at YB
848203 over which severel enemy wore moving raidly townrd the southwesto
Co B combet assaulted to Hill 823 (YB 8518) nnd discovered 50-100 foxholes
and severnl rucksacks indicating the enemy hnd departed just a short
time prior to friendly elements closing on the pQsition, In mid-nfter-
noon1 Co B started roeivifk heavy automitic woapons fire and spirAtic
mortar and rocket fire from the south. ThrQoughout tho night and car3l
morning of 5-6 Noverbcr respectively, Cc i, And B were hit with intensive •
automatic end indirect tire. Co D was most hervily ogod by this fire.
The two companies reported 21 WVL killed by body count.

On 7 Nolember at 1000 hours, the let Driie, de passed cperational con-
trol of the 4th Battalion to the 173rd Airborne Pritade.

h. Pursuit Phase - 12-30 iovermiber - let F:Pttnlion 8th Infpntry

On 10 Noverabor, the 1/8th Infantry dýeploy, d from D rlIc Province to
n FSS Just southwest of Dak To nlong Route 14. From 10-11 Novembcrs no
enemy octivity was reportod -s the I nttrlion prcparcd for n com',At ons-
snult to Y. 909121, suW':sequently launchecd r:.n 12 November. Surprisinglyp
no enemy force was cncountcrc-d, in the vicinity of the assnult. On 14
November, B and C comiranies comlat rssnultcd to Hill 762 (YD 9511) to
exploit secondary cxplosions nnd other intollii'ence indicnting that t.
rocket nttnck on Dnk To would 1-e initiated from this hill. The operation
at Hill 762 cnfinal rocc nt cnemy preparation of protective rnd fighting
positions ind sucoadiry explosians of unknown cncmy ordnpnce It is be.
lived the con'1-.t nssoult to this hill preventcd t possil le rocket rttnck
prior to complete prepration of the firing area.

The anticipated lt rge enelry f,: rcc in thc vicirdity of the Bittalion
FSB had for all purposes vnnishcd into sm3l grcl:us 1ent on wvoiding
ground ccntoct with tht. U.S. Lttali,.n. Throe times resupply or Conwnnd
and Control helicoptcrs received srall arms ncnd mortnr or rocket fire
when attempting to lVnd rt friondly locrtions.

On or a-out 14 Novemi er intclli;,nce reports c_ nfirmcd previous
indiceticns that frrrnmented oleracnts of the 32nd and 66th NVA Rcgiments
were retreating froii the battle Plong. ,. routc from cast to west -cross
the Ngok Dorltng Ridge (Y13 921,4) then south through the Dk Hodrni River
Valley (YD 8914). In cn ittempt to intercept these oleorcnts1 Cc 1, nd D
combat assaulted to Hill 530 (YD8707) :-n 17 N. vcmber. From the FSLP
elements bogan pushing, to the west to intordict the enemies n,.rti/south
avenues of escape.
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On 15 November Co .. foui~nd 30-50 fo.xholes A~t YB 892128p used within
48 hours prior to discoVery. Numerous rwrth/svuth tri'ile continud1 to
cOnfinn onomy moveomnt to the south, The L.FD record-cd significnnt hcnvý'
roadinas on 16 November thnt indic'rted oenziy el':monts o~ierited in north/
south columns prol'a0ly moving, sc~utho

On 17 Nolromh-or hnttalio~n FSri personnel ol surved muzzle flnishes
from n innge of approximnteJ.7 4.3 kilometers southwest of the 1-ne. Impaict
point of rounds was unknown. On 18 Noveml cr J.;-s.crvcra ea'w what vppc~nrcd
to be rocket trnils on Azimuth of 4400mils froza the FSD nt a distence of
approxdimnteJv 5500 motors. The initia]. trails were ol sorved nt 1830 hours
with two nditic,-nal trai~ls nt 1840 hours oriý,inptllnr from the s,'.me loc-
ortion. In 1:0th instancos, the rockets wore lnurmchod simultnneously with
trrils pnr~lleJ. Pnd relptivcly close to each other. Direction of fire
was 'toward the 1/8th Inf FSP., Impnct of the rounds wns not ol-servod nnd
sullecquerit Zround senrch in vicinity of FSD rcvenlcd no craters. On 26
Noveml:er ve.rificatio.n was madec thr't the trails wcer coused lry lý22n
rockets when firing, positions t'nc equipment wore found in the vicinity of
YB 821082. From 20-26 Novcr~ilor the FSD rcceived 82ami r':unxist normally in
the lato afternoon in quantities from, 2 to 35 with Pn avcrneo of 10
rounds per ottnick. Silgnificantly,. none of the rounds full within the fri.-
endl~y perimeters a Piat that ten~.s to 1'orr out the traininr- H~of'icincics
rt~suJlting from heavy losses in NWiL units,

On 16 Ncven' or, P LRRP detected -.n encry clumin movine,; under
cover of darkness on r north/south route At YD 710. rilr
oný;aged the tnrget with seven NW, KI..'. ly 1- ;dy c(-unt.

On the ifternoon of 19 Naveimý-cr a pa~trol from Co D mnrio ccontact
with a~n unknown size foroc Pt YD 865083. Corraunicntirns mps lost
with the patrol until l-te -ftcrnoiwn when a rcWcf I' roe picked up
the survivors. No enemyr ',odios wer~e rcovcred,, hcwc~vGr --.no individual
weapon and misco,1lanoous cquil-rnont ind supl-ios wc~re crPtured.

4"n VInusuol incidcnt occurred .-n 21 DI': vcn' or, when Co A ot ~scrved
lifthts nnd hcar~i sounds of a motor running in the vicinity of IT 855116.
Artillcry fire int:1 the susp-ctcd vren j~c.duce'2 two seer ndlry7 Cxplosions.
The vnlley locrtion of thuse ,tl.osions furth(r utQihteedsac
of e. sizeable storage nrep.

Search (operntions !y T-att,)licn cl(oments continued to jrcduce
enemy foxholes, ",unktrs, slcepin- 7,rons ,n.1 masce~llner~us equipment.
On 29 Nc-von! or., Co , locaited a ttl ý sc conp at YD 862157
consisting of 100, 4-5 m.xn ýýunkcrs. An unkncvn sizc encmy f .rce.
hnd evncunted the c-'njilcx ný-t 1. nier thin 48 hý urs pri( r t -Co A
entcrinji- the crea.

Enemy. activity durintg pu~rsuit rtins 7,y 1/8th Inf was
chcar-2ctc~rizcd ',,y frequent b.-ut inezffective zvrtnor P.Ittcks r~i-nst the
PS~i. The cnemy forces hr.d n,, intenti..n -.f cnri~the su 1,(.rizr U.S.
fl~rces, as -,vidoenced ';y his skillful ev rsi(n .,f scorchinFg i~rrund lcmcaents.
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L. Pursuit Oporations - 12-30 November - 3rd Jattalion
8th Infantry

After Hill 724 w~s. seized end the battalion ruorgnimeds comprny
size elements pushed further west ccross the 1),k Hodrni Liver Vall,.y.
From 16-20 hovumbur several fighting compleaxus werw locatud with
the most noteworthy being a battrlion size brse oarp on 16 November
at Y~j 8601530

On 18 Novumber, intelligence reports fron three fairly relibble
sources identified the prusonco of two, possibly threw company size
VC ulumunts in the vicinity of ZJ 110160. Due to the recent VC atte::-pts
to interdict houte 14 end the fact th-t two key bridges clong the
route were within unsy striking distance of the reported enuV
compcnilis, thu brttal!on (.xinus) asswrulted, on 20 ioveaibcr,
rlong houts 14. Co A and . pushed east in a pincer niove to t.wevlop.
tho reported neiW. after explciting the area it becime .app~rent by
by 24 INovember that thQ rolibility of the intelligence upon which
friundly forces were cona:'itted was questicnable. The operation had
nettud only a few rice carches with no evidence of the unurqF.

On 23 and 24 November, the .3attalion TZC returned by air to tho
F6.3 (Y.j 935187). Co ia rnd 3 couibt -Issnultud to Hill 1338 (YJ 989152)
to continue exploiting this douxinant torr,-in ovorlocking the Dak To
zase. Co C coubat assaultAd to the 1Ngok ILing !Long hidge (Y.j 9322),
tc eliuinate the 117j, reconnaissance dleaents which had boon operating
with heretcfcre unifthibited freudorm. Those ele.iunts plus possible
rocket and uortar units posed a significtnt threat to the D1k To crea. A

The Co C operation revealed no significant onewV activity. The
reconnaissancu elements had apparently moved northwest as the U.S.
coz.apany swept the ridge coriplex. Only a. few signs of recent activity
supportod the information cf Nir5. in the area of search.

The sweep o:,erations obnducted on the Ngok Joi Jeong and Ngok Kon
Kring ridges south of Dak To gave rise to a pxrticularly Liportant
bunker and cave conplex. On 28 Noveraber, Co •j discovered this gi-

gantic corplox extending frou YJ 988147 to Y. 984140 which yielded
154 bunkers and nine caves covering an area approxiartely 600 rmeters
by 300 moters. The bunkers nornrlly averaged three rian capacity.
The disposition of this complex was so arranged that direct hits
on bunkers would be extrtmrly difficult. The coves were duge in the
sides of clm•st sheer ;aountain sides, with & 10-151 front walk-in
entrance area at the end of which was a roo:i with stand-up height,
rpproxiirttly 6x8l. The caVes were shored with 6-8" lo-s on ill
surfaces to include the floor. Jased on the numerous itv.-s of equip-
z.ent oaptured, the area was c•bviously used as a brso c -p, .id
station, and logistic base for a regiriental size force. Larje qurntities
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of uniforms, medical supplies, nnd ormunition worc found in this complex.

J. Pursuit Opcrntic:ns - 12-30 NWvoml-er - 3rd Pattnlion
12th Infnntry

Following Scprch nnd Destroy operptions northwest along the
Ngok Tans Mountain complex, Cots A and C turned southwest from the
tattalin FSrE nt YB 997162 and co.rnenced pursuit operations toward
the ominous Hill 1338 (YB 9815). On 17 N:vwmber Co C- became heavily
enge'ged with an unknown size fcrce at YD 992158. Following an all
day struggle the co:-ipanies controlled Hill 1338 only after fii,,hting
past six trench lines studded with bunkers and open fighting' positions.
These fi•;hting positions represented the most claborate ccmmplex
engagcd by any 1 st Brirede f'rce during the Dak Tt) campaign. The
1338 operAtiLn resulted in 49 NVL KIA by body c-unt, four individusl
weapons, three crew-served weapons with numerous items of equipment
and ammunition. A PW identified enemy forccs on Hill 1338 Ps the
4th Fattalion, 32nd NVA Regiment.

On 19 November Co L enj.?ege: nn unknown size enemy f:'rcc fighting
from trenches :n Hill 1262 (YD 975149). The U.S. Company received
smoll arms, erenade, and rocket fire fr'm 1500 hurs until 1620
hours when ccntact was finolly broken. Enc.iy losses wore seven KIA
(body count), three individunl wenpons, three crew-served weapons,
and miscellaneous equilrýnont and r rauniticn.

During early rfternro:n 24 Nvember, elements frcorm Co A received
autorwtic weapons fire from northo'ýst nnd n,-rthwest of Hill 1294
(YD. 9914). Fire ceased after artillery cunded the orev. The 6th
rattalion, 32hqd NVA Reýrimnt was identified on Hill 1338 when a Chieu
Hoi rallied to Co L at Yr 978148.

On 23 November Cb E located n cove used for on aid station at
YB 988139. Stretchers ,nd numvrous blody bandages were strewn
throut;hc ut the cave which olso containcd four NVI. bodies.

Following mop-up operations in the vicinity of Hills 1338 and
1294, a tosk iorce consisting of Cols A, E, and C c- mbrt issaulted
on 24 N,,verber to Hill 530 (YEE 8707), to prepare rmrtcr base from
which t') support subsequent opcrntions to Hill 1OO0 further west.
EBrly aftcrno,.n on the 25th sow rpproximately (25) rrunls of 82rm
mortar fire hit the new mcrtir bise with light U.S. caF ilties
resulting.

On 26 November, Co L and C combot assaulted frcm Hill 530 to
Hill 1000 (YD 8208). At 14W0 hours, Co L discovered a 122m rocket
position oriented to FSL (YD 9012) and various items of rocket equip-
ment and containers. This discovery verified the report by 1/8th
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Inf of rockets boin• fired from this location on 18 Nove.mbr. On
26 and 27 Novombor, sevornl NVY boAios were found rs preparations
continued on the now F ttali;n FSL.

In view of informntirn received, from P PW ceptured by 1/12th
Inf, the 2nd Lettalion, 174th NVA Rcgiront wns believed to be disposed
in the vicinity of Hill 963 (Y1 7911).* From 28 November thr .ugh
I December, Cc A and D moved t.vorlrnd to the n)rthwest to scnrch the
suspect area. This search roveAled insignificant enemy nctivity.

On 30 Novembor, the bnttalin ,C&C ship received .no round of
12.7 machine gun mino, which provided the first c,:nfirming rlýte of
this type werpon being omployed in the irca of oper ti:-ns.

k. Pursuit Opernti-ns - 25-30 Nnvember - 1st >tt~lion
12th Infantry

On 25 November the bAttalion combat nssnultcd two camponies to
Hill 875 (Yr; 7913) to assist in mop-up Pnd security opcrntirns f,allowing
n fierce battle on this hill by elcjaents of the 173d Lirb;rne 2-rigndc.

On 26 Novenibcr, n PW captured by Co , on Hill 875 identified the
2nd battalion, 174th Reg:Uiant. Intc'rrogotin revQald a strong
possibility that the 2nd oattnlion hr 1 nk-t withd!rnwn to the Cam~>:di~n
sanctunry but hýd moved to proepred i.ositions olonfr ridgelinc tetween
Yr 8014 to Yb 8415. On the evening of 26 Novembcr, n coordinated mortar
attack by NVA units wes directed against five different U.S. positions
southwest of Dak To to in*ude the Lattalion FST tt Yn 814145, Pnd
Co A and D (Y 796135). ..n ostimated 10-15 rounds cf 82rm mortirs
fell on the FSV while up to 150 rcunds of 8ir hit the two comptnies.

Sweep oporatic-ns in the vicinity of Hill 875 revopled additional
enemy dead and captured or destroyed equiprmecnt fr .,a the 173d 1 rirde
contact. A se-.rch operation by Co , nn the Chu Hian Grrm (Y., 8314)
for evidence of the 2nd Latt lio•n, 174th I-TV1, Regiment ret with negativeresults."

1. Pursuit Operntions - 15-19 NowciIcr 1967 - 2nd In ttlion
fth Cavalry

From 16-19 Nrvfmwer Co D searched the foothills south of the
U*S. Dak To Lase in nn ettempt to locate enemy raortpr and reccilless
rifle positions rnd personnel who hnd fired upon the bnsc cm, .lex
on 15 November. The only results produced were several fresh foxholes.

Meanwhile from 15-18 NWvcmber Co D conducted similar opcrations
along a ridge line to the north of the Dnk To lase to locate enemy
elements which had been placing mortnr fire *-n the -irstrip, On the
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morning of 17 November ,) Co~rdon nnd Seprch operrtion by Coý r Pt
YD 997283 revenl~ed NVA had been in the villAg-e within five days of
this operntion. Later in the clays, On Cs operpting to the enat of
Route 14 observed five NVA flecincg north from ZD 110212. Tho enemy
were taken under fire but results were unknown. On the morning~ of 18
November elements of Co C received smnll Pnus fire frim hill Pt
Zr 113215. At 1415 hrursi, ton NVA were rnbsorvod moving, west from
the samce eneral location. Lt 1740 hours rn est~imitod NVA compnrwr
was ongnped with Prtillery inre. air at ZP 109223. Sweep of ores
pro~duced four NVA', KL, (body count), three individual weipons, nnd
six crew-served weapons.

What effect the nctions by this U.S. battalion hnd on enuemy
mortnr and recoilless rifle rtt-,cks from the n,ýrth and snuth of flak
To is unknown. The maore sirnificrnt c' ýntpct with unidentified NWV
units. eost of Rcoute 14 by Co C could hnve canncelled ony p~lans to
launch P rocket ntteck on Dnk To f'r-m thnt arca~. It should be noted
thct Chiou Hoi, Sar[gerctnt Vu H-ng., who rnllied 2 Novermber, indica"ted
a reconnaissance was mrdc to the Eoost of Dak To fror -po.ssible rtcket

sies These potentinl sites w, uld fall within the contne c' area of Co C
since this area is 10,000 motors from Dak To.

me Interdiction of Cormunicati:.ns Rc-utes

Highwny 14 from Pleikau throýurh Ke'ntum nnd north into Dak Tc-
scrvcd as the main supply route fcor I et l rirs do operntic-ns. Several1
ambush operptions by enemy forces were rttempted h.;wevor the enemy was8
F~cncrarly~ routed by relief' furces with modecrnte dramagpe "nd ices of
life G~eincdby friendly elements.

On 5 N-ovember rat ZY 152104, P civilian vehicle he!,dc,_ north on
Highwpay 14 wtis hit 1,y Pclaymore mnine. One womnn was killed by the
blast. Troop C of 2/1 st Cnvalr7 swept the ambush a rca "ut fr'und. no
signs of the enemyr. Quite 1possibly the opcrsti-~n wns cprried cuýt by
one indlividual.

On 7 Ncvembe~r Pt 0930 h-urs ,n unidentificd VC fcrce blew the
niin Hilghway bridg e nt ZT. 152085. The samec explosirn weakened the
abutment on the hylinss hridgEe t- the extent th%'t it w,.s irqmi ,ssa1'le
to-- traffic fo.r several Itys.

ift 0823 hoýurs, 11 -Novembcrp a-n onvdncer wo-rk Vn rty rirvinr north o'n
Hirhw!,y 14 was nmb)ushe:' 1. by the 309th VC c,-.upa'.ny. The relief force,
C Troop, 2/1 st Cnvijry, dIrove the enemy fro~m the nmitush scene leaving
13 VC KIA, one CIA, and eirht individual and crew-served weapons.

During enrly morning h urs 27 Nc~verd er elements of Cr) F, 2nd
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iDattaliono let Cnvalry were rttAokod while securing P bridge -in High-
way 14 at ZA 219915, The or'ntnot wee broken nftor 50 minutes nt
0220 hours with one U.S. t.nk destroyed in the rwiddle of the bridpo
ione tank and •PC danmCed, one US. KpLI, and five U.S. WIA. Two
enemy believed to be mombors of the 4th L.-ttalion, 9V NVA Regiments
were kicied plus soveral weapons nnd ccuij.aont items oaptured.

Attempats by the NV,'./VC to effeotivoly interdiot the main c udemantion
route were et best haressing with no lasting effects.. The engineep
float bridges, the most criticl tarf ets along the entire route$
were not tttaoked, Hod the enemy realixed the difficulty in replecing
such structures and directed his interdiction aocordingly, the effects
on lot Drigtde Operations would hPvo been severe.

n. Wenpons Attocks on Fixed Instnllntio:ns

Enemy weapons attacks were primdrily directed against fixed
,instdllptions, such as a. Fire Support 7'Ase and the Dak. To logistics
complex. The FSt at Yra 909121 used by the 1et rAttalion, 8th Infantr7
was most frequently the terget of attack (See Attack Phase, I/8th
Infantry for details). The Dak To I'ase was taken under mortar and or
recoilless rifle fire on 9s 15% 16, Pnd 21 November. The attacks onS_•9j, 16j and 21 November were chnrnaterized by 6-10 rounds of inoccurate
fire landing well outside the perimeter. However the 15 November
attack was initiated at 0845 hours nnd continued with sporadic fire
until 1745 hours. roth 82nm mortars and 75mm recoilless rifles were employed.
Fifty-five rounds were accounted for by crater count. however it is believedmbre rounds were, fired. Counter mort.-r radar and Forward Air Controllers,
located firing positions generally south of the rase at Zr 029209,
004205, 014191j 019194, 016195, and 004203. Counter mortnr fire was
believed to be .effective since the intensity of enemy fire was reduced
within (20) minutes after the first round impacted, however, the re-
mainder of the d&y witnessed mnny skillful yet frustrated attempts
to neutralize one recoilless rifle position.

From the outset, the target was npparent-three C-130 aircraft
which had landed that morning and already in the process of unloading,
Efforts to clear these C-1301s were too late since one aircraft was hit
and burning within five mi.nutes after the first round and a second
aircraft was hit 25 minutes later as it sat helplessly heired in by
the other burning plane. The ammunition suj•ply point was finally hit
at 1745 hours. Explosions from =mnitions extended into the night until
more thnn 800 tons had been destroyed.

The success of the enemy attack on the aircraft can be attributed
to accurate intelligence collection. The enemy noted that for several
days prior to the attack two to three C-130 aircraft were habitually
discharging cargo simultaneously at the ramp area. A well placed round
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on the lead aircraft would block the rnmp exit and insure 4ufficient
time to systenistieally destroy the vircr,'ft prrked bohing the lead
plane*

The enemy gunners shifted thoir fireo from the aircraft to the
munitions area without effort and systematically pounded this area
until one vital round struck home to initiate the sympathetic pattern
of explosions that followed.

o. Introduction of Now Indirect Fire Tactic

On 211900# the Dak To complex reported incoming mdrbar rounds
believed to be -coming from vicinity of Zr. 007239 This point was
verified by several competant eye witnesses who obsergd whvt appeared
to be muzzle flashes* Sounds of mortar rounds strikil the ground were
heard following each flash with what would appoar to be a normal
t"splash" time. Subsequent investigation revealed that craters caused
by this inoomiir fire are located at ZTi 007225,, Z 008224, Zr 009225,
IT, 011221 , ZW 012220, and Zr 013219 s All six craters contained a fuse
identified as that type used on a 75nin recoilless round. Each round
struck the ground on a slope between 21-30 degrees. The first three
craters were not "clean" enough to petnit an accurate back azimuth
plot. Eyewitness on the north perimeter, who Identified the craters,
indicated that the rounds sounded as though they had been fired from
the vicinity of ZD 007259 (location of flashes). Dased on the above
information, it appears that the enemy used a flash producing source
(probably a mortar) from vicinity of ZP 007259 to cause friendly
counter battery fiMe and detection devioes to be oriented on a pro-
planned target while at the same time the enemy could direct more
effective and unopposed fire on friendly positions from another location.

8. (C) Missions: Initial missions assigned to the Ist Brigade, 4th
Infantry Division were:

a. Conduct S and D operations in AO Spaatz.
b. Provide security for LLOC end convoys north of Kontum.
c. Provide security for 937th Engineer Group elements

operating in AO.
d. Provide sturity for Ben Het CIDG Base complex.
e. Establish livison with and be prepared to reinforce/

rflieve Dak Pek, Dak Seang, Dak To, Poldi Klong, Mang Buk, and Plateau Gi.

9. (C) Concept of Operations:

a. The brigade concept of accomplishing the assigned missions
was to conduct the operations in 3 phases. Phase 1 (Defensive) included
assumption of security missions, a rapid build-up of combat and combat
support units in the AO, and positioning maneuver units with artillery to
block the most dangerous avenues into Dak To from the southwcst. Phasc
II (offensive) began on 3 November with in attack by two battalions to the
south and southwest of Dak To to search and securc key terrain. The offensive
phase continued through the attack b 3; bmttplions to secure Hills 1338,



724, and 823. Phaso III (Pursuit) Oegan on 12 Nov 67 with operations tonpursue# regain cornect, destroy NVA'uoi~ts in the southwestern portion of• thei
AOp V'nd destroy NVA bases cind s~torage areas uncovered in search operations.

b, Battalions omj.loyed company-size forces to conduct initial
search followed by employmont of roquired reinforcements from the battalion
.once an nemy force was engaged. Attack'ý,of fortified positinns,,were ex-
,ecuted with qndninium force of two (2) companies supiortod by artillery and
air conccntr,-tion of sup,.ortinr firep into primary battle nrems wts mwde
possible by selective ,ositioning of' both DS And GS artillory units. Criteria
for selecting battalion fire bases was defensibility, observation, And in-

._-'m~ml-:_'direct fire coverage.

10, (C) Execution

a. Defense Phase:

(1) The 3rd Bn, 12th Inf isswaed missions Pt DAk To on 28 Oct
67, relieving 2nd Bn, 8th Inf (Mech). This msn concerned Dnk To Basc
security, Route convoy and critical bridge scty on Rto 512, And engr work

( party soty for operntions At Ben Hot CIDG Base and Along Rtc 512. The
battalion was OPCON to Div, And had B 1/69 Armior H-) and C 2/1 Cpv (-)
OPCON for sccurity missions on Rtcs 512 and 14N.

"(2) HQs, Ist Bde moved to establish a forwnrd. CP at Dak TO
on 28 Nov and assumed O.CON of operations in AO Spantz nnd 3/12 Inf on 29
Nov. 3/8 Inf (-) movedlby convoy to Ben Hot on 30 Oct and established a
FSB and began preparation to displace to forward positions in the AO.

(3) On 30 Oct, B nnd 0 3/8 CA SW of Dk To to begin construct-
ion of FSB. On 31 Oct the Bn HQ AL to FSB to propare for offensive operat-
ions.

(4) 1-2 Nov" 4/503 Inf (Aibn) AL from Tuy Hoen to Dak To Base,
then convoyed to Den Hot to assume scty ihsns, an,) establish FSP. 3/12 Inf
cent scty men and control of defonsivw opnrriticns from Dak To Base. 3/8
Inf continued sub-unit patrols ,nl construction at FS., no enewy c,'ntact.

b. Offensive Phase ( 3-11 Nov): This poriod cncompassed the
most intensive action of the offensive phase of oý.'ticns.

(1) 3/12 Inf: (overlay 3) A nnd B 3/12 CA to S of DAk To Base
to establish Dn FSJ3. During nowment W to selected FSD position, B 3/12
contacted estir•mtcd enoz platoon in hunkcr ,nd trench positions (031552H);
thu compiny broke contact, utilizing Arty and Air to suppress fire lnd destroy
the position; B 3/12 again mivtcd to West contacting enemy ot the same
coordinmtcs; thu company withdrew, and roquestud air and Arty on the position;
contact cc- sod at 1915H. Results: 6 US WIA, 4 EN KIA. On 04 Novi A and
B 3/12 agin began move to West, with sub-element in lend; from 0834 to 1430,
company pe.rimeter ind land clemente were subjected to mortar, LV rnd SA fir: *

2 platoons from B 3/12 were cut off from perimeotcr by he[,vy AW qnd S". fire,
closine the perimeter nt 1220H; Resul.ts" 24 US WIA, 2 ,US KEA. On 05 Nov,
the companieQs ngcin moved Wost to selected FSB site, encountering sporndic
SL nnd AW fire resulting in neeative crasualties; during search of r.rea,
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found 15 EN KIA and confirmed 2 US MIA as KI',. On 6 and 7 Nov the companies
"constructed BN PSB and continued local patrolling for the acty of the FSB
On 8 Nov, C and D 3/12 contacted small enemy force, nnd withdrew to company
perimeter c1lling air and arty fir( on the on location. Resultut T US WIA,
2EN KIA. On 9 Nov1 C nnd D moved west to ,nemy Itc, cnntncting unknown
enemy force in bunker and trench system; the lend clcenents again withdrew
to the patrol baso cnllinj, for air nnd nrtillexy suppressive'fires. The
element sustained 1 US KIA, 11 US VIA. On 10 Nov, C nnd D again moved West
to enemy locotion, and engnged unknown eneny force from 1350H to 1807n;
casualities totaled 9 US KIA,, 24 US 1I1 nnd 2 US MI•.; 11 enemy were killed.
On 11 Nov C and D 3/12 secured enemy locotion and confirmed 2 US MA as
K1, with nugativc un(mor contact; C compnny continued search ..nd destroy
o-nrations fr,..m this locition thrý,ugh 14 Nov killin• 2 1WA by nanbush
patrol. In order to complete surveillance of ridpctline, A and D 3/12 moved
erst southeast from 3/8 Infantry FSI1 toward C 3/12 location 12 - 14 Nov$
with negntivFi oner•y crnta ct.

(2) 3/8 Inf : (overlay 2) On 3 Nov1 prior to CA of 3/12 Inf-
antry elements, A rnd D 3/8 CA from Den Hot to Hill 882 to initiatc S n-nd D
operations to Wostp and gain a -/'sition from which to interdict trAil-
infiltration route from South. On 4 Nov, A 3/8 contacted 5 eneny at Q930H;
enemy broke cont-ct at 1030H; upon rcsu•.ing S nnd D WVfst, unit was brought (
under hetvy SA, A!1V and sniper fire, cý.ntrct broken at 1235H; resulting in
2 UF: fI,, 3 US WL,., Pnd 8 enermy KIA. On 5 and 6 Nov, A and D moved West to
securc Hill 843; units wc.rc subjected to sporadic snijxcr and SA fire during
m.,v-rient, with negative c sualities. On 8 Nov A ind D 3/8 moved West to
secure Hill 724 L company received W,, B-40 rocket, mortar and SA fire;
while m.7-nuvering North to suppo rt A co, D co was pinned down by SA, AW and
mortar fire; units joined At 1600H and estAblished perimeter; results:
10 KIA, 35 IA. Thrc'u;h night of 7 and morning of 8 1.ov, perimeter was
subjected to s,.orodic mort!-r fire; as units began mc.ve West on 8 Nov,
receiv 1. he'lvy m, rtar fire, SA -nnd LW firo, and rcturned perietcr; from
1655-1800 perimett r was nttacked by unknown cnc;my force using• B-40 rockets,
mortirs, grenades, SA and AW weapons; Cr'nt.ct was broken nt 180OOP; however,
mortar and B-40 rocket fire continue until 2000H. Results: 14 US KIA,
64 US WIA: A co 3/8 was AL to Dak To nnd replaced by C 3/8 on 9 Nov; units
ccnducted search operadti ns from Latr;.l b1se fin.inýc 95 onemy KTI.. During
period 10-14 Nov, 318 Infantry AL out ,nrl r plnbc-l units in orrdr to ")min-
tmin-unit strenuths; on 11 Nov, D, C and D moved to secure Hill 724; units (
engaged unknown enemy f: rce in bunker -nd trench complox, and withdr.ew •
c.'lling air and artillery to dostrýy enemy units on Hill 724; On 12 Nov,
D 3/8 was AL to Drk To DPso, and rcleivod At Fill 724 byD 1/12 Cv (11,L)4
Units continued to reci'ive sjc-ra-lic mortir firc in jc.rimetcr thru7h 14
Nov; casunlitics for this period were 6 KL., .. nd 31 II.

(3) 4/503 Inf (Abn); (overlay 4) A, C and D companies
conducted search nnd destroy opurntinns tc South -f Den Hot during period
3-7 Nov to locatc suspectc, unknown size cnc:ar force; on 7 NLv unit wf.smreleased OPEON 1-4 Infantry Pdc and placed OPCON 173rd Bde (Abn) withnegative enor7 contact during v,(.riod.

(4) 1/8 Infantryi (overlay 1) Unit arrivwd in AO 10 Nrov
and located initially on Route 14N, East of Dak To DLse; sub-elements
continued scarch and destroy opv rations t. North and West of Rbute 14N,
relieving, 2/503 Infantry (Abn) of AO respontsibilities. During period 12-
15 N,'v, 1/8 1L to FSfl location to inderdict trail infiltriti,.n ro-)utes from
South into lst Dde AO; FSr received sporadic m:rtar fire at FSP "using this
period, with negative casualities and no 'ntive enemy contact.CO ./V0)•2 - /V 72'#* '



period$ wiLth nsgt.±ivu ormu.alitice nind noentivs onomy oe-ntr~ct.,

as Pursuit Phaset (12m301ov) Wring this phnau, combnt
assault and AL oporati ran, coupled with nir !,nc nrtillory in ,i blcocking rolo,
wore used to tho beist ndvrintc~os

(1) 1/8 Infc: (ovarl~y 5) 1/8 initintee! pursuit oýkorctioras
12 Nov bYi continuing Cir from Route 14N lctnto establish heavy !ýrti~llry
FSB in thc, c#ntvr of suapocted NS anemy cxfiltrnti?-,n routoe. ,Sub-oloments
cl'ntinueed soarch i'nd destroy opecr~tirna to W Pned SW of PST-' bmse to screcon
r:outos with npegtivo cncrW conntnat. 3efinnini.1 19 Rovp FoSr, wns subjected to
spor~idic rkiort~r attpioke sird Apatrol fre~m, D c, oontA~ct' unknc~wn onemy
force r(;sult-inig in 1 US K'I 's 5 US ~IqAp and 6 US MEA; l, senrch on thc f~llow-
ina day (20 N'Wv) ccnfinnocd 3 US KI.1, 3 US rt-turnud t-.. duty, -nde found 4
EN KIIA.4 On 25 Nov, A And D co continuod CA from sorrch locoticn to Fill1
830 to proppre FSY3 for support of opel, ntioni to tht. W nnd S; the HQ ohd DS
artillery foll,)wod on 27 Nov1 leanvine, one ccm~ainy tý) secure P 1/92 artillcry
(155) firo supp,)rt bpso. D~uring the rorki~nrlor of the jursuit phnsf:', 1/8
Infantry subhordinntc units cuntinucd rla sweeips rnl sot rob prtrola with
nogativa cn~zay contnct.

(2) 3/8 Info DuriraS thi.. pkcrio, 16-20 Nov ;A *nd Cs and A and
B ormpanics search to vcst and SW of Hill 724 to inleriict tra'il system And
deturmine dispositi.. * of Ell r- rccs withclrrawn fromr Hill 724. Thcrc wns no
enemy cýOntanct dluring this pt.rind. On 20 Nov, in reAction to A ropc-rted
thre-pt of EN inderdiction :i~~Route 14N, At rinl D' com,,anics Iqcrc CA to
conmanndin; terrain fcFaturc~s to E of the r~ut(e (overlay 6). The battalion
est',blished a second FSR with TIC C? incl &' 4/42 nrtill(,ry(aOSR unit) fa-.r
support of tbec oqcra-ti,.n; A1 andI B c~rpnpnics c,.nductod setrch and destroy
operations to N nnd E of r-.uto 1,4N thr-ugh 24 Nov with ne,;ýptiv(, enemy con-
tnct. On 25 Nov, L. nnd B comxpanics AL frý-m so-rch '1reA E of rcute 14 N to
Hill 1338 to c -ntinuo scorch An!! 'Lctr(,y onc~rni.ti-ns te S a~long riclgoline,
and exploit NVI. b~nauc 'cr.nylox (1isco.vercd by 3/12 Inf. This npen-ti'-n
continued throupgh 30 Nov with negntive nemy c rtit ( vera )

(3) 3/12 Infif (overlay 9) On 15 Nov; 3/12 Irif initiated
pursuit opcrnti' ne t- ST, of Dak To D--se by continuing CA,' rf D And D comptanies
to Hill 530 t(, construct FSBI. ,A tin'ý C. companios c ritinue. scarrb cz.ýeratic'ns
alongp ridge S fmr.o Hill 1338; on 16 Nov, a patrol from. C ctompany c ritacted un-
kn~own cnermy forec in trench nnd bunicor c';rnplc.x on aip 1,rxoach to Hill 1338;
patrol withdruw tP. Corapany location., cqllirzg nrtillcrny ind nir into enemy
location. A, (-) Pnd C com4)jnios rttrickc-d to~ secure Hill 1338 on 17 N.o.v1
contacting oenqm thr' ugh--,ut the d,,,y; Hill wns sccurrcd ot 17188 with 9 US

1.n .32 WIA.. On 18 Nov$ search ojperotions vic Hill 13383 fetund 46 NVL
KIA; during, searchj, n E-40 rocke-t fired intC' porimotcor crused 15 US WV.. D

3/12 was AL from. Fill 530 to stpport S and D opernti,,-ns nt Hill 1338; B
3/12 Atta cked to secure Hill 1294 on 19 Nou, And c it- cted unknowain~ conemy
force cntrenched in dofcnec perimeter; unit withdrew to Comp)anypr , rintr
calline air snd artillery on encqy positi n; c:mnpanny IA.rimc~tcr received
mcrtr from enremy position causing, 3 US KIhA nd 8 US WIA; A, search Cf peri-
meter tireta revealed 7 INA KIA ; On 20 Wv, A co. moved! fro)m FS11 to' secure D
Comptnny pntrol bose while D 'co nttricked to securc Hill 1294; mission wps
sccrr~lishcd with negtitivc enemy contnct. A nan B c( rpanies ccntinuod
search oiarntions fro!m Hills 1338 And 1294 tkxrugh 23 Nov with negqtivo
enemw ccntncts. On 24 Nov 5v 3/12 Irif was rcleivcd in 1plceo by L qnd 13/31
Inf, ind continued AL to estriblish FSD at hill 530; 1A and D moved from



Hill 530 to oet~5liah Compnpny pn'trnl Lnao f,-.x' vcirch oporntions to .,W on
uamc day, A aind D comipany arntinuodl S rin( Di opt~rnti ns ttc W thr ugh 27 Nov;
P~ and 0 coumpny 0/. West frim FSP (Hill 530) to Hill 1000 on 28 Nov.Atb ui
tho period 28-30 N,..v worc iromitk d to ape~r,,,Iic zaxtnr ittmoks n F.9.At Mi~ll
1301 0 total of 5 US KIA rind 18 US WI/h rcauultotd fnom tbosc nittnakes

(4) -2/8 Cay (Ambi)l (ov~rlay 10) On 15 Nov D s'nd Q~ o~mmnricos
CA frmKLntum t:) /.0 Spa'ntel both comiy'nies continuod S 'ncd D opar,,ti':,ne to
N einI NW O~f Daic To rhnsc; HQ, 2/8 C~v ~nnd P cnmpsmny AL frnom IKcmtum to AOR
beomi±ng OPCON to lot Tk~le ftr S zin'I D opoi tiones on 16 Nov. C 2/8 oontrnctod
unknown 4enorny foroc. in trench nnd hunkc!r pooitions resultinp in 2 US WX.I
D company 2/0 CA to onm~nd~ng tcrrn~n to S oif flak To I'nee t~ , oontinue~ soinrch
for suspected uiortx r positions.* On 18 Nov) C 2/8 oenin contacted enemy foro~
NW of Dak To with negntive onsiuwlities mnt on 19 Nvv wero roinArorced by CA of
r2 2/8 from position N of Dnk To. B Pn C ooprnpny cvntinue to asspiult NE
aeain a,-.nt,--iting unkno~wn encny f~rct.,, rcaultineq in '3 ý78 KIA n'nd 7 U6 WIAJ
companiecA withd~rew ~nnd cnllod nrtillury 1'ri) tir'strikt' on k~nown onc- emyV-'
catiohl 2/8 Cav bocanne OPOON l/liLCD on 20 9,Tov rndn~ c( ntinuudso~rah and dostr<.17
opvratiuýns on coi.'in,mAiki terr-!in, NW of firk To racso.

* ~(3) 1/12 Ihf 4'(over1ayo 8) MTh: bntt~iion AL from ran I"X Thout
to Drik-To btrisc 'bn 20 Nov., rih-I m vxd'-W to bccrn,6 OPOON to 173rd L'do'(Abn).,
let IZ'do Xctriintod OPOON of' P 1/12 for pcrinitcx defenso mficd loan, pritrol At
fAIs To DaQ 1/12 returned OFOON lst -rdo on '25 Nov with A, 40 *anid. D c

joeic cf"ntinuine S rind Di oporttio'ns vic Fill 875P wcst of Dnk To Base.
On 28 N1y,v L and C comnijrnic~s ccontinlur1 CIA to Hill 915 to catablish psitrol
base for search opc r~tions to NWl an NN. 1/12 (-) w/DS Artille~ry 1L from
Fsr 16 tc.) FSJP 15. 6 C crnlra'~ny nncl Rec' ,.n Vlet -on continuccl acnrch opcrntions
to N of PITP 16, nnd D qnci D c(cntinuod S -1ndL D oporr~ions NI rind NE *Along
rid,-;oine thr,.,xzh 1 Decc,with nee'itive onci.,q continct.

de 1 Dak To Base, Security: The most serious throa~t to the R~k To
complox wns fr~rn wenpons vttack. Each bpttalion ste'tirnc, nt D-ok Tr. sissurned def.
ense .Aresponsibi111tgtorthc co.mplox ',uring its stn.y; in malditon CIDG, ARVN
( 1/42 Inf) and lodger units providedI porirn-.tc~r sccurity. Tho crmyplcx
received xa:.rtnir r unds on 9, 1.2,t 14# 15, 16,. and 21 Noýv; 2 0-130 aircr'-ft
and ASP wcrv completel~y destr'yed by firc. cmused by c:he attrick. Active
pritrol1inC by p* rimotor deol'nsc units worc un;,blo tc locf'tc mortnr preitions

toM c~r S of flaso; h-.wawvcr, no furthc)i attacks we~rc made thro.ugh 30 N,.-v,

e. Security (.-f Conv~lys- ~n 14cmi Supply R,: utcs:. The i'ollowinp? units
wer(e* cpc'n to. 1st "'de for this mi~ssion; C 2/1 Cr'v (-) (31 Oct - 21 Nov)o D
2/1 Cov -)(22 Ný;v- 11 Dec), 1rind P 1/6'9 rJmi 13 Nov - I Dec).

(1) C 2/1 Cnv with two ,lbt6(n !n 'n' r-n'c 4rntoon from 13
1/69 Ana cuntinuod convoy/rroute zind criticel bridexc security on' R( ute 14N
f rom Kontuxa to Dik T,:) IŽ'nsc; oenmzy tictivity duriing this p.ri ýa we,, limited
to sjporndic nml:'ush. Armed vchicles Wror Pmbushed r-n 11,9 18# -ind 19 Nov1
rbsultini: in 5 US KIA, 9. US WIA rind 12ý EN 'kV,. No supply convoys were,
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inttacked.

(2) D 2/1 Cav ,•eaumorl cenvoyi r:,uto -hnd critical brid•o
security mission n -22. Nov. On 27 Nov ,. criticol bridgo site (12) was
attacked by miknown enemy forcol one tank wos destr'yod., 1 US KIA# 5 US
WIA, nnd 2 EN KA,.

(3) '3 1/69 Arm continued cinvoy scourity nn Rcute 512 from
Dak To Dase W to Dbn Het; convw,y were mainly nrtillery resupi.,ly. In
addition# the company provided Rome Plow security for cleorinf; opý rntions
on t.rute 1121 enemy Activity consisted '•f mining rondwayj with no significant
incidents during ptriod.

(4) Enemy nctivity on Routes 14N and 512"was sevgroly limited
by daily rngineor mnesweeps rnd britgo reconnaissanne by 299th Engineer
rTvttalion| in hdclition one capn7ny froimr 1/42 ITn (ARVN) provided a strong
point and critical 1ý.rifc security fr,:r-rq t 7r'idge, 3 on Routs 512 West.

( 11. () SUPPORT OERATIONS:

a. Training: As combat operations were conducted during the
period of the report) training wns limitoed to zeroing of individual weapons
and crew seirved wenpons practice, atteninoo ot forml training schools on
scheduled mllocaticns was continued for LRRP ptrsonnol.

b." Aciinistrptiont Duo to the am'inistrative work load and dif-
ficult coomuiaoticns between the br.ttalion forward locati, ns end their ad-
ministrntive elements nt Crmp Enmris the I1ria,•do S-I Soction wns divided
into two elements, one .it Cnmp Ennri, and one colocated with the Lrignde TOC.
This provided a centrnlizd locati(,n for transmitting messages nnd 4orting
Division on future requirements.

Coordination of replacement personnel was the main mis-
sion accomplished by the section during the period. A totAl of 739 replace-
ments were handled during this period; 453 were new replacements with the re-
mainder (286) being originns unit members returned to duty from sick or inj-
ury.

c.. Logistics:

p.) Genernl
(n) Peginning on 27 October 1967 .nd ending 31 October

1967 the Ist rrigndoe Trnins move-1 from the Osis to Dnk To.

(b) The rrignde Trains move was accomplished in three (3)
phases ns follows:

(1) 3/12 rrttalion Trains
(2) Prignde S-4 and support elenionts
(3 3/8 T.•ttalion Trains

(23)



(o) Duri•n tho move frrm the 0uis to Dak To tho stitistios.for tho move wre me follo-,;os

TLUJCK

21, Ton 192

1ZL Ton 36
S2%Ton POL 2
Se & Pfl 4

(d) During the displncoment from the Onsis, the battalionts
were allowed to stand down at Division :'oso Camp ( Camp Enorl ) for at least
one (1) day. This stand down wes utiliaed to canduct physieol inventoriesp
reconcilc shortbges, promptly fill whero pr;ctical. A maintc.nnnce contact
term wes sot up in the unit ,,rom to repair "ll weapones to include scoces
,nd night observation devices.

(o) Dtring, the initiml occupntion and deployment in the Dak ()
To area, the let rrigado w'e responsiblo for all resupply to FSItes cnd convoy
movement for all units in tho 1/O.

(f) The logisticel bese, when completod, at Dak To consisted
of the followings

(i tpttplion rnd sepernto Co/Dtr* Tr.ina
ý2,Forward Supjort Aro'r (Cinss I# IIP III# & V)

La ,nd Prth Unit
(4 DX toint
5 Engineer Compnnr

(6),Cw at parW, .~
('~iivt'enqncO, CowrWm~n

(e) The FSA (Forw.rd Support ien,) ws cperted by the Ple-
iku Sub-,res Cori•nd of let Loc. lt coisted'of Cl",as I, III And V supply
pointspr, ther-ittim oontinued to 5e supplied:from,! vision rase Camp.

(2) CLA.SS I:

(a) Class I statistics for the period:

TYPE RECEIVED ISSUED O/H1/8 A tion 697
C Ration 42.587 42s,587 0
Sundry 200 200 0

3/8 A Ration 19,000 19,000 0
C Tunti.n 43,0O0 36,336 6,864
Sundry 215 215 0
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3/12 A TAticn 30,026 30,826 0
a Ration 45,100 45,100 9,600
&undry 246 240 6

1/42 A Rption 30384 3,384 0
o lRation 14j,724 14,724 2,000
Sundry 72 72 0

Avierage Daily Read Counts. TW T
Average Units Issued to DailyT 4

(b) During the mortar attack of'-15 Novrtber 1967, Arnd the
subsequent blowing up of the ASP# the &.ss I supply pcint received heavy
damagee curtailing the issue of A lotions for 2 c1pya nornal issue of it rot-
ions begin in 24 to 4C hours.

(3) Classe 11 & MV

(A) Statistics for the poriodc..

TYPE RECEIVED ISSUED )/
7,46Pgs 706 =000

Concertina Dales 26 26 0
Iarwire, holls 21 15 6
Pickets (111 Size) 6,850 5.050 1,800
, P?, Sheets 082 002 0
Instant runkers 16 16 0
6X6 250 250 0
aXe 80 80 0
Engineer'- Stakes 5,000 4,580 •

(b) A bulk shipment of some high turnover items of class II
& IV would have eliminated some resupply problems for all units in the AO.
A one time request of these items consolidated by F814 for breakout upon ar-
"rival to brine stock levels up to requirements would have Aleviated some
problems* It is recommended that the following items in amounts indicated
be used for future guedvnce:

ITEM IJEUN
(1) T-atiermy0 BA-3866=a
(2) rattery, BA-30 12 as
(3) rattery, Ml-505 300 ea
(4) fottery, TA-399 300 ea

Hp'ndset, H-144/U 15 ea
6 Antenna, PRC-25 Short 36 ea

A7 kntenna, PhC-25 Long 36 ea
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(a) Imergeney needs of P~rrier Material 'or establishment of
FaDto created some problem. It is rearmended that an' emerSenOe stock level
be established at FSA, to supply units in critical needi The following mat,
erial in amounts indicated is normally required for the establishnent of one
FM in jungle terrain of the nature found in this ar9ai

ITEM AMOUNT
1 PP 1-0 uondols
2 Instant Y unkers 20 (For Major Move)
3 Sandbags 150000
4 Darbwire 10 Rolls
5 Concertina 10 Rolls
6 6x6 x16 30
7 8x8' x 16 20

(4) Class Vs

(a) Clpss V Statistics (Expenditures):

1 4.2 (Q1 T wse) 32,780
2 8am (All Types) 36,130
3 10=5mm (AUlTynos 41,549
4 9=m (Heat & Canster) 95
5 50eel 26,700
6 7.62 667,OOQ
7 Demo,LrS 435800
8 Det Cord 25O0

Panp7eloreo 80
10 5.56 614,200U Grenade, Smoke 3,181 = il•

Blasting Caps 2o,600
13 Grenade, Frag 1,.860
34 Trip Flares i,506

1 Claymores 1,452
16 Linear Mince 25
17 40m (1479) %,646
18 Flare., Hand Held 1,016
19 Flcre, Surfnce 862
20 172 135

(b) The type of wirfare encountered during this operation
clearly depicted the need for lerge stockage objectives at FSDts, FSA, &
in Dattalion emergency stocks.. This need is attributed to large expendituros
during contact

(o) An ASP at Drigade level could take some os the load from
the lst Log Coimand ASP with respect to emergeney needs. This ASP being
used during shortage -t let Lo- Comwnnd ASP and emergency unit needs. Normal
resupply would continue to be conducted at FSL-ASP.

(26)
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d , VF/$I , rz

(di) Demo mtorial wps in short supply* This wVe due to
exenditure of unusally lart.-e nmunts in the oler"rin, of FS e. The terrain
in this 'rea consist of dense Juncle with otnopys risinC, to 200 f.et requir-
ing lare amounts of Dcmo to olear LZ'Wo TNT and ilita~ry dynamite can be
used in lieu of the 04 rnda M37 kits, h,'w-vor it has boon found that the 04
and M37 kits wre much mote $fficient nnd effective in clearirp a rapid Us.

(1) Approximately 70% ces 0C4 required to blow trees as
oppos)d to TNToc

(2) Lose bulk to transport since l9ss tonnege is used.

(3) ýCon be molded nound trees for more ef.•iciont uses•
getting more Ulnet Proo iround the object blown.

•. (4) Fneter Pnd onsior to e~t up thon TkT.

i' (.

(5) Laundry & Drthut

(A) LDundry service initially wns aproblom# due to in-
edoquete facilities tnd P sense of uri,:ency lacking in develcyemnt of this
instAll.tion.

(b) Until lpte in the period, when shower fcilities could
be installed, units utilized various sundry rig~s for shover frcilities.

(6) Medicril Compeny Support, Stntistics for periods

(a) Dustoffs Intients 771
Missions 242

() Number of pntionts evacuwted 845
(a) Totl injured N.n-hostile action 83
(e) Tot.'l injured hostile & ctin 491

(7) MaintenAnce:

(a) Mairtoncnne support wxns margintl during the intial
phase of the operation. This wns the result of units r•ot having ndequate
organic maintenance cil.ability and direct support not hrving ndequate win-
terence personnel, equijpentp ind ILL stockrge at this lC.?cation. Also the
units were toquired to DX fast moving items initiIlly at Hr & A Co of sup-
port naintennnce hick nt Carm Enrri. Support Mrintonance repair parts tnd
DX items continue to 1,e slow. Many generators ire dendlined for leck of
engines.

(b) The shortages of wreckers c ,ntinqe to be n pro&'lem in
the let Trrigede 10. During our first few d"ys of operation, the TrigAde was
without a tank recrvery vehicle ind very limited vehicle roevery canpbility.
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(0) /12o F/2 4'72
(a) Unit trains moved to Dnk To fr-m TAn riach via Camp

Enari beginnin 20 Novc.bor 1967 Pnd closed nt Dak T- 21 Novombor 1967e Util-
izing fqllowing!

2j T'on 7 '-
3/ 4 Ton 1
!/4 Ton 2
2* Ton 2 (A idcd ,t Camp Er. ri)
S&P1 (1, dod at Camp Ennri)

(b) The logisticel input to the FSr coused by shifting
Fire Ieese four (4) t~nes in ten dcys, inoreoas)e the toquirements for all types
of supplies except rotions. For exrmplep the number of hook sorties wdle
at Dak To has double ý from the four (4) sorties required at .TP.n ]lech to in
excess of seven (7) per aIny. The requirements for trninsportntion to lu 1 am-
munition incressod from two (2) 21 Ton trucks to six (6)o The additional i" .i
istical. support required the use of a wrecker to move large quantities of
Oless V rapidly,

do Signnl:

(1) .rirgade coomunications were continuous during this per-
iod and experienced only minor difficulties.

(2) Coimnunicatirtns transition frrm Jrckson Hole to Dak TO
was accomplished quickly -nd efficiently. Continuous .rigcde communications
were maintained by '.Uisplocint the C. F. in echelcns. A Drijpalde TAC C. P.
equiped with necessety FM11-Rdio and wire equipment preceded the main bdy to
Dak To. Division conmunicaticns posed no problems since two VHF uandio Relay
systems had alremdy been installed to suj.iport other units operatirn in the
Dak To area. An adequnte number of citcuits were i. rovide:! to the lst flri,-,de
by these two systems.

(3) Due to the mountainrus terrain, some minor comauni- (
cations dlifficulties Prose. VHF Rpalio relzy circuits were somewhat degraded
due to. the nesessity of employing~ two rrdio repeiters. 1,riditionally, FM
R*dio communications to Division Pase Cimp could only be effected by use of
a retrnsm.ission station on Dragon Mountnin. The obstacle gain phenomenn wns
frequently employed in estoblishing FM rudi6 communicAtions between Prigade
Fire Posed. Antenna siting and height were critical to these circuits.

(4) The rnpid buildup during the early days of November from
a two r*ttnlion, onp Drigade operation to a Division (i.lus) oper~ti ,n posed
several problems. 1he most noticeable was FM Rscio crngestion. It had been
reported that every frequency allocated to the 4th Infantry D~visinn by IFFV
was being used in the Dak To Prea, some more than one time. *his resulted in
frequent cases of mutual interference with completely clear FM Radio fre-
quencies being the exception rather thnn the rule.

C cw/F/./2f -VA 774 zL
(28)
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Alsop the sudden buil-Aup of trnop units in the nrea initially overloindecd the
lot Tnrij~ade forward switchboordp This problem w.,4 inmmodiatily recognixed ntnd
overcome throursh the' installntion of 4th Division TAO and Dak To area, switch-
boards.

traffic(5) The uignificant incrnase in high precedence messasgo
trafic dringthe'first hsnlf of NTovem~bor presented on c-mmuunionti-ns clif-

fioultiose The number of flash mossAges handled during, this perirld exceeded.
the averaee number hnndlod durine, the prece&11M, four mrnthsj, b-y lOCOPer Conte

00 Pazahologioal Operations:

(1) Psycohclogicl Opcrations (Pay Ops)i Missio.ns were
flrwn in 1.0 8 natz in aupiport of the let rriV-de. with primiry omphasis nimed
at thc NVA. Tho lonflot dr vs a nd loudspeaker missions were pl;!nned Prid
executed to cover known and susiectecl locations rind infiltrettion/cxfiltration
routes utild med by the enemy forces*

(2) A total of 84 missions were flown resulting in
19..123,OOO leaflets being d1ropped1 ý'nd 73 hours of noriil loudspeaker times
A totnl of 32 .Tround( hours of live -,nd taped bro:,-casts wore mrdee Those
Pey Ops endovors emphasized the themes of FWMUJ strc nrthp lnc k of food cond.
med1ical supplies, nostnlr-c thoames, the benifits of and how to "'Ctieu Hoi",p
14VA ha)rdshipsj, ind the inovitability of dofent.

(3) Thc enemy fnced durinz this operation posed n reml chnl-.
lwne to the rsy ops secti, -n as he was throu..:hly indoctrinnted by'his p~ol-
itical officcrs and felt he really could defect the FWIXAP' in this Pro&* The
NVA. hned spent, consicdernble. time massing troops and equipment Tin the area ran
he wns will prepnerc~d for long tent operations in the area., ''he usual type
themes did not 'spply ~i this cnse due to the well-equippod ýenemy forces)
thereforeý a different aplronch hscl to 11-e intiptel.

(4) On 2 November 1967, J' Qhieu Hoi npmed Vu Hong rallied
to the iLflVN at DAR To District Ho.,%:Iqunrters. This individual possessed infor-
mation thnt proved to bo invtluzible to both the Psy Op. situation aswel W61s7
the tnctical situntinn. Heý nancd units, personalities,, locptions and plans
og acti,:n* H6 was exI.oitod to the me.xIrvz extent by the Psy Ops agencies
and 4s r. resu1tp'marq, varied lenflets qn(.1 tapes wore nude. A~n intensive sat-.
urotion campjaifgn vwas initintel throurhout the AO utilizing the meterisl
obtained £ rom'Vi 11,onfg. Oaptured NVk personnel verified the fcct that the
name, and story of Vu H, rig wis known by the enemy throughout the nrea. of c~pez'-
atinns. On 21 Noven~rnlz 1967,. the !`rignde roý,ceivoci its first NiVA, tl~hicu Hoi",p
namcd Do Von TPa. This mn' was -ilso, exploited tr, the rwximum degreem, Within
24 hou;-s ifter hrv ruillied1p lenflets head been printed iand diseniinated- through-
out the nrea indicated As his unit locriti.n. Withi& 36 h..urs, teped appeals
Made by Do Van 11ap were also 'ocin, -,zroadcast in the Preno ?romt '7nd effective
utilizrntifn of these two Hoi Chcns took its toll oýn the; eneanies' moral as has
been evidcncodl by stntcrnents' made ly MWe
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(5) 1,n offort wns mnio t:., hnvo a I'sy Ops aircraft nt this
locaticon for more oxpdliticns n.nnd timely utilizaticn. The Pay Ops section of
the l.t Trigsdo felt that this wrs nmccessvry clue to the fluid tactical sit-
uati,,n. This exporiment was cancellc-' after 3 days dýue to the dcterinnti.i.n
by higher nuthority thet the runway was not suitable for the landing g:car of
the aircraft.

(6) h (.:round isy Ops toar, cnsistin(:: of two individuals
was assirnoed to the Pay Ops sooti n. This team was oquipped with a 250 watt
speakecr system nnd a 000 watt speaker system as well ,ns : tape recorder apd

wmmerous tapoe. Due to the fret that rne individuol of the two min tepm w5s
fluent in Vietnsmese., "n interpreter was not necess-rryr The team wns sent to
the various units of this cpmwnd for ground 'sy Ops rctivities AS a
result of the sucoss of this team, 4 a•dittn1l teams wore assigned to the
I Oy 0ps scct i• n on 20 Noveorber 1967, and one team sent to opch of the maneuver
bettaliona, Those teams broTadcrst a minimum of 4 h.urs dily and wore well
versed inthc tactc,.cnl situnti,",n with in their respective battali.,n :0. The
effectiveness -f these tea,.so in cnjuncti-n with the nerial Misions, roo-
mnins to be seen 1)ut the statements of i'W's suppcort the rssumption that this
two-pronged Psycheloical. strike ar~nist the ememr. is having the desired
effect.

(7) Ene=y Propaganda: There wns ne 2'tl efforton the part
of the enemy to employ -sy Ops qpninst FJMAF. :although he possessed leaflets
aimed mainly nt the .meric,ns* he fnilet. tc use thore. 1henther his failure
to utilize this mcdi= of wprfare wns by resipn cr due to FMYF tacticil gains
is not known. The enemy entered vill.,'es within the A 0,hut msdoe no real at-
tempts at using politicol' or psychrlcficil themes in his lectures to the vil-
l•a•�T he villaprers immie..i'rtely roported the entry to the friendly forces,
inUicttin,, ineffectiveness to intimi,!ote the civilirm populntion. There were
n•o reports of enemy terrorist activities with in the AO.

(8) I rp.,:n&da and .oliticnl in. .`ctrinati('n techniques
within the enemy forces structure continucd to f.allow patternsof the pasts
Each enemy unit, from c mpýany up, htn P. pcjitic'l officer -ssir-ned who equa1•
the rank of the conm=wnder ef the unit. This individual ai.pears to be will .

trainev and hirhly esteemed by members of the unit. The political officer
continued to approach the theme that the NVA are liberating the Soith Viet-
namese from the yoke of mericen o.pressic:n. The Chieu Hoi prouram con-
tinue(! to be the primciple crncern ,.f these 1-olitical Officers and they
extandod their greatest effort to degrado it.

(9) 'u sycholorical ý)perati-.ns evaluati.n, of the ind 4 ,enou'

populptUatindicated the acceptance of F-WYF and that "thi 'pojhUat1r;n ij whil.
heeitly behind the cause of demrocracy.

f. Civil A~ffairs:

(1) 1 survey of the hamlets in the Dak To vicinity was made
on 30 Oct,'bor 1967. To mv id :uplicnti n of the Civic Action effort, an

CC) ,I/vO51Z- '7-/4~
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ageement vids madoowith S Ocirl Forces to take over the Civic Actinn support
of 3 huamlets west, of Dak To kir Strip. In additir. n., joint visitations, twith
CIPO personnel providing security., woro und'ort ken nanme fohrhmes

buld i te(2) As intelleeince continu,ý4 to indicAte an NWA Dividsiora
buid u inthearen, qrcund sip.enker rasy Opa miissions wore launched sta rting,

the lat of November 196?. On the, nfternoon of the following 4ay p "Hoi
Chanh" belonging.ý to the 66th NVA Ihegiment turned~ himself in and provided
detailoed intel1it'ence on the omemy battle plan and units, Intense g~round and
air k-sy Ops louds,,eaker missions continued throut.h the next 10 (lay.sit
CIDO persa'nnel pr;Ivi0din,, goncrsl security.

(3) On 10 No'Vemtbcr 1967 the 8-5#,1st B'igsdej, was appointed
CiicAci~nCoor~dinato'r ofKontum rovvince by teComnondine General. A

survey was ro~de of the cities of Kontum imrvinco and other areas of the pro-
Vi vince free of NVA. cc~ntrcl. A Civic Acticn plan of supjort to major institute.

ions in the province was prepared.

(9 (4) Villaae Operatir.'nes

(a) Fytho middle of the mo~nth 1et Trigado Civic Action
teems of the Pattalicns in the forwerd AO were assigned the f-,llowint, hamlets
cn a permanent basis:

Drk flobie Zr. 002228
Dak Tomboe U, 006231
Tni Le Z11 99522-4
Dnk Ri ring. YPr 976221
Daic Mot Lop, YD 964228
Yang. Lo Nho YP 944239
DAkC Rioleane YP 936248

(b)' In addictie-n eirht other areas receiver! Civic action
visits from the Brigade S-5 section:

(Ko Joy ' Zr. 025216
Dak llonr Zr' 026H17
IT=n Csnh Zr' 063223
Lcong Kc n Hlojie zr 04924.1
Dak To Zr, 059267
Dien rinh ZD 090175
Canh Chn'o Zr 05,0251
Kontum A&S =80~85

(5) Un 17 Novomber 1967# "?nrecade 8-5 investigated' the WVA
attack on Tan Canh the previous evenine. Enomy mortar sites were located and
th people of the town calmed* r~equest w,-s received to clear land t,,ehind the
Puddahist temple end the Catholic 0rph~nnage (route of eipproach used ty the NWA)
this request was honorId A' Vietname~se Informati(.n team w' a requested from
i rovince for use in the area to cqlm the peoples fears. They were provided
end usod in Dak To ,!nd Kon Horang.

/I)/dc/ CC2-/V 2
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()Iridividupi. r'nc institut±'n Pssistance:

(a) APr*YrTE ofr lignjostic exrimnd,"ticne 17y rriesad
doctors was provided for the people of Dion Dinh through the St Psul ZH.saiori
School Disponenrys i~pproxdimstely 200 pe,.ýple receivecd this CAre.

(b) The Dnk To cemj.Piznrn resulted in'58 Civic Act~ion
visitao 705 ~DCAI'S were conducted --ind 1160 children pr'rticipated in'the
Youth Hecnlthirzogan

(W The ±clwina ntitutions or Kontum Province
wo~re assisted by the ]3rif,-ede 6-5 sections

Irudcdhiat School (Tan Canh) - 430 role or milk
was distributed.

St Tnun Orph~nnge (Tan C~inh) -1#000 lbs of rood,
1,9500 lbs cement$ 2j ton truck lnnd of nnrn 7-.oxes wore distributed.

Cno Dni Temple (Ten Cenh) - received l,00 lbs or
cement to repair its teziple schcol*

St i'-,,u3. Mission Schr~ol (Dion Dlinh) - reoceived 100
school kitas 426 ?nla on milk, 3 boxes rnedical supplies *nnd 21 ton truck loAd
or Pmo boxes.

Dr Smith Hop•itAl (Kontum) - received two W med-
ium tents were erected and presented to the hospital to hhuse Montplinard
fmilies cDring for their reletives. l ,800 lbs or food was distributed.

St Vincent Do 1'aul OrphrnnaCe (Kontuin) - received
8060 lbs of food and 400 gals'Or silk. I.rrangemonts were made to providefunds for the building of a kitchen,

(c)ndseofod e iwistintuted. (Kontum) 426 Cale of milk and 450

wered ossisted we'the disributd* - ein

13. (0) 3~uls

a. Friendly:
(1) KIL: 76
(M VIV 368
(3 Euipment:

Tank, iO43A3 1

1MG 5
M16 23

11atolcnl 45 15
ShotCun 3

(32)
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Gren 2Au 65.
Radios, iRC 25 21
Radios *110 46 5
Tel Set TL312
T1. 50-901 itm. 3849

b. Enem"
( O1) KIA 5 29 (inol units opcon)

2 CIA: 33( Vtearons ceptured

AKX4? 50
SKS 12
US Carb1
IeMG 10

4
D-140 11L 24

FTRadio 2
Tel 1
60m mttr 3

(4) Huniti: ,ns s
99rde 81m

80 Ap mines
90 Gren a~des (hand & IdUfle)
4210 rds SA omm,+

(5) Equipments
13 indiv prot mAske
.24 ruchss Wm.
various micollanious items (ponchos, amio
pouches, etc)

(6) Food Stuff:
Est 5 .tons. *ce(redistributed through 24STZ)

14. (C) Combat LtcBss,ns Lamed

a. Ldministrati Ti

Items Establishmont of dupicate S-I sectio e,
to be located at P.se Caep and at the forward Brigade element is necessity
during periods of extensive enemy cantact.

Discussion: With the wide dispersion of manever
units, cojmuniceti,:ns between the forward elements Pnd uui.port elements At
base camp is difficult end many times impossible. This lack of conmmunication

(N ) _ N
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gauges:43~i10 IV0 r1cio ,41Cov 'o v~~
saues slw racton ~iein evaluating the impact of casualitiess ard

thereby slowing the r~iplroaraent process. The forward 8-1 element of B~rigade
wasabl tomonitor lose nd actions of the manuevor units through the oper-

ations section, ond was then Pble to ooneolidote estiruated requirements and
4ert the Division repirioumeint oloments irmiudiately through woll establiahod
comr~unioetions ohannols.

Observation: The continuance of thu split S..l sec-
tion concept# with one portion IllWtas bolooa1.ud with the brigi"do forward C?
unables early action for rop2.acemunt processing.

b. Opernltions

(1) Item: Use of P'wcilliary r~dio receivers to
monitor battaslion comanand nets during atentv contact,

Discussion: During multiple enuiz.i conte'cts
affocting t~ore thnn eon manuover 1,rtta~.ion# ruxifliary receivers located in
the ýJigedu TOO wure used to wonitur battalt~n boramand nets. Theise i'ecei~rs
were monitored constantly during the period of the contact, and -illowed the,(
13rignde staff' to nnticipf.,to battalion requiriusa~nts, craid initiate action prior
tco the forr.Lol request frozi the units in contrct. This beoome ext~raraely Linp-
ortint- during rmultipi~le contacts. When thu brigtcX3 coririand net becieme over-
ldaded,, cr tied- up by o.ne unit ropcrting; nnd/cr roquusting as,.istance. .3y
utilisixg this riuthod, it Was p~..esibe.o, on Lany oooaissionsp tc advise the
unit that assistpnee was "on the way" inu-aedizntoly upon receiving the request

Oboroto: Le3igtl llshud ur.

te'in a minii~urn of twoý n~uxilliary Thuvusaaibe 3 criI.tri ngd TO e Ld mssn-
during tzactictal cporr'tions. rciosaalbefrzotrn upse

(2) Itera: Nc. coiaplotaly sr-.tisfaotury %xethcd for
Olea'rirlg now lrnding zonos exists at present. This. is. part iculrrly true of
atterapts u~ade in Kuntwa. Prcvineop whero triple cenopy vegetntion is the rule
rath~ than the excepticn.

forwrd S~ fr, uppot ~ Discussion: The require.hoint to estnblish
,,fowardFSP er~appor of amuever op,.rstions pls'c.JP. heavy burden upcn

air suppurt. All tuanner and ecoul.inrtiun of ir.uniticns wejrw used.* It
norratlly requfrud n. rxiinin=:, of J..ne vircraft (thrue flights) with heraVY
crdinnncep e.g., M-1.17$ M82* Vtith fuse extenders to establish an acceptable
one-ship landing* zone. Its wr~s then necessary to insert engineor personnel
as s~oo as possible tc clear and enlarge the ltindin6 zo~ne tc in size ccpýýble
cof hsndling the i-nijauri nuo-ber L'f holicc ptors necessnry to insure the
security of the unit (.n he ground.

Cbse~ration: Hard-casing, hcjvy, (1000, 750)
pound borabs with fuze ex~tenders cre thu only er-ticifnctcry x~tunitions for

inital lening f alvniný, zco,.rndthee hcve rti-inonlyraegin~ly
satisfact~ry in triple-crnc~py, h~rdwcod vegetatio~n.

(34)
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a, Buyp.ort Opl.rntiuns

(1) Itomn Ent-incer supijort in IrS olei~rinlff
and oonstruction

* Discussion: Heav %7 in0 su mb in
oWinetruactinM 'Attlion siz. F8r. aohsistod 6f aolpymont of the Da~ doter#
chein-saw equsndep e'd exteonsive cloc)lition oprpt±:flU.

*(a) Airlift of the WI clomer by CHi-54
(Flyine Or'~nn) to the F81 under c: nstruotir':' is invaluol1.o; howover,
the airlift contiersion kit j'ovided to aid this, eitmtL. a is unaatisftotnry,
requiriiw in exc~es of 3 hnaurs for rem~scmbly At the site, and two 011-54

vs~irt4.es. L~y scj~tiratir4-f the 116L into three loods; ono for onnchassis#
tnd frnme (CH-54)s one for tho Undet (CH-47)j, m~d'o.ne fo~r the tieoka

(CH-47); s,.rossunib4~ time ý,t the FBT Is 15-30 minutes lty a well-treIned crew*
( * (b) The 1heznintrn 1911 chain sew in,

totally WnsAtisfectory -for coearinr- n*orati~ns co~nductedl in tho Control-.
Hi~hl,.)nds* The sime end t~pa of trees (mostly'm'hcgo' ) encountered
ceanot be'aolred with this saw A~s it leaks the durrlŽilify of engine
and ohnin-blade neceawery.

(c) 0-4 explosive oo.ntinuoa to te for
superior to TNT for lond olemring, oporirti,:,ns * The XM-07 demoliti--.n kit
is S'xceptional in this resepcit as it is onsily carried -)nd cann be suited
to the tree with lose wý-rk, thorely nllowing fVoter clearing operetti-ns.

Observntions:

(a) The Pirlift ocnvcruion kit for the
D6D shculd 10ý elzirn tod fromz use.

(b) The Rcminetcn 18"1 chrin saw should
(be, repJ.rced by ecnmercial-duty,. hnrdoned-steel blode chrin saws,

(c) "'lane f~r any' ,pemticns involving
FBX3 acenatrtir~n in the Centrail M4i-hl,,nds maust provide f'or oi-tr-ininig and
stockpiling excoesuive quantities of C4, axý,losive.

(2) Itema Coralrt 6ssaults into previnusly
used fire bAses.

Discussion: Previously usod fire Ibases'
offer excellent lending sones in the. nror of Dnk To. Natural LZ's Pr

very scarce and usually require irnprovmont. Old F& t8 are cetsily mined,
booby trapped., and amrilshed, The eneiay, in this area is well rwf ro I the
sacrcity of U~s and plans for U.,S. f,,rces to use old fire bnees fe-cr cmnbft
assault landines,

(3,)
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Observntions Old V8 I's should not be
used as LZ if any other suitable LZ is availrble. If. arW ý'ther suitable
LZ is available. If they are usedj a heavy bomb proparntion must be used
to clear the LZ of mines and bonby traps, An extensive prepmration by
both air and artillery must be used on all likoly anti-heliborne terrain
on or near the LZ. Artillery and 'air should be shifted away from the LZ
but must be continuous tkiroughout the assault landing until the corr-ander
detozr4nes that the landing is unopposed. Partic•l•r ettention should
bo Lwven to fires on likely enemy heavy ma chine jun positions near the
approach and departure routes of toth helicopter and ground forces.

(3) Items Anti-helitorne ambushes

Discussions The enemy has oonduoted at
least one successful ambush of U.S. gunships. The situetion was a medical
evacuation and resupply of an infantry unit early in the morning afteor a
night of contact with the enemy. Four UH-lHts and two UH-IC gunships (Th
were sent to accomp3ish the mission. The gunships were flyinr just to the
right and forward of the leed UH-1H. The second gunship sighted a group
(5-7) of NVA in the open standing in a bomb crater.' The N VA made no

"attempt to hide or evade when the tunships flew over. The lead &unship
"turned around a srwll hill, back onto the oririnal flight ppth and started
a norl gun run at the smoke that the second gunship had dropped. Just
after •turning in on final and befere firing, the gunship wee taken under
fire from the ridge to his left with dendly accurete rocket, machine CUn,
and sma.ll Anrs fire. The 4.unship was litterally shot out of the air and
crash lnnded just beyohd the or4inal enemy located in the bomb crater.

/
1. Bnet.or in borb orater. (2

S /1r/ •k 2. Crnsh site.

"3. Friendly Cc

#4. Lnei, hwvy fire.

/5. flt pth of gunships.

/ /
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01,,csrtion: When enemy contact is prop
able and heliborne operntions nre to be conducted, An intensive H & II and defensive fire proaram shotld be fired on overlooking or prominent
terrain adjacent to the LZ prior to the arrival of the helieoptere*
Gunships should vary their approaches and gun runs on obvious tnrgets
when the terrain presents likely ambush sites.

(4) Items Instant foxholbu for forward units.

Discussions Overhead cover shortly after
the combat assault of a unit is often demanded by the enemy's capability
to mortar or rocket the unit. The arriving unit will not be sufficiently
set up and protected to withstand a mortar or rocket attack within 2-4
hours after the combat assault. One battalion sustained such an attack
the night of the day the unit combat assaulted two companies and moved
the rest of the FSE by OH-47. No KIA or WIA were sustained by this unit
using instant foxholes.

Observation: I rior to the movement of the
unit, £SP and timbers should be stockpiled, cut, and packaged into CH-47
loads so that when they nrrive in the new FS1 they can immediately be
emplaced for overhead cover. The foxholes are initially duP using shape
charwes. As usual, the infantry shrpes the foxhole and fills sandbags
to finish the foxhole with overhead cover.

An additional fourteen (14) CH-47 sorties are required to carry the
PSP1 shape chnrees, and timbers to construct the instant foxholes. The
tactical situation and the enermy's mortar and rocket capability will
dictate the use of this technique.

d. Evaluatipn of Lerial Reconnaissance

Discussions. During the reported period, aerial
reconnaissance in the lst Drigade Tqcticnl Area of Operations provided
imeasurable assistance in locating eneny base camps, fortifications
and movements$ The Aerial Personnel Detector <(/.PD-Snoopy) flew 26
mrissions of which 18 provided significant indications of enemy troop
concentrations. 21 of 21 visual reconnaissance missions producod significant
data confirming enemy trail activity and emplacements. On five of these
missions sichtinue confirmed previously recorded APD sensings. Only
five photo missions were flown due to the dense canopy in the area of,
operations which tended to reduce the 'effectiveness of this collection source.
However, on all photo missions numerous bunker and foxhole positiona were
recorded in sparsely, vegetated areas. Of 47 Infra Rea missions, 21
revealed possible locations of enemy• base camp or bivouac sites. It should
be noted that Infra Red is an .effective collection device particulerly
in support of operations in a jurnle environrment; however, the effective-
ness of this sensor was reduced by excessive no fire zone requirements.
As a general rule, No Fire Zones extending on a 20 kilometer radius
from a center point coordinate lasting up to 60 minutes were required.
Under such restrictions essentinl H&I fires must be terminated for an
unacceptable time covering a~aost the entire area of operations. The

Q, 0 N iS N47'JA L
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ground commander could not permit such #n oxxteneive cepsation of fire
under battle conditions oncountcred in the 1'de AsO. The only alternative
vas to obort the reconnaissance mission. In summary, density of vegetation
in the Dde A.O. determined the effectiveness or eorial' surveillAnoe devices.
Based on this criteria the APD produced the most significant results
followed in order br Visual Reoonnaissance, Infma Red, and Photography.

e. Logisticsu

(1) Items Sundry Pack
Discussions Items in Sundry Packs are

excallent except for a lack of writing material. Only 3 tablets and 30
envelopes are issued per 100 men.

Observation: Writing mfteriAl should
be increased to 5 tablets and 100 envelopes.

(2) Items Combat losses of Serial Numbered
Weapons,.

Discussion: The accounting for wenpons
by serial number on combat loss reports requires a physioal inventory
be taken. This is extremely difficult with units spread out on FS9ts,
Trains areas, rear areas and personnel moving between these areas.

Observation: Combat losses of serial.
numbered weapons be reported by totals to effect immediate replacement,
with serial numbers to follow or adjustment of serial numbers mnde when
unit is out of contact and returned to trains area.

(3) Items Class V

Discussion: Abnormally lqrge amounts
of class V were required during this operation by units in contact.

Observations That continued hieh basic (9
loads of amnunition be stocked and large quantities be established in
unit trains as emergency resupply and that close supervision be maintained
also.

(4) Item: Class V

Discussion: Units establishing FSP's
in A.O, encountered dense growths of large trees. In order to clear a
FSB large quantities of Demo were required. ASP has had a constant problem
meeting this demand.

Observation: ASP increas stocknge objectives
to support operations in this type of area.

(38)
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(3) Wreckor and/or Mechanical Handling
Equilziont (M),

Discussions The large volumn of Class V
required to be moved from the ASP to hook pads or to anmo preparation
areas and then'to hook pads plus nmintonance requirements and movement of
barrier material put a severe strain on the efficient handling of these
items. Due to lack of handling equipment, on most ocnasi•ona, paletised
loads had to be bro.ken in order to be handled by hnnd which caused delay.

Observations That authorisation be obtained
for Prigade to have at its disposal one (1) 5 Ton wrecker and one (1)
2,000 lb capacity fork lift for employment in movement of supplies in bulk.

(6) Item: Clothing in the field

Discussions Due to DX of individual
clothing, after contact, loss of clothing through laundry servioce and

S (. medical evwouation, many personnel did not have fatigues with name, rank
et. soewn on.

Observations The requirements to sew on
these items be eliminated from clothing in the field. Enlisted rank be
of the collar pin on type.

(7) Item: Repair parts at Spt Maint

Discussion: MUch difficulty hns been
experienced with the supply of repnir ports and DX items at Support Main-
tenance. Some items which remain critical are, batteries for 1/4 and 3/4
Ton Veh, Drako Shoes for 2 1/2 and 5 Ton, Generator engines, Magnetos
end Carburetors, Vehicle starters and gonerators.

Observation: Stocx levels at SPT Maint
be increased.

(8) Item, Hook Operntions

Discussions Some difficulty was experienced
both at Dak To Hook Pad nnd FSr's in that hook loids were not being
dropped where required. This was caused in some degree, at the Hook
Pads, by fathfinders not knowing where londs being bockhnuled belong,
and at the FSr Is by inconing hooks not eetting instructions ns to where
to drop or failure to estnblish cnmcunications with the FSD,

Observation: Units establish close
coordination with Pathfinders by keeping unit representative on Hook I ad
at all times hooks are operating to assist Pathfinders in placing bockhauls

(09)iiC.ON Fi1 r: N_ r l..L
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and that every. e$tort be made at FS .to establish comeo with Honks.

(9) Items Float items at Support MaintenAnce

Discussions The lead time necessary
for the replacement or repnir of some items, denies the units the use of
these critical itoms for some time. Float items at support muintenance
were non-existent,

Observation: That support maintenance
carry the following items as floats to replace, temporarilys like items
destroyed or in maintenance for ropair.

4.2mm mortar 1
81n2m' Mortar I
Sights$ Mortar 3
PRC-25 3 K

(1o) Items DX Point

Discussions The DX point was established -
five (d ) days too late to support units that came into the area for stand [

Observation: That MX point be established
as early as possible to support all units in the A.*0 f
FOR THE COMGNDER

8 Inclosures VAN I PIERCE
1st Lt, Inf

I- overlays I and 3 Asst Adj
2- overlay 2

3- overlay 4

4- overlays 5 and 7

5- overlay 6

6- overlays 8 and 10

7- overlay 9

8- overlay 11

(40)
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173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)

COMBAT OPERATIONS AFTER ACTION REPORT

BATTLE FOR DAK TO

Inclosure 7
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DEI'R hT OF TIh
MADQUARTERS 173D AIRBORNE BRIGAf (SEPARATE)

APO San Francisco 96250

AV•-SC 10 December 1967

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report - The Battle of DAK TO

TO: Commanding General
4th Infantry Division
ATTN: 29th Military Historical Detachment
APO San Francisco 96262

The following Combat Operations After Action Report is submitted in
accordance with unclassified message AVDDH-CG-M.-12-O22 dated I December
1967.

1. qnak: During October 1967 increased enemy activity in the
vicinity of DAK TO in KONTIUM PROVINCE was noted. Intelligence sources
revealed that large NVA forces were poised in the vicinity of DAK TO with
the intention t6 conduct attacks on Special Forces and CIDG Forces in tho
DAK TO/DAK SEANG area The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) minus the
3d Battalion (Airborne) 503d Infantry and Company D 16th Armor Battalion
was ordered tu deploy by air to participate in Operation MACARTHUR in the
DAK TO area of the CENTRAL HIGHIANMS. On 1 November 1967 the 4th Battalion
(Airborne), 503d Infumtry deployed to DAK TO - Increased enemy activity
necessitated the deployment of the 1-503d Infantry 2-503d Infantry, the
remainder of the 3d Battalion, 319th Artillery. and E Troop, 17th Cavalry
Squadron to DAK TO. The 173d Airborne Brigade (Seoarate) (-) in conjunct-
ion with elements of the 4th Infantry Division, the 1st Cavalry Division
(Airmobile) and ARVN forces, conducted search and destroy operations in
the DAK TO region through I December 1967

2. Name of' fOeratio~n The Battle of DAK TO.

3. &e.Lqreroes- Map Vietnam 1.50 000 Series L7014 Sheets 6538
I, II, III, and IV and 6539 II and, II.

4. Tuve of Operation- Search and destroy

5. Date ofQperation. 1 November - 1 December 1967

6. Loatio~n: Northern KONTUM PROVINCE in the vicinity of DAK TO.

7. CpW!d.-H y "xters 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate).

8. Repo-tins Officer- Brigadier General Leo H Schweiter

OIV N L) EN T"/A L
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SUJECT. Combat Operations After Action Report - The Battle of DAK TO

9. TAIL;Forceý -Ormiati urv

0QR ti n- MACARTHUR

SInfaxintr- A'ade ol't7rol
.8 BUT, 3-319th Arty HHC (-).
Engineer Demolition Team 1-319th Artillery C-)
3 Scout Dog Teems 173d Engineer Compay (-)

E-] 7th Cavalry
2-5O34 fant_ 173d Support Pattalion (-)
A Btry 3-319th Arty 173d Signal Company (Prov) (-)
Engineer Demolition Team 335th AHO (DS)
4 Scout Dog Teams 172d MI Detachment

404th RRU Detachment
k-5QO3.d Inf_.antry 51st Chemical Detachment '-)
C Btry 3-319th Arty 46th PI Detachment (-)
Engineer Demolition Team TACP (USAF)
4 Scout Dog Teams 24th MHD

3o bie t S F o
23d Mobile Strike Force Company
26th Mobile Strike Force Company
lot Battalion. 12th Infantry
lst Battalion 12th Cavalry
1 Platoon, D/69th Armor
B Btry, 2-19th Arty

10. Su•o,'.. t .ng•. r _e.s,

a. United Stat Air Fo__rce

(1) During' the reporting period the following close air
support missions were flown:

Preplanned Sorties. 265

Immediate Sorties 383

Flareship Sorties . 29

FAC (0-I) Sorties 127

Total Ordnance Delivered . 981 Tons

(2) During the reporting period the following B-52 missions
were flown:

Number of Strikes . . 20

Number of Sorties .. .. . 135

2
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SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report - Buttle of DAK TO

Total Target Area Covered 49 Square Kilometers

'Total Ordnance Delirered 3 348 Tons

(3) &q ultsAnA I tot. Tactical Air Support was

extremely effective during this operation. Bomb damage assessments reflected

numerous secondary explosions as a result of strikes and mortar and rocket

positions were silenced on several occasions. Heavily reinforced bunkers

and trench systems were difficult to detect and destroy even with the jungle
canopy removed.

(4) TLim nes_ s Sorties arrived within a useable time frame

and were effectively employed Immediate strikes were provided on a cont-

inuing basis Close coordination with support channels prevented aircraft

having to hold over the target for continuous periods. At no time when

troops were in contact were aircraft not available

b. ~vAr ýt on-

(1) Size of Force-

The Brigade was supported by the following Army Aviation

units during the Battle of DAK TO.

(a) 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) Aviation Platoon

(b) 335th Assault Helicopter Company (DS)

(c) 52d Aviation Battalion (GS)

(d) 4th Aviation Battalion (GS)

(e) Ist, Cavalry Division (Airmobile)

(2) How and When Employed-

Missions Sorties

Combat Assault 943
Armed Helicopter 402
Resupply 3934
Command and Liaison 1119
Aerial Reconnaissance 98
Psychological Operations 0
Aerial Observer 126

TOTAL 6622

3
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SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Repoot - The 1%tlei of W.K T3

(3) Highlights of Arim Aviation Activity, With the ,oep~ton
of two Fire Support Bassos all Brigade fire support biASeS. comund posts,
and laager sites were dependent upon Ami Avation for resupply troop
movement, and medical, evacuation. AVL Brigade artillery units were dis-
placed-by QH-?47 andCH-54 airoaft

(4) 3 653 bourn were flown in support of The Battle of DAK TO.

(5) 22,500 passengers were transported by rotary wing air-
craft during this operation.

(6) 3 700 tons o: cargo were flown during the opar~tion
for a daily Lverage of 148 tons.

(7) Results and Effeotiveneae! With .madimum utilization
of aircraft, Brigade forces conducted large scale bro6p movements resupply
missions, medical evacuation and close fire support missions Many
critical reinforcements of embattled units were accomplished despiite heavy
enemy fire and confined landing zones.

(8) Timeliness. Although a total of 12 helicopters were
damaged (11 repaired) by enem ground fire aviation support'was adequate
in all phases of the operation. This was due in large measuie to the
outstanding courage and flying skill of the members of the 173d Airborne
Brigade Aviation Platoon and the 335th Assault Helicopter Company in direct
support of the Brigade. Particularly this was the case in the battle for
Hill 875, where heavy automatic weapons fire was received on every approach
to the landing zone. Timely resupply reinforcement and medical evacuation
was dependent on the courage skill. and devotion to duty of the Brigade's
Aviators.

c. tl~ •__

(1) §60tOf orc e

(a) 3d Battalion, 319th Artillery (18 - i05mm How T) DS

(b) B Battery, 2d Battalion. 19th Artillery
(6 - -05mm How T) OPCON

(c) Additional General Support Artillery from Division
Artillery, 4th Infantry Division and 54th Artillery Group was utilizedthroughout the operation.

(2) Howand When Employe d

(a) Initial Employment: On 2 November B Btry, 3-319th
Arty moved by convoy to FSB 12 (YB 874256) closing at 1530 hours. C Btry

4
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"3-319th Arty moved by convoy to FSB 13 (YB 92.6259) on 6 November closing
at 1450 hours. A Btry 3-319th Arty moved on 6 November to a bridge isite
(YB 957242), closing at 1750 hoars.

(b) Displacement- On 7 November A Btry again moved bYhelilift to FSB 12, closing at 1200 hours. C Btry was helilifted on 9
November to FSB 15 (YB 855185) closing at 1403 hours A Btry was heli-
lifted on 12 November to FSB 16 (YB 815151) closing at 1945 hours At
0900 hours., 29 November C Btry was helilifted to FSB 13 closing at 1550
hours. A Btry was helilifted from FSB 16 to FSB .12

(c) On 1i November the battalion fired 3982 rounds
in support of the 1-503d Inf west of Hill 823 On 18 aid 19 November
7886 rounds were fired in support of the assault of Hill 875,

(3) Results and Effe2tiveness-

(a) Intelligence targets were engaged with one to
four firing units, dependent upon availability of firing units and pri-.
ority of the targets.

(b) Advancing and clearing fires were used extensive-
ly. Heavy artillery was utilized to hit overhead cover and clear bamboo.

(c) Blocking fires were utilized when feasible to
deny the enemy withdrawal reinforcement and resutmly capabilities.
Fires were planned daily on intelligence and interdiction targets by the
forward observers, Battalion Liaison Officers and the Battalion S3
POWs reported that fires were effective. An NVA element moving to an
attack position, near a fire support base aborted the mission as a re-
sult of KIAs and WIAs from artillery placed along the approach route

(d) Effective results were obtained by the counter-
mortar radar (PIQ-4). Mortar rocket and recoilless rifle fires were
detected during numerous attacks. Early identification of type attack
(mortar or rocket) was given by type trajectory detected. Grids located
were passed to all firing elements.

(e) Direct fire was used extensively by A Btry on FSB
16. Both HE (500 - 700 rounds) and Bee Hive (5 rounds) were fired. B-40
rocket positions were silenced on several occasions. Four secondary
explosions were observed from FSB 16 on one enemy position

(4) Timeliness-

(a) In some instances lapses in fire support occurred
when artillery check fires necessary to employ close air support were
employed too early. Close and timely ccordination between forward air

5
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SUJECT' Combat Operations After Action Report - The Battle of DAK TO

controllers, artillery fire support coordinators and ground oounawders
reduced this to a minimum.

(b) Quick meoction time to grids located by counter-
mortar radar resulted in many enow firing positions being silenced.

(5) assigns Fre.

MISSIONS ROMMQ )MDED

A-3-319 488 12 907
B-3-319 590 14 598
0-3-319 368 18 3.12
B-2-19 28 812

d. "El" TrooR 17th Ca__rqý='

(a) Troop, Headquarters

(b) Three (3) Reconnaissance Platoons

(c) LP2P Platoon

(d) Vehicles - 30,t ton vehicles 11 3/4 ton vehicles.
4-2j ton vehicles and 1 1500 gallon tanker

(2) How and When &loyIred:

(a) Initially the troops were airlifted to DAK TO.
They moved by.road from DAK TO to FSB Eagle (Brigade Fwd CP).

.(b) Unit was assigned Brigade Reaction Force command
post security, convoy escort Eagle flight and search and destroy missions
within the capability of the unit,

(3) Result and Effectiveness:

(a) Security of FSB Eagle was excellent

(b) Although the tactical situation did not necessitate
use of the troop as Brigade Reaction Force. the troop remained on a 30
minute "'ready status.

(c) Eagle flights kere not utilized as such The troop
conducted a platoon size combat assault in an effort to destroy a clandestine
radio site with negative results.

6
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(4) Timeliness. Operations were conducted at proper times
and locations,

e. ftjn e Cga

(i) _AEa%. gatlm : The 173d Engineer Company consisted of three
line platoons, one bridge platoon Qne water point section one maintenance
section and company headquarters.

(2) •t_• -..Wh 1 . A two man engineer demolition team
was assigned to each line company of the three infantry battalions.. One
NCO was attached to each infantry battalion headquarters to control these
teems and advise the battalion staffs The company, less demolition teams
completed engineer tasks in the base camp s-ea, Each line platoon retained
a readiness posture so as to provide imnediate assistance to their sup-
ported infantry battalions. During The Battle of DAK TO the following
activities were oonducted,.

(a) Operated two water purification points to supply
Brigade with potable water

(b) Cleared portions of Route 512 of mines from FSB 12
(YB 874257) to bridge #2 (ZB 002222),

(c) Cleared FSB 15 (YB 853186) and FSB 16 (YB 815147)
utilizing bangalore torpedoes and C-4 explosive

(d) Cleared an emergency LZ on Hill 875 (YB 797134)

(e) Constructed TOC, ASP and FDC bunkers and performed
other engineering tasks at various fire support bases

(f) Constructed an underground TOC at FSB Eagle.

(g) Supervised the construction of double apron and
triple concertina fences around FSB Eagle.

(h) Improved the roads at FSB Eagle

(i) Peneprimed brigade roads helicopter pads and
the Battalion Medical and Brigade supply areas,

f. •l Nia.t.rj olice _Pltoon

(1) Military Police Platoon consisted of six nine man squads
operated in three locaticns eir=3tanvously (All KHE, PHU HIEP, and DAK TO).

7
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(a) Latm ,g

1 Six nine man squads

_ One officer

3 Two investigators

(b) &AUient

I One 3/4 ton truck

2 Seven ¼ ton trucks

SEight M-60 machine gwus

A One .50 Caliber machine gun

(2). How and When Eameld•

(a) The Military Police Platoon deployed four squads to
DAK TO in support of the Brigades and conducted the following tasks*

i Provided escort to and from fire support bases
as required.

,2 Conducted Raids on establishments in the DAK TO
area to reduce the Vice and Narcotics operations,

3 Conducted town patrols in the village of TAN CANH
and a roving patrol from TAN CANH to DAK WON to control traffic and to assist
in the movement of convoys

SEstablished maintained and controlled the PW
Collecting Point.

SInvestigated and nrerared incident and offense
reports.

6 Provided perimeter security and controlled all
traffic entering and leaving the Brigade forward area

7 Provided internal security for the Brigade TOC
and Commanding General's personal guard.

8 Provided security for the COMUSMACV, other
Generals, Field Grade Officers and dignitaries on 1 December 1967.

8
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SUBJECT: tombat Operations After Action R*ort - The Battle ot DAK TO

(3) Military Police participated
in The Battle of DAK TO with positive results, attitude anW effecti"Or-sss
in all military police functions

(1) " 9•fM2 The Brigadt Chemical Section supported
by the 51st Chemical Detachment (DBRE) conducted offensive chemical missions
in support of the 173d Airborne Brigade during The Battle of DAK TO
(1 Nov 67 - 1 Dec 67).

(2) Ho ndnJ1z

(a) Herbicide Operations' Defensive defoliation

missions were conducted by the Chemical Section using a UH-ID helicopter
and a 55 gallon capacity homemade spray apparatus. Three missions were
flown, all in support of.the. 2-503d Inf The target areas were heavily.
vegetated and close to the battalion's fire support base which provided
excellent concealment for enemy ground or mortar attacks.

DATEFSB COOQRDNATES OFTARGET

17 November 1967 16 Hill vic BQ 813154
27 November 1967 12 Stream vis BQ 870260
30 November 1967 12 Stream vic BQ 870260

(b) Flame Throwers- The Chemical Section assisted
the Chemical Staff Specialist of the 4-503d Inf in Dreparitig flame thro-
wers and thickened fuel for the offensive employment of flame on HILL
875.

(3) Res~ults andEffectivenes

(a) The tactical effectiveness of the defoliation
mission near FSB 16 was not realized because 2-503d Inf moved to FSB 12
soon after the mission was flown, At FSB 12 and FSB 16 the foliage is
beginning'to show effects of thot.herbicide. The defoliation at FSB 12
will result in assisting the overall defense of the CIDG Special Forces
Camp now under construction at that location

(b) Plans and coordination for future use of flame
throwers- should include the inxIng of thickened fuel and servicing of
flame throwers at the FSB and not at the forward location Difficulty,
was experienced in mixing the thickened fuel at the forward location due
to debris in the air caused by helicopters in the area

(4) Timjlneq' All missions were accomplished on time
and in an efficient manner

9
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h, Long Range Reconnaiseance Patrol Platoon (IWR):

(1) §iuao Qf an

(a) Two (2) officers.

(b) Fifty-five' (55) enhlted z=4~

(2) How and When Branloyed' The WRP Platoon moved to the
forward operational area at DAK TO on 4 November 1967 by 0-130 aircraft.
Operations began on 12 November with the insertion of two teams between
0710 and 0725 hours Throughout the Battle of DAK TO the LRRP's conduc-
ted a total of 8 missions (6 area reconnaissance missions and 2 area re-
connaissance and prisoner snatch), The LRRP's continued Operation MAC-
ARTHUR in the DAK TO area after the Battle of DAK TO

(3) Results andEffectiveness: The LRRP's were successful
in either observing or making contact with the enemy on five missions,
The remainder of the missions were successful to the extent that they
provided information as to whether or not the enemy had been or presently
was operating in the area. The physical results of the LRRP missions
were as follows"

(a) Contact made and small arms fire exchanged - 3

missions7

1. Enemy losses - 5 NVA KIA (BC)

2. Weapons captured - 3

a. Friendly losses - 0

(b) Enemy sightings made with no exchange of fire -

(4) Timeliness- The normal IRRP reaction time including
AO reconnaissance, briefing of helicopter pilots, gunship pilots and the
issue of operations orders during the operation was approximately 12 hours.

i. 39th Scout Dog Platoon:

(1) General° The scout dog team is most effectively em-
ployed by utilizing them as part of the point element. In open terrain
the team should be directly in front of the formation In thick or moun-
tainous terrain the team should work behind the point man This ,alows
the point man to break trail, thus the dog has more freedom of movement
The dog doed not exert as much energy when a trail is prepared for him.

10
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(2) The soout dog teams employed during Thi Battle of DAKTO from 2 Nov 67 to '1 Dec 67 were employed as outlined above. The terrain
in DAK TO is very mountainous and the dogs needed assistance. This proved
f ffective ean the dogs' endurance was not significantly hampered. Further

the dogs maintained an interest while s6outing.

(a) The scout dog teams were employed to provide
early silent wtrning as to the enemy's presence In several instances
the dogs also alerted on medical and food caches, tunnel networks and ex-
tensive bunker complexes.

(b) The scout dogs worked as Dart of the point ele-.ment.on all movements, During the fight for Hill 875, once contact was
made, the dogs were'moved tothe rear for their own protection,

(3) The manner in which the scout dog teams were used
during the operation was highly successful. The overall condition of the
animals plus the manner in which the dogs were used added to thoir.effec-
tiveness Their alerts were checked and gave our forces ample time to
set up and maneuver

(a) One. handler and his dog was killed on 13 Nov withB-2-503d Inf. Should a handler be killed and or separated from his dog
a muzzle should be placed on the dog and the animal should be evacuated as
soon as possible to the reMr area,

(b) The us0* of the scout dog once heavy contact was
made was excellent. If a sustained fight is imminent great harm could
come to-the dogs. Mortar, artillery and air strikes have a very adverse
effect on the dogs hearing. The handlers moved their dogs to the rear
to protect the dogs from the sounds of these large caliber weapons.

(c) One team was attached to the 173d Engineer Com-
pany to assist in mine clearing operations. The team received additional
trairing on detection of trip wires which proved very effective, Once
the team was employed, no mines boobytraps or any type contact was made.

11. ;n e

a. Enew-St-atin Prior to the 0eratiqo : Prior to the
commencement of the operation the following enenw units were believed
to be in the area of interest- lst NVA Div 32d NVA Regtý 66th NVA Regt;
174th NVA Regt. 24th NVA Regt, 40th NVA Arty Regt; and the 304th VC
Inf Bn The enemy had the capability to,

(1) Attack the DAK TO complex with three NVA Regiments
supported by the indirect fires of the 40th NVA Artillery Regiment.

11
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(2) Defend in battalion strength when contacted by US
troops. It was doubtful if he was capable of massing a regimental de-
fense due to US Air and'Artillery

(3) Withdraw from the area at the time and place or his
choosing.

(4) Reinf6rce the battlefield with the 174th NVA Regt which
was located west of DAK TO in the vicinity of the Cambodian border.,

b. Order .of Battle Findings and Summary of the area of operation-

(1) A Hoi Chanh. who rallied on 2 November at DAK RI village,YB977220, identified himself as a sergeant from a special reconnaissance
element of the 66th NVA Regt The rallier stated he was an artillery
specialist and that the mission of the reconnaissance element was to re-
connoiter and to prepare rocket positions The Hoi Chanh stated that a
major for whom he worked indicated the following attack plan- Elements
of the 40th Arty located NE and SW of DAK TO to SF Camp were to attack
the camp and possibly the DAK TO'district headquarters. The 66th and 32d
NVA Regts, located south and southwest of the SF Camp were to attempt to
overrun the camp. The 174th NVA Regiment, located approximately 10 KM
west of DAK SEANG SF Camp was to be in reserve. The 24th NVA Regt was
located 15 KM north of DAK TO and had the mission of blocking reinforce-
ments to the camp and preventing friendly forces from evacuating.

"('2)" The mention of the 40th Arty Regt by the Hoi Chanh was
the first mention of this unit, The 40th Arty Regt includes the 200th Arty
Bn which is equipped with 120mm mortars and 122r= rockets On 20 November
2-503d Inf received 120mm mortar fire to lend credence to the report that
the 40th Arty Regt was in the area. There were no prisoners or returnees
who made mention of this unit. No documents were captured to confirm the
presence of this unit in the area of operations.

(3) Documents captured 6 November at YB843203 identified 019
the Recon Company of the 66th Regt and also identified elements of the 7th
and 8th Bns of the 66th Regt.. The 66th Regt was in contact with elements
of the 1-503d Inf and 4-503d Inf vicinity YB853187 The 66th Regt suffered
104 KIA (BC). On 11 November YB845185 1-503d Inf again engaged elements
of the 66th Regt killing 142 NVA (BC) The 66th Regt moved to the west
into Cambodia after these engagements,

(4) PW's and documents captured 16 November at YB801151confirmed the presence of elements of the l74tV Regt The 174th Regt fought
on Hill 875 with the 2-503d Inf This action assisted the 32d NVA Regt
66th NVA Regt and command elements to withdraw from the area of operations
and enter Cambodia

12
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(5) Nong Truong I -- Ist NVA Diirsion is believed to have
been directing the operations in the DAK TO area The confirmation of 174th
Regt in the area confirms the fact that the 174th Regt has probably replaced
the 88th Regt in the let Division The 174th has rreviously been carried
as subordinate to the B3 Front, The 88th Regt has been reported to be
operating in DARLAC Province.

c. Terrain and Weather Analysis

(1) Terrain, The area of operations fell within KONTUM
Province. The western boundary was the Cambodian and Laotian borders
The southern most boundary was designated by the YB09 E-W grid line The
northern most boundary was designated by the YB4O E-W grid line The east,-
ern most boundary was the DAK PSI River The DAK POKO and DAK PSI Rivers
are the major drainage systems in the area The relief of the area is
characterized by high mountain ranges interlaced by river valleys and streams
The vegetation is characterized by dense stands of bamboo in the low areas
and on the mountain sides with a continuous canopy 40-70 feet high There
are some grasslands and savannah in the area. Malor routes into the area
are National Hdghway 14 and Communal Route 512

(2) Weather- The weather during the Battle of DAK TO was
characterized by little rainfall or thunderstorm activity. Cloudiness
was at a minimum with ceilings from 2000 feet to 5000 feet Low clouds,
bases 3000 to 5000 feet, cover more than half the area less then 10% of-
the time. Temperatures ranged from 55-91 degrees.

12. Mision The 175d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-) conducts
search and destroy operations in cooperation and coordination with ARVN
forces within AO SPAATZ. Conduct reconnaissance with Mobile Strike Force
Companies in AO, provide security for BEN HET Base complex Establish
liaison and be prepared to reinforce/relieve DAK SEANG and DAK PEK Secure
FSB at IB918258

13. Concelt ofperation 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-) derloy

by airlift from AO BOLLING to KONTUM/DAK TO. On or about 1 Nov6mber Task
Force 4-503d Inf moves by air from TUY HOA to DAK TO (OPCON 4th Infantry
Division) and then to BEN HET and conduct search and destroy operations.
On or about 5 November Task Force 1-503d moves by air from TUY HOA to
KONTUM (OPCON 4th Infantry Division) and then to REMT ET and conduct search
and destroy operations. On or about 6 November Task Force 2-503d moves by
air from TUY HOA to DAK TO and will become the division reaction force upon
closing DAK TO. Headquarters and support elements will move by air from
TUY HOA to DAK TO. Upon closure of the Brigade in the DAK TO area units will
revert to OPCON 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate).

14. _ecution:

a. D +.. .6 ( 0cOtber 1967)
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SU :MU Combat Opeation Aftsi Aetion Phport The kttls Of DU TO

Chmnasa in ~aa t[9 LQ•IU JaI' None

i F��RAG mm 14 to OPORD 2-67 Published
ordering a one bttalton task foroe to DAK TO OPCON to the 4th Inf Div on
1 Nov 67

iCa' Task Force 4-503 Inf
became OPCON to the 4th
Infantry Division upon
arrival at DAK TO.

Oeratlonal Sumiar Commencing 1100 hours 4-503d Inf and
B-3-319th Arty were airlifted from TUY HOA to DAK TO Upon arrival they
became OPCON to the 4th Inf Div

a. D +8 (2 November 1961).

as in Tak. ~ Org4zaNone.

gDeXat onaSSqMrY" Elements of the 4-503d Inf finished
the airlift to DAK TO at 1715 hours

d. DP+21(3Nover..ber ;="%

9ha .s. in..T~ask_ F__orce _•g_ otn."jv None.

02eLatiqonal - Task Force 4-503d tnf at MW HET OPCON
to the 4th Inf Div

qhngs FoskYrce Or&anization! None.

Ol Sqma: The Brigade .Prepared to move one company
on one hour notice and Task Force 1-503d Infantry (-) on x .hours notice
to DAK TO commencing at 0400 hours FRAG ORDER 15 to OPORD 24-67 was
published ordering this Companies A, C and D/4-503d Inf initiated move-
ment abreast by 0845 hours and continued search and destroy operations to
the southwest. They had negative contact or sightings during the day and
lakgered at 1400 hours. Intelligenoe and LRRP contact reports indicate
that eney was occupying the area to the south west in strength The unit
was believed to be the 66th NVA Regiment.

f. D + U (Nv~'27

C___hlg. in T.qsk Forie. Or d i•i: None
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1UIBtCT'P Ccmbat Operotinns After Action Renor - The Rattle of W, Tfi

Q.eatj•o.al Sw•,na The 1-503d Infant ., with E-l7th Cavalry
OPCON and C-3-319th Art.illery began a helilift to clear AO GANDEJR and
to prepare for redeployment to DAK TO. E-17th Cavalr, returned to Brigade
contrdl at PHU HIEP upon extraction from AO GANDER.

The 4-503d Infantry helilifted from AO's PEAK and ARROW to
.PHU HIEP and prepared for the airlift to DAK TO.

The 4-503d Infantry initiated search and destroy operations
to the southwest of their night laager site at YB 855191 At 1130 hours
Company "C" discovered an eneny base camp at YB 839223 Company ",A" was
ordered to follow Company 'D" as a rewerve force as contact seemed imminent.
At 1220 hours, "C" Compnay located another NVA/VC base camp at YB 840219
.containing a large number of foxholes All elements closed into Aaager
sites by' 1630 hours and received the mission of establishing Fire Support
Base 15 at YB 853187 the following day, There was negative contact reported,
during the day

g. D +_12 ~ { movnber 1967)

Ches in Task Force Organization! 2-503d Infantry! OPCON to
the 4th Infantry Di.v ...ison The.2h Mobile Strike Force Company OPOON to
the 4-503d Infantry at 1240 hours. 1-503d Inf OPCON to the 4th Inf Div

Operati~ona~l SuMnpary Upon arrival at DAK TO the 1-503d Infa~n-
try was deployed to FSB 12 (YB 872257). Upon arrival. "A" Company became
the security force for FSB 12. "B" Company moved out on a road clearing
operation to FSB 13 and "C," and I'D" Companies initiated search and destroy
"operations in their assigned zones.

The 2-503d Infantry was lifted to DAK TO, Upon arrival they
moved to YB 046210 where they were given responsibility of securing the 173d
Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-) Headquarters and were placed OPCON to the
1st Brigade, 4th Infantry Division as the Division Reaction Force.

Companies A C&D/4-503d Inf initiated movement to Hill 823 at
YB 853187 at 0845 hours. That morning 3 airstrikes were called in on Hill
823 beginning at 0815 hours. At 1300 hours Company "D" received automatic
weapons fire at YB 849201. At 1430 hours Company "B' made a cold LZ assault
on Hill 823. Shortly afterwards they were attacked by NVA forces and air-
strikes, artillery and helicopter gunships were called in around the hill.
At the same time, I'D" Company was in heavy enemay contact. At 1510 hours,
"A" Company was ordered to link up with "D" Company. It was estimated that
the two companies were in contact with a reinforced enemy platoon on the
hilltop at YB 849201. All contact was broken at 1900 hours with "Gi" Company
laagering alone and "A" and "D" Companies laagering together at YB 849201.
Contact continued on Hill 823 throughout the night. Total casualties for
the battalion were 17 KIA and 37 WIA with enemy casualties unknown.
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SUBJECT" Canbat Operations After Aotion Report - The Battle of DAU TO

h. D__]bet, 9P

2 sQnzejinTank 7rqoqt 0rgazin . 1M" 1-503d Infantry and 4-503d
Infantry returned to OPCON of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) -W).
C-1-503d Infantry OPCON to Task Force 4-503d Infantry.

Ooerational Swnar The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
commenced Operation MACARTHUR At 1000 hours the lst Battalion 503d Infan-
try initiated search and destroy operations in AO FALCON. "D" Company
returned OPCON to the 1-503d Infantry. At 1300 hours C-1-503d Infantry was
helilifted from PSB 12 to an LZ vicinity of YB $49941, closing at 1345 hours
and becoming OPCON to the 4-503d Infantry

The 2-503d Infantry initiated search and destroy operations in
a safll AO in the vicinity of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-) base.
"C" Company received a burst of automatic weApons fire from the west while
laagering at a position near FSB 5. They returned fire with negative re-
sults or casualties.

The 4-503d Infantry's "'B" Company remained in contact on Hill
823 with sporadic rocket and mortar fire continuing throughout the night
and into the day. At 0712 hours "B" Company captured one (1) NVA who was
evacuated for interrogation. At 1330 hours C-l-503d Infantry was helilifted
into Hill 823 to support Company "B" and became OPCON to the 4-503d Infantry.
During the day a police of the battlefield showed over 50 NVA KIA (BC) and
a large amount of enemy weapons and equipwnt captured. During the day
Companies "C" and "D" linked up with Company "A" and completed a thorough
search of the battle area from the previous day.

A-3-319th Artillery moved by helilift from YB 953238 to FSB 12,
closing at 1245 hours.

E-17th Cavalry closed FSB EAGLE at 1500 hours and assumed the
mission of the Brigade Reaction Force.

i. + {Uiozvnber i.U

ghanjesin Tls Force 0r~ani o" C-1-503d Infantry returned
to OPCON of 1-503d Infantry. 23d Mobile Strike Force element OPCON to 4-503d
Infantry.

Oneration1l Suumary" The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR. The 1st Bn 503d Infantry continued search
and destroy operations in AO FALCON. At 1445 hours C-1-503d Infantry en-
gaged 8 NVA vic YB 849141 resulting in 1 US WIA 1 US KIA and 1 NVA KIA.
At 14 hours, C-1-503d Infantry received 10-20 mortar rounds vicinity of
YB 853187 resulting in 1 US WIA. Counter mortar fire was initiated with
unknown results. At 0945 hours. D-1-503d Infantry while on a road clearing
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SSUBJECT- Combat Operations After Aotion Report - The Battle of DAK TO

mission vir YB 907263, eoeived one B-40 rocket launcher round resulting in
one Bulldozer destroyed. At 1730 hours "D" Company was helilifted from FSB
12 to an LZ vicinity YB 853187 closing at 1806 hours.

The 2-503d Infantry continued its base security, search and
destroy operations and mission as the Division Reaction Force for the 4th
Infantry Division. At 0955 hours 2-503d Infantry received word that it
was on 6 hour alert as the 4th Infantry Division Reaction Force. The 2-503d
Infantry was further given a warning order concerning an air mobile assault
"on 10 November.

The 4-503d Infantry continued its operations preparing Companies
"A", "0" and "D" for extraction to FSB 12. Company "D" initiated search
and destroy operations around Hill 823 this morning discovering an NVA base
camp and a large amount of NVA equipment and several NVA bodies. Extraction
of "D" Company from Hill 823 was begun at 1440 hours but was delayed due to
incoming mortar and small arms fire. Movement to FSB 13 was completed by
1830 hours.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force at FSB
EAGLE.

[J. D + 15 (9 November 1967)

Changes-in Task Force Organization 23d Mobile Strike Force
Company released from OPCON to the 4-503d Infantry.

Operational Su - The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate}y(-)

continued Operation MACARTHUR. The 1st Battalion, 503d Inf at 1200 hours
was helilifted from FSB 12 to FSB 15, closing at 1624 hours. Upon closure,
the 1-503d Infantry assumed responsibility for AO CONDOR, At 0750 hours.
C-i-503d Infantry found an NVA body at YB 853187. Body was assumed to be
KIA by artillery fired the night before. At 1220 hours C-3-319th Artillery
was helilifted from FSB 13 to FSB 15 closing at 1440 hours.

The 2-503d Infantry continued its assigned mission. "A" and
"IB"I Companies conducted a road clearing mission. At 1725 hours, the DAK TO
airstrip received 6 mortar rounds. At 1840 hours "C" Company was inserted
into an LZ in an attempt to knock out the mortar position. They had negative
"results. B-52 strikes were scheduled in support of the air assault which
still remained in the planning stages having, been postponed until the llth.

The 4-503d Infantry continued operations with all elements of
"A"t. "tC" and I'D" Companies being extracted from a PZ at YB 844192 by 1223
hours. Small arms fire was received in the area on several occasions with
negative results. Company "D" assumed a road clearing mission from FSB 13
to FSB 12. The 23d Mobile Strike Force Company was released from OPCON of
4-503d Infantry to the 4th Infantry Division at 1000 hours.
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AVW4_C 10 December 1967
SUBJUCT: Combat Operations After Action Report - 'rhe oAttle of DMK TO

Z-17th Cavalry continued as the BriFjýe t*U&ation Force at FSS
EAGLE.

Mobile Strike Force elaments frow jLETKU continued patrolling
activities in AO's CONDOR and FALCON without t:r-.taot,

k. D + 16 (10 November 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organir tion' The 2-503d Infantry return-
ed to the OPCON of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-).

Operational Siunar7: The 1-503d Infantry continued search anddestroy operations in AO CONDOR. At 1330 hours. "A" Company found 6 NVA
bodies in a base camp ,ic YB 850186. The NVA had been dead .24 hours from
81n mortar fire.

The 2-503d Infantry was replaced in their AO by elements of
the 1-8th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division. The 2-503d Infantry consolidated,
received their operations order and prepared for an air assault and subse-
quent search and destroy operations on 11 November 1967. Early in the mor-
ning "C" Company had accidentally shot and killed one of their men who had
wandered outside the. perimeter and failed to respond to a challenge.

The 4-503d Infantry continued operations with Company "D" on aroad clearing operation. They were fired on during the daVy by an unfnown
number of NVA or VC at YB 899274. Fire was returned with small arms and
tanks with unknown results. On investigation a blood pool was found. Company
"C" discovered footprints at YB 857254 but could not follow them.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force at FSB

EAGLE.

Mobile Strike Force elements continued patrolling activities
in AO CONDOR and AO FALCON without contact.

1. D + 17 (:U November 1967)

Changes in Task Force Organzation: C-4-503d Infantry OPCON
to Task Force 1-503d Infantry.

-Oerational Svmmax, The 1-50"d Infantry continued search and
destroy operatibns'.in AO CONDOR utilizing Task Force BLUE (G-l-503d Infantry
and one platoon of D-l-503d Infantry). At 0828 hours Task Force BLUE came
into contact with'.-50 NVA in bunkers at YB 844182 and came under ground and
mortar attack. TF' BLUE withdrew and called in artillery and mortar fire.
During this time two 4.2" mortar rounds fell short causing one US KIA and
2 US WIA. TF BLUE moved back into the contact area at 1135 hours and found
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SUWJ ' Coat Operations after Av•tion Re-ort - The fttle of IRK TO

mNO sqmd size bunkers and trench systems. *,t 15W0 hours TF BLUE madecontact with an en"W OP and again called in artillery

At 0950 hours, "C" Company engaged en estimated battalion Oiseenee force via YB 825184 and at 1002 hours began receiving incoming mortarfire. At 1012 hours, "D" Company as a part of Task Force BLACK moved to
link up with "C" Company and formed a perim4tor receiving grenade fire. By1020 hours, "C" Company was receiving fire from 3 sides and "D" Company had
linked up with them. At 1112 hours, "C" Company reported that their perimet-
er had been breached. At 1116 hours a decision was made to insert C-4-503d
Infantry into an LZ at YB 824188, All firing stopped at 1120 hours. 1,t
1224 hours, TF BLACK was under attack again until 1253 hours. At 1324 hours
the Task Force was again receiving small arms and mortar fire. Still underfire at 1437 hours, C-4-503d Infantry and TF BLUCK linked up. By 1558 hours
all incoming fire had stopped A sling load of anmo was dropped too faroutside the perimeter to be recovered at approximately 1130 hours. Resupply
was finally made at approximately 1545 hours. During the contact all air-
strikes were diverted in support of the two Task Forces in contact. Results,
Friendly- 20 KIA. 154 WIA 2 MIA. Enemy: 116 NVA KIA (BC).. 2 NVA POW's.

Elements of the 2-503d Infantry assaulted a hilltop 3 miles fromthe Cambodian border with negative enemy contact.

4-503d Infantry elements continued operations in their assigned
AO's. "D" Company conducted road security operations after a 3/4-ton truck
hit a mine at YB 893271. At 1115 hours "C" Company was alerted to prepareto conduct an air assault in support of 1-503d Infantry contact. Company
"C" was airlifted into an LZ vicinity YB 830189 at 1150 hours. Upon landing
they became OPCON to the 1-503d Infantry. At 1920 hours.. FSB 12 received
6-10 rounds of rocket fire from the west. During the night other fire was
received and movement noted. Fire was initiated with unknown results.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

Mobile Strike Force elements from PLEIKU and CIDG elements fromDAK TO continued patrolling activities in AO HAWK and AO FALCON. At 0825
hours, the MIKE Force OPCON to the 2-503d Infantry engaged an unknown size
NVA force vic YB 833143 resulting in 1 MSF WIA.

m. D + 18 (:1-2 2 NLember 1967)

Changes in Task Force O0AL "zation! Mobile Strike Force elementOPCON to 1-503d Infantry made OPCON to 2-503d Infantry. NIKE Force Company
from DAK TO OPCON to 4-503d Infantry.

SOerational ,Suma Task Force 1-503d Infantry continued search
and destroy operations in AO CONDOR and policed the battlefield. At 1105
hours, TF BLUE engaged an unknown size NVA force in bunkers vic YB 835184
resulting in 3 US KIA and 6 NVA KIA.
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SUBJECT: Combat Opeations After Action Report - The Battle of [MK TO

The 2-303d Infantry continued esearch and deetrWo operstbime in
AO HAWK. At 0755 hours, A-2-503d Infantry 0-2-503d Infantry ww t.u. 2.503d
Infants7 4.21 Mortar Platoon were helilifted from FSB 5 to FSB 16, closing
at 1115 hours. At'l020 hours, A-2-503d Infantry engaged 6-8 NVA vic
YB 835184 resulting in 1 NVA KIA. It 1130 hours, A-2-503d Infantry engaged
an unknown eize EVA force vie YB 810149 resulting in 19 US WIA. Contact was
broken at iU30 hours. At 1300 hours, B-2-503d Infantry engaged an unknown
size enem force at YB 815150 while attempting to reinforce A-2-503d Infantry
resulting in I US KIA and 11 US WIA, At 1300 hours C-2-503d Infantry en-
gaged an unknown size NVA force vie YB 815150 resulting in 6 US WIA. At
1640 hours, C-2-503d Infantry engaged an unknown size NVA force vic YB 813149
resulting in 3 NVA KIA, 5 small arms., 1 rocket launcher and 10 grenades cap-
tured. At 1640 hours, A-2-503d Infantry captured one NVA vic YB 310151.

At 1800 hours, one platoon of A-3-319th Artillery was helilifted
from FSB 12 to FSB 16 closing at 1910 hours.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

At 1700 hours LRRP Team "D" engaged 21 NVA vic YB 800245 re-
sulting in'2 NVA KIA.

MIKE Special Forces elements from PLEIKU continued patrolling
activities in AO's FALCON and CONDOR without contact.

Company "B", 4-503d Infantry continued road clearing operations
while Company "D" conducted local security operations. The battalion
received road clearing responsibility east to a bridge at YB 952248.

n. D + 19 (13 November 1967)

Task Force OManization Chanqes: C-4-503d Infantry released
from OPCON to 1-503d Infantry.

OneratiLnAl Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR. Task Force 1-503d Infantry continued search
and destroy operations in AO CONDOR. At 1010 hours:, TF 1-503d Infantry re-
leased C-4-503d Infantry from OPCON to its parent unit. 1-503d Infantry re-
ported 4 more US MIA's as a result of the contact on 11 November. FSB 15
received 72 82=m mortar rounds from 1900 to 1932 hours. By 1730 hours,
C-i-503d Infantry had found 51 NVA bodies,-,1 B-40 rocket launcher 1 rifle,
11 AK-47's, 4 RPG machine guns and 5 SKS rifles vic YB 825185. resulting from
the Ui November contact.

The 2-503d Infantry continued search and destroy operations in
AO HAWK. At 1658 hours, elements of A-2-503d Infantry and B-2-503d Infantry
engaged an unknown size eneoy force vic YB 812151 resulting in 10 US KL,
20 US WIA and 6 US MIA. At 0758 hours C-2-503d Infantry found 5 NVA bodies
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SUB" Combat Operations .,fter .,ct.on Rerort - The Sattle of Mx IM

vic PSB 16 (se enclosGed Combat .,fter Action Reprt for details).

Companies "1, and "D" 4-503d Infantry assaulted an LZ at YB
903186 at 1530 hours. They then initiated search and destroy operations to
the north. Company "DI" continued security mission of FSB 15. Company "C"
assumed security mission of FSB 12 after returning to the operational con-
trol of 4th Battalion at 1640 hours.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

NIKE Special Forces elements engaged an unknown size enemy force
via YB 834125 resulting in 1 NVA KIA.

o. D + 20 (14 November 1962.1)

Changtes in Task Force Orx izationn A-i-12th Cavalry OPCON to
2-503d Infantry.

Operational Sqmarx. The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR. 1st Battalion 503d Infantry continued search
and destroy'dperations in AO CONDOR. At 1428 hours A-1-503d Infantry
found 9 NVA KIA, 1 B-40 rocket launcher and 2 SKS rifles at YB 826184 re-
sulting from the 11 November contact. At 1005 hours. B-1-503d Infantry
found 4 NVA KIA vic YB 851188 killed by 81m mortar fire.

2-503d Infantry withdrew eastward carrying their WIA's with
them. At the vicinity of YB 813154 they set up a new perimeter around a
bomb crater and DUSTOFF took out their casualties. The total casualties
for the nontact of the 13th and 14th was: "B" Company - 21 KIA 17 WLI-
"A" Company - 3 WIA. Throughout the morning airstrikes. artillery and mor-
tar fire was adjusted in on the NVA positions. At 1300 hours "D" Com-
pany from FSB 16 joined with "A" and "D" Companies and the three companies
swept up the ridge right through the battle area and several hundred meters
beyond with negative enemy contact The three companies laagered for the
night at YB 808151. The results of the sweep were 84 NVA KIA (BC) 20 small
arms weapons, two 82m= mortars minus one tube and numerous blood trails
found. All. MIA's were found dead and the 90mm recoilless rifle and other
US equipment was recovered.

Companies "A" and I'D" 4-503d Infantry continued search and
destroy operations with negative contact Company "D•' moved to FSB 13 and
Company "C" to FSB 12 to assume security responsibility

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

p. D + 21 (15 November 1967)

Chanzos in Task.Force Organization.v A-l-12th Cavalry released
from OPCON to 2-503d Infantry.
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SUBJECT- Combat Operations After Action Report - The Battle of DAK TO

Oe aoQ S§• :. The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR. lot Battalion 503d Infantry continued search
and destroy operations in AO CONDOR. At 1700 hours A-l-503d Infantry
found 4 NVA KIA vic YB 822180 resulting from &irstrikes placed in the area.

"A"l and ID" Companies 2-503d Infantry continued a search of
the hill vic YB 803149 and the approaching ridge lines where the contact of
the 12th and 13tai occurred. I'D" Company secured the LZ and equipment. "A"
Company engagod two groups of three, NVA at different times and locations
killing one, wounding two and capturing one, "B" Company also captured one
NVA. "A" Company found an estimated l3 NVA KIA from air and artillery and
1 NVA KIA from small arms fire as a result of the 12 November contact. The
three companies laagered together on the hill.

D-4-503d Infantry moved to FSB 13 at 0815 hours. Companies "A"l
and "D" began search and destroy operations to the west and laagered at 1600
hours with negative contact or incident.

At 1155 hours, MIKE Special Forces Company OPCON to 2-503d
Infantry engaged 5 NVA vic YB 825117 resulting in 1 1TVA KIA and 1 AK-47
captured.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

MIKE Special Forces elements from KONTUX continued patrolling
activities in AO HAWK and AO FALCON.

q. k + 22 .(16 Novewbor 1967)

Qhankos in Task Force Organization: None

Oerational Swunaxy: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR. lst Battalion 503d Inf continued search and
destroy operations in AO CONDOR. At I145 hours, A Co engaged an unknown
size NVA force in the vicinity of YB 821181 resulting in 1 NVA KMA. At
1525 hours, A Co found one 12.7am weapon with 50 rounds of amimo and 12.
CHICOM grenades in the vicinity of YB 822180.

B-2-503d Inf returned to FSB 16 replacing C Co who moved out
to A and D Cots on search and destroy operations. An A Co clearing patrol
found 5 NVA bodies and 3 AK-47's in the vicinity of YB 804149. They were
credited to their 12 November contact (total of 19 NVA KIA (BC). C Co cap-
tured one seriously wounded NVA and an AK-47 enroute to A and B Co' s. The
captive was evacuated. The 3 companies laagered at YB 800145.

Companies A and B-4-503d Inf initiated continued search and
destroy operations at 0820 hours. Several old trails were found and the
companies laagered with negative contact on Hill 990 (YB 817246). Co C's
mine sweep found one CHICOM mine at YB 894171.
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SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report - The Battle of DAK TO

E-l7th Oay continued as Brigade reaction force.

MSF elements and CSP elements continued patrolling activities
in AO HAWK mnd AO FALCON.

r. D + 23 (17 Novmber,192167)

Chanes in Task Fo1oe Oranization' None.

Onerational Suimarm The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) .•-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR. let Battalion 503d Inf continued search and
destroy operations in AO CONDOR. At 1500 hours the battalion called for an
air strike in the vicinity of YB 865200 resulting in 4 NVA KIA.

The 2-503d Inf continued search and destroy operations in. AO
HAWK.

C The 4-503d Inf continued search and destroy operations in AO
FALCON.

E-17th Cavalry continued as BrigadeReaction Force. At 1620
hours, E-17th Cav engaged an unknown size NVA force in the vicinity of ZB
057223, resulting in 1 NVA KIA. E-17th Cav received incoming B-40 RL fire
resulting in 2 US WIA.

MSF elements and CSF elements continued patrolling activities
in AO HAWK and AO FALCON. At 1540 hours an MSF element under the OPCON of
the 4-503d Inf engaged a platoon size NVA force in the vicinity of YB 849263,
resulting in 1 US SF WIA and captured 1 AK-47, 40 rounds of small arms a=0
4 MSF WIA and 2 CHICO4 type grenades.

8. D + 2a (18 November 1967)

Chonges in Task Force Organization: CSP company from DAK TO
was released from the OPCON of the 4-503d Inf.

Operational Summary! The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR today in AO SPAATZ in conjunction with ele-
ments of the 4th Inf Div. The 1-503d Inf continued search and destroy op-
erations in AO CONDOR. At 1440 hours A Co engaged an unknown size NVA
force in the vicinity of YB 803160. At 1715 hours A Co received B-40 RL
fire from enemy positions in the vicinity of YB 803160. Artillery was called
into the area with unknown results. At 1805 hours A Co received incoming
60mm rounds with negative friendly casualties. At 1530 hours B Co found 4
NVA KIA in the vicinity of YB 856199 The graves were about 3 days old and
cause of death could not be determined. At 1905 hours A Co received an
emergency resupply. At 1931 hours A Co engaged 1 NVA in the vicinity of
YB 798157 resulting in I NVA KIA. Contact was broken at 1935 hours.
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The 2-503d Inf continued search and destroy operations in AOHAWK. At V440 hours, a 0HIEU HOI walked into FSB 16. He carried AK-47
ammo, clothes and a home made protective mask.

Companies A and B-4-503d rnf continued search and destroy op-erations with negative results. D Co was dispatohed to link-up with the23d MSF Co at 1035 hours. -At 1310 hours, an artillery round fell into D Co's
CP and the 23d MSF perimeter killing 6 US and 3 CIDG and wounding 14 US auld
13 CIDO personnel.

E-17th Cay continued as Brigade Reaction Force.

MSF elements and CSF elements continued patrolling activities
in AO HAWK and AO FALCON. At 1045 hours the 23d MSF Co under the OPCON of2-503d Inf, engaged an unknown size NVA force tn the vicinity of YB 797133.The MSF Co received heavy AW fire resulting in 1 VN SF WIA and 8 CIDG WIA.At 1105 hours, the CSF Co under the OPOON of 4-503d Inf wais released to its
parent unit.

t. ) + 25 (19 Nove ber 22qZ)
Changes in Task Force Orlanization None.

Operational SumnaZ The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)continued Operation MACARTHUR. The 1-503d Inf continued search and destroy
operations in AO CONDOR. At 0632 hours, A Co captured 1 NVA in the vicinity
of YB 797157 who was wounded in the eye. At 0830 hours., A, C and D Co's.conducting clearing patrols in the vicinity of !B 797158 found 51 NVA KIA.
9 AK-47's, 3 B-40 RL's 1 AK-50 3 BA rifles and 2 SKS rifles from the re-
sults of the contact on 18 November.

The 2-503d Inf continued search and destroy operations in AO
HAWK. At 1040 hours, D Co engaged an unknown size NVA force in the vicin-
ity of YB 798138. At 1131 hours. D Co received incoming B-40 rocket fire
in the vicinity of YB 798135. At 1412 hours A Co engaged an unknown sizeNVA force in the vicinity of YB 798138. At 1435 hours A C and D Co's
reported they wore in heasv contact with an unkmown size NVA force and sur-
rounded. At 2...10 In,.s rnonmy contact was broken with all units of 2-503d
Inf. The casun.J.ty :itiires for the contact were 40 US KIA 42 US WIik and 32
US MIA. Thert' wer7, -nknon NVA casualties At 1858 hours a Marine Bomber
accidentally d:oppe&. a bcnb on the CP area,

At 0930 hourq, CG4-/503d Inf 'was her!ilifted Srtm FOB 12 to a
LZ in the vicinity o.'; YB 8-;5279. One US Paratrooper was wounded by sniper
fire on the initial landing. At 1000 hours A and B Co's were airlifted to
FSB 12 to close in at 1125 hours. A Co followed Co C into the LZ at 1315
hours at YB 855279.
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At 1530 hours the 335th AHC aircraft 4q8 received AW fire in
the vicinity of FSB 16 with no friendly casualties The aircraft returned
to DAK TO. At 1630 hours airoraft 621 was shot down in the vicinity of
FSB 16 with no friendly casualties, At 1740 1ours aircraft 717 was shot
down in the vicinity of FSB 16 resulting in 2 US WIA At 1745 hours air-
craft 638 was shot down in the vicinity of FSB 16 with no friendly casual-
ties. All the aircraft were flying in sunport of resupply operations for
the 2-503d Inf.

NSF elements continued patrolling activities in AO MINK and AO
FALCON. At 12:57 hours the MSF Co under the OPCON of 2-503d Inf engaged
3 NVA in the vicinity of YB 797126, resulting in 3 NVA KIA and 2 AK-47's
and 1 SKS rifle being captured.

u. D + 26 (20 November 19,67)

Chan-es in Task Force Organization: 4-503d Inf assumed OPCON
of 2-503d Inf. A and D-1-12 Inf assumed the mission as Brigade Reaction
Force.

Op]erational Sumnary. The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR. The 1-503d Inf continued search and destroy
operations in AO CONDOR. At 1050 hours A Co found 11 60mm mortar rounds,
75 meters outside their perimeter in the vicinity of YB 799159. At 1055
hours, D Co found 4 82mm mortar rounds and 2 CHICOM grenades in the vicin-
ity of YB.796157.

The 2-503d Inf continued patrolling, consolidation and policing
of the battle area in the vicinity of YB 796135 At 1645 hours D Co en-
gaged an unknown size NVA force in the vicinity of YB 797136 with unknown
results.

Company B-4-503d Inf initiated movement from FSB 16 to ex-
pected relief of the 2-503d Inf. Companies A and C were airlifted to FSB
16 commencing at 0825 hours and closing at 1025 hours. Companies A and C
followed Co B to effect relief of 2-503d Inf. All companies found US and
NVA weapons and equipment and 41 NVA during movement to relief. CoTs A
and D-1-12th Inf arrived at FSB 12 to assume security mission at 1820 hours.
Co's A, B and C linked up with 2-503d Inf at 1655 hours. 2110 hours and
2225 hours respectively. At 1800 hours, Co B was subjected to a mortar
barrage. The mine sweep between FSB 12 and 13 discovered three anti-tank
mines at 1100 hours.

E-17th Cay continued as Brigade Reaction Force.

The MSF elements continued patrolling activities in AO HAWK
and AO FALCON. At 1846 hours A Co and D Co 1-12th Inf closed on FSB 12.
Upon closure, elements of 1-12 Inf assumed mission as Brigade Reaction
Force.
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At 0820 hours, the 335th AHO aircraft 633 was shot down in the
vicinity of FSB 16 with no friendly casual.ties. At 0820 hours the aircraft
637 was shot down in the same vicinity with no friendly casualties. These
aircraft were flying in support of operations of the 2-503d Inf.

v. D + 27 (21 November 1967)

CIhanes in Task Force Organization' None,

The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) C-)
continued Operation MkCARTHUR. The 1-503d Inf continued patrolling activi-
ties in AO CONDOR. At 1655 hours B Co engaged 1 NVA in the vicinity of YB
855187, resulting in 2 US WIA. At 1335 hours. C Co found 2 dead NVA in the
vicinity of YB 798161. They had been killed by SA and had been dead 3 days.
At 1102 hours, C Co found 1 dead NVA in the vicinity of YB 799161. He had
been dead 2 days.

The 2-503d Inf continued to extract WIA and KIA from the battle
area in the vicinity of YB 796155. The CP group was extracted from FSB 16
and moved to FSB 12.

From 0605 hours and through the morning all companies of the
4-503d Inf received heavy mortar rockets .nd small arms. fire. Medical evac-
uation and resupply aircraft were unable to land to pick up the wounded and.
dead or 'to resupply alr..ents. Air strikes and artillery were called in on
Hill 875 and the surrouwiu.ng hills from 0700 hours until 1050 hours. At
1050 hours, the 4th Battalion prepared to begin the assault on Hill 875 with
Co A on the left, Co B in the center and Co C on the right. The assault was
delayed until 1400 hou-s to call in more air strikes. Co C began preparir.s a new
LZ out of direct firo frov:. Hill 875. Th:l IZ was complatad at 1415 hours.

"Elements of the 1-12th Infantry and E-17th Cavalry continued as

the Brigade Reaction Force.

Mobile Strike Force elements continued patrolling actions in

AO HAWK and AO FALCON.

w. D + 28 (22 Nov nber 1967)

•'Chanses in Task Force Or-aanization: None

%erjtonal Summary: The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued search and destroy operations on Operation MACARTHUR. 1-503d Inf
continued search and destroy operations in AO CONDOR, At 1347 hours "C"
Company engaged an estimated NVA squad vicintiy YB 797157 resulting in 1
NVA KIA and 1 US WIA. Contact was broken at 1350 hours. At 0930 hours,
"D" Company engaged and killed 1 NVA vicinity YB 796156 and captured one
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small arms weapon. At 1000 hours, "D" Company found 1 NVA KIA via YB
796156. At 1340 hours, "D" Company engaged an unknown site NVA force vio
YB 796155 resulting in 1 US KIA, 1 US WIA and unknown enemy casualties.
Contact was broken at 1410 hours. One NVA body was later found in the area.

The 2-503d Infantry continued to extract elements from their
battle area to FSB 12. Total casualties for the 19-22 November contart were'
86 KIA, 130 WIA and 3 MIA, Casualties for company were- "A" 28 KIA 45 WIA;
"C" 32 KIA. 43 WIA and 3 MIA; "D" 19 KIA, 33 WIA; !IHC 7 KIA, 9 WIA.

The 4-503d Infantry continued to be in contact on Hill 875.
During the morning and through mid-day and afternoon, continuous airstrikes
were brought in on Hill 875. Many secondary explosions were noted. The
assault that was planned for 1000 hours was postponed. At 1035 hours
A-l-12th Infantry and D-1-12th Infantry were helilifted into an LZ at YB
803127. The lift was completed at 1330 hours. They then began movement up
the north slope of Hill 875 to vicinity of YB 797128 to await the assault
planned for 23 November,. They incurred 9 WIA from US gunships in route.
Company D-4-503d Infantry sent out combat patrols from FSB 16 to vic YB 799-
147 but made no contact. They heard mortar tubes nopptng in the vicinity of
YB 810123. Artillery was fired into the area whari the tubes were seen flash-
ing and secondary explosions were noted.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

Mobile Strike Force elements from KONTUM continued operations
in AO HAWK to the 4-503d Infantry.

x. D + 29 (23 November 1967)

Chamce 1-in TaskForce_0Organization: 2-503d Infantry released
from OPCON to the 4-503d Infantry.

Oerational Summza•. The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR today. At 0800 hours "A" "C" and "D"
Companies of the 1-503d Infantry moved on foot to FSB 16 (YB 815148) closing
at 1450 hours. At 0700 hours "AA" Company found 14 rifle grenades 9 hand
grenades, 6 B-40 rockets 10 82mm mortar rounds and 19 60nm mortar rounds
at YB 798157. All ammunition was destroyed

Elements of the 2-503d Infantry secured an LZ vic YB 799137
and provided flank security for the 4-503d Infantry attack At 1600 hours,
A-2-503d Infantry and D-2-503d Infantry were helilifted from PZ vicinity of
YB 797137 to FSB 12 closing at 1725 hours.

Continuous airstrJkes and artillery were brought in on Hill 875
from first light until 1100 hours in support of the 4-503d Infantry assault
on that hill. The assault began at 1100 hours with "C" Company on the right,
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"B" Company on the left and "A" Company in reserve At 1105 hours, they
began to receive light resistance, At the same time Task Force I (A-l-12th
Infantry and D-i-L2th Infantry) began their assault from the mouth slope of
the hi3l. By 1125 hours. the top of the hill had been reached By 1130
hours, automatic weapons fire and mortar fire was being directed on the hill
from the west. By 1150 hours., all friendly elements had consolidated on the
hilltop and had begun construction of an LZ. Airetrikes and artillery firgs
were continued to the southwest west and northwest until dark. At 1540
hours the LZ was completed and elements of the 2-503d Infantry were evac-
uated to FSB 16 and then to FSB 12. The last elements departed Hill 875
at 1725 hours. All elements harbored in place on top of Hill 875. "D"
Company reported movement on thei perimeter during the night but there was
no contact.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

Mobile Strike Force elements from KONTUM continued operations
in AO HAWK and AO FALCON.

y. D + 30 (L2 Novem'ber 1967)

Q qs..$ T-e.k Fgrce Or +-a4-t-: The 26th Mobile Strike
Force Comapny was released from the OPCON of the 4-503d Infantry. The 4-503d
Infantry was placed OPCON to the lot Brigade, 4th Infantry Division.

The 1-503d Infantry conducted search and destroy operations
into an Arc Light Area vic YB 783160. At 0730 hours "B" Company was
helilifted from FSB 15 to PSB 16 and "C" Company was holilifted from FSB 16
to FSB 15. At 1530 hours, "B" Company found a rucksack via YB 805151 con-
taining two B-40 rocket boosters 2 Chicom grenades and 3 AK-47 rounds.
At 1320 hours "D" Company found one dead NVA via YB 805152. He had been
dead for 4-5 days and had been killed by small arms fire. At 1602 hours,

"D" Company engaged 4 NVA vic YB 800158 resulting in 1 NVA KIA and 1 AK-47
captured.

The 2-503d Infantry continued to organize at FSB 12.

At 1000 hours A-l-12th Infantry assumed responsibility for the
HAWK AO and initiated search and destroy operations in that AO. At 1400
hours B-l-12th Infantry was helilifted from DAK TO to FSB 16 closing at 1505
hours. At 1735 hours, A-l-12th Infantry and D-1-l2th Infantry received 25-
30 82rm mortar rounds vie YB 798135 resulting in 1 US WIA and 1 NVA KIA.
Contact was broken at 1830 hours.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

Mobile Strilke Force elements continued operations in AO HAWK
and AO FALCON. At 1655 hours, MIKE Force Company 26. OPCON to the 4-503d
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Infantry, was helifted to DAK TO from PZ via YB 800128 released from OPCON
and returned to its parent unit.

s. P_±--t ._a -1967)

9AGMAS in .TjgkFgkro2 Orzanisatiop. 4-503d Infantry released
from OPOON to the 4th Infantry Division. 1-12th Infantry was released from
OPCON to the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-).

ODeraotional S=uLmmr The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR today. The 1-503d Infantry continued operations
in AO CONDOR. At 1200 hours "A" Companky found . M-16 rifle in the vicinity
of YB 792169. At 1145 hours "B" Company engaged 2 NVA vicinity of YB 797-
158, resulting in 1 NVA and 2 AK-47 rifles captured. At 1330 hours "B"
Company found 1 SKS rifle with grenade launcher. At 1430 hours "B" Com-
pany found 4 B-40 rockets vic YB 793158.

The 2-503d Infantry continued to reorganize at FSB 12.

The 4-503d Infantry continued to reorganize at DAK TO. The
4-503d Infantry extracted one 60mm mortar and one Chicom grenade from Hill
875 as a result of the 19-23 November contact. At 0900 hours, the 4-503d
Infantry was released from the OPCON of the 4th Infantry Division and re-
turned to control of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-).

The 1-12th Infantry continued search and destroy operations in
AO HAWK. At 0900 hours, 1-12th Infantry released from the OPCON of the Bri-
gade and returned to its parent unit.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

At 0720 hours, 3-319th Artillery received sniper fire vic YB
815148 at FSB 16. Results were 1 US KIA.

Mobile Strike Force elements from KONTUM continued operations
in AO HAWK and AO FALCON.

aa.D + 32 (26 Novembr_1967)

Changes in Task Force Pr anigation- None

.*Qc'., ionalS ,x..: The 173d Airborne Birgade (Separate) (-)
continued search and destroy operations on Operation MACARTHUR. The 1-503d
Infantry continued search and destroy operations in AO CONDOR. At 1400 hours
B-l-503d Infantry found 37 AK-47 rounds, 2 rifle grenades and 1 Chicom hand
grenade vic YB 791170. At 1420 hours B-l-503d Infantry found 1 82nm mor-
tar round vic YB 78172.
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The 2-50d Infantry continued to reorganise and conduct
patrolling activities vie FSB 12.

The 4-503d Infantry continued their security 'aeslon of the
DAK TO airstrip. A unit training cycle wa's initiated. Company "C" con-
duoted a local security patrol to the north but had no contact.

Z-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

Mobile Strike Force elements continued patrolling activities
in the vicinity of FSB 12.

bb. D'+ (2..L Noanbea 167

Chanxes in_ Task For-ce Orfanisation: None

O~erational0 Suu ' The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued search and destroy operations in AO SPAATZ in conjunction with
elements of the 4th Infantry Division, The 1-503d Infantry continued
search and destroy operations in AO CONDOR with negative contact.

The 2-503d Infantry continued to reorganize and conduct search
and destroy operations in AO FALCON.

The 4-503d Infantry continued its security mission of the DAK
TO airstrip. Companies 1101" and "D.1, conducted a search and destroy operation
to a laager site on Hill 810 vic YB 973248. Negative contact was reported
and their traininr cycle continued without incident.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force.

At 262000 hours November A-3-319th Artillery received 25-
30 mortar rounds vic FSB 16 resulting in 1 US WIA.

Mobile Strike Force elements from KONTUM continued search and
destroy operations in AO's HAWK and FALCON

cc. P__±..j1_.28_November 1967)

Chan_).I iz__a__s Force. ra io None

pe '.,:onal Sum -y- The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continuad Operation MACARTHUR in KONTUM PROVINCE. The 1-503d Infantry con-
tinued search and destroy operations in AO CONDOR

'."he 5•.•,C3d 'Iraantry -continued search and destroy operation in
AQ. FALCON with negi"i ve cc-ntact.
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', At 0900 hours, C-3-319th Artillery was helilifted from FSB
15 to DAK TO closing at 1000 hours.

*e. D + 36 (30 November 1967)

Chances in Tagh Force Organiuatign! None

" vOprational, SSuM . The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR. lot Battalion, 503d Infantry continued oper-
ations in their AO. At 0845 hours. "A", "B" and "ID" Companies were helilifted
from a PZ vie YB 832228 to FSB 13. closing at 1.030 hours.

The 2-503d Infantry continued search and destroy operations
in AO FALCON. At 0930 hours. C-2-503d Infantry engaged 4-5 NVA vic YB 874-
296 resulting in 2 US KIA, 2 US WIA. At 1305 hours B-2-503d Infantry en-
gaged 1 NVA and 1 AK-47 rifle captured.

The 4-503d Infantry continued security of the DAK TO air-
field and a bridge via YB 952238. At 0850 hours. Company 'C" initiated
security operations and laagered vic YB ZB 028240. At 1315 hours, Company
"A" security patrols discovered an AK-47 rifle and five (5) empty 57mm re-
coilless rifle canisters at ZB 018259. It was impossible to tell their age.
Company "A" patrols closed into laager sites at 1400 hours wJ.th negative
contact reported. At 1540 hours, a Company I'D" security patrol discovered
a hut with foodstuffs that were 3-4 days old at YB 956234.

The 1-12th Cavalry initiated search and destroy operations
in their assigned AO. At 0802 hours. the CP group of 1-12th Cavalry was
helilifted from a PZ at ZB 145755 to FSB BOOM BOOM, closing at 0859 hours.
At 0859 hours,B-2-19th Artillery was helilifted from a PZ vie ZB 145755 to
FSB BOOM BOOM, closing at 1125 hours. At 1122 hours. A-l-12th Cavalry con-
ducted a combat assault from FSB BOOM BOOM to an LZ vic ZB 140299, closing
at 1205 hours. At 1205 hours C-1-12th Cavalry conducted a combat assault
from a PZ vic ZB 145755 to an LZ vie ZB 140299 closing at 1320 hours. At
1340 hours, B-1-12th Cavalry was helilifted from a PZ at ZB 145755 to FSB
BOOM BOOM, closing at 1500 hours.

E-17th Cal-Iry continued at the Brigade Reaction Force.

.' hours A-3-319th Artillery was helilifted from FSB
16 to FSB 13, Lci , •t 1330 hours.

ff. DL+±37 . .'.2cembzr 1967)

Chanzos in Task Force Organization' None.

_teratio! iSua_. The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-)
continued Operation MACARTHUR however the Battle of DAK TO was declared over
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1 Dec 67. The 1-503d Infantry continued search and destroy, operations in
their AO with negative contact.

The 2-503d Infantry continued search and destroy operations in
AO FALCON with negative contact.

At 1825 hours FSB 12 came under mortar and rocket fire and
received small arms fire resulting in 1 US WIA. FSB 12 received a total of
25 rounds with contact broken at 2000 hours.

The 4-503d Infantry continued search and destroy operatinns
in AO VULTURE with no contact.

The 1-12th Cavalry continued search and destroy operations in
their assigned AO. At 1445 hours, 1-12th Cavalry found 1 SKS rifle, 2 B-40
rocket launcher rounds, 2 blocks of dynamite, 160 60rmm mortar rounds and
300 AK-47 rounds at ZB 133298.

E-17th Cavalry continued as the Brigade Reaction Force. At
0930 hours, LRRP Team "E" engaged an unknown size enemy force resulting in
3 NVA KIA and 1 AK-47 rifle captured and 2 AK-50 rifles captured.

15. LoRistic!Administrative Activities!

Upon the Brigade's arrival at DAK TO the Brigade Support Operations
Center (BSOC) was established at the north-western side of the airstrip. A
Forward Support Activity (FSA) established during the previous operations
in the DAK TO area by the PLEIKU Subarea Command supported the main battle
of DAK TO with Class I, III, IIIA and V Sunply Support barrier materials.
shower point, Quartermaster Laundry and graves registration service. The
FSA was reaupplied by daily convoys from PLEIKU throughout the entire op-
eration. During the period of heavy contact the convoys were augmented
by C-130 flights. Infantry battalions were resupplied in their fire sup-
port bases by rotary wing aircraft. Those fire support bases that could
be reached by road received additional resupply by convoy.

a. Supply and Transportation-

Company "0" (Supply and Transportation). 173d Support Battalion,
arrived at DAK TO an 6 November with 2 officers and 30 enlisted men. 4 -
M35A2 trucks, 1 - M52, 1 - 12 ton trailer and 2 forklifts. The land element
brought in 5 tractors with 12 ton trailers.

(1) The following short tons of supply were issued during the
operation-

CLASS INITIAL MOVE THROUGH AN KHE THROUGH FSA TOTAL

I 1.5 Tons 0 125 Tons 126.5 Tons
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II 50 Tons "'15 Tons 1 Ton 66 Tons

III 0 0 471.5 Tons 471.5 Tons

IIIA 0 0 1 015 Tons 1,015 Tons

IV 1.2 Tons: 0 447 Tons 448.2 Tons

V 2.5 Tons 0 3 000 25 Tons 3 002.75 Tons

(2) In addition to the above' a JP-4 refueling point was
established issuing up, to 3,500 gallons of JP-4 fuel a day. A helicopter
armament point was also established near the Brigade CP.

(3) The transportation section supported the Brigade with
six (6) tractors with trailers and four (4) 2ý ton trucks. The mission
was to resupply Fire Support Bases (FSB' s) and carry Class V from the ASP
to the Chinook pad. Two convoyu were dispatched to PLEIKU to turn in
salvage vehicles and equipment to the 62d C&C Battalion

(4) Rigger support was provided by the Air Equipment Support
Platoon in rigging loads for helicopter resupply missions controlling the
manifesting, loading and unloading of personnel and .equipment on the daily
courier and control of all Brigade resupply UH-lHs on the helicopter pad.

(5) The following resupply sorties were flown from DAK TO to
forward units:

(a) UH-lD .... ............ .. 924

(b) CH-47 ..... ............ 44

(6) The following Air Force sorties (carrying supplies, re-
placements and mail) were flown between the Base qamp and DAK TO:

(a) C-130. . ...... .......... 21

(b) C-123 ..... ............... 4

(c) C-TA ..... ......... .. .2

b. Maintenance-

"(1) In the initial move to DAK TO, Company "D" (Maintenance)
deployed with 2 officers and 18 enlisted men. On 10 November 2 officers
and 16 enlisted men arrived with the land element.

(2) During the operation the following work was completed by
Company "ID" (Maintenance) :
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CONTACT
STION RE CEZIED COMPLETED EVACUATEDTEAM VSTS

Automotive 50 50 0 0

Armament 213 213 0 50

Electronics 351 347 4 2

Engineer 31 31 0 0

Service and Evacuation 77 77 0 8

Office Machines 2 2 0 0

(3) The most significant maintenance problem realized during
the Battle of DAK TO was the non,-availability of spare parts, caused by the
disruption of the Company 'F" Technical Supply Section and the inability of
the 62d Maintenance Battalion (DS) to provide repair parts to satisfy re-
quireuents.

c. Medical:

(1) Clearing Station' The Brigade Clearing Station was
established at DAK TO on 8 November 1967. It was staffed with 4 medical
officers, 1 dental officer, 3 administrative officers and approximately 60
enlisted men. The holding capacity of 25 beds with an immediate expansion
capability to 50 beds was adequate for the heaviest casualty loads because
of prompt evacuation to the rear and, on 21 November 1967 the establish-
ment of a US Air Force Casualty Staging Facility in the vicinity of the
Clearing Station. Relatively heavy casualty loads were handled the first
two weeks almost continously with the maximum for any one day being 21
November, when 159 WIA personnel were received treated sorted and evac-
uated to rear area hospitals between the hours of 1500 and 1930.

(2) Evacuation- Evacuation from the battlefield to the
clearing station was provided by the 498th Medical Company (Helicopter
Ambulance). One (1) UH-lH model MEDEVAC helicopter (DUSTOFF) with hoist.
was stationed at the Clearing Station at all times. A clearing station for
t1e 4th Infantry Division was also established at DAK TO with a DUSTOFF
helicopter on standby. The two DUSTOFF's were mutually supporting. Addi-
tional DUSTOFF ships were available on call from PLEIKU and casualty pick-
ups from the battlefield were also accomplished by non-medical helicopters.
Evacuation to the rear prior to 21 November was by DUSTOFF and CH-47 Chinook
helicopter. After establishment of the Casualty Staging Facility on 21
November, most rear evacuations were by US Air Force fixed wing aircraft.

(3) Hospitalization: Hospitalization and regulating was
provided by the 55th Medical Group.
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(4) Malaria: Four (4) malaria cases were diagnosed as
having originated during the reporting period for a rate of 15/1.000 annum.

(5) Summary of diseases and injuries handled by the clearing
station:

PATS:T, TYF NO. PATIETS

K~ .. .. .. .. .. . .* * . . .91

WIA .. . ............... ..

FUO . ....... . .1... ....... ..... ... 65

Mdala~ria, . . . . . . . .. .... 12

Dermatological ................ .. 71

Eye . . ........... . 12
Gastro-Intestinal ........... . . . 90

Genito-Urinary (including VD) ......... 12

Neuro-Psychiatric . . . .......... 5

Other Medical ........... . . . . . 123

Other Surgical ..... ........... . 26

Dental ..... .............. 180

Vietnamese ......... .............. 27*

*- Included in WIA's

(6) Communications- During the period 5 - 30 November 1967,
signal activities of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) (-) centered
around FSB EAGLE and FSB 12. The 173d Signal Company deployed with suf-
ficient personnel to establish a Brigade CP in the vicinity of DAK TO
while still providing signal support to the CP at PHU HIEP. On 6 November,
the 173d Signal Company personnel and equipment arrived and installation
of communications equipment for the Brigade CP began. The communications
installed were SOP and included FM, RATT Commcenter VHF, switchboard and
wire. In addition, a RATT station and a FM secure voice station were installed
to enter 4th Infantry Division nets. On 8 November a TAC CP was deployed
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to FSB 12, necessitating that the Brigade organic VHF (AN/=•-68's) and
additional FM and AM radio equipment be brought forward from AO BOLLING.

16. Ras)lts of the Battle of DAK TO-

a. Friendly Losses:

(1) Personnel'

KIA' 191

WIA 642

MIA 15

Non-Battle Injuries 33

(3) Equipment:

Radio Set, AN/PRC-25 61

Howitzer, iO5rn M102 1

Mortar, 81=m 1

Rifle, 5.56mm M-16A1 225

Grenade, Launcher, M-79 35

Machine Gun 7.62.. M-60 9

Submachine Gun CAR-15 Commando 7

Radio Set., AN/PPT-4 22

Radio Set, AN/PRP-9 19

Radio Set., AN/VRC-46 1

Radio Set. AN/VRC-24A I

Shotgun. 12 gauge 5

Pistol, Caliber .45 48

Scout Dog 1

Antenna, GP, RC292 6
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Recoilless Rifle, 90•m M-67 .2

Oompass, Lensatio 55

Bayonet, w/soabbard 83

Flame Thrower 3

Compass, MZ 6

Starlight Soope, AML Hand Held 2

Binooulars, 6 x 30 10

Shotgun Adapters 27

Spare Barrels, M-60 3

Sig Assy, TA-207/P 1

Telephone, TA-1/PT 12

Telephone., TA312/PT 9

Chain Saw 9

Protective Mask CBR, M-17 42

Surgical Instrument Set. Indiv 2

Light Set PT-61 1

Antenna, AT-271 1

Sight Unit M-34 1

Wrist Watch. Non-Maint 3

Tent. Hexagonal 2

Tent, CP, Small 1

b. Eney Losses-

(i) Personnel!

NVA/VC KIA (BC) 715

NVA/VC KIA (POss) 33
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NVA/VO POW 9

Civil Defendants 0

Ralliero 1

Returnees 0

(2) Equipment:

AK-47 Rifle 55

AE-50 Rifle 5

SKS Rifle 20

M-16 Rifle 2

Miso Small Arms 25

RPD-G Machine Gun 6

Light Machine Gun 4

Heavy Machine Gun 1

B-40 Rocket Launcher 8

RPG-2 Rocket Launcher 10

6om Mortar 3

82=m Mortar 1

Amnunition

Misc Small Arms Rounds 3116

60xam Mortar Rounds 235

82mi Mortar Rounds 27

60mm Mortar Fuz.es 32

B-4o Rockets i5

RPG-2 Rockets 16
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12.7= Rounds r$

57'. Reooilless Rifle Rounds I

Grenade.. Mine. MAn E=1odvis

Hand Grenades 279

Rifle Grenades 47

AT Mines 33

CBU 2

Exzplosive (pounds) 16

Huts 1

Firing Positions 36

Rice (pounds) 643

Corn (bushels) 2

Chemical Detection Kit 1

Binoculars (pair) 2

Field Telephones 2

Rucksacks 13

Gas Masks 3

Shovels 9

Uniforms 1

Steel Helmets 3

Helmet Liners 2

Compass 1

40,
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Radio, Type 71-B (Russian) 1

Tripod, 82=m Mortar 1

Aiming Stake, 82=m Mortar 1

Wallet 1

Bolt Cutter 1

Field Kitohen 1

Poncho 1

Canteen 1

Machetes' 2

Medical Supplies (pounds) 2

Miso Clothing (pounds) 22

17. gommander' a Analysis and Lessons Learned:

Duiwing the Battle of DAK TO, the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)
(-) was opposed by large determined NVA units which were exceptionally well.
equipped and supplied. The enemy continued to elect to choose the time and
place in which decisive engagements would be fought. Only when and where
the tactical situation, terrain, battlefield preparation and relative
strengths of opposing forces favored enemy action were significant contacts
initiated. This, coupled with the personnel strengths at which the rifle
companies deployed to the DAK TO area (average company strength: 4 officers
and 122 enlisted men), necessitated maneuvering Brigade infantry elements
in at least multi-company size forces. The tactical situations encountered
during the Battle of DAK TO placed even greater emphasis on the effective
and timely use of tactical air and artillery support both during contact
and as harrassing and interdictory fires. Although the operation re-
vealed no new lessons learned, it reiterated the following items:

ITEM: Air and Artillery Support

OBSERVATION: The NVA presses the attack in contacts apparently attempting
to hug the US forces to avoid the US artillery and air support. Air and
artillery are of great value as blocking fires, but can be used as close-
in support only at a high risk to friendly forces.

DISCUSSION: The effectiveness of air and artillery support is limited
when units engage in close contact. When it is determined that you are
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engaged with a substantial enemr force that cannot be overrun, pull back
with your wounded to a safe distanoe whore you can adjust air and artillery
support. Units must Disur. that they oarv an adequate number of smoke
grenades to mark friendly positions.

ITj: Control of Artillery and Air Support

Q: When the tactical situation permits, there should be a
coordination meeting between ground cotnanders, artillerý liaison personnel
and Forward Air Controllers to incorporate tactical air into artillery fire
support plans. Artillery must frequently be called off to permit airstrikes.
In addition, there is a tendency in heavy contact to initially disregard all
indirect fire as friendly fire. This frequently results in elements re-
questing a check fire of mortars and artillery depriving friendly units
of their supporting fires during critical periods of battle.

DISCUSSIQN: Closer coordination and planning of TAC Air and artillery
fire support should allow for the use of air and artillery simultaneously
while also reducing the number of check fires.

: Enemy Fortifications and Tactics

OBSERVATION: The NVA utilized reinfovicng trenches ant tunnels to
their bunkers which provided protection from direct fires. Their bunkers
had extensive overhead covers (5-8 feet) allowing them to display determined
resistance to air and artillery preparation fires, and enabling them to
survive and put up a strong defense after bombardment. The NVA will also
attack from these fortified positions.

DISCUSSION: Bunkers which are considered neutralized should not be
by-passed until they have been thoroughly checked for reinforcing tunnels.
Because of the extensive overhead covers utilized, more emphasis is placed
on munitions with delayed fuse assemblies.

ITEM: Snipers and Tree Positions

OBSERVATION: The NVA used tree positions to their advantage even when
pressing the attack. The use of this technique gives them the capability of
preventing resupply or evacuation missionsýfrom being flown by placing auto-
matic weapons fire on the LZ from trees.

DISCUSSION: Greater emphasis must be placed on defensive measures
effectively designed to locate, engage and destroy enemy snipers. CBU bomb
clusters are effective against snipers in trees but cannot be used unless
friendly forces have overhead cover.

LM: NVA Tactics
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RSýVATION" The NVA demonstrated a tactic designed to encircle a
portion of a unit with the objective of defeating it in detail. When a
friendly unit encountered a fortified position it could expect a sharp
assault from the flanks or rear. The NVN continually probed friendly flanks
or rear elements in an attempt to exploit this tactic. Upon discovery,
enemy flanking forces would break contact if it appeared that their attack
would be unsuccessful. In addition, this tactic allowed the NVA to "hug"
friendly forces, thus practically nullifying the effect of heavier fire
power provided by artillery and TAC Air.

-ISCUSSI' Units must be constantly aware of this tactic, which if
successfully implemented by a strong enemy force, could result in heavy-
friendly casualties. In addition to constant awareness, commanders must
be prepared to defeat this enemy tactic. Constant physical security must
be maintained to the flanks and rear not only when moving to contact, but
after contact has been made and a friendly attack is begun. Additionally,
the commander should attempt to disengage to avoid decisive combat and to
allow tactical air and artillery fires to destroy the enemy force or to
prepare for future friendly assaults. The tactic of immediately pulling
back forces each time the situation arises must be weighed against the
possibility of backing into a well-planned enemy ambush.

"2ITE: Specialized Training.

OBSEVATION: Use of Flame Throwers, LAW and satchel charges was
restricted because of inadequate training in these areas.

fODIUSSION: Frequent specialized training is needed in the attacking
of bunkers and fortified positions to include the use of flame throwers,
CS, satchel charges and LAW1

ITEM: Use of Marking Smoke for Helicopters.

OBSERVATION: On several occasions, the NVA mortared friendly positions
when smoke was used to mark positions or to assist in the identification of
helicopter landing zones. When smoke was not employed, mortar attacks were
not received even though helicopters were landing and taking off.

DISCUSSION- The use of smoke to mark positions and assist in the
identification of helicopter landing zones should be restricted to an
absolute minimum when the enemy has a strong mortar or rocket capability.

7 Incl IsIt. L. Evasnicka
1 - D-4-503d Inf, CAAR, 6 Nov 67 W. L. KVASNICKA
2 - B-4-503d Inf, CAAR, 6-8 Nov 67 iLT, GCO
3 - A-2-503d Inf, CAAR, 11-15 Nov 67 Asst AG
4 - A-l-503d Inf, CAAR, 17-19 Nov 67 A TRUE COPY
5 - A-2-503d Inf, CAAR, 19-23 Nov 67
6 - B-4-503d Inf, CAAR, 12-24 Nov 67
7 - Civilian Press Coverage 4,3
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SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report - Battle of Dak To

1. (U) Date of Operations: 6 November 1967.

2. (U) Location: YB 849201, Map Series L7015, Sheet 6538 III.

3. (U) Command Headquarters: 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)

4. (U) Reporting Officer: Brigadier General Leo H. Schweiter

5. (C) Task Organization: 4th Battalion (Airborne), 503d Infantry

6. Supporting Forces: 105mm Howitzer, 155mm Howitzer, 8' Howitzer,
4.2" mortar and TAC AIR on call.

7. Background Information: "D" Company had been participating in a
continuous search and destroy operations in the vicinity of TUY HOA and had
been in the field for approximately 35 days. The 173d Airbcrne Brigade
(Separate) had returned to the DAK TO area after intelligence reports indi-
cated that several North Vietnamese Army regiments had reinfiltrated the
region after termination of Operation GREELEY.

8. Intelligence: The Company Commander was briefed that there wae
possibly two North Vietnamese Army units in the area.

9. Mission: Search and Destroy

10. Concept of the Operation and Execution: "D", Company deployed from
Fire Support Base 12 on the morning of 6 November 1967 on an azimuth of 180
degrees. They moved by foot, shifting towards the southwest and vest,
approaching their objective , Hill 823 (YB854l86). They were using map and
compass navigation. At approximately 1130 hours, while heading on an
azimuth of 270 degrees, the point man (SP4 Jurgesen) spotted VC Commo wire
leading up a trail. Elements of "D" Gompany followed the wire for approxi-
mately 200 meters and returned to the company. Upon investigation, a white
pith helmet was fou.d. At this time, CPT Baird, the Company Commander, re-
quested permission co divert the company from its assigned mission in
order to inveatiga&'e the wire. The company was located at YB 858208 at
this time. The co:mip-ny -mmediately formed a perimeter and sent two squads
(10 men per squad) oit to cloverleaf on each side of the trail. The squads
spent abouw an hour recoyingthe area and finally regrouped at 1230 hours.
They then proceeded up the trail with a four man point (SP4 Jurgesen, SP4
Barnes, SP4 Hobbs and PFC Lairo) with the 2d platoon, CIDG force and 1st
platoon following in that order. At approximately 1300 hcurs, the point

11 Incl I
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reported that the trail had begun to widen 'as it approached the top of the
hill (75-100 meters away) and that they had oome across fresh, bare foot-
prints. The company formed a perimeter again and OPT Baird ordered the two
lead squads to cloverleaf clockwise.

SOT Worley's squad started to move out of the platoon perimeter up the
trail, when they received a burst of automatic fire from no more than 50
meters to their front.

LT Micheal Burton pulled them back and sent them around to the left
flank as the 2d squad on the right supported with M-60 and M-79 fire.

The squad proceeded up to the edge of a small clearing when SPK Moss
spotted an NVA soldier in a green uniform with an AK-47 rifle. The NVA began
to turn back and SPK Moss killed him with a burst of automatic fire from his
M-16.

At this point CPT Baird ordered LT Burton to pull his platoon back to
form a company perimeter. LT Burton had SGT Worley' s squad fall back as the
2d squad and 3d squad covered.

At this time, intense fire from the hilltop began coming in on the
right flank into 2d squad's position. This fire wounded 3 men including 2
assistant M-60 gunners.

The scout squad from "A" Company, which also moving to Hill 823, ha~d
come up from "D" Company's rear by that time and joined the perimeter. The
30 man CIDG force had originally been on the perimeter facing the direction
of fire up the hill. But as the fire drew close all but MSG Ky and a medic
broke and moved to the rear of the perimeter. The squad from "A" Company
and the CIDG force formed the rear and the remainder of the company formed
the flanks. There wq# an estimated NVA company with three Chicom light
machine guns firing on "D" Company at this time. The company was located
at YB849201.

CPT Baird diverted one of the TAC airstrikes preparing Hill 823 to their
own area. The first strike came in on the high ground at the top of the hill
at 1330 hours.

The 3d squad and 2d squad pulled back at this time with the platoon
leader, squad leader and SP4 Hobbls machine gun covering. The perimeter was
set up with the 2d squad on the right covering the trail, the 3d squad in
the center and the left front, and the 1st squad on the left flank.

The First Platoon and CIDG covered the rear. The NVA firing on full
automatic, rushed the right flank at the 2d' squad almost immediately. At
this time, SGT Shaffer, the squad leader, was killed and 2 other men hit.
SGT Smith took over the squad and held the perimeter together. A few minutes
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later, the assault struck on the left front, hitting the 3d squad. It
was a coordinated assault by an estimated NVA company heavily armed with
automatic weapons.

The 3d squad with the help of fire from the lst squad on their flank
stopped the NVA and forced them back.

The 2d platoon had beaten back the first assault.

An F-1O0 came in low and dropped an apparently short cmnister of
napalm that hit to the left rear of "D" Company' s perimeter routing the
attacking NVA. CPT Baird immediately contacted TAC Air and made the nec-
essary adjustments. It was found later, during athorough search of the
battle area, that 15 NVA had been moving in on the company's rear in order
to attack. The canister of napalm left only 15 charred bodies as evidence.

During the first airstrike, three men (SGT Plank, SGT Smith and SP4
Rockwell) located themselves approximately 25 meters to the right front of
SGT Smith's squad firing M-79 and M-16 fire across the trail and up the
hill at an angle. Since the second attack, there had been only heavy sniper
fire from the trees and heavy bamboo. The Forward Observer from the
artillery was wounded almost immediately after the beginning of the battle
and his RTO, SP4 Ernie Fulcher, directed all artillery fire for the re-
mainder of the day. At 1400 hours the second airstrike came in close to
the front of the perimeter. SGT Smith and the other two men at the forward
position crouched behind a log and reported they would have been killed
by shrapnel had they been on the other tide of the log. The company medic,
SP4 Cortinas was wounded by shrapnel wihile covering SPK Stone's body
during the airstrike. Upon the termination of the airstrke they all three
moved back to the perimeter. Smith remained at his position and found his
ammunition running low. He was being fired at by snipers in the trees
when SP4 Madison came running up with M-79 and M-16 ammo. After reloading
from Madison's ammo, Smith fired into the trees to his right and killed a
sniper tied onto. the limb of a tree. At approximately 1500 hours, SGT Smith
looked up to see approximately 16 NVA firing AK-47s on full automatic
charging his position. PFC Rothwell had rejoined Smith and Madison and the
three of them killed at least four of the charging NVA. They also reported
movement to their right and occasional fire from that vicinity.

At 1510 hours,,the CIDG force on the right rear of the perimeter spotted
approximately a squad (15 men) of NVA moving-through the bamboo towards the
perimeter. MSG Ky, an LLDB advisor with several of the CIDG's and the squad
from "A" Company drove them off apparently inflicting several casualties.
Artillery support continued on top of the hill. The Company RTO and the
Commanding Officer were wounded at the time of the third attack. CPT Baird
remained in control of I'D" Company after being wounded.'

At approximately 1530 hours, helicopter gunships made one pass. The
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smoke marking 'D" Company's perimeter was unable to get through the high
tree canopy and there was one US WIA from the gunships.

Fighting died down after this and at 1730 hours, "A" Company moved up
and reinforoed,,"D' Company. The perimeter was marked by yellow smoke from
"A"l Company and the third and final airstrike was brought in. The strike
was very close in to the perimeter and quieted all movement in the vicinity.
Up until that time, the casualties had been 4 US KIA and 16 WIA. The squad
from "A" Company got up from their positiozns and walked standing up to join
their parent unit as they 'einforoed a segment of the perimeter. Troopers
from "D" Company yelled for them to get down but several AK-47's and a
machine gun opened up at that moment resulting in 1 KIA.and 2 WIA for "A"
Company and 1 KIA and 1 WTA for "D" Company.

At 1800 hours, the artillery RTO, SP4 Fulcher called in defensive con-
centrations around the position and "A"I and "D" Companies under command of
the "A" Company Commanding Officer, CPT Miuldoon, dug in for the night.

An estimated NVA company was moving up on I'D" Company's rear when they
were taken under fire by the lot platoon. At this time the NVA hearing the
ftro in the rear, rdltd the 24 platoon ag&%n. The 2& platoon beat back the
assault which hit the 2d and 3d squads on the right and left front.

The 2d platoon with SGT English and several men from lst platoon helped
by "A"l Company's medics pulled back all tho wounded to the LZ which was
being cut, let platoon and "A" Company..set up a perimeter as 2d platoon
brought their wounded and dead back. The most critically wounded were lifted
out that night and the remainder at first light on the 7th. There was no
ftrther major contact reported during the night.

21. Results: Total losses for "D" Company on 6 November were as follows'
5 KIA, 18 WIA, and no MIA. Equipment, 2 rucksacks. Enemy losses were 28
KIA, (BC),. total 60 KIA (POSS), and no POW. Equipment:. 22 weapons, 6 machine
guns, 2 rocket launchers, and a large amount of personal equipment. "D"
Company deployed with 85 enlisted. men and 4 officers (including the Forward
Observer from B/3/319th Artillery) 'with 30 CIDG personnel attached. Each
man carried two days combined IRRP and C-rations. Every man carried a full
rucksack weighing up to 50 pounds. Zach man with an M-16 rifle carried, a
basic load of 500 rounds. A single tracer round was carried at the end' of
each magazine to let the individual know that he would soon have to reload.
Each individual also carried .200 rounds of machine gun ammunition totaling
at least a basic load of 1,400 rounds. "D" Company was broken down into
two platoons with six machine guns supporting. M-79 grenadiers carried 50
high explosive rounds and 50 shotgun rounds with adapters. Each i'an carried
four fragmentation grenades and two smoke grenade. Thaft e." 'fits elay-
more mines per squad with a machine gun in each of the six squads. "D"
Company carried no mortars or recoilless rifles on this operation.
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SUMCT: Combat Operations After Action Report - Battle of DAK TO

1. (U) Date of Operations' 6-8 November 1967

2. (U) Location, YB 854186 Map Series L7014 Sheet 6538 III.

3. (U) Command Headquarters- 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate).

4. (U) Reporting Officer: Brigadier General Leo H. Schweiter

5. (C) Task Organization� Company B 4th Battalion (Airborne) 503d
Infantry

6. Supporting Forces, 105= Howitzer 175mm Howitzer 8" Howitzer.
4.22" mortar and TAC AIR on call.

7. Background Information! The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) had
returned to the DAK TO region due to the fact that intelligence findings
had indicated that several North Vietnamese Army regiments had reinfiltrated
the area and were threatening the NEW DAK TO airstrip and the local Special
Forces camp. The Brigade had operated in this regim on Operation GREEEIT
which terminated on 14 October 1967. "B" Company had been in the field in
excess of forty days but morale was extremely good

8. Intelligence: The Company Commander of "B" Company was briefed
and informed that there were two NVA regiments in the area and that there
was a possibility of the Company landing on a 1hot" LZ

9, Mission- Heliborne assault and search and destroy

10. Concept of the Operation and Execution' At 2100 hours 5 November
1967. Captain George T Baldridge Company Commander B/4-503d Infantry
conducted a briefing of all Platoon Leaders concerning the combat assault
on 6 November Maps of the area were studied and all personnel were advised
of the possibility of the LZ being "hot". Two NVA regiments the 32d and
66th., had been reported in the vicinity The comparv mission was to clear
Hill 823 for a fire support base and the unit was to be rrepared to stay
for several days. The assault was completed without incident at 1430 hours
with a perimeter being formed at the tor of the hill All platoons put oat
listening posts approximately 75 meters in front of their positions The
3d Platoon was on the western edge of the perimeter with PFC Louis Miller
and PFC Bickel on the listening post Shortly afterwards the 3d Platoon's
outpost came under attack with Miller being killed and Bickel severely wounded
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ILT Nrling, 3d Platoon, Platoon Leader, took his RTO (SP4 Elis) * SP4.
Oorbett, P•0 Dowdy and PFC Clarence Miller down the hill to the aid of
Miller and Biokel and they were all killed by approximately 30 NVA attack-
ing up tha slope. Fn7 Biokel managed to crawl part way back up the slope
but his cries were heard by an NVA solder who shot and killed him, SOT
Alfred McQuerter, lot Squad Leader 3d Platoon took two men and directed
their fire until they killed the NVA

About 15 NVA reached the top of the hill at the edge of the 3d PlatoonDs
perimeter. They were killed by heavy fire from the 2d Platoon, Approximately
30 to 50 NVA could be seen down the hill in the broken heavy bamboo. One
man's M-79 failed to fire and' he was killed by an NVA soldier charging up
the hill. The attack lasted for about 20 minutes and then quieted down

The lot and 2d Platoon Leaders moved men over into the 3d Platoon's
perimeter to fill the gaps left from the NVA charge. SFC Ponting Platoon
SGT from the lit Platoon left his position and took command of the 3d Pla-
toon. At approximately 1515 hours the western portion of the perimeter
came under attack again. The second attack was brief and resulted in unknown
casualties.

At the junction between the 2d and 3d Platoon there was a large B-52
bomb orater. At the beginnling of the second attack there was a machine gun
positions and a 90mm recoilless rifle position set up on the outside of therim. During the'assault they moved both positions to the inside of the crater
The NVA immediately moved up to the outside of the crater and began harassing
the positions with grenades. This harassment continued through the night,

Casualties up to this point were very light. After the first hour of
contact "B" Company had sustained 7 KIA and 13 WIA. All the wounded were
evacuated within the first hour.

SGT Riley, the company mortar NCO began firing within the first hour
and continued his effective fire throughout the three days. He had two 81mm
tubes, one always firing while the other was swabbed and cooled The mor-
tars were located 12 and 14 feet down in a bomb crateor in the middle of the
perimeter and most of the rounds were fired to the west The mortar crews
used only one aiming stake and had no M-16 Plotting Boards. The fire was
adjusted from 100 meters out to within 5-10 meters from the perimeter A
total of 639 rounds were fired during the three days

At approximately 1400 hours a chopper brought in Major Scot t OPT
Leonard. lSG Okendo SGT Kennedy and SP4 Thomas They dug in behind the 3dPlatoon and MAJ Scott proceeded to direct all TAC Air Strikes At 1430 hours,
CPT Leonard took command of "B" Company from CPT Baldridge who had been
wounded. All wounded were evacuated by 1430 hours.

There was little action in the late afternoon other than sniper fire
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and harassment from hand grenades thrown over the bomb crater Artillery
and mortar fire was brought in close all round the perimeter but the NVA
was apparently able to retreat to fortified positions as the grenade attacks
continued throughout the night

Just prior to darkness (1830 hours) "B" Company was resupplied with
mortar rounds and grenades Starting at 1950 hours, several positions re-
ported movement to their fronts. The men at the bomb crater could hear
people moving through the bamboo up the finger to their front. One man looked
up over the edge of the crater to see an NVA within 5 meters of the other
side. He blew the man's head off with an M-79 canister round. An all night
hand grenade duel was fought at the bomb orator The NVA were located on
the opposite side of the crater from the machine gun and recoilless rifle
position within 5 meters from "B" Company's position there When men from
"B' Company threw grenades they would hear the sound of footsteps running
away but the NVA would always return to throw more grenades There were
no friendlv casualties at this position There was no fire other than M-79
and hand grenades for fear of giving away the position

There was also heavy movement in front of the 3d Platoon's portion of
the perimeter, and they received heavy grenade harassment from there also.
At 2000 hours, SPOOKY began flare support which continued throughout the
night. A flare was dropped every 15 minutes The troops stated later that
they would have preferred continuous low illumination on top of the hill
rather than to the sides Overall support by SPOOKY was excellent and the
mini-gun suppressive fire was very effective Every position had claymore
mines out to their front. The NVA apparently sent several teams up to cut
the wires but all mines were accounted for the next morning,

The NVA pressed their hand grenade attacks very heavily after throwing
clumps of dirt to try and get B Co troops to expose their exact location by
returning, firoe. The NVA also had good fire discipline. At 0400 hours, SFC
Ponting was made aware of approxLmately two squads (12-15 men) of NVA to the
right f!p•t of the 3d Platoon There was also extremely heavy movement to
their fron•t Suspecting that the enemy was massing for a heavy attack SFC
Ponting contacted SOT MoClaim Forward Observer from B/3-319th Artillery
who directed artillery fire into the area and broke up' the movement The
NVA were aggressive and determined: one NVA soldier had his leg blown off
by a hand grenade but crawled into the bamboo, bandaged it. and returned to
throw grenades at the Americans' positions until killed The paratroopers
were ever more doetrmined and repuleed and smashed the attacking NVA troops

At 0500 hours SOT Cabrera Platoon Sergeant let Platoon was checking
the perimeter when he was killed by a rocket fired by two NVA They were
killed with M-79 and hand grenade fire.

At 0615 hours, 7 November. "B" Company marked its perimeter with smoke
grenades and helicopter gunships made several strikes. TAC airstrikes followed
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imnediately and came %within 200 motors of the ,perimeter Napalm was dropped
further down the ridge and the right side of the finger in front of the bomb
crater where the two NVA squads had been the night before

Also around first light 18 Okendo was at the bomb crater when 6 NVAwith a rocket launcher jumped into the orator and tried to make it up the
other side to fire into the perimeter The NVA with the launcher was killed
and the rest fled, 1SG Okendo and PPC Wilbanks pursued the NVA as far as
the outer lip of the orator and threw grenades toward the sound of their
movement in the bamboo.

After the airetrikes LT Proffitt took out the 2d Platoon and moved
down the finger toward the west and northwes•. They were to secure enoW
weapons and bodies. Within 50 meters they had located 15-20 VVA bodies
dead mostly from grenade fragments. As they first moved out the platoon
received a burst of small arms fire SOT Riley fired 10 rounds of mortar
fire and then 5 more. Then the platoon moved out moving from cover to
cover until they cleared the outside perimeter They pushed 75-100 meters
into the bamboo and began their sweep up the side of the finger They lo-
cated many foxholes and bunkers with overhead cover They also found ruck-
sacks and entrenching tools and one tall tree that had a rope ladder run-
ning up the side. From the top FSB Savage was easily visible.

At 0800 hours they located a bunker with a man who appeared dead
laying at the opening. He wab holding a pistol in his hand SSG Wiggons
the 2d platoon' Sergeant 'looked in and the man raised his hand and fired
at him, SSG Wiggons Jumobd back and the NVA an officer, ducked back in thebunker. A hand grenade was .thrown in and when the smoke tleared another one
was thrown, SGT Okendo looked in and another shot was fired at him. Then
a WP grenade was thrown in and the NVA .officer came out shooting He was
killed immediately by several members of the platoon.

The platoon continued the sweep picking up enemy weapons Total NVA
equipment picked up during the sweep' 1 NVA POW 22 AK-47 rifles 1 RPDLight MG , 3 RPM Rocket Launchers 4 SKS Carbines 200 hand grenades., 9
rockets, 1 7.62mm pistol a large number of crimped cartidges for rifle
grenades, some papers and a map several new protective masks and a decon-
tamination kit. One man saw a CS gas grenade and another said he examined
a bottle with a pull string that was identified as CS gas.

At 1140 hours, B & C/4-503d Inf and C/l-503d found an NVA Base Camp
at YB 853187. There were US claymores set up around the perimeter The2d Platoon returned to the perimeter by 1506 hours and began digging in and
preparing overhead cover for their shelter They used bamboo for support
and used sandbags as fast as they could be brought in by helicopters re-
supplying the position. Helicopters were able to resupply freely with onlyoccasional fire directed at the choppers At 1850 hours. Just prior todark, the position received 25-30 rounds of 82m= mortar fire. SGT Riley
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estimated they were firing from 400-450 meters out and began directing
countermortar fire. He directed fire from 300 meters to 1 200 meters out.
A total of 100 rounds were fired with unknown results. Friendly oasualties
were 2 WIA.

During the night of 7 November there was little contact other than
several incidents of hand grenade harassment At 0024 hours, B Co received
82= mortar fire resulting in 1 WIA Artillery supported with unknown re-
sults. SPOOKY supported from 2000 hours until daylight. An emergency mamo
resupply mission was brought in at 0245 hours At 1710 hours 8 November,
while "C" Company and C/1-503d Int remained in position "B'" Company sc-
traoted from Hill 823 into FSB 13 Earlier at 1300 hours "B" Company
located 3 NVA bodies outside the perimeter bringing the total eneow body
count to 89 NVA KIA (BC).
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HEAMIUARTERS 173D AIRBORNE ERICKDE (SEPARATE)
APO San Francisco 96050

SAVMl-SC 6 December 1967

SUBJECT: Combat After Action Report - 2/503d Infantry Contact of 3.1-15
November 1967

1. (U) Date of Operations!' 11 Nov 67 - 15 Nov 67

2. (U) 'Location, Dak To District Kontum Province

3. (U) 'Comnand Headquarters, 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)

4. (U) Reporting Officer! Brigadier General Leo H. Schweiter

5. (C) Task Organization:

a. 11 Nov - 15 Nov

A/2/503d Inf B/2/503d Inf C/2/503d Inf D/2/503d Int

Attached 173d Engineer Platoon

6. Supporting Forces!

a. 3/319th Artillery (+) Employed in a direct support role

b. 335th AHC (Cowboys) provided assault lift resupply and armed
helicopter direct support

c. Tac Air on call.

7. InteL~igence; Battalion size enemy farces wvee .suspeote in' the
ixaediate area.

8. Mission; The 2d Battalion 503d Infantry conducted Search and Des-
troy operations against enemy installations of force located near the Dak
To Special Forces Camp.

9. Concept of Operation! The elements of the TAC CP B and D company,
an 81m mortar section and an attached 173d Engineer platoon air assaulted
onto a hilltop 3 miles from the Cambodian border (YB818152) and establish
a fire base from which to conduct search and destroy operations.

10. Execution: On 11 November elements of 2/503d! TAC CP B and D
Co's, an 81mm mortar section and an attached 173d Engineer platoon air
assaulted onto a hilltop 3 miles from the Cambodian border (YB8l•52). They
had negative enemy contact On 12 November the remainder of the 2/503d Inf
combat elements- A C Co's and the 4 2" mortar platoon airlifted in
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B and C Co'l with the engineer platoon moved to a western knoll at

YBS1515 and prepared to receive A Battery of the 3/319th Arty. D Co and
the TA COP remained at YB8ll52. A Co moved out on SOD operations to clear
the ridge west of B and 0 Co's,

At approximatel~y 0930 hours as A Co's recon squad commnenced to ascend
the ridge at TB812149, the scout dog alerted SGT Lance D. Peoples. the
squad leader ordered the dog to be released as this was being done they
received heavy AW and SA fire from approximately 20 meters to their left
flank. The recon squad dispersed and took cover SOT Peeples called LT
'Mathew Harrison in the lead platoon for assistance LT Harrison brought up
his platoon deploying them on the left flank of the ridge where the enemy
fire was,ooming from linking up with the rec6n squad who was deployed in
the center of tI'e ridge LT Harrison then had the recon squad move forward
cautiously. in an attempt to get the high ground. They proceeded forward for
only a short distance and came under heavy fire from the right flank with
SGT Peoples being wounded. Simultaneous to this action CPT Michael J. Kiley.
A Co CO, brought the 2d Platoon up on the right hand side to link up with
the recon squad, and the 3d Platoon up In the rear to complete the company
perimeter. The Weapons Platoon and the Co CP formed an inner perimeter
T'he recon squad pulled back five to ten meters as the lit and 2d platoons
laid down a heavy base of fire Enemy fire slackened. and became sporadic
Ober A Col counter fire. CPT Kiley then had 3d Platoon move forward through
the company and attempt' o' push forward on the left-hand side of the ridge.
They had only progressed a few meters beyond the perimeter when they were
subjected to RR tire,-grenades, AW and SA fire, At the same time A Cols
entire forward perimeter came under the same fire as the NVA apparently had
bunkers in depth stretched across the ridge line (see diagram #1). Two
men from 3d Platoon were killed by RR fire The 3d Platoon pulled back on
order with LT Joseph Sheridan going forward to carry back several of the
wounded. During this time, B Co had sent its 2d Platoon forward from its
location at the western knoll (YB815151) to help secure and extract A CoO
wounded. PSG Jackie Siggers with a security force went back down the ridge
to guide them in. 1SGT Troy L,. Dickens then directed them to secure the
wounded and fill in the perimeter where 3d platoon had left As A Co con-
solidated. they detected movement on both flanks down off the ridge as the
NVA were apparently attempting to encircle them Using fire and maneuver
CPT Kiley moved his Co and the attached platoon back down the ridge
approximately 150 meters YBl4ll49 out of close range of the bunkers and
at a site more suitable for an LZ At this time 1112 hours indirect fires
and air strikes were directed on suspected enemy locations.

As A Co was with-drawing and consolidating at their new location the
let platoon of B Co back on the hill at YB815151 opened fire on some NVA who
had crawled through the thick bamboo to within 20 meters of their perimeter
OPT James Rogan B Co Commander initially had his men check fire to insure
that he wasn't firing onto his onm people since some of the NVA had gotten
in between the A and B Co (-) elements.

The NVA pushed to within 15 meters of B Cole perimeter using AW SA and
B-40 rockets. C Co reinforced the lot and 3d platoons of B Co as the fire-
fight continued for about 45 minutes with an estimated platoon of NVA press-
ing the attack. B and C Cos fired their 81m mortars and 90mm RR in re-
pulsing the enemy. One B Co M-60 MG was destroyed by enemy rocket fire.
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The NVA 60mm mortars were fired into the perimeter during the fight. Light
sniper fire continued to be directed at A, B and C Cos throughout the early
afternoon as artillery mortar and supporting airstrikes were adjusfted in on
suspected eneaW locations. At approximately 1430 hours all contact was
broken- and B Co per instructions from battalion moved out to link up with
A Co. The two Coo attempted to cut an LZ but the vegetation proved too
difficult. They had one chain saw a few axes and some machete@. At 1730
hours the 2d platoon of B Co returned with the wounded to C Cos location
at the western knoll (YBglsll) where the wounded were dusted off The
total casualties for the day were A Co - 3 KIA 21 WIA (evacuated) 3 WIA
(not needing Dustoff). B Co - 1 KIA i1 WIA C CO - 8 WIA. and D Co - 1WIA.
In the late afternoon C Co swept the battlefield where they and B CO had
come under attack, vicinity YB14151 They found 4 NVA by body count 3
AK-47s, 1 RPD LMG, 1 SKS3 1 Chicom RR, 10 hand grenades, one gas mask and
assorted SA rounds. At 1555 hours. B Co captured an NVA who had been
separated from his unit and was going for water (location of
capture at YB813149). He was brought back to C Cos ldcatioz along with the
wounded to be extracted. OPT Kaufman. C Co's CO learned from the NVA
captive that he was a member of one of two NVA Co's involved in the day's
contact. He belonged to the 4th Bn., 174th NVA Regt, A and B Cos had water
and ammunition dropped into them at 1930 hours. There was no other contact
that night.

At 130430 hours, Nov A and B Cos who were laagered together vie YB
814149 (approximately 200 meters west of where C and D were constructing
FSB 16) received 12 incoming mortar rounds however they all landed out-
side of the perimeter and produced no casualties C Co also reported in-
coming rounds at this time however they fell short of the perimeter A
and C Cos sent out clearing patrols from their locations in the early morning
C Co OP found 4 additional NVA bodies at YB813149 from B and C Co's contact
on the 12th (total of 8 NVA KIA (BC) from this contact). A Co CP had neg-
ative findings. At 0830 hours A and B Cos returned to FSB 16 (YB8l5l5l)
to resupply for a 3 day operation At 130819 hours Nov and airstrike with
500 lb bombs and napalms was conducted at YB803150 another strike was con-
ducted at 131100 hours via YB808151 and YB815155 and a third strike at 131-
130 hours at via YB833140 Also throughout the morning a heavy artillery
and mortar preparation was fired via YB808151 and on the approaching ridge-
lines. The high ground to the west had been well covered with artillery and
bomb strikes.

The concept of the operation for 13 November was to move two com-
panies north out of FSB 16 down the valley and up the next ridge, The Cos
were then to turn westward and follow the ridgeline which led to the hill
YB802149 which A Co had been approaching on 12 November thus hitting the
NVA from a different direction (see diagram #2)

Riflemen moved out with full rucksacks and 400 rds (+) of ammunition
Grenadiers carried 30 HE rounds and 40 shotgun rounds (no 45's were carried
by grenadiers, machine-gunners or 90mm RR men--Bde SOP) Twelve hundred
rounds "(+) were carried for each M-60 M All men carried at least 2 frag
grenades and each carried 1 smoke grenade any color except red (red is used
to mark enemy positions). Each man carried 1 trip flare and there were 12
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claymores per platoon B Co's emapons platoon remained at FSB 16, but the,
2d platoon carried a 90= RR with 20 rounds of canister and 2 rounds of H.
From FSB 16, two 50 Cal MGs and several M-60s were available to au.port by
direct fire, In addition FSB 16 had five 81am Mortars and a 4 2" mortar
platoon (4 guns)- the range was too close for A/3/319th to support however.
they did attempt to support by direct fire later in the day. TAC Air, 175lm
guns, 8" howitzers. 155 SP artillery and 105mm artillery were on call.

B 'Co moved out at 1300 hours with 3 platoons in 'column the platoonoi
moving in two files. The order of march was '2dnlatoon, CP grouns 3d pla-
toon and ist platoon As the terrain permitted, flank security was put out
including a MG ,team on each side of the column, A Co moved out behind B Co
providing rear security.

B Co moved north across. the valley (see diagram #2) until they hit the
next ridgeline, then they turned westward and moved 300 meters along the top
of the ridgeline until the lead rlatoon ran into a small area where 5 gallon
cans of CS powder had been dumped and 5 CBU's which had not gone off vic
YB812153 The CS was of US manufacture. The Bn CO instructed B Co to
mask and to pour out the powder to prevent the NVA from using it the time
was approximately 1500 hours. The company continued to move up th', ridge.
About 150 meters past tho CS aane -CPT -R6gaf B Co cO ,halted the Co to
confirm his location to select a laager site and to allow A Co to close
The area was found not suitable for a two Co laager site because of the
narrowness of the ridge and the high ground to the west

CPT Rogan instructed LT Phillip Bodine, 2d platoon leader, to move his
platoon with the scout dog 200 meters westward un the ridge to locate a
better laager site LT Bodine complied and found a good laager site. As
he was checking out the site his point man spotted 2 bunkers slightly down
the northern slope of the ridge. LT Bodine notified CPT Rogan of his find
and that he was checking the area. At this time A Co closed on the rear of
B Co. As the point man moved down towards the bunker, 2 sniper rds were
fired LT Bodine radioed back that he had received a couple rds of snipft
fire from the NW and that he was going to attempt to get him. The time
was 1557H.' Hearing this report CPT Rogan began to move the rest of 'his
Co forward, instructing A Co to keep closed on their rear.

LT' Jodine then called and requested permission to fire the 90rm RR at
the bunkers. CPT Rogan granted' permission and told him to secure the right
flank 'that he. was sending the 3d platoon to secure the left The 1st pla-
toon would cover the rear and A Co would move close to the 1st platoon so
as not to present an opening for the NVA to cut off and separate the two units

When PF9 Charles A. Marshall fired the 90mm canister rd at the NVA
bunker heavy hostile fire broke loose SP4 Jimmy Tice the assistant gun-
ner reloaded the 90mm and yelled at SP4 Robert L Ross to check the back blast
area before giving Marshall an "Up' SP4 Ross fell off the rucksack that
he was sitting on, shot through the head. The heavy fire wounded LT Bodine
twice and killed his RTO There was no further radio tra mission from
2d platoon both radios were damaged Before Marshall cr"Id fire the 90
again incoming Chicom grenades exploded around them The 90 crew 'turned.
their gun in the direction of incoming fire and discharged their last ca-4
nister rd (The assistant gunner only carried two rounds and the rest of
the 90mm ammunition was scattered throughout the nlatoon)
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His ammunition expended PFC Marshall crawled back and secoured SP4 Ross's
M- 16 and annunition since he had no' side-ari ( 45 Cal pistol). SPK Mar-
shall.-laid behind Rose's body and began firing when AK-47 rds began hitting
near him from the rear so he turned,:around and continued firing. The sit-
uation, had become very confusing to PFC Marshall and the men around him did
not know what was happening

SP4 ,,Wayne Murray and his assistant machine gunner began to lay a heavy
base of fire from the left towards the NVA position LT Bodine yelled for
everyone to get into a tight perimeter: Marshall, Tice and the others around
them crawled back into some logo. SP4 Tice saw they had left the 90rm RR',
so Marshall crawled back out and dragged it back into their position. The
90mm had been damaged by SA fire.

The firing continued to grow even heavier as the NVA worked up to
within 10 to '15 meters of the log pile which was now in a crossfire. PFC

.,Willie J. Simmons spotted one NVA fired' and missed, he then threw a gre-
nade and when he raised to fire again he was shot between the eyes, Murray
was hit in the chest and died while Marshall tried to administer first aid,.

Meanwhile a B-40 rocket exploded nearby. The NVA began to move up
closer, evidently thinking that the rocket had wiped the paratroopers out.
When the bVA exposed themselves, LT Bodine, SP4 Tice and PFC Marshall opened
fire, killing several and pushing the others back, By this time CPT Rogan
had moved his CP group just 20 meters 'e- -A right rear of their position.
and the arrival of the 3d platoon on th : ; took some of the pressure
off. LT Bodine yelled for the wounded tL ...ve back

The terrain that the 2d platoon was fighting in was thick bamboo and,
shrub brush with' occasional open snots where most of the casualties were
taken. There were tall 'trees encircling the hilltop (see' .diagram #3). Vis-
ibility was restricted' to about 5 meters and firing was at point-blank range
Since B Co CO was unable to contact his 2d platoon on the radio he yelled
forward for them to get on the horn. The platoon responded by sending back
a runner, The firing now was extremely heavy; and it was very difficult
to assess the situation since there had not been continuous communications.
The 2d platoon was taking heavy losses and the NVA were beginning to roll
up the right flank of B Co's position LU Bodine moved back to the CO's
position to receive further instructions even though he had been wounded

.twice earler. CPT Rogan asked him if he could pull back bringing his dead
and wounded, LT Bodine answered yes and thb 3d platoon leader LT McDevitt
on the left concurred the same for his platoon

CPT Rogan then ordered both platoons to withdraw at his command and
alerted the lst platoon that they would be passing through them and for let
platoon to cover the withdrawal A Co CO was notified to prepare a peri-
meter for B Co to withdraw into.

By this time the NVA had rolled un to B Co"s right flank. They killed
the CO's two RTO's, senior medic and wounded LT Bodine again Having in-
structed his lead platoons to withdraw, CPT Rogan ordered the CP group to
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withdraw taking their wounded. The artillery PO had become separated from
the CO at this time,

CPT Rogan grabbed one, of the radios in order to control the withdrawal
and moved .back 10 meters. It then became evident that neither the 2d or
the 3d platoons could withdraw because of the close contact with the NVA.
The fighting was at point-blank range. The 2d platoon could, not recover
its wounded. '880 Williams had taken command of the 2d platoon but for all
intents and .purnoses it was out, of action. The O0 confirmed that thO 3d
platoon could not extract itself and that most of the 2d platoon were either
dead or wounded. Seeing that he was unable to withdraw CPT Rogan ordered
the lot platoon to counterattack to the right to restore the flank and
secure the 2d platoon's wounded and dead The CO then switched his one
radio to Bn frequency and 'instructed A Co to close up on the rear., to send-
one platoon forward to reinforce the lst platoon of B Co and to secure
the eastern end of the perimeter with' its remaining two platoone In addi-
tion A Co wu to sicd their artillery FO LT Busenlehner to B Co 00,a
locetion

A Co complied, linking up at approximately 1655H. B Co let platoon's
counterattack helped restore the perimeter and recover many of the wounded
and dead. A Co gave a big asist as their 2d platoon under LT Thomas Rem-
ington moved through to help bolster 'the let and 3d platoon of B Co In
thl course of the counterattack LT Paul Gillenwater B Co let platoon
leader, and his RTO, PFC Jones, found themselves out in front of the perimeter"
but were able to get back without injury While still on the Bn frequency.
CPT Rogan requested the Bn TOC to place blocking fires 500 meters west-
and north of his position to prevent enemy reinforcement;

The company commander's main concern at this time was to establish a
firm perimeter and establish effective artillery fires A Co's artillery
FO had joined CPT Rogan and had begun walking 4 2" mortar fires in towards
the perimeter The wounded and dead wert drawn in. No air or gunships were
in support at this time. The 'ighting was too close and artillery and air
could only help indirectly..., The fighting had become man-to-man with bursts
of AW fire at point-blank range The bamboo was so thick that some of the
paratroopers thought that their M-16 rds weren't penetrating. To illustrate
the closeness of the fighting the next day on the outer edge of the peri-
meter 6 American bodies were found on the eastern side of a log and 4 NVA
bodies on the western side. Two other NVA bodies lay to the left of the
log one. an NVA officer still holding an M-16 he had snatched from the other
side of the log.

As darkness approached the NVA continued to keep up a heavy volume of
fire attempting to cut off or renetrate a section of the perimeter. At
1730H CPT Rogan requested an emergency ammunition resupply. Two LOG ships
arrived at 1845H. A bomb crater near the center of the two Cos perimeter
was selected as the DZ It was dark by this time but the sky was clear
and the moon full. The B Co CO guided the first ship in with a flashlight-
and even though the ship received several hits while it hovered it dropped
the ammunition on target The second ship left its load at FSB 16 and escorted
the damaged helicopter back to Dak To, B Co then requested medical evacu-
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arion b7 basket ýnd hoist for 8 of their more serious WIA's, A Hedefta ship
azrived at 2000H but was dkiven off by AW fire as soon as he hovered with
two of tb..orew being wounded. OPT Rogan then cancelled the Dustoff request
since the ama was not secure

No flare ships were reqested since this would give away and sill-
ouette the American positions. SNOOPY came on station for an hour aad a
'half working the ridks lines running north and west The Cos marked their
position with HO white smoke which was ol ;2,y visible at night SPOOKY
a PAC and fighters were on call throughout the night.

While the NVA continued probing 'during the night B and A Companies
attempted to recover their wounded. Grenades and SA fire was swapped be-
tween the NVA and Americans with contact not being broken until 140630
hours. At 0500 hours SSO Funderburk, SP4 Stokes and severas others drag-
ged the last WIA inside the peri•m•ter un4or enem fr. The entire effort
to recover the wiAs waa 'vri*4 on =nder the most dangerous conditions. At
one time an NVA soldier was shot while rifling the body of one of the wounded.

Earlier in the evening of the 13th, at 1608 hours, 2015 hours and at
2115 hours, C Company at FSB 16 had several emall skirmishes with NVA foroes
up to a squad with negative casualties or results

At 140800 hours November, A and B Companies withdrew eastward 400
meters taking their WIAs and dead with them. At the vicinity of YB813154
they set up a new perimeter around a large bomb crater and Dusted Off their
casualties The total casualties for the contact of the 13th and 14th were
B Company - 21 KIA, 17 WIA, A Company - 3 WIA.

Throughout the morning airstrikes, artillery and mortar fire were
adjusted in on the NVA positions. At 1300 hours. D Company from FSB 16
Joined up with A and B and the 3 Compariies swept up the ridge with B, Com-
pany in the center, A Company on the left and C Company on the right,
through the battle area and several hundred meters beyond with negative
enemy contact. The 3 companies laagered for the night at YB808151 the lo-
cation where A and B Companies had spent the night before. Results of the
sweep were 34 NVA KIA (BC) 20 SA weapons, two 82rmm mortars minus one tube
and numerous blood trails. All of tho MIA's were found dead, the 90mm
RR and other US equipment were recovered.

On the morning of 15 November. A and B Companies continued a search
of the hill vicinity YB803149 and the approaching ridge lines where the
contacts of the 12th and,13th occurredwhile D Company secured the LZ and
the Company' s equipment. A Company engaged two groups of 3 NVA at different
times and locations killing one, wounding two and capturing one. D Com-
pany also captured one NVA (Note- A total of 3 POWs since 11 November for
2/503d). A Company found an estimated 13 NVA KIA (BC) from air and artil-
lery and 1 NVA KIA (BC) from SA fire as a result of their 12 November con-.
tact. The 3 companies laagered together on the hill.
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CO'N F/IDEN7/41
.MPARTMENT 0F THE ARMY

HEADOUARTIS 173D AIRBORNE BRIGAD (SEPARATE)
APO San Francisco 96250

AVBE-SC 10 December 1967

SUBJEMT Combat Operations After Action Report -'Battle of DAK TO,

1. (U) Date of Operation! 17-19 November 1967

2. (U) Location: Vioinitv YB797158, Map Series L7014, Sheet 6538 I11

3. (U) Command Headquarters' 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)

4. (U) Reporting Officer: Brigadier General Leo H. Sohweiter

5. (C) Task Orfanization. Company A, lot Battalion, 503d Airborne
Infantry

6. Supporting Foroes- 81mm mortar, 105mm howitmbr and TAC AIR on call.

7. Background Information: A-l-503d Inf had been conducting search
and destroy operations in the DAK TO area since 6 November and had been : n almost
continuous contact with the NVA for the past 10 days. The 1-503d Inf was
working in a multi company task force because of known large msie WVA forces
in the area.

8. Intelligence: The task force know they were on the trail of a fair
sized enemy force up to battalion size.

9. Mission! Search and Destroy.

10. Concept of the Operation and Execution: A-l-503d Inf had lagered the
night of the 17th in a former NWA bunker an~d trench system in the vicinity of
YB814174 and had been reeupplied by helicopter. The next morning at 0730
hours, A Co moved out towards YB796153. Captain David A. Jesner was company
commander. 2LT Robinson was the lot platoon leader, 2LT Ed Robertson was the
2d platoon leader, ILT Larry Kennaner had the 3d platoon and lLnT David Holland
led the weapon platoon. Sammual Duckett was the let SGT.

The let platoon lead with its point screening forward akbout 150 meters
"then clover leafing. Once the area looked clear the point posted security-
and motioned the main body forward. This type of movement waeslow but the
company had been saved from walking into ambush by it. The point men had
always either spotted the WVA first or they had spotted each other at the same

The leading 1st platoon found an NVA trench system (Vic YB810165) filled
with .Chint;.7 field dressings that was still damp with blood. The dressings
were estimated to be only two hours old and the .men became eagerto press on,
displaying exceptionally high moralefor having beeen on such a continuous operatior
The company continued moving southwest towards Hill 882 with the let platoon
still An the lead.

Inclosure 4
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When the company arrived in the vicinity oa YB805161, a little after
noon, CPT Jopner held the company up and sent the lot platoon forward to reoon
Hill 882. The company (-) formed a perimeter to provide a strong position for
the lot platoon to fall back to in case they ran into heavy enemy tire.
The company had reooived reports. that, there were• uspeoted ensmy o, the hill.

The lot platcan,began advancing up the eastern finger of Vill 882
about 1315 hours and closed the top at 1400 hours. The progress up the hill
had been difficult sin" the men had to work their way through& lot of deadfall
and thick bamboo. Once on top, LT Robinson set up a platoon perimeter in a circle
for quick security.

Almost immediate*y PFC's Brown, Suth and Hale spotted one (1) NVA to
their south along the trail. PFC brown fired a long burst from his M-16 but the
NVA stepped behind a large clup of trees. PFC Suth Jumped into the trail with
a M-60 machine gun and fired. The NA fell down into a sma3 ravine and
disappeared.

Am soon as the platoon fired on the single NUA, the company commander
started moving his men forward, PFC ' Powers, Hugh and Brown went on a scouting

.patrol to find the body across the south side of the hill, To the south they
found a partly completed bunker with oommo wire leading back west to another
bunker. The patrol immediately returned and then went on a scouting patrol to
the west where they spotted a squad of NWA.

The company was setting up its perimeter when the patrol came running
back. The company immediately got into position. Some of them were able to
occupy holes remaining from Operation GLEY which the Brigade had terminated
on 14 October 1967 in the DAK TO wa° C and D-1-503d Inf had also came up
on the hill and were forming another but larger circle perimeter. Around the
perimeter wai aboUt:,a.five meter view. The area wa& tress, thick bamboo and
underbrush.

The let platoon was on the west side of the, perimeter while the 3d
platoon covered the south side. The 2d platoon oovered the southeast and C
and D companies filled the remainder. A slight gap existed between the right
flank of A Co across an open space (an old single ship 1Z) and the connecting
sister company.

LT Robinson located his two machine guns in the center of his western
facing platoon so that they would be mutually supporting. and cover both approach-
ing trails. The platoon was fully armed with its basic load of ammunition.

The NVA opened up with heavy sniper fire, automatic weapons fire, machine
guns, mortars, rifle grenades and rockets. The lt platoon counted 12 automatic
weapons firing on them besides intense sniper fire from the trees., A fifty
caliber machine gun was also heard firing. The NVA were grouping into twenty
or thirty men and rUphing the perimeter in bounds trying to locate the paratroop-
era positions. When they opened up and maneuvered, the Sky Soldiers returned
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their fire. The NVA soldiers were omoutlaged very effeotiveiy over their
entire body and were often very difficult to ass unless moving, especially in
the heavy undergrowth.

The A oompany oomunader immediately requested air and artillery
strikes. The air strikes came in with good effect on the NVA, however, the
bombs blew debrisall over which out down on the distance the troopers could see.
One man was wounded by the air strikes. Artillery did a good Job and was
right on target. lt SOT Duckett set up an 81Dm mortar and put it into action
placing fire on the advunoing NVA.

SSG Hookahi coorditated covering the right flank and as the battle pro-
gressed, manned the extreme rr1ht flank of the lst platoons perimeter. The
NVA pressed their main assault frmthe west against the let platoon.

The NVA pressed the attack u,.to within ten mtoers of the perimeter.
LT Robinson moved back and forth coverinthe perimeter. The hewi rifle
grenades, rock-t fire and mortars began to cdsea numerous wounded among the lt
platoon. The other platoons sent men up with free ammunition and grenades
and helped withdraw the wounded.

PFC Hughe was wounded early in the fire fight an& wioal 'corpsman
Withers gave Hughs mouth to mouth reap ration for two hours to6"kep him alive.
SP/4 Suth was manning one of the 2 M-60's with a line of fire diectly upon the
advancing NVA. His heavy bullets tore through the bamboo and were "tCficting
heavy casualties on the attacking NVA. When Suth's M-60 jammed, PFC Bra"s
moved from his south westerly firing position into Suth's position with hi "
M-60. The NVA were keeping up a heavy grazing fire just a foot or two off the
ground wounding or killing anyone who stood up. PFC Bruce fired for about
three hours being moved from position to position by LT Robinson to confuse
the enemy and not give away the gunt position.

At about 1630 hours, SGT Baum, a let platoon squad leader, was hit.
A medic, SP/4 Dyer, came to his aid and was hit in the leg himself. He drug
SGT Baum to a near by tree where Dyer was shot in the head by a sniper and
killed instantly.

Rocket fire came in and wounded PFC Bruce. PFC Hale then took over
the position. The company commander then decided to withdraw the lst platoon
line about 20 meters and tighten his perimeter to fill the gaps caused by the
wounded. Men from the 2d platoon and HQ's element crawled forward and reinforced
the lst platoon.

While leaving his position, PFC Hale's YI-60 was blown out of his lands
and destroyed by a rifle grenade. PFC Hale was wounded. All but three men
from the first platoon had been wounded and all but the seriously wounded
remained on the perimeter to fight.
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A new machine gun was passed up and reinforcements joined the let
platoons perimeter. From the second perimeter LT Robinson tried three different
times to go back out and save SOT Baum. He was wounded each of the three times.
On his third attmpt LT Robinson called to SOT Baum and Baum opened his eyes
and warned LT Robinson, "For God eakios Lieutenant, dcnb come out here, there is
a machine gun behind the tree", and he gestured behind the tree. SOT Baum died
trying to orawl book to thb perimeter. He had been shot seven times.

Between 1W00 and 1830 hours, the wounded, who weren't in any.condition
to fight, plus the dead were assembled in the center of the perimeter. During
this process a rocket was fired by the NVA and landed in the oenter of the
"perimeter wounding several more personnel,

As it turned dark the NUA laid down a heavy volume of '60u mortar,
fire and broke contact. Throughout the night there were occasional NVA probes
on the 2d platoon. The perimeter was closed tighter and the companies received
aerial resupply and helicopters evacuated the wounded. At 1735 hours, .A Co killv
one NVA who jumped into a hole in their perimeter. Friendly casualties for
the battle were 6 KIA and 29 WIA.

The next day the 1-503d Inf continued search and destroy operations
in the area. The enemy losses were 51. NVA KIA, 9 AK-47T's, 3 --4O RLs,
1 AK-50, 3 BA rifles and 2 SKS rifles.
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HEADQUARTERS 173D AIRBORNE BRIGADE (SEPARATE)

APO San FranoisOo 96250

AVBE-SC 6 December 1967
SUBJECT: Combat After Action Report - 2/503d Infantry Contact of 19-23

November 1967

1. (U) Date of Operationt 19 November - 23 November 1967.

2. (U) Location: DAK TO District KONTUM Province

3. (U) gommand Ha arters' 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)

4. (U) heartins Offioer- Brigadier General Leo H. Schweiter.

5. (C) Tjsh Orjanisgtion'

a. A-2/503d Infantrr b 12/503d Infantry'

1 Scout Dog Team 1 Scout Dog Team
Medical Team Medical Team
Artillery Forward Observer Team Artillery Forward
4.22" Mortar Forward Observer Observer Team
Engineer Team 4 2" Mortar Forward

Observer
c. D/2/503d Infantry- Engineer Team

"1i Scout Dog Team d OPCON ELeaea'
Medical Team
Artillery Forward Observer Team Engineer Platoon 173d
4.2" Mortar Forward Observer Engineer Company (19
Engineer Team November - 201300 Nov-

ember).
e. Supnorting Forces

MIKE Special Forces Com-
(1) Artillery' pany #26 (19 November

201300 November).
3/319th Arty (Dg) 173d Abn Bde
(6 105mm How - Towed) Companies A, D/J1/2th

Infantry (211500 Nov-
C/6/14th 'Arty (GS) 8"//175mm ember - 221000 November
How 1967).

A/5/16th Arty (GS) 155mm How (SP) MIKE Special Forces Com-
pany #23 (211500 Novem-

B/5/16th Arty (GS) 155mm How (SP) ber - 232400 November).

Inclosure 5
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November -- 23 November

D/5/!6th Arty (-) (GS) 155m/175 m.How

A/3/l0th Arty (08,) 8"1/175am How

B/2/19th Arty (GS) 105lm How Towed

C/2/19th Arty (GS) 105m How -Towed

A/4/42d Arty (GS) lo5m How'- Towed

B/l•/92d Arty (GS) 155am How- Towed

(2) Air'

(a) Transportation The Brigade Aviation Officer handled
all of the 2/503d Infantry's requirements for troop and cargo transportation
with the exception of DUSTOFF' s. The 2d Battalion received excellent sup-
port within the Brigade's capabilities. The resupply pilots and crews were
particularlyr valorous in their support during the battle on Hill 875.

(b) Dustoff: All DUSTOFF's were handled through the Admin/
Intelligence (S2) Net and performance was outstanding.

(c) Airstrikes/FAC's" Supporting airstrikes including
SkY Spots and ARC Lights were coordinated through Brigade S3 Air

(d) Special Purpose Flights (Intelligence): The 2/503d
Infantry received prompt and adequate support for SNOOPY RED HAZE, VR and
SLAB'. missions through the Brigade S2 Air.,

"(3) Armor: B/i/69th Armor gave excellent cooperation and sup-
port throughout the contact.

(4) Chemical! The 2/503d Infantry had three defoliation mis-
sions flown during November on which they received excellent cooperation
and prompt action by the Brigade Chemical Officer

(5) Engineer- The 173d Engineer Company provided excellent
support especially in clearing operations -They were indispensable in
clearing thick bamboo clumps and in removing large trees.

6. Intelligence: The Intelligence Annex to OPORD 25-67 Operation
MACARTHUR. Headquarters. 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) dated 050900 Nov-
ember 1967 gave the most current enemy locations available for use by
friendly forcesprior to conduct of Operation MACARTHUR These enemy loca-
tions were general in nature and there were no confirmed enemy locations
within the Battalion area of operation at the beginning of the operation
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November 1967

7. M~ggl.• n The 2/503d Infantry had been alert4d to assault Hill 875
after the 26th MIKE Special Forces Company (OPCON to the 2/503d Infantry)
had made contact with a large NVA force on its slopes the previous day (18
November 1967).

8. Concept 2f OPeration: The, attack was to be made with 2 companies
abreast "D" Company on the left and "C" Compar.y on the right with the trail
runring up the mountain acting as the boundary between the attacking com-
panies. The companies were to attack with two platoons forward and one pla-
toon in reserve A third company ("A" Company) was to be held in reserve
and was to insure security of the rear flank of the other two companies and
secure the area at the bottom of the hill

9. Excution" At 0730 hours 19 Novemiber, the ambush elements from
"A" "C" and I'D" Companies closed their unit's night laager site vicinity

YB 798138. Captain Harold J. Kaufman senior company Commding Officer.
issued the battle order while artillery and air preparation was being fired.
on Hill 875. The 26th MIKE Special Forces Company reached its blocking
position at YB 797127 at 0822 hours. At 0943 hours the airstrikes were
complete and the three companies began moving

The attack was to be made with two companies abreast., "D" Company on
the left and "C" Company on the right, with the trail runningup the moun-
tain acting as a boundary between the attacking companies. The companies
were to attack with two platoons forward and one platoon held..in reserve
"D" Company had its 3d Platoon on the left, 2d Platoon on the right, CP be-
hind the 2d Platoon and the 1st and Weapons Platoon following in .reserve.
"C" Company had its 3d Platoon on the left 2d Platoon on the right CP
behind the 3d Platoon and the 1st Platoon following in reserve. "AA" Com-
pany was to be in reserve and to secure the rear.

The weather was clear and warm and the ridge slope gradual., approxi-
mately 100 meters wide. dropping off sharply to the east and more grad-
ually to the west. The vegetation was fairly thick with bamboo, scrub
brush and tall trees growing up the hill.

"C" and :,D" Companies started out in two columns each, As they reached
the base of the hill they deployed into two Platoons abreast with two squad
files in each platoon. They advanced slowly through the tangled and gnarled
vegetation which had been mashed down by the bomb strikes In the center-
most file of the two companies was the 24 Squad, 2d Platoon of I'D" Company
SP4 Kenneth Jacobson was the point man, SP4 Charlie Hinton about 5 meters
behind him and SGT Frederick Shipman, the squad leader, behind Hinton. As
they approached the military crest of the hill Jacobson received 3 small
arms rounds and was killed instantly. The time was 1030 hours. SP4 Hinton
and SGT Shipman moved up closer to Jacobson and called for' a medic. As the
medic came up, he was hit by small arms fire and died a few minutes later
(SP4 Farley). SP4 Hinton and SGT Shipman still did not know where the fire
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November 1967

was coming from. It wasn't until the NVA started throwing grenades that
SGT Shipman and his men could identify where the initial fire had come, from.
After the initial bursts of fire, rucksacks were dropped and the platoons
begq.nclosing up and deploying on line. As they approached SGT Shilman's
squad., .hich had been slightly forward, fire increased rapidlywith recoil-
lses rifl, .automatic weapons fire and rifle grinades coming from the NVA
p6sitibnzs. "Over on the right flank as "C" Company's 2d Platoon closed.up
and moved forward one of their point men - SP4 Quinn - was hit by small
arms fire,. As the medic SPK Haggerty moved up to assist he was killed
by small arms fire. The enemy fire lulled; they moved forward 5-6 ,meters
on line, then the enew fire exploded again After returning fire and
pausing for indirect fires to be brought in, the 2d Platoon moved forward
approximately 20-30 meters using fire and movement. During the ,oxt two
hours they took most their casualties from ,frag wounds from the explodiig
recoilless rifle rounds and hand grenades. Meanwhile the 3d Platoon "C"
Company, which was near the trail, dropped their rucksacks and moved forward
alonigside of "D" Company receiving mostly sniper fire along the way. As
they reached "D" Company's location they too came under heavy recoilless
rifle and B-40 rocket fire. At this time "C" and "D" Companies marked
their positions with smoke as FAC's adusted in artillery and airstrikes',
The paratroopers returned fire on enewy positions After approximately
30 minutes, the companies began moving again utilizing fire and movement.

Just five meters in front of SGT Shipman's position was a bunker from
w... ich the contact had originated 1SG 'Deebs, SSG Page and others from 'D,"
Company took the first bunker throwing 4 or 5 hand grenades through the
port. SSG Johnson's lst Squad 2d Platoon "D" Company came across a dead
NVA in a V-trench to the left of the bunker The 2d Platoon advanced past
the bunker and the trench, only to have 'an NVA throw several grenades at
them from the bunker they had just blown, Th;e bunker apparently had a
tunnel leading to it from higher on the htll, as the 2d Platoon reported
killing several NVA in the position and still they continued .to receive
resistance from the bunker. The platoons advanced slowly for 15-20 meters
not knowing exactly where to fire since the enaW had its positions well
concealed in the thick, broken bamboo and brush. Heavy recoilless rifle
fire, grenades and small arms fire brought the assault, to a stand-still
in some places, Over on the left side I'D" Company reported advancing to
withinl4-20 meters of what appeared to be the main bunker system. Over .on
the right-hand side they were only able to close to within 15-90 meters.
During this asoault LT Smith 3d Platoon Leader "C" Company, was cut down
by automatic weapons fire and later died, Also a couple of artillery short
rounds fell on "D" Company on the left injuring PSG, James Beam (SSG E6). sP4
Frank Carmody and cne or two others It was about this time that "A" Com-
pany got hit from the rear.

Captain Kaufman. seeing that the assault was bogging down and' realizing
that the rear was being attacked, ordered his men back and formed a perlmeter.
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They did so over about. 30 meters of the ground they had just covered, draw-
ing their wounded with them, SP4 Witold Leszuzynski was WIA as he covered
LT Peter Lantz who brought LT Smith back into the perimeter before he died.
Over on the left hadd see, 3d Platoon "D" Company also got the word to
withdraw and did so. The 2d Platoon however didn't get the word and con-
tinued fighting. Before long they realized that there was no one on their
flanks. "D" Company's 3d Platoon had pulled back approxdmate*y 30 meters
when they received word that the 2d Platoon was pinned down They moved
back up the hill. to help With the 1st Platoon covering "D" Company be-
gan a rapid and broken withdrawal but many of the am were not quite aware
of the situation. Captain Kaufman. "C' Company Commander drew and fired
his pistol in the air several times to regain control, Captain Kaufman
only had his men pull back into the perimeter rather than withdraw as he
didn't want to, lose the high ground that they had gained The front edge
of the perimeter was only 20 meters from the NVA bunker and trench where
the battle started The men began to dig in with knives steel pots or
anything else they could work with

"A" Company had left the laager site that morning right on the heels
of "C" and "D" Companies in the march order of 2d 3d CP. Weapons and ist
Platoon. They moved approximately 500 meters in 45 minutes, As they moved
up the hill, the 2d Platoon broke off to the right keeping in sight of "C"
Company and the 3d Platoon went off to the left keeping "D" Company in sight.
The CP, Weapons and the lot Platoon remained in the middle When contact
occurred,"A,' Company halted. As the action developed. Captain Kiley ordered
the Weapons Platoon to start constructing an LZ. They did so at a point
approximately 100 meters from where "C" and "D" Companies were engaged.
The 1st Platoon secured the LZ from the rear by putting CP's out 30-50
meters to -he flanks and rear and by positioning the remainder of the men
on line 15 meters back,. The 2d and 3d Platoon's secured the'flanks. As
"C" and "D" Companies slowly advanced the two "A" Company: P3*Rw moved
with them as best they could. The LZ construction was going Slowly. An
LZ kit was requested at 1300 hours and dropped in at 1400 hours. Shortly
afterwards, the LZ received several mortar rounds.

The rear CP was located 3-40 meters back along the trail that the com-
panies had moved down earlier It was manned by SP4 James Kelley the Team
Leader'who was armed with an M-16, SP4 John Steer, a rifleman, PFC Carlos
Lazada. a machine-gunner and PFC Anthony Romano, the assistant machine-
gunner. A little after 1400 hours SP4 Kelley was sitting on. the right side
of the tre.l behind a tree with PFC Romano SP4 Steer and PFC Lazada, smokitng
and waiting Romano mentioned not to fire at the first enemy that approached
but to let them get close. SP4 Kelley began to hear twigs breaking in
front of him so he leaned around the tree and aimed uphill,

Suddenrly as firing broke out on the left (possibly mortar fire), PFC
Lazada yelled "Here they come Kelley", and began to fire in long sweeping
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bursts down the hill into a group of about 1$ advancing NVA. asada 'a ini-
tial bursts into the advancing N,,7A caught thi NVA by complete surprige and
at such a close range that the 14-40 ru'ýhine Sun tore the column to pieces.

The NVA evidently were caught by complete surprise and were unaware of
the presence of the rear OP

As soon as the firing broke out members of the firat platoon: Sr
Jeffery Hilleshiem, PFC James Howard (RTO) PFC James Spellers and SK4
Eugene Bookman, dashed forward to aid the OP's who were rapidly being pin-ned down by the advanci'ng NVA. SOT Hilleshiem was hit while running for-
ward and PFC Romano, assistant machine-gunner ran back to help him bring-
ing him back to the LZ. PFO ad knelt behind a log and continued fir-
ing long sweeping bursts into the advancing NVA while SP4 Kelley and SP4
Steer fired their M-16's from the right side of the trail

The sudden heavy fire from the rear had momentarily slowed the NVA
attack and alerted the rest of the company. SP4 Kelley oal.•ed for Lazad
to fall back. Lazada responded by running across the trail tiring and get-
ting behind a log on the right side of the trail and continuing to fire into
the onrushing NVA with steady streams of fire Kelley continued to yell
as he fell back and just after he shot a well camouflaged NVA at 10 meters,
his weapon jammed. (Note! The NVA's face was blackened and his weapon
was wrapped in burlap) While Kelley worked on his weapon lAsada Jumpedinto the trail and began firing from the hip at the charging NVA as he walked
slowly backwards up the trail.,

SP4 Steer started dropping back Kelley fixed his weapon and started
firing again. Lazada's machine-gun jammed (or he ran out of ammunition).
As he ran to catch up. the NVA fire hit him in. the head knocking him onto
Steer. Steer became upset so Kelley ran back down the hill and got Steer
on the trail moving back up hifl. In the meantime of the others who came
to help the OP s. Bookman and Howard were wounded and Speller killed by the
heavy NVA fire. McGill and Coleski assisted the wounded men and they all
moved rapidly up the hill using fire and movement with other men in the
platoon. Kelley dropped M-26 fragmentation grenades behind him as he moved
up the trail.

Back on the LZ after the first mortar rounds hit - the Weapons Platoon'
ran for their gear and formed a perimeter, As the action and mortar fire
increased, SP4 Jack Shoop and PFC Martin Bergman ran back onto the LZ and
attempted to initiate counter mortar fire, While in the process, Shoop wa's
hit and killed by small arms fire.

Captain Kiley instructed his 2d and 3d Platoons who had been carrying
wounded down to the LZ to move down and reinforce the 1st Platoon. This
was his last transmission There were approximately 8-10 WIA's ort the LZ
when the rear attack broke out. LT Thomas Remington immediately started
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moving his 2d Platoon back down from the right hand side of the ridge. They
never made it.

The NVA were approaching on a large well traveled trail that was very
well constructed, including steps cut into the side of the hill. Theysmashed
into the west flank of the 2d Platoon near the front cutting them off from
the rest of their company around the LZ, SOT Aron Hervas was leading the
2d Platoon when the NVA opened up with a heavy volumn of fire He spun
firing, hitting several NVA before he was felled with a bullet through the
head. SP4 Frank Stokes and PVT Ernesto Villereal were killed in action
SP4 Benzene and PFC Sexton were pinned down SP4 Orendorf and some others
moved .down and got Sexton out however SP4 Benzene after killing 5-10 NVA
from behind a tree, was himself killed. LT Remington was hit in both arme
and both legs. PSG Smith (SSG E6) and several others were wounded in the
fire fight. The 2d Platoon consolidated as best they could and pul•vd back
up the hill to "C" and "D" Companies perimeter The 3d Platoon was on the
eastern edge of the ridge. met lesser resistance and was able to link up
with the U2. They did receive effective fire from the west and sustained
several casualties, as the NVA had smashed through to the main trail.

The NVA were evidently well prepared for the battle. The rear attack..
attack from the left flank and mortar attack all came within minutes of
each other. Both of the attacking forces were estimated to be company siae.
Several of the NVA were well camouflaged. It was noticed that *"eral of
the NVA had strange grins on their faces. One trooper reported seeing an
NVA charge into a tree, bounce off and continue his charge. When the hill
was finally taken, it was noticed that many of the enemy casualties and
equipment had been policed from the battlefield indicating that the-enemy
had avenues of withdrawal that could have been utilized at any time,

"A" Company's CP group Vas hit by one of the initial mortar rounds,
wounding Captain Kiley, LT Busenlehner SOT Lyons SGT Stacey axd others.,
The CP group was then caught in the midst of an NVA attack from the west.
A i "C" Company medic who had been one of. the wounded at the LZ said that the.
NVA came "swarming" up the side of .the ridge. The CP group killed several.
of the NVA force before succumbing. There were six (6) in the CP group and
they all went down fighting Captain Kiley, SP5 Taylor (tW.Senior Medic
who had been treating Captain Kiley and the others), SP4 Young (RTO) and
three others all died fighting, One of the group was shot in the legs and
the "C" Company medic could not carry him and had to abandon him to scramble
back up to the perimeter. LT Bu-enlehner, SGT Stacey and SGT Lyons had
moved down to the Weapons Platoon near the LZ and instructed them to with-
draw since the CP had been knocked out The Weapons Platoon took their one
good radio and as many of the wounded as they could carry and moved back up
towards the "C" and 'D" Company perimeter.

In 10-15 minutes. the NVA pushed "A!II.Company up the hill towards"C
and I'D" Companies perimeter PSG Siggers posted men on the trail to hold
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it open for the withdrawing paratroopers. As fast as the "Sky Soldiers"
fired, the faster the NVA kept coming, Survivors of "Al' Company described
themselves as being literally swamped by a hoard of charging NVA soldiers.
At 1500 hours, C"" Company reported to Battalion Headquarters that an esti-
mated 200-300 NVA were all around them The entire perimeter had come under
mortar attack and now recoilless rifle. small arms and B-40 rocket fire
pounded the perimeter as the NVA followed "A" Company right up to the peri-
meter.

Where the perimeter was established the slope was rather gradual. pitch-
ing off to either side. "C" Company had from 12 o'clock to 5 o'clock on the
perimeter, "D" Company from 7 to 10 o'clock and "A" Company mingled from
4 to 10 o'clock. The Company CP's were located together where the wounded
were consolidated. The paratroopers beat off the NVA attack but continued
to receive sporadic but effective sniper and mortar fire, At 1550 hours
"II"C" Company reported receiving B-4O rocket fire. At 1643 hours an LOC ship
dropped in an ammunition resurply but it landed arproximately 15 meters
outside the perimeter on the forward s.opse between the NVA and the US posi-
"tions. LT Lantz and LT McDonough organized recovery teams and moved out
to recover it The operation was going fairly smoothly when a sniper hit
ILT Lantz, killing him instantly. The recovery narty withdrew immediately
The 335th Assault Helicopter Company continued to attempt to resupply the
compao es, however, heavy hostile fire drove them away A total of six
.(6) ships were grounded from automatic wearons and small arms fire. At
1750 hours two pallets were successfully dropped in'. Throughout this per-
iod a heavy barrage of TAC Air and artillery was adjusted in on the enemy
Sky Raiders, F-1O0 a and helicopter gunships delivered their nayloads
making their passes on a SW to NW tangent on the rerimeter At 1858 hours
just after dark a jet fighter..anproached Hill 875 from a NE to SW direction
passing directly over the heads of the "Sky Soldt•rs" One or two of its
bombs fell short landing directly in the middle of the "IC" Company CF
where the leaders and wounded'had been congregated. There were .at least
42 killed and 45 wounded (either initially or after having been wounded
initially) by the bomb. LT Bart O,Leary "D" Company,Commanding Officer,
though suffering from serious wounds, stayed on the Battalion net through-
out the night, maintaining communications. At firstthere was mass con-
fusion and some panic. Most of the leaders had been either hit or killed
including the chaplain Father. Waters and the .entirel,.'TC" Company CP group'.
including leaders from each of the platoons. The naratroopers quickly
recovered, however, with leaders emerging from the ranks. The wounded were
gotten off their feet and quieted down PSG Peter Krawtzow took charge of
"C" Company and reorganized their sector of the perimeter LT McDonough
from "D" Company and LT Sheridan from "A" Company had only minor wounds and
were instrumental in re-establishing control. "A"l Company's artillery RTO
was the only one with initial contact with the Battalion Fire Direction Net-
He adjusted the first artillery ,defensive concentration walking it in towards

the perimeter. As he was adjusting hie second defensive concentration in
front of a different sector of the perimeter, he gave mn adjustment that
would have brought the round too close to the perimeter. During this period, PSG
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Krawtsow had gotten ahold of a radio and began turning the frequencies to
get any friendly station. He happened to land on the Battalion Fire Dirso-
tion Net and monitored the errant adjustment At this point he intervened
and he and SSG Moultrie called in and adjusted the defensive concentrations
for the rest of the night Shortly after the bomb hit at 1930 hours one
round of artillery hit in "D" Company's sector of the perimeter, killing
one and injuring 3-4 others Two PRC-25 radios were also knocked out
Someone came up on the net and told them to add 100 meters, The NVA con-
tinued to probe during the night. SOT Williams from- "C" Company and others
in his foxhole heard movement to their front so they threw a couple of frag
grenades.. They heard hollering and then the NVA started yelling •"Chieu
Hoi". The "Sky Soldiers" responded by throwing a couple more grenades.
They didn't fire their weapons for fear of revealing their positions.. The
next• morning they found numerous NVA bodies to the front of their Domition.
(Note.' They estimated 25-50 although some felt that this was the result of
the second bomb which landed just outside of the perimeter). One of the
bodies was within 10 meters of their nosition with a sack of grenades be-
side him. The three companies' laager site for the night was at YB 797136 -
three - quarters of the way up Hill 875

On the early morning of the 20th at 0540 hours' "C" Company heard move-
ment then shortly afterwards received several tifle grenades Fifteen min-
utes later, "D" Company heard heaoy movement higher up on the hill and called
in artillery fire. The first priority for the companies was to establish
and secure an I to evacuate the wounded. At 0818 hours. an LOC ship was
hit trying to 4ick off an LZ kit and one man was injured Bomb strikes were
conducted on the hill while the men of the companies attempted to hack out.
an LZ. The Battalion TAC CP orgahized a command group consisting of the
Battalion XO Major William Kelley and the XO's of "A,, and ",C" Companies
whose mission was to go in and reorganize their elements expqdite the
evacuation of the wounded and if possible exploit the tactical situation.
Their attempts to get in were frustrated by hostile ground fire. in spite
of heavy TAC Air artillery gunship and infantry ground fire. At approx-
imately 1400 hours, ',D" Company sent out a clearing patrol up Hill 875 in
an attempt to locate some of the tree snipers who were driving the heli-
copters away. The first 4 men in the natrol had barely left the perimeter
when a captured M-60 machine gun cut them down. killing one and wounding
three. The fire came from the vicinity of the bunker which had caused so
much trouble before, At 1800 hours a DUSTOFF helicopter finally made it
in and out extracting five (5) of the critically wounded. It was the only
ship able to make it in before dark, Leaving FSB #16 at 0937 hours B/4/
503d Infantry marched overland closing on the companies at 1700 hours. A/4/
503d Infantry closed at 2100 hours and C/4/503d Infantry at 2220 hours. Major
Kelley and the Command Group made it in on the successful DUSTOFF ship.
B/4/503d Infantry reported two incoming B-40 rockets and at 2045 hours, 7-8
60mm mortar rounds landed within the perimeter injuring at least one. Dur-
ing the day of the 20th 2/503d Infantry started its extraction from AO HAWK,
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their area of operation, by extracting their Battalion Headquarters minus
the TAO CP group and by extracting the 4 2", mortar platoon.

On 21 November, together with the 4/503d Infantryi, the paratroopers
constructed a new LZ and extracted the wounded. The critical water and food
resupply was completed. lAW's and flamethrowers were brought in to assist
on the assault of the hill. The two battalions were hit by three mortar
attacks- One at 0655 hours at 0845 hours and at 1420 hours, Both batta-
lions took several casualties "B," Company and the TAC CP were extracted
from FSB #16 leaving only the three companies 'Alt., "C" and "D" Companies
in the contasted hills near Cambodia.

.On 22 November "A", "C" and I'D" Companies besides securing the per-
imeter, undertook the task of identifying and extracting the KIA's They
also consolidated and extracted. their extra weapons and equipment. The
2/503d Infantry' s total approximate casualties minus attachments for the
period 19-23 November 1967 were 86 KIA., 130 WIA and 3 MIA Casualties per
company were, A" - 28 KIA 45 WIA "C" - 32 KIA 43 WIA and 3 MIEAI "D" -
19 KIA. 33 WIA- HHC - 7 KLU 9 WIA, They received only one mortar attack
but it resulted in the wounding and subsequent extraction of the Battalion
Surgeon.

On 23 November a Task Force consisting of the 4-503d Infantry.and I/
12th Infantry assaulted and took Hill 875 completing the assault in one
hour after meeting a minimum of resistance Just after the start of the
assault, all elements on Hill 875 including the 2/503d Infantry. received
a mortar attack. The 2/503d Infantry's casualties were, "A" Company - 4
WIA.- "D" Company - 1 KIA and 1 WIA Between 1630 and 1730 hours, the three
2d Battalion companies were helilifted to FSB #12 completing a costly but
victorious five days of fighting Later estimates and sweeps of the battle-
field credited the 2/503d Infantry with 255 NVA KIA (BC).
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C.ON1)IENTIAL.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

;IEADOUARTMS 173D AIRBORNE BRIGADE (SEPARATE)
APO San Francisco 96250

AVBE-SC
9 December 1967

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report - Battle of DAK TO

1. (U) Date of Operation: 12-24 November 1967

2. (U) Location: YB796134, Map Series L7014, Sheet 6538 III.

3.- (U) Command Headquarters: 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)

4. (U) Reporting Officer: Brigadier General Leo H. Schweiter

5. (C) Task Organization: Company "B", 4th Battalion (Airborne), 503d
Infantry.

6. Supporting Forces: 60mn Mortar, 81m Mortar, 105mm Howitzer, 155mm
Howitzer, 8' Howitzer, 175mm Gun, and TAC AIR on call.

7. Background Information: 2-503d Airborhe Infantry had been diverted
from its search and destroy operations to attack Hill 875 after a MIKE FORCE
OPCON 2-503d Infantry had made contact with a dug in NVA force on the South
slope of Hill 875, 18 November. Contact was made by C-2-503d Wf and D-2-
503d Inf at 1040H, against NVA in bunkers. They found themselves oppeixe
determined enemy resistance. At 1430H, the NVA launched. a two company attae.
against the rear and flank of A-2-503d Inf which was securing the rear and
cutting an LZ at the base of the hill. The NVA rolled up the rear of the
2-503d Inf and the BN reported itself in heavy contact and surrounded. By
1700H, the 2-503d Inf had reported 42 US KIA, 42 US WIA, and 32 US MIA.

8. Intelligence: The Company Commander was briefed that Hill 875
was held by strong NVA forces and he could expect an ambush along his route
to Hill 875.

9. Mission! To relieve the survounded 2-503d Inf and capture Hill 875.

10. Concept of the Operation and Execution- At I045H, 19 Nov B-4-
503d Inf was helifited from an LZ vic YB853284 to FSB 12, closing at I123H.
B-4-503d Inf was alerted at FSB 12 that the 2-503d Inf was in hard fighting
and that they were going in to reinforce them. B-4-503d Inf was then helifited
from FSB 12 to FSB 16 closing at 1731H.

ou ad The paratroopers of B/4-503d Airborne-Infantry were eager to move
out and relieve their comrades in the surrounded 2-503d Inf, but it was too
close to dark, so the company laagered for the night on the eastern end of
FSB 16 and cleaned their weapons preparing for the next dayis battle. Since
the Sky Soldieknew they were going into a heavy fire fight they all drew
and packed extra ammunition. Riflemen carried 600 rds or more, machine gunners
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carried upwards of 2000 rds, grimadiers 50 rds FS and usually about the same
amount of shotgun rounds. Ever, one carried from 5 - 10 M-26 freg grenades
and two smoke grenades. Since the paratroopers wanted to travel light and fast
they only carried one meal of C-rations, one canteen of water (they would
cross several streams), and a poncho for carrying their dead and wounded to the
U2. Each platoon carried 20 rds of 60ram mortar a~o except the weapons
platoon which carried 70rds and two 60rm mortars. Flamethrowers, 9Ou RR,
LAW'a and 81=m mortar3 would be brought in later by helicopter.

The morning 'of the 20th, B/4-503d Inf mustered at k arftcers and 96
enlisted men. SPK Edward D. Garcia, 173d Engineer Compapy was attached to the
Company. The Company had been briefed that there were several hundred NVA on
the hill and that they could expect an ambush on the way into 2-503d Infantry' s
perimeter. Therefore, CPT Leonard decided to swing wide and come into Hill
875 from the Northwest. At 0730H, B/4-503d Tnf moved out in diamond type
formation with the 3d Platoon commanded by ULT Al Lindeeth in the lead, 1st
Platoon on the right flank led by Itt Larry Moore, the 2d Platoon on left flank
led by ULT Hugh Proffitt and the weapons platoon under SSG Riley in the rear.
CPT Leonard located himself behind the 3d Platoon and sent his point out
about 100 meters in advance of the main body. The Company started out on an
azimuth of 280 degrees, traveling along trails, thru thick bamboo, scrub, and
tall tree cover for about six hundred meters before turning on a new azimuth
of 240 degrees. While moving approximately 1500 meters along this bearing
the paratroopers passed through several NVA base camps and found 4 dead NVA
killed from air and Artillery fire. There were also pieces of bodies lying
around. Fifteen mortar rds were found in the base camps and destroyed in place
by the fa3t moving paratroopers.

As they approached Hill 875, the company turned on to an azimuth of
180 degrees and began to move down the finger which ran south into Hill 875.
The company arrived on the finger at 1600H and proceeded to move down towards
Hill 875. Coming down the hill the paratroopers passed numerous empty C-ration
cans which the NVA had opened and eaten, occasional NVA ruckeacks, bloody
Chinese first aid dressings, and empty Chinese ammo cans. Hard by the trail
in the location of A/2-503d Inf former OP on the trail they found a young
paratrooper lying dead on his side in a pile of empty shell casings still
clutching his Jammed machine gun. In the creek at the bottom of the hill they
found 15 or 20 M-16 magazines of ammo which the Americans had dropped and the
NVA had collected and thrown in the stream. The paratroopers wiped them off
and stuck them in their pocket for future use. The company filled their
canteens in the stream for men of 2u503d Inf and began to move up Hill 875,
passing numerous dead paratroopers of the 2d Battalion as they moved. One
young paratrooper said he began to wonder if there was anybody alive as he
saw all of the dead on the approach to the 2d Battalions perimeter.

Bravo Company swept up the bullet smashed hill and linked up with
C/2-503d Inf at 1700 hours. The men of the 2-503d Inf were beat and there were
tears in their eyes as they greeted their buddies from the 4-503d Inf. Bravo
Company passed out their water and rations to the 2d Battalion men and immediatel3
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moved to reinforce the entiro perimeter; none of the 2-503d Inf'e wounded had
been evacuated yet but they wsre making a great effort to hold up. All oC
Bravo's medics ijmwdiately wure dispatched to aid the wounded. One medic SPK
Earl Webb, worked constantly throughout the nigt and into- the next day be'fore
he was killed by enemy fire trying to save a wounded man on the LZ during a mortar
attack.

The 2-503d Inf was still supplied with ammo but had run out of food
and wpter. While the company reinforced the perimeter and CPT Leonard
checked positions, SSG Riley set up his two 60mm mortars on the right side of
the perimeter in the only area where he had overhead clearance to fire on the
hill. The mortars did not fire since they had no positions yet and did not want
to attract NVA counter mortar fire.

The night passed quietly marked only by two NVA mortar rounds shortly
after B Company arrived. A/4-503d Inf closed into the perimeter a little after
2000H and C/4-503d Inf came in about 30 to 40 minutes later. These companies
completed reinforcing the perimeter.

Just after seven o'clock the next morning the NVA conducted their own
version of "atandto", firing 5 to 6, 5 rd volleys of 60mm and 6-nm mortar fire
on the two battalion perimeter which was only about 100 meters wide to 100 to
125 meters deep. The NVA mortars were so close the men could hear the rds
being fired and had time to dive into their holes. But the mortar rounds
falling into the crowded perimeter caused numerous casualties, where direct
hits in holes crowded with six and seven often killed or wounded several men at
one time. The holes had no overhead cover and although some men had tunneled
into the sides of their holes and some rounds exploded in the treetops, the
mortar fire caused many casualties. Throughout the day whenever men started to
chop overhead cover, the NVA would fire their mortars in a searching pattern,
walking them through the perimeter in a line (usually 60mm, but sometimes 82nm).

At 09000H, Bravo Company was briefed that they would conduct a three
platoon assault on Hill 875 at 1OOH after the Air Force had finishad pounding
it. The i)t. PA+-+at- vmuld be on the right. with its 96 men, the iPlatoon on
the left with 20 men, the 3d Platnon Ln the center with 18 men, and weapons
platoon with 17 men providing fire support. C Company 4-503d Inf was to attack
on the right and A/4-503d Inf would assault on the left.

S6~m4lOOOH helicopters dropped. in the LAW's, Flemethrowers, and
2x8 ars h 400 rounds of ammunition plus 60mm ammunition to raise
the ammao to 50 rounds. One 81mm was moved up forward about 15 meters to
provide walking f~e. the other back about 20 meters to fire on the hill top.
The thrwe 60mm mortars would cover the perimeter.

The men waro instructed to carry 600 rounds of ammunition and all
the grenades they could carry. Inexperienced men, one to two per platoon were
equipped with flamethrowers after a brief explanation of its use and handling.

3
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A few NCO's wwre issued th4 LAW since most men wdren't trained on them and the
officers wwro afraid the back blast would injure their own men. No satchel
charges, CS grenades, or WP grenadesewere issued on the first assault.

The assault was postponed until 1430H to enable the.Air Force to
continue to strike the hill until 1400H and allow artillery to pound the hill
until 1430H. Five air strikes continued until W5H consisting of 10 FlOO's
and 2 F4C's dropping 15 tons of HE and 7J tons of gapalm on the top of Hill 875.

The assault led by CPT Leonard moved out of the perimeter into the thick
tangle of blown down trees at 1505H. Initial enemy mortar fire killed two men
in the 2d Platoon. The men couldn't crawl under the trees but had to go over
them. asouetting themselves. The 2d Platoon was not in a difficult terrain
and could uaefire and maneuver to advance towards the trench system d6dging
behind trees. The mea in the let Platoon were. crawling qver the logs. §pipers
were firing from high trees on the flanks and the men were iaking heavy
automatic weapons, machine gun fire, rocket and mortar fire. The mortars fell
mostly to the rear as they advanced.

In the let Platoon area where some 'of the heaviest fighting was,, the
men couldn't actually see the NVA troops who were firing from bunkers. LT
Moore could count only 12 men with him out of 36 when his let Platoon became
pinned down by heavy automatic weapons fire. The NVA were firing from six
inch slots in their bunkers. LT Moor6 finally spotted a bunker opening covered
with leaves and branches as camouflage and directed his remaining men to concen-
trate on it. Meanwhile sniper fire in' the'trees continued to grow until PFC Mason
of the lt Platoon stood up and sprayed a long burst of M-60 machine gun fire
into the trees off to the right. His fire killed two snipers and momentarily
quisted the other snipers. The men crouched behind what ever cover they could
find, small trees, logs, or mounds of dirt. It became almost impossible to move.
The NVA were firing rockets which slid,'along the ground and exploded a
second or two later. LT Moore tried to call CPT Leonard but his RTO was killed
passing him the mike and his radio sma'shed. Both the lst Platoon's PRC-25's
were destroyed. A rocket slid down the hill towards LT Moore and one of his
men and exploded as they desperately tried to twist aside, wounding both.
The attack of the Ist Platoon was stopped.

On the left the 2d Platoon was making better progress through easier
terrain but they soon ran up against two bunkers and trench systems. The 2d
Platoon couldn't see the WTA either but located their positions by the smoke from
their weapons. Rockats were coming in sliding along the ground and exploding,
most of the mortar fire was falling behind the second platoon. The 2d Platoon
concentrated on two bunkers to the left. Most of the casualuties were caused
by rocket and mortar fire; many of the men were saved by dud CHICOM grenades.
The men were scared of the flame throwers and were ineffective in their
employment.

A Company made contact on the left flank and reported to SSG Riley that
his mortar rds had gotten about 20 NVA. The IAWs proved ineffective against
the NVA bunkers with small slits since it's extremely difficult to get a direct c
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hit on a bunker opening. SP4 Garc1% and PPC Pul Riew (who received his briefing
on the flame throwor during the fight) assaulted the bunkers with flane throwers
but the flames proved ineffective. The American mortars proved mostly inoffeot-
ive except for keeping the NVA down. Shells exploded harmlessly on top of
bunkers that had as much as six feet of overhead cover. Other mortars failed
to wxplode when they landed in.the soft dirt which had been powdered by air
strikes. Artillery was firing on the flanks and counter mortar missions.

As darkness approached word came to hold in place and then to fall
back. "A" Company withdrew through the left flank of B Company. As the men fell
back they screamed curses at the NVA and sang "Gory Gory What a Hell-of-a Way
to Die". The men had wanted desperately to take the hill and felt cheated by
darkness. Whether or not the remains of Bravo Company could have taken the
hill that afternoon is a moot question but many men felt they could have stormed
the hill if darkness had not fallen.

It was dark when Bravo pulled back into the perimeter. The first
platoon had lost 7 KIA and 15 WIA reducing it to 14-men, the 3d platoon had
9 men left, and the 2d platoon was also mauled. Weapons platoon remained at 17
men.

When they assembled on the perimeter they wure able to get a little
water. Rations had come in but the 2d Battalion personnel had first priority
since they had been without for the longest.

The battalions prepared to pull back 100 meters to allow air to continue
pounding the hill for the next day. The 4-503d Inf had requested permission to.
pull back 1000 meters and hit the hill with B-52 strikes, however Brigade turned
this down since minimum safe distance was ý000 meters. The fourth battalion
evacuated its dead and wounded with the help of men from the 2d Battalion such
as SGT John Jigga who led his squad to help. Bravo then moved all its mortars
and armo back down the hill and prepared their positions for. the night.

The 2-503d saw the fourth battalion prepare their equipment for a fresh
assault on Hill 875. The Bn recorded mortar fire that morning and sporsdically
through out the day with occasional rockets. Dust off was accomplished for the
dead and wounded due to mortar/rockets fire. By 2105H that evening the 4th Bn
had lost 15 KIA, 108 WIA, and 4 MIA. A patrol closing the perimeter that
evening reported 4 NVA bodies and 6 rifle grenades. CPT Leonard and SSG Maclain
directed air strikes and artillery throughout the day.

TharAkgiving morning Bravo received their first rations and planned their
sucond assault on Hill 875. Weapons were checked, ammo distributed, satchel
charges were passed out, C/S M-79 grenades, M-17 protective masks, LAWs, and
90=m RR were prepared. Bravo was to assault the left and Char•.o Company the
right, "A" Company would bring up therear taking care of snipers and flushing
bunkers and protecting B and C from being shot in the back.

The 1/12th Inf which had been moved into position on the S/W slope of
the hill was to assault at the same time as B and C Companies.
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Two air strikes wwre conducted on Hill 'Iri7t that moriiins bvtvwsm 093QH
and 1OiSH. The five P100's dropped four tons of Nh lwe 3 tons of naplzm and
fired 2400 rds of 20mn. Both strikvs were rato 10()K on target.

At O700H Thankgiving morning Bra,ý., rec;•vs 21, to 25 rds of mortar fire
with negative casualties.

At approximately 0900H A-4-503d "i!f %dill'. 10 NVA vic IB7983,38.

1100H upon the preparing signal of the rounds of a volley of 30-81=m
mortar rounds, CPT Leonard again led his company up Hill 875. In addition to
leading his own company CPT Leonard was in control of all artillery and air strike
for the day.. The mortars were employed the same as for the first assault.
Just prior to Jumping off 3-82mm rounds hit on the,,right with no casualties.

As Bravo led the advance the weapons platoon walked 81Jau fire 25 meters
in front of them all the way out to 150 meters. The advance faced some mortar
and sniper fire. A flame thrower carrier was blown up (flame throwers were
now carried by volunteers and some engineers). An incoming mortar round made
a direct hit. on SGT Cates who was carrying satchel charges blowing him to bits
and killing several men around him. Most of the officers and NCO's felt flame
throwers and satchel charges should be held back and brought up on call.
Nearly the entire 3d platoon could have been killed by its own satchel charges.
CPT Leonard was hit in the ldg by a sniper but continued with his men.

.As the men came to the top of Hill 875 they captured 3 60=m mortars
with triggers and base plates manufactured to the tube. These were passed
back to A company. The trench system they over-ran was deep enough for a man
to walk in and be hidden, bunkers were dug into the back of the trench so that
dead or wounded could be pushed out of the way. Some bunkers had six feet of
overhead cover. One man found the date 3/7/67 carved in a bunker wall. The
hilltop was blown bald by the constant air and artillery. The paratroopers
found prone shelters and also a new type fortification described as a
doughnut. Many bombs had explcdedih the trees above the ground but only one
dud was found. There were only a few NVA bodies around but the troopers could
smel.l more.

The paratroopers over-ran the hilltop at 1122H admist cheers of "Airborne
• and 'Geronimo.?: Some men pulled out cans of C-rations turkey loaf and proceeded

to whip up a quick Thankgiving meal. Others were crying with happiness and
pride. Some men were disappointed there were not more NVA bodies, others
were glad they had what was left. These were the men 1/12th Car met on top of
Hill 875 a half hour later..

Later that day the tired hungry paratroopers sat in the dust and
debris of Hill 875 and ate their traditional Thankgiving meal which was brought
in hot by helicopter. As one Sky Soldier SGT said, "It was the best meal
I ever ate."

6
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The noxt dr~y 1LT Moor* 1/!B-4-503d Inf with his heart in his mouth
as he describod it led a clearing patrol out fwrz Hill 875 and found a rucksack
containing stirched blus and tan uniforms, a bolt action rifle uad a rocket
lAwicher leaning against a tree. Nugative en~my zvw.stance was encountered.

NOTE (The Brigade S2 believes tho -2 BnA74th NVA Regt held Hill 875
and thd 3d EnA174 NVA Rwgt on the hill to the went of Hill 875
placed moat of the~ direct and indirect fire on the paratroopers
during the attack on 23 November.)
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UN.CL ASS IF/ ICE
CIVILIAN PRMSS COWU•AW - TM TTIr Or DAF K TO

A. During the period 5 November 1967 to 25 Vowmber 1907 the follow-
ing civilian correspondents were present in the Brigade area for varying
lengths of time. A number of them were with line elements in contact

1. Lorieux, Claude reporter Agence France Presse

2. WildauL Robert, reporter Agence France Presse

3. Ulsurev Francois. reporter Agence France Presse

4. Arnett Peter. reporter Associated Pressp

5. Chang Albert, photographer Associated Press

6. Lengel John reporter Associated Press

7. Merron, Richard' reporter Associated Press

8 Simons, Lewis reporter Associated Press

9. White Edwin reporter Associated Press

10. Kaylor Robert reporter Associated Press

11. Pigott Bruce reporter Reuters

12. Webb Alvin reporr United Press Inbernational

13 Oliver Richard teporter United Press International

14. Cheatham Thomas reporter United Press International

15. Hall William photographer United Press International

16. Stone. Dana photographer United Press International

17. Brannigna. William, commentator with two-man crew, ABC

18. Needham, Richard commentator with two-man crew ABC

19. Fough, Edward commentator with two-man crew CBS

20, Fromson., Murray. commentator with two-man crew CBS

21. Schakne, Robert commentator with two-man, crew. CBS

22. Laurence, Jack commenta tor. with two-man crew CBS

23. Rodboon Vallop silent cameraman CBS

Inclosure 7
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25.. Turing 0 emrulmn Oeusn TV

25. Obezxnn, H soundn German TV

26. Brelis Dean commentator with two-mun crew NBC

27. Hall Wilson. commentator with two-man crew NBC

28. Davis, Neil reporter Visnews

29. Milligan Ronald Interviewer Westinghouse Broadcasting Company

30. Coffey. Raymond reporter Chicago Daily News

31. Tuohy William reporter Los Angeles Times

32. Randolph John reporter Los Angeles Times

33. Buokley, Thomas. reporter New York Times

34. Carter Stanley. reporter New York Daily News

35. Ishikawa, Fumihiro reporter. Ryukyu Shimpo

36 Forken, Gerard, reporter Stars and Stripes

37. Olson, John reporter Stars and Stripes

38. Van Geen Isabelle reporter. Vietnam Nouveau

39. Kann, Peter, reporter Wall Street Journal

40. Lescaze, Lee reporter Washington Post

41. Tate, Don reporter Scripps-Howard News Service

42. Coggin Dan. reporter Time

43. Greenway, Hugh reporter Time

44. Lee. Chang-Min reporter Asia Magazine

45. Leister. Colin re-oorter Life

46. Rentmeester Co reporter Life

47. Perry., Merton reporter Newsweek

48. Donnelly John reporter Newsweek

49. LeCampion Henri photogranher free-lance

7-2
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50. Johner Claude photographer free-lnce

51. Kailokas Jurate reporter free-lance

52. Bellorget Ohislain photographer free-lance

B. In addition,, the following military information personnel were
present

1. A five.-man still and motion-picture tea from the US AxW
Pictorial Center.

2. A five-man still and motion-picture team from the Department
of the Army Special Projects Office (DASPO)

3. A photographer and an interviewer from USARV Information Office.

4. An interviewer from IFPORCEV Information Office.

5. CPT R.R. Brewer. CPT R.E. Hill SGT V.D. Phillips SP5 Hester,
SPK H.G. Rice, SP4 P.V. Butler, SP4 M.J. Pappas and J.T. Baldwin of the
Brigade Information Office.

C. Total personnel covering Brigade activities- 88.

7-3
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let Brigade
let Air Cavalrv Division

COM13AT OPERATIONS AFTER ACTION REPORT

BATTLE FOR DAK TO
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,, ~~CoN/v/'/•E/VT//4 L.
HADQUARTERS

IST ARIGADE
IST AIR CAVALRY DIVISION

"APO 96490

AVDAkBR-SC 1 December 1967

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report - lot Bde Participation
in Operation MACARTHUR

TO: See Distribution

1. (U) OR_ MN. Operation MACARTHUR.

2. (U) P_•gjI D•VMED. 122030H November 1967 - 261630H November 1967.

3. (U) LOCATION. SPAATZ Area of Operations, part of the MACARTHUR
Area of Operations, located in KONTUM Province, RVN.

4. (U) COMMAND fEA1qUARTERs. lot Brigade, lst Air Cavalry Division.

5. (U) REPORTING OFFICER. Colonel Donald V. Rattan, CO, lst Bde,
lst ACD.

6. (C) TASK ORGANIZATION. The Brigade Task Force consisted of:

a. 1st Bde
b. Bde HHC
c. 2-8 Cav

d. 1-12 Cay (Eff 140600H Nov 67 released 241724H Nov 67)
e. 2-19 Arty (A Btry)
f. A/2-20 Arty (ARA) (-) (3 sections total)
g. A/8th Engr (- Plat)
h. IN Sec, llth Avn Gp
i. B/229th AH Co
J. C/228th ASH Co (-) (6 OH 47 total)
k. Pathfinder Tms, llth Avn Gp
1. 2 Squads, 25th Scout Dog Plat
m. TACP
n. 1st Plat (-), 545th MP Co
o. Tm, 13th Sig
p. Tm, IW/Cl, 191st MI Det
q. Tm, 15th S & T Bn
r. Tm, 15th S & S Bn
s. Clearing Co, 15th Med Bn
t. Det, 27th Maint Bn
u. Det (Control Hq) 2d FSE

Group 4
Downgraded at 3 year intervalsC. i /) DEY 7-, 4 D L Declassified after 12 years
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a. 50th Scout Dog Plt (OPCON) from 4th Inf Div.
b. OS Arty in DAK TO area on request to include 175/8' and

0. TAC air.
d. Heavy bomber (B-52).
e. 4th Inf Div CH 47- 70 mission hours, total of 50 sorties.
f. 4th Inf Div UHIH: 26 mission hours, total of 40 sorties.
c. C Btry 5-16 Arty (155, SP) GSR to 2-19th Arty positioned at

PLEI MRONG SF Camp.
h. B Co, 70th Engr for improvement of proposed lst Bde TAC

CP at POLEI KLING SF Camp.
i. Engineer assistance from 4th Div Engrs, 173d Engra and

299th Engrs at LZ WINCHESTER (ZB 046208) and KONTUI4.

8. (C) I.DIGENCE.

a. Area of Operations - Background information on Northern
KONTUM Province was obtained by visits to the G2 and S2 advisors of
24th Special Tactical Zone and KONTUM Province. These units were able
to provide accurate and useful data concerning past trends of enemy
activity, existing enemy fortifications, enemy order of battle, and
a detailed terrain analysis. The 24th STZ G2 advisor had an up-to-
date, detailed list of landing zones within the AO which vwould have
proven invaluable had the lt Brigade continued operations in the SPAATZ
AO. Reports from agents employed by other US Agencies were received,
but the Brigade departed the AO before their reliability could be
verified. A detachment from the 219th Aviation Company located at
KONTU1 Airfield maintains a situation map with up-to-date postings
of the area's extensive trail network. Weather reports were obtained
from the Air Force weather unit at Dragon Mountain. This unit has no
FM radio capability a-nd communications were difficult.

b. Intelligence support from 4th Infantry Division.

(1) Locations of enemy units. Initially the employment
of 1st Bde elements was dictated by requirements developed from high-
level intelligence sources. The Brigade S2 section had no opportunity
to produce operational intelligence to influence the original dis-
position. The 1st Bn, 12th Cay, which occupied LZ BECKY and screened
the area around it, made no significant contact with the NVA 32d and
66th Regiments which were reported to have been withdrawing through
that area. The battalion did, however, observe an enemy rocket artillery
unit, believed to be the NVA 40th Arty Regt, firing to the east of the
LZ, and was able to direct air and artillery on the firing site. The
1-12 Cay t•hen deployed to an area southwest of KONTUM in response to
high level reports that a battalion of the 95B Regiment was preparing
for offensive operations at that location. No significant contact was
made at that location prior to the time the 1st Bde departed SPAATZ AO.

2
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The 2d Bn, 8th Cay made heavy' contact, with, what is believed to have
been elements of the NVA 24th Resg. The contact took place on the ridges
to the east of DAK TO. The e"emy force had taken up the positions
in an attempt to cut the highiay 14 route into DAK TO, isolate the
ARVN 42d Regt at TAN CANH and eventually attack DAK TO itself. The
enemy left quantities of 60MM Mortar, 82MM Mortar and 75MM Recoilless
Rifle ammunition on position before withdrawing, indicating that the
arwa had been occupied by at least a battalion, very probably reinforced
by parts of the Regimental Heavy Weapons Company. Although enemy personnel
losses for this contact were only 15 confirmed KIA. it is believed that
many more NVA were killed but were either buried in fortifications,
destroyed by airstrikes or evacuated before the area was occupied.
Prior to departing from the SPAATZ AO, the 2-8 Cay began operations to
the east of their original contact in order to engage the withdrawing
enemy force. No significant contact was made.

(2) Order of Battle Information! Initially the lst
Brigade was not provided information on enemy units. By 20 Nov
relatively complete order of battle on the 32d, 66th, 24th and 174th
NVA Regiments was made available.

9. (C) MISOS
a. 12-14 Nov. let Bde TF conducts movement by air and

landtail beginning 130600H Nov 67 to close KONTUM with combat elements
by 141200H Nov 67 and landtail follow-up by 16 Nov 67, OPCON to 4th Inf
Div.

b. 14-19 Nov 1st Bde TF conducts operations in assigned
AO beginning H hour 15 Nov 67 to find and destroy the enemy, blocking
any enemy attempt to infiltrate or exfiltrate the SPAATZ AO. Bde TF
be prepared to establish Fwd OP at POLBI KLENG (LZ POLLY - ZA 027937)
and to release or accept OPCON of an Air Cav and/or other maneuver
battalions on order.

c. 19-22 Nov: lst Bde TF conducts operations in assigned
AO's (WHITEHORSE vic ZB 110220 and CHARGER vic YB 845060) to find and
destroy the enemy.

d. 22-24 Nov. 1st Bde TF continues operations in the
WHITEHORSE AO (vic ZB 110220) and opens operations via PLEI KRONG
SF Camp (ZA 115675) to find and destroy the enemy.

e. 24-25 Nov- let Bde TF minus TF 1-12 Cay deploys by air
and landtail beginning 240730H Nov 67 from the MACARTHUR AO to the
PERSHING AO, closing combat elements by 251800H Nov 67, prepared to
reassume Operation PERSHING in assigned AO.

10. (C) CONCEPT OF. OPERATIONS.

a. 12-14 Nov, Upon receipt of the frag order at 122025H
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Nov 6? directing movement on 13 NoV, all staff sections were required
to make estimates on internal movement posture and movement require-
ments of attached Task Force units and elements. The concept of the
move included movement in three echelons.

(I). Movement in organic division and C7A airoraft from
unit locations to P8U CAT, the Departure Airfield (DAF), with six
sorties of CH 47 aircraft moving directly from LZ ENGLISH to XONTUM
with the Bde CP and TF advance party.

(2) Movement of combat essential troops and equipment
to KONTUM from the DAP Phu Cat by C-130 aircraft closing by 141200H Nov
67.

(3) Movement of other TF elements by landtail beginning
14 Nov and closing KONTUM on 15 Nov.

b. 14-19'Nov: 1st Bde TF was tasked to block enemy in-
filtration and/or exfiltration in its assigned AO and to find and
destroy the enemy. The 1-12 Cay was tasked to combat assault into
the northern portion of the assigned Bde AO, establish a firebase
(LZ BECKY AT YB 845060) and conduct operations to find and destroy
the enemy. The 2-8 Cav was tasked to provide one rifle company to
secure the proposed Bde Fwd CP (LZ POLLY) and to provide two rifle
companies OPCON to the 4th Inf Div to operate in the vici..ity of DAK
TO to assist in security of that installation. On 16 Nov the 2-8 Cav
was released OPCON to the ist Bde, 4th Div to assist in the defense of
DAK TO.

c. 19-22 Nov: 1st Bde TF retained all missions and in
addition was tasked to operate with one Bn (2-8) east of DAK TO via
ZB -10220 to find and destroy the enemy.

d. 22-24 Nov: let Bde TF continued to operate with one
Bn (2-8) east of DAK TO but was tasked to move the 1-12 Cay from
vic LZ BECKY to a new AO vie of PLEI MRONG SF Camp to search for 1st
Bn, 95B (Main force VC Regt) and destroy it.

P. 24-25 Nov: 1st Bde TF was directed to return to the
PERSHING AO releasing TF 1-12 Cav on 24 Nov. Movement was to be by
C-130 aircraft for combat elements from DAK TO DAF and necessary
combat support and combat service support elements from KONTUM DAF.
All non-essential troops and equipment would be returned by landtail.

a. Maneuver:

(1) 12-14 Nov: Movement to KONXTUM was executed as planned
but considerably ahead of schedule. Command and control elements,
the maneuver battalion and artillery battalion and its firing battery
were closed at KONTUM by 132000H Nov 67. The Bde at that time was
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prepared for combat operations. This was Considerably ahead of the
141200H Nov 67 time established in the Division frag order. The full
TF lift resources were not available until the late afternoon of
14 Nov. However, with the resources available, if necessary, the
Bde TF had the capability of combat assault and other combat operations
at 132000H Nov 67 with same support from the .4th Inf Div. Sufficient
supplies were on hand to sustain at least a two day operation without
rewupply. The last C-130 sortie (Nr 37) closed KONTUM at 141730H lNov
67. The landtail departed LZ ENGLISH (BONG SON) at 140800H Nov 67,
arrived at CAMP RADCLIFFE (AN KHE) at 1530, remaining overnight, and
arrived at KONTUM at 151450H Nov 67, thus closing the lst Bde TF.

(2) 14-19 Nov 67:

(a) The 1-12 Cay combat assaulted at 150756H Nov
67 vic YB 845060 (LZ BECKY) to secure a firebase and operate in the
area to block'enemW infiltration and/or exfiltration.

(b) The 1-12 Cay with B Btry-2-19 Arty closed LZ
BECKY at 151450H Nov 67 and conducted operations in their assigned AO.
Three CIDG platoons were attached and were quite valuable because of
their knowledge of the area. The Bn operated with two companies in
the vicinity of LZ BECKY and two companies, operating together,
searching to the south and west of the 12.

(c) On the evening of 17 Nov the source of a rocket
attack, suspected to be from the NVA 40th Arty Regt, was observed
by the 1-12 Cav. ARA, Spooky, five airstrikes and artillery fires
were directed on the location. Four heavy bomber strikes were requested
and delivered saturating the ene2y positions. Exploitation by 1-12
Cay in the area of the heavy fires uncovered nothing significant.

(d) The 2-8 Cay initially released two companies
to the ist Bde, 4th Div for the defense of DAK TO on 15 Nov 67. The
Bn (-) moved on 16 Nov 67 to the DAK TO area, resumed control of
their rifle companies and operated under the 1st Bde, 4th Div to
assist in the defense of DAK TO. D Co worked generally to the south,
B Co to the north and C Co to the east of DAK TO. C Co made contact
with an estimated NVA company at ZB 110210 and conducted a two day
battle finally securing the hill top. A Co remained OPCON to the 1st
Bde, 1st ACD and secured the proposed forward CP location at LZ POLLY.
It was determined on 16 Nov that the Bde forward CP would not move
to LZ POLLY but would instead move to LZ WINCHESTER vic of ZD 046208
and would co-locate with the 2-8 Cav CP and the 173d Abn Bde Rear CP.

(3) 19-22 Nov 67

(a) The 1-12 Cav continued to operate in the
LZ BECKY area and southwest of that location with no contact. A
mixed CIDG/US reconnaissance patrol explored the suspected rocket
site location, detected on 17 Nov, with negative significant findings.
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(b) The 2-8 Cay (-) returned OPOON to the. lot
Bde and was assigned an AO in the vicinity of its C Co contact

(14HITEHORSE AO). B Co combat 'assaulted on 19 Nov via ZB 106218.
Contact was made with an estimated NVA comipany in that general area
continually throughout the day. B Co was extracted late in the
afternoon, and inserted in the vicinity of C Co at ZB 110210. During
the afternoon, night and the morning of 20 Nov, the entire ridge
coutplex from ZB 110210 to ZB 103237 was pounded by artillery and air
strikes. Estimates'. of the enar ýtrength on the ridgeline, based on
contacts by B and C Co, 2-8 Cay and visual sightings by aerial observers,
indicated a well dug-in enemy battalion.

(c) During the night of 19-20 Nov an F4F aircraft
conducting an air strike received ground to air fire and crashed
in the vicinity of ZB 090223..: ARA covered the extraction of one
pilot immediately after the crash.- D Co, 2-8 Cav returned to 2-8
Cav control and conducted a CA to secure the wreckage of the downed
aircraft and to extract sensitive items of equipment and the body of
one pilot who failed to eject.

(d) The 2-8 Cav (-) continued to advance northwest
along the ridgeline proceeded by a devastating air and artillery
barrage. The entire ridgeline was cleared and secured by 21 Nov.
The Bn then conducted battlefield police with one company and used two
companies to pursue the enemy.

(e) The Bde Fwd CP was established at LU
WINCHESTER (ZB O46206) on 19 Nov. This CP consisted of the Bde CO,
Bde HHC (-), S-2/3, liaison sections and HHB, 2-19th Arty. Security
was provided by the Bde security platoon and one rifle company
(A Co, 2-8) minus one platoon. The Bde Rear CP remained at KONTUM.
It consisted of the DDC. Bde S4, Bde Avn Plt, all Bde Avn resources
including ARA, maneuver battalions rear combat service support base,
and all TF attached combat service support units. One rifle platoon
remained at the rear CP for security.

(4) 22-24 Nov.

(a) Acting in response to enemy sighting
southwest of KONTU-1 the 1-12 Cay was extracted from the LZ BECIfC area
and opened LZ GALORM (ZA 145755) just north of the PLEI ývfIRONG SF
Camp on 22 Nov 67. The Bn firebase, LZ GALO01"E, received twelve rounds
of 82121 Mortar in the early evening of 22 Nov. The Bn completely
closed out LZ BECIY at 221926H Nov and was operating in their new
assigned AO with the entire Bn on 23 Nov. On 24 Nov the 1-12 Cay assisted
the POLEI KIENG SF Camp by controlling lift to insert a ready reaction
force from the camp to aid a CIDG unit in heavy contact vic ZA 020850.
The Bn was released by the 1st Bde, 1st ACD at 241715H Nov 67 to the
4th Inf Div. TF 1-12 Cay elements including 7 UH!IH lift aircraft, a command
and control UHIH, a platoon from Bde TF resources.
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(b) The 2-8 Cay (-) continued to operate in their
assigned AO. The AO was expanded' to the north and east on 23 Nov to
allow for pursuit to the northeast. A firebase (L" FALCON ZB 133212)
was opened on 23 Nov. On 24 Nov A and C Co's combat assaulted to the
northeast with no significant findings. Both companies were subse-
quently extracted to LZ i'INCHESTMR on 24 Nov in preparation for the
return of the 1st Bde, let ACD, to the PERSHING iO on 25 Nov.

(c) The 1st Bde mnaintained its forward CP at
LZ WINCHESTER and its Rear CP at KONTUM. One company (B Co) from the
2-8 continued to secure both locations with the Co (-) seouring the
forward OP and one platoon securing the rear CP.

(5) 24-25 Nov 67!

(a) TF elements in the Forward CP area phased out
of the MACARTHUR AO utilizing DAK TO as the DAF. The Rear OP utilized
KONTUM as a DAF. Movement began from DAK TO at 0730H by C-130. Move-

ment by C-130 at KONTUM began much later (1400H). Only combat essen-
tial troops and equipment were moved by air. The Bde CP departed
by CH 47 from LZ WlINCHESTER. at 1210. A landtail departed LZ :INCHESTER
at 0815H and was joined by the Rear CP landtail at KONTUM. Landtail
elements remained overnight at PLEIKU on the night of 25-26 Nov.

(b) Combat elements of the lst Bde TF closed LZ
ENGLISH, the Ar'rival Airfield (AAF), by 251800 Nov 67. The Bde assumed
control of the 1-8 Cav and its assigned AO. C Co, 2-8 Cav assumed
the security mission at LZ MUSTANG - TAPE at 251530H Nov 67. B Co
"2-8 Cav (-) assumed the security mission at LZ LARAMIE at 251600H
Nov 67 and provided two platoons to assist in securing LZ ENGLISH by
1600H. The last C-130 sortie (Nr 20) arrived at the AAF (LZ ENGLISH)
from DAK TO at 252240H Nov 67. The last sortie (Nr 20) arrived at
the AAF from KONTUM at 260515H Nov 67 closing the airstream. The
landtail closed LZ ENGLISH from KONTUM at 26163011 Nov 67 without
a major incident. All vehicles suffering break downs and other
delays had closed LZ ENGLISH by 290955H Nov 67.

b. Support.

(1) Aviation: The attached, organic and supporting
aviation elements provided the following outstanding support to the lst
Bde TF.

(a) 229th Avnm Bn.

1. Total hours flown 691
2. Total log sorties 1242
•. Total tons of cargo logged 169.9
.4. Total combat sorties 1083
•. Total combat troop carried 1721
6. Total hours flown by gunships

alone 103.5
71. Total escort sorties flown by

gunships 378
7
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,. An'sverage day for a lo air'craft consisted
of 28.25 sqrtits, carrying 3.86 tons of
cargo and39 PAX, logging 6 hra and 20
minutes.

2. An average day for an RRP aircraft con-
sisted'of 16.4 sorties, carrying 27 PAX,
and logging 6 hrs and 15 minutes.

,9. Lift aircraft utilized as OC's flew a total
of 24 hours.

(b) 228th Avn Bn.

1. Total hours flown 314
2. Total sorties 835
3. Total PAX transported 2900
/. Total tons cargo carried 1092

. An average day for a CH-47 consisted of
19 sorties, carrying 19.8 tons of cargo,
66 PAX, logging 7 hours and 10 minutes.

(c) 4th Infantry Division Aviation Support (Estimate).

L. Lift Ships:

a. Total hours flown 26
b., Total log sorties 40
c. Total combat sorties 10
d. Total combat troops carried 70

2. CH -47

a. Total hours flown 70
b. Total sorties ISO
c. Total PAX transported 150
d, Total tons cargo carried 100
e. CH - 47's were used primarily for FSE

missions.

(d) 1st Bde Avn Plt.

1. OH-13

a, Total hours flown 148.8
b. Average hours flown'per A/C 49.5
q. Average hours flown per day

per A/C. 3.8
d. Total number of missions 81
e. Total number of sorties 235
f. Average number of missions

flown per A/C per day 8

8
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" A. Average number of sorties
flown per A/C per day 18

2. UH - 1H (CC)

a. Total hours flown 266.6
b. Average hours flown per A/C 76.2
c. Average hours flown per day

per A/C 5.9
d. Total number of missions 147
e. Total number of sorties 725
f. Average number of missions

flown per A/C per day 11
g. Average number of sorties

flown per A/C per day 56

(2) Artillery' 2-19th Artillery and ARA provided close and
continuou* fire support during the entire period. Expenditures for the
peroid were.

(a) Missions. Observed Known or suspected targets
113 542

Unobserved Total
82 737

(b) Ammo. HE I_ ILL SMK OTHER
By type 12,365 384 55 217 0

TOTAL
13,020

(c) Amno. Observed Knovm or su@ecte_ d t qe
By Mission, 6,718 1,898

Unobserved Total
4,404 13,020

(3) Air Fires. Air fires were responsive and accurate.
The volume, flexibility and adaptability of the air effort in the
MACARTHUR AO was outstanding. Support for the 1st Bde TF wasý

(a) Requests fulfilled

1. FAC Sorties 24
2. Fighter sorties/missions 96/38
2. Immediate fighter

sorties/missions 24/12
4. B-52 sorties/missions

a. 1st Bde Request 9/3
b_ 4th Inf Div request V/1
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(b) Ordnanoe delivered

J. Fighter

•.. 253,000 lbs
)a. 25,800 rounds 20MM
'. 20,000 rounds 30 cal

2. 3B-52 - 1,051,0•0 lbs

(4) Communications.

(.)' Radio. FM radio was effectively used for dis-tances up to 70 KM's with properly selected retransmission station sites.
FM radio was effectively, used, in one instance at a distance of 50 YIM's
without retransmission. FMI radio was marginal, however, between the
Brigade TAC & Rear. CP's at DAK TO & KONTIM respectively. Apparently
the Rear CP was in a 'Dead Spot:' as it had difficulty even reaching
a retransmission station on a 1000 meter hill in clear line of sight.
Single side band voice was used between the Bde TAC & Rear CP's with
an AN/VSC-2 and an AN/MRC-95. The Bde Hqs is authorized only one of
these sets permanently. The AN/MRC-95 will ultimately be turned in
and its availability can not be counted on for future operations.

(b) Telephone & teletype. Other than localtelephone, all telephone & teletype circuits were provided by the
4th Division in conjunction with IFFV & USARV. The service provided
was generally unsatisfactory. Circuits were usable less than 50% of
the time. Telephone service between the Bde TAC and Rear CP's was in
particular both crucial and unreliable. The three day :COOR IN time
apparently required for satisfactory telephone trunks is unacceptable
in a fast moving situation.

(c) Maintenance. Difficulties were encountered
in maintaining command & control helicopter communications equipment
and in properly transfering such equipment from one helicopter to
another. This problem arose as a result of the Bde Avn PIt and the
Bde communications platoon, which at that time was charged with all
aircraft communications equipment maintenance, operating a great
distance from each other. Maintenance could be accomplished
simultaneously on aircraft and aircraft communications equipment
only if the Aviation Platoon performed both. To maximize aircraft
availability, simultaneous maintenance is desirable. Communicttimns
equipment maintenance & transfer were not always satisfactory due
to the inexperience of the Aviation Platoon in this area.

(d) Engineer* Equipment Support included 60 hours
of D7 work at Bde Rear (KONTUM), 16 hours of D6B work at LZ BECKY,
20 hours of D6/D7 work at LZ WINCHESTER, 12 hours of 3414 work at
LZ BECKY and 16 hours of 3414 work at LZ WINCHESTER. At LZ BECKY
the D6B and 3414 were used to clear the 12, level the log pads,
dig-in Bn CP, and clear and expand fields of fire.
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At KONTUM a D7 from B Co, 299th Sngi' B•r used to clear areas for BdsRear elements. At LZ WINCHESTER dozer work included clearing 400,000

sq ft for the Bde OP (14 Hours), digging trenches for TOC and FOC
(3.5 hours) and leveling CP area after Bde departure (2.5 hours).
The 3414 was used to dig individual, positions around the Bde CP.
100 logs were out to provide overhead cover for positions. Demo teams
were provided on both mission basis and DS basis to maneuver battalions.
Water supply was provided by 4th Engr Bn (KONTUM) and 299th Engr Bn
at LZ WINCHESTER.

12. (C) AOMINST_, AND LOGIST ICfP.

a. General'

(1) These comments reflect the logistical experience of
the let Brigade, lst Air Cavalry Division during the period 13 November
1967 thru 26 November 1967 in the 14ACARTHUR area of operation.

(2) The displacement of the Brigade CP complex from
KONTUM to DAK TO changed the method of support whereby supplies were
hooked to DAK TO and then shipped by log bird to unit locations while
others were shipped directly from KONTUM to forward unit locations.

(3) Radio communication difficulties between the forward
and rear elements caused a delay and in some cases double requests
being submitted for required items of supply, is, C-4 blasting compound.
The forward elements were out of range of the PRC-25 Radios and even
the vehicle mounted VRC-46 Radios. In some instances requests were
made to the Brigade S-4 for items which were available, had the for-
ward battalion S-4 pe6ple been in more direct contact with their
rear S-4 personnel.

(4) Replenishment of TOE and TA 50-901 equipment pre-
sented a problem due to the distancr- involved from the Base Camp at
AN KHE to the units in the forward areas. Individual items of clothing
presented no problem as they were available through the FSE. TOE
and TA 50-901 type items are non-expendable and are required to be
picked-up and accounted for on the Battalion Property Books' there-
fore they are not issued thru the FSE. The establishment 6f a courier
service between the Base Camp and the forward elements for exchange
of TOE and TA 50-901 items would be considered necessary for any
prolonged-operations.

b. Material and Services-

(1) SuppJy,

(a) Class I. Two days of combat rations were taken
by all units and resupply was made in sufficient time by the FSE. As
soon as possible after the brigade's arrival in KONTUM, Class 'A
rations were issued. Water was in short supply in the KONTUM area for

7/
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the first four days, ltil the a AE .Oul-'get their own 'water point
in operation. In the forward area water was slung out by hooks in
250 gal bladder from KbNTUM, for,"tie•li'rst several days, this was
eliminated after a 400 gal water traile)r was slung out since it could
be refilled muoh faster and with less effort there at .DAK TO.

(b) Class I1 & IV. Barrier materials with the
exception of wood timbers, were readily made a&ailable and slung Out
to forward unit locations. On this operation, due to the hard dry
ground, wooden timber shortages did not present a great problem since
the metal matting could be placed directly on top of the ground to
support the sandbags used for bunkers and overhead cover.

(c) 'Class III. When the brigade firstarrived at
KONTUM the JP-4 refuelipg facilities were insufficient due to the lack
of operational pumps to operate more than four (4) refueling points
simultaneously. This was corrected by thn third day when more pumps
became available and construction was started on a separate CH-47
refueling area which was cdmpleted and in operation by the sixth day
after arrival in KONTUM.

(d) Class V. No problems were encountered with
the Class V points once our daily requirements were made known to the
supporting FSE/FSA. At first the 105M4 Ammunition for the Artillery
Batteries were slung out by CH-47 aircraft but when the B:1igade CP
moved to DAK TO arrangements were made -. the FSA Class V Officer
to divert the requirea eimnunition for the. '`rtilJerry from the Class
V point to the Battery withovxit being offl-..zded f iom the convoy trucks
and trailers. This saved tim'o and eliminated double handling of the
heavy 105MM Ammunition.

(2) Transportation-

(a) Air tra.nsportation for movement - The movement
by air on the initial move froi,: PHU CAT Air Base to KONTUM went very
smooth and was efficiently dar.ied out. The move back from KONTUM
did not work out as well due to the limited.number of aircraft allowed
to be on the ground at onq time. Only two (2) aircraft could be on
the ground loading at any one time' this was due mainly to the small
area that could be utilized and also considering the situation.

(b) Ground Transportation - Cargo vehicles were
not readily available at the forward CP for shuttling ammunition
and supplies in large quantities until two (2) 2-1/2 ton cargo vehicles
were sent from the rear FSE to fulfill this requirement. Sufficient
cargo Vehicles were not made available to move the entire landtail
from KONTUM to ENGLISH because of the short notice and lack of reaction
time of supporting headquarters to obtain all needed vehicle require-
ments. Because of this, a part of the FSE was forced to remain at
KONTUM until more vehicles"could be acquired.

12
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(3) ServIces

(a) FSE. The continued support by all elements of
the 2d FSE was outstanding since there was no FSE nor PSA established in
KONTUM prior to the arrival Qf the ist Brigade Task Force. Laundry
and bath facilities were in operation on the fifth day after arrival.

(b) 'Engineer. Assistance from ZB Company, 299th
Engineer Battalion was immeasumble. The unit was not obligated to
support the brigade in any way, however they completed every major
project requested of them. The Engineer support by A' Co, 8th Engineer
Battalion, a part of the element, was outstanding considering the nuzqerous
requests made on them on this operation.

(a) Medical. The major problem encountered in
this field was the distance involved from the medical facilities to the
forward elements, plus radio communication. The reaction time was of
the utmost importance since is forvard P.roas were at least 20 minutes
away from the main medi.'al f.ý. ility. Thiwj meant at least a 40 minute
turn-around time after the Medevac was called until the patient would
be at the hospital. The brigade was spread out in too many locations
for the amount of Medevac helicopters, had there been an emergency.
The brigade units were north, west and south from the Kontum area
main medical faciL.ty.

13. ESULT .5 T

a. Friendly Losses:

(1) KIA-5
(2) WIA - 17
(3) MA - 0

b. Enemy Losses:

(1) KIA (BC) - 1.17 NV i
(2) Po01 - 0
(3) Weapons Losses.

(a) 2 601V Mortars
"(b) 1 RPD Machinegun
(c) 1 B40 R.L.
(d) 4 AK 47 Assault rifles, 2 SKS Carbines

(4) Equipment Losses :

(a) 31 rds 82MI Mortar Ammo
(b) 17 rds 75MM Recoilless Rifle Ammo
(c) 27 rds 60MM Mortar Ammo
(d) 2500 rds SA Ammo
(e) 19 Grenades

13
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4.) T14N operation provided --
test and acted as an invaluable training vehicle for all e61 of the
Task Force. Staff sections and units were pushed to the limit to react
on short notice to exeoute the 'extraotion .from the PERSHING AO and the
movement to the MACARTHUR AO; prepored on grrival for combat operations.
Much of the fat, oolleoted since Febzuary, was foroib.1,y trimmed from the
Brigade during the operation. The responsiveness, sense of urgency,
cooperation and full acoompliahment of all missions by all elements of
the 8rigade was outstanding and most gratifying. The support, under-
standing and full oooperition of the C0, 4th Inf Div, the 4th Inf Div
Rear and ?orward staffs and all elements organic to and in support of the
4th Inf Div was truly outstanding.'

/s/ D. V. Rattan
DONALD V. &.ATTAN
Colonel, Infantry
Commanding

Inclosures 1 - Lessons Learned
2 - Sketch Map - SPAATZ AO
3 - OPORD 3-67 (Movement to MACARTHUR AO)
4 - Frag Ord 83-67 (Operations 14 - 19 Nov)
5 - LOI, Movement of Bde Forward CP
6 - Frag Ord 84-67 (Operations 19-22 Nov)
7 - Frag Ord 85-67 (Operations 22-24 Nov)
8 - Frag Ord 86-67 (Movement to PERSHING AO)
9 - Frag Ord 87-67 (Resumption of PERSHING)

DISTRIBUTION
12 1st ACD

5 4th Inf Div
1 1-8 Cay
1 2-8 Cav
1 1-12 Cav
1 2-19 Arty
1 2-20 Arty
2 8th Engr r A TRUE COPY
1 11th Avn Gp I ,

1 228th ASH fln
1 229th AH Bn
1 ALO (USAF) FRANCIS E CUTLER
1 13th Sig MAJ,. Armor
1 Spt Cmd

10 Bde HHC
I 2d Bde
I 3d Bde
8 53
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After several hours of wasted effort trying to allocate division organio
aircraft on a mission by mission baaL,, the final solution of estab-
lishing movement contrl,, headjuartor* and ,*Aalloca*$ng aviation
assets to subordinate units for blocked out Veoods of %ime was adopted.
The movement, using this approach,*,wae then executed in an efficient,
time saving manner.

b. Observation: Time poenitting, allocation of aviation re-
sources on a mission basis is most •fficient. In a complicated move
to be executed on short notice, aviation resources should be 3ub-
allocated to unit•s on a priority bases.. A movement control headquarters
made up.'of an aviation liaison section, supported units liaison officers
and controlled by a movements control offioer from brigade must be estab-
lished. Communications must be available to supporting aviation and
the supported units. The ,Bde established the priorities, the supported
units feed in the requirements and the aviation allocation is coordi-
nated between the aviat.on LNO and the movements control officer.
As one unit is completed, resources are reallocated to lower priority
units.

4. (C) LESSON LFARNED: Prior joint planning for air movement
between USAF movements personnel and the tactical headquarters to
be moved will enhance execution of the airmove.

a. Discussion: Seldom is there an attempt made to establish
direct liaison between the tactical headquarters involved in move-
ment and the USAF movements personnel'located within the division.
In the latest move made by the 1st Bde TF invaluable advice and
assistance could have been exchanged pk.ior to the execution of the
move. Movement requirements alone provide only necessary information
for bulk alSlocation of aircraft., Tactical priorities, load planning,
airfield facilities, communications availablepalletizing facilities
and transportation can only be coordinated through joint planning.

b. Observation- Immediately upon notification'for pending
movement by Air Force aircraft, USAF movements control personnel
should be provided to the tactical headquarters conducting the move,
for joint planning and an exchange of information.

5. (C) LESSON LEARNED: Prior planning and arrangements to handle
refueling of aviation assets of an airmobile unit.

a. Discussion: Refueling of helicopters in the KONTLIv area
was a problem that affected the operational capability of the Bde
TF for four days after arrival. Sufficient refueling points were
not available, requiring as much as two and one half hours.to refuel
lift aircraft and gunships. No AV Gas was initially available to
service H-13 aircraft. After four days suitable facilities were
available in the KONTUM area.

b. Observation:' Refueling points'for the aviatiom assets of'

1-2
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1. (c). .BSSON LFARXED.: "A tenKenoy ex.ats to':overstook firebases.

a. Discussion: In a fluid situation, units must guard against
overstocklng of firebases with all classes of supply. In the clearing
of LZ HECKY,.on short notice, it required in excess of 50, CH 47 sorties.
The artillery battery alone, including the back haul of brass, and
ammunition stockages required 26 sorties.

b. Observation: Commanders must establish definite limits
to the stQokage of all classes of supply on firebases in a fluid
situation. Particular attention must be given to artillery ammunition.
In a fluid situation such as the one experienced in the MACARTHUR AO,
and with the aviation resources available, firebases should have been
closed out in a maximum of twentydve CH 47 sorties. This figure does
not include requirements for troop lift.

2. (C) LESSON LEARNED: Units must maintain up-to-date, accurate
movement data at aUl times.

a. Discussion: On receipt of the movement directive, this
headquarters immediately requested movement requirements from all
attached units. These movement requirements were returned, in many-
cases, only after undaeharrassment. The data reported in many oases
was inaccurate and imcomplete. MQvement planning at departure air-
fields and for convoy movement became quite difficult until the actual
arrival of the unit at the departure point.

b. Observation: Movement requirements for the movement of
troops, vehiicles by type and bulk cargo must be continually up-dated
by all units. These requirements must be maintained in such a state
of readiness as to forward immediately to a control headquarters the
required information when movement and a task organization is directed.
Data must be accurate to permit accurate planning and positive control.

3. (C) LESSON LEARNED: Short notice movement of a brigade task
force in division organic aircraft is difficult on a mission by
mission basis.

a. Discussion: On notification for movement of the Bde Task
Force and the establishment of the task organization, several problems
were presented. The 2-8 Cav and C/2-19th Arty Vere deployed in the
AN LAO Valley. Other 2-8 Cav units were on fixed firebases and had
to be relieved by 1-8 Cay units before departure. The C-130 strip
at LZ ENGLISH was closed and PHU CAT was designated as the departure
airfield. Division allocated eleven CH 47's and 9 UHIH's for the
movement of the 1-8 Cay to relieve 2-8 Cay and the subsequent movement
of the Bde TF airlanded echelon to the DAF. Several C7A aircraft
were available for movement of TF elements from LZ ENGLISH to the DAF (PHU CAT)

Inclosure 1 1-1
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a Bde Tit must have high priority in, planning an4 iastallation at &
now location. C0ordinatioh ihould be the responsibility of the
attached FSE with staff supervision by the Bde S4. A unit with the
task organization of the lat Bde TF ,requires six refueling points
for UHiH's and gunships, 2 points f6o'rOC-47 and 2 points for AV gas
for H-13"a. Also'provisions must be made for a rearming area for
gunships and ARA helicopters close to refueling points.

6. (C) LESSON LEARNED, Rugged terrain with primary or seoondary
Jungle growth yields poor U.'s unless partially oleared in advance
by air strikes (Daisy Cutters).

a. Discussioný Det ailed planning and adequate time (24-48 hr.)
is necessary in rugged jungled terrain to clear intended U2's by
air and arty fires. This is particularly important for LZ's destined
to be firebases. LZ's not adequatly oleared before insertion of
troops and equipment mike the initial assault, landing of follow-up
troops and supplies and subsequent defense very difficult.

b. In rugged jungle or heavily wooded terrain, a landing zone
plan should be established as soon as possible. Landing zones should
be cleared as much as possible by air and artillery fires in priority
of importance and as far in advance of combat assaults as possible.
U':s should be selected so that they can be supported by the plan
for fire support. Several LZ's should be prepared simultaneously to
provide some deception and reduce the enemy's chances for correctly
analyising a pending combat assault.

7. (C) LESSON LEARNED: All communications personnel and equipment
are critical to combat operations and are combat essential.

a. Discussion: In an attempt to move as ILean and Meanm by
air as possible, some communications personnel and equipment moved
by landtail. This proved to be a mistake since all communications
equipment and personnel were immediately necessary in the new AO.
Particularly the Bde retransmission equipment, moving by landtail,
was sorely missed.

b. Observation: All communications personnel and equipment
should be considered as combat essential and close a new area early
in the airlanded echelon.

8. (C) LESSON LEARNED: Airmobile VHF equipment will not net with
conventional equipment found in a conventional infantry division.

a. Discussion= This was a known problem prior to departure.
Howevsr, the 4th Inf Div, IFFV and USARV supporting elements were
hard pushed to provide necessary telephone circuits to the Bde TF
especially when the Bde CP split into a forward and a rear. Telephone
circuits were never satisfactory and operated at about 50% efficiency.
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b. Observation,,, P rning units must realize this oommunioatione
difficulty and plan acoqr$ngrly to provide adequate telephone circuits
to attaoh•d airmobi4e units.

9. (0) LESSON LEARNED Resupply equipment can be a limiting factor
in adequate resupply and unit movement especially in a fluid situation.

a. Discussion, Adequate resupply equipment (cargo straps,
doughnuts, olevis, eta.) for helicopter external loading must have
a high priority In movement to a new AO. Ina situation where fire-
bases are being established or closed on a daily basis, this equipment
becomes critical. In addition units must emphasize speed in rigging
and derigging of equipment and return of the rigging hardware to
ensure an even, uninterrupted flow of externally loaded supplies and
equipment.

b. Observation! Unit SOP's, training and requirements for
rigging equipment should be reviewed to ensure adequacy of procedures
and equipment in a fast moving situation.

1-4
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OPORD .3-67
Reference Maps, 1:50,000, RVN, Sheets 6837IV, 67371, 673811, 68381110,
653811, I, III, IV, 6537 I, IV

TASK ORGABIZATION;

1-8 Ca'v ist BdeTF
2 AV Plt, C/1-50 Mech 2-19 Arty (-)
A Btry, 2-19 Arty A Co, 8th Engr (-)

2-8 Cay Plt, 545th MP (-)
PF Team A Btry, 2-20 Arty (-)

B/229th AHB
6 CH47
Tm, 13 Sig
Tm, IPW/Cl, 191 MI Det
2 sqd, 25th Scout Dog Plt
TACP
FSE

1. (C) SITUATION:

a. Enemy Forces- To follow in subsequent OPORD.

b. Friendly Forces:

(1) Task organization effective immediately for planning
and coordination and at 130600H Nov 67 for execution.

(2) Div aviation resources support move of 1st Bde combat
essential echelon.

2. (C) MISSION; 1st Bde TF conducts ,movement'by air and landtail
beginning 130600H Nov 67 to close KONTUM with combat elements by 141200
Wov 67 and landtail follow up by 16 Nov 67 OPCON to 4th Inf Div.

3. (C) E•CUTION..

a. Concept of Operations; let Bde TF begins movement to KONTUM
with the advance party departing at 130630H Nov 67, by CH47. 2-8 Car
is relieved at LZs MUSTANG-TAPE and IARAMIE-ENGLISH .by 1-8 Cay by 130300H
Nov 67 and moves combat essential troops and equipment by CH47 and road
to PHU CAT, the departure airfield (DAF) to close initial two companies
by 0830H and Bn (-)by 1030H. 1-8 Cav relieves 2-8 Cav, moves CP to LZ
ENGLISH, maintains presently assigned security missions, assumes lst Bde
AO, and reverts to lst Cav Div control at 130800H Nov 67. lot Bde TF
moves all combat essential troops, vehicles and equipment to KONTUM

Inclosure 3 3-.
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Arrival Airfield (AA1P) by C4.30 from. PHU CAT (DAF) be&inning 13100HNov 67 and o2loing combat essential echelon by 141200H. Bde TP landtail composed ot all non-ombait-e,;&ustial troops, vehicles, and equip-ment departs on 14 Nov, remains'4V0rbight at Camp Radcliff and closes
KONTUM by 1517OOH Nov 67.

ib. 1-8Cay:

(1) Relieve 2-8 Cay of security of LZe MUSTAkG-TA- P
LARAMIE-ENGLISH by 130800H Nov 67.

(2) Move CP to LZ ENGLISH on 13 Nov 67.

(3) Assume r e nibitý for lot Bde AO at I30600H 0oy",67".,

(4) Re--"-e'j YroiuOPCON lst Bde to Division control at'
130800H Nov 67:;

c. 2. Cay

(1) C3oZdinate relief'rfixed security forces with 1-8 Cay.
(2) Move two rifle c *aes to close DAF (PHU CAT) by1-30830H Nov 67.

(3) Bn (-) combat essential troops, vehicles &n4'eqipn.at,
close DAF by 131030H Nov 67.

(4) Move to KONTUM by C-130 for combat essential echelonbeginning 131000H Nov 67 and closing by 131800H Nr 47:as: dArooted.andcontrolled by Departure Airfield Control Officer (DACO).

(5) Move non-cot"a essential " loffs. i. paft of TPj OI....
on 14 Nov 67.

d. 2-19 Arty (-).

"(1) 0 Btry .lose PU 'CAT ,(DAF)" by 130930H'.Nov 67.: ',
(2) 'Bn( c1oii' Pw OTA'LT 131lOH vNov -67. .,..
(3) Move combat essential echelon to KONTUM frWIMP..CAT,as d•,ected by Departure Airfield Control Officer (DACO).._, -. , .,. ... ..
"(4) 'Move non-coribat" iss ntial.:ekelon to 'KOTU1 brThI• .TFc..n. "' * ...1 . ''.. , - .- .- ,

!! !!e- A/2' "0 A 't,(..

f. : Co',Sthi'Engr C-). Close DAF bý,'131•KO01"Nov'•7A prspa*i'.e;.for airmorement "-30. . •..,

g. Plt 545th NP (-)
........................................ ":....,':
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h. B/229th AH ýa Six CH 47. attached.

i. Scout Dog Pit (-)

J. FSE: Conduct overland movement to close KONTUM by, 151700H
Nov 67.

k. Coordinating Instructions.

(1) Only combat essential troops, vehicles and equipment
will move by air. This movement will begin at 131000H Nov 67 with
PHU CAT as the DAF and KONTUM as the AAF.

(2) Non-combat essential troops, vehicles and equip ent
will travel by landta~l under lst Bde TF control departing on 14 Nov
and arriving KONTUM on 15 Nov.

(3) Emphasis on a professional air and land move.

(4) All movement data and requests to 1st Bde TF movement
control by 122300H Nov 67.

(5) DACO for C7A moves from LZ ENGLISH is Lt Hostikka.

(6) DACO for DAF PHU CAT is Cpt I la•.

(7) AAFCO for AAF KONTUM is Cpt Radcliffe.

(8) Each individual will personally carry 20 sandbags as
part of his combat load for movement,

(9) Unit. ?rovide Departure Airfield Control Groups at
PHU CAT (DAF). Report prior to arrival of first elements to DACO, Cpt
McKinley.

4. (C) ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS:

a. Units carry 2 days C Rations for combat essential echelon.

b. Class V basic load to accompany all units.

c. FSE operational on 16 Nov.

5. (C) COM•NaD AND SIGNAL;

a. Signal:

(1) Current SOI in effect.

(2) Callsigns: (Freq 55.05)

(a) DACO ENGLISH - Comet 3 Mike Alpha.

3-3
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(b) DACO PHU CAT - Comet 83.

(o) AAFCO KONTUM - Comet 3 Mike Bravo.

(d) Movement Control/Bde TOO LZ ENGLISH - Comet 65 and
3 Mike.

(3) Units maintain FM communications at all time with all
subordinate elements and establish contact on arrival with Bde TF
representative (DACO, AAFCO, etc).

b. Command',

(1) Movnmaent CP remains LZ ENGLISH until departure of,..
landtail on 14 Nov to receive reports and relay to let ACD.

(2) Airfield Control Groups established by 1st Sde'TF at:

(a) LZ ENGLISH. .,

(b). PHU CAT - 0645H.

(c) KONTUM - 1700H.

(3) Bde CP moves by CH47 to KONTUM at 131200H Nov 67.

(4) Bde AO reverts to 1.-8 Cay control at 130600H Nov 6,7
and 1-8 Cay OPCON to ist.ACD at 130800H Nov 67.

(5) Bde command group arrives KONTUM by 13O80OH Nov 67

and CP opens on arrival NLT 131400H Nov 67.

Acknowledge

ANNEX A - Movement Data
RATTAN

DISTRIBUTION. Special COL

OFFICIAL

//C Olson
OLSON
S3
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Copy..- of 50 copies
HQ, .Iet Ddeolst ACD
LZ IU4LSH (BBa85ooe) RVN
130500H Nov 67
UWB

Annex, A (Movement Data) to OPORD 3-67

Referenoe' Same as OPORD 3-67.

1. (C) The let Bde will move by air and surface oommnoing 130630H
Nov 67 from LZ ENGLISH to KONTUM.

2. (C) Appendix 1: Movement 13 Nov 67.

3. (C) Appendix 2" Movement 14 Nov 67.

Acknowledge.

RATTAN
COL

APPENDIXES:

1 - Movement 13 Nov 67

2 - Movement 14 Nov 67

DISTRIBUTION: Same as Basic Order

OFFICIAL:

/s/Olson
O•SON
S3

CO)/V (I7L/N TMA L.
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Copy of 50 Copi.es
HQ, lat Bde lot ACD
32 VIGLISH (8 8S5008) RV4
130500H Nov 67
UWB

Appendix 1 (Movement 13 Noi 67) to Annex A (Movement Data) to OPORD 3-67

I.. (C) Units will move in aooordanoe with the following schedule.

2-8 Cav 5 Hooks 0630-1015 PHU CAT
5 Hooks 6 + 2 0700 PRU CAT
5 Hooke 6 + 2 0830 PHU CAT
7 Hooks 1015-1=0 PHU CAT

1-8 Cav 6+2 0730-0815 MUSTANG

6+2 0900 IARAM=

C/2-19 Arty 3 Hooks 0630-1015 PHU CAT

Advanced Party 3 Hooks 0630-1200 KONTUM

TAC OP 4 Hooks 1200-1800 KONTUM

C7A and Hooks as available to PHU CAT. Available at DAF 1Z ENGLISH
0700H (TIJO BITS 2-20 Arty) according to following priorities:

1 2-19 Arty (-)
2 Bde HHC
3 Tm, 13th Sig
4 TMn, IPVI/CI
5 Pit, 545thMP (-)
6 A/2-20 Arty
7 TACP
8 25th Scout Dog Pit (-)

2. (C) Air Movement from PHU CAT to KONTUh:

a. 37 C-130 sorties required.

b. SP time 1000H 13 Nov 67.

o. Movement will be conducted according to the following
priority:

(i) i Co 2-8 Cav (-)

(2) CP, 2-8 Cay.

(3) C/2-19 Arty.
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IN (4) 2-8 Cav,(-..

i:(5B) oHHO.

(6) Tm, 13th Sig.

(7) Tm, IFI/Cl.

(8) PIt, 545th MP (-).

(9) A/2-20 Arty.

(10) TACP.

(11) 25th Scout Dog Plt (-).

d. Movement will depend upon number of C-130 aircraft available
and the arrival of all units at PHU CAT.

3. (C) Surface movement to PHU CAT 13 Nov 67.

a. Convoy Commander - Cpt Parsons.

(1) March Unit #1:

(a) 2-19th Arty - 8 vehicles.

(b) 545th MP - 2 vehicles.

(c) AFALO - 1 vehicle.

(d) Comno Plt - 4 vehicles.

(e) Arty LNO - 1 vehicle.

(f) Avn LNO - 1 vehicle.

(g) 2-8 Cay - 4 vehicles.

(h) March Unit Commander to be designated by 2-8 Cay.

(2) March Unit #2;

(a) Co A, 8th Engr-Svehicles.

(b) Hq, 1st Bde S-4 - 1 vehicle.

(c) March unit commander, CO, A Co, 8th Zngr.

3-7
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Co•r_ _of 50 Copies
HQ, lit le Ist ACD
LZ ENGLISH (BS885008) RVN
130500H Nov 67

Appendix 2 (Movement 14 Nov 67) to Annex A (Movement Data) to OPORn 3-67

I. (C) Unite will move in aooordanco with the following schedule.

2. (C) Movement to KONTUM 14 Nov 67.

a. Convoy Conmander - Maj Raunig.

(i) March Unit #1:

(a) 2-8 Cay - 17 2JT trucks w/trailers.

(W.,Maroh Unit Commander to be designated by 2-8 Cay.

(2) March Unit #2: (

(a) HHC, let Bde

(b) Avn Pit

(0) Scty Pit

(d) Como Pit

(e) Pathfinders

W• IPW/CT
s (6 ) Total vehicles - 18 (6 4T w/trailers) (6 3/4T

w/trailers) (6 2T ýw/trailers).

(h) March Unit Commander to be designated.

Acknowledge.
RATTAN
COL

DISTRIBUTION: Same as OPORD 3-67

OFFICIAL:

//s Olson
OLSON
s3
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(No Ohafso From Verbal 0rdeft)

Cow__.of 35 Copies
Hq, lst Bde, let Cay Div
KONTUM (ZA 209899) RYN
1.42359H Nov 67KM

FRAG ORDER 83-67

Task Organization 1-12 Cav (-)OOPCON let Bde effective 150600H Nov 67

I. (C) Enemy Situation- Annex B, Intelligence.

2. (C) 4th Int Div continues Operations MACARTHUR in the SPAATZ AO
w/173d Abn Bds, iet Bde, 4th irf Div and lot Bde, lot ACD.

3. (C) 1st Bde conducts operations in assigned AO beginning H hr
15 Nov 67 to find and destroy the enemy blooking any enew attempt to
infiltrate or oxfiltrate the SPAATZ AO. Bd. is prepared to release or
accept OPCON of air cay and/or other maneuver bns on order.

4. (C) 2-6 Cav releases two companies to 4th Div control, one
company to lst Bde, lot ACD control to secure LZ POLLY, prepares to
reinforce 1-12 Cav on order and prepares for future operations adjacent
to 1-12 Cav AO beginning on or about 16 Nov 67.

5. (C) 1-12 Cay conducts CA 150730H Nov 67 to secure LZ BECKY as a
fire base and base of operations, receives A Co from 173d Abn Bde at 150900H
Nov 67 and conducts operations in assigned AO to find and destroy the enemy.

6. (C) 2-19th Arty (-) inserts one battery (B Btry) into LZ BECKY
to provide DS 1-12 Cay on order. Be prepared to support 2-8 Cay with one
DS battery on order.

7. (C) Priority of all air and arty fires to 1-12 Cav on 15 Nov 67.

8. (C) Priority of all lift and CH47 support to 1-12 Cay on 15 Nov 67.

9. (C) Units are cautioned on extensive use of smoke to mark
helioopter landing sites. lVximumw planning and execution to ensure
helidopters do not remain on the ground for an extended period of time
because of extensive enemy mortar and rocket capability.

10. (C) Retransmission unit for communications on lst Bde Op/Intel
frequency will be operational at 150630H Nov 67. Low band to be used
west of 96 vertical grid line is 40.04. High band for use east of 96
vertical grid line is 55.10.

Inclosure 4 4-1
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CYF C-N FON r"A/-L
1.(0) Bde TAO OP operational 140900H Nov 67:at LZ POLLY. Co==ad

group oooupies oni 15 Nov 6?.

Acknowledse

AINNhEMCS RATTAN
A-Opn Overl&y (T13P) COL
B-Intel (issued oepartatel)

DISTRIBUTION: Special

OFFICIALt

/a/ Olson
OlSON
$3
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Co ,,.of copies.
, s lot Brga'e"
lot Air Cakvalry ivision
APO 96490 "141500 'Wov 67

ANNEX B
Intelligence Summary

References: Map, Vietnam, l.250,000., Series LlO11, Sheets ND 48-8 and ND,

49-5.

1. (C) ENEMY SITUATION.

a. Recent Activity.

(1) During late October and early November there was evidence
"%hat the WVAI let Div with its subordinate 32d and 66th Regt had 1doved
into Southwest KONTUM Province from positions in CAMBODIA west of
PLEIKU City.

(2) The enenr plans in the area were revealed by an NVA Sergeant
who rallied via DAK TO on 2 Nov. These plans were as follows. the 66th
Regt would attack US units at OAK TO (ZB 010215) from the SW. The 32d
Regt would ambush US units employed in the rear of the 66th Regt by
covering LZ's and routes into the area.

(3) The 174th Regt, under 1st Div control, would be in reserve
and employed only if necessary. The 40th Arty Regt (1 each AA Bn,
122MK Mortar Bn, and 122MM Rocket Bn) would attack by fire from positions
both north and south of DAK TO. These attacks were prevented by US actions.

(4) During the period 4-12 Nov a series of engagements vie
coord YB 900147 and ZB 9917 by 3/8th and 3/12th Bn's respectively
with what is believed to be at least 2 Bn's of the 32d hare been
rendered combat inelflotfrve as a result of these actions.

(5) A series of contacts during the period 4-12 Nov vic
YB 8519 by let, 24, and 4th Bn's/503d have resulted in 237 KIA from
what is believed to be at least 2 En's of the 66th Regt have been
seriously impaired as a result of these actions. The 24th and 174th
Regts have not yet been engaged.

(6) It's believed that the 174th Regt will be employed
eventually to attack US units in the area, to cover the withdrawal of
the remainder of the let Div. It's possible that the 24th Rest will be
employed against US/ARVN units in the DAK TO/TAN CANH area. At
present, there are no indications that the enemy will withdraw from
the area, except under pressure.

b. Forces:

UNIT STh LOGC
32d NVA Regt 1515 Vic YB 8615

4-!-3
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C~A/Flit)4I r/A'L

NVA Rogt 1580 via YB 8316
40th Arty Regt Unk via YB 9516

V,24th NVA Re•g 1620 via ZB 1734
124th NVA Regt 1815 Maloo W SW of

DAK TO via CAMBODIAN
Border.

2. (C) Capabilities, Vulnerabilities and Probable Courses of Action.

a. Capabilities:

(1) To conduct attacks within the area with a multi-regimental
size force supported by an artillery regiment ard local VC units.

(2) To launch attacks by fire using mortars and 122MM rockets.

(3) Infiltrate new units and individual replacements into the AO.

(4) Reinforce with units from LAOS ad COMBODIA.

4-4
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IST AIR CWVJIB.Y DIVI,•IOT'
Aoo 46490

AVDABR-S t.. November 1967

SUBJECT: Letter of Instruction (•OI) Movement of Bde TOO to forward
location

TO: See Distribution

1 (C) lGneral let Bde let ACD will establish a forward command
post (CP) at ZB 047207 beginning 190730H Nov 67 The Bde rear CP
will remain in KONTUM and will be consolidated in one general area
in the vicinity of the presently established PSE/FSA'area The Bde
facilities currently located at Landing Zone (LZ) POLLY will be dried
up and extracted by air and landtail by 190900H Nov 67

2 (C) _Pqrose' This LOI outlines the concent, ressronsibilities
and movement directive for the Bde Task Force establishment of a for-
ward CP

3 (C) CoOncept p of.Oerationi 1st Bde TF dries up LZ POLLY by 181800H
Nov 67 and begins movement by air and organic and attached motor vehicles
on 19 Nov 67 to the Forward CP locations at ZB 047207 The 2-19 Arty (-)
moves an FDC element and advanced party in one CH47 at 190630H Nov 67
from LZ POLLY, The Bde C? moves a small tactical CP composed of Bde
HHC S-2/3 and communications rersonnel from KONTUM at 190630H Nov 67
in one CH47 aircraft The 2-19 Arty landtail forms at LZ POLLY and
departs at 0730H. The 1st Bde landtail. forms in the current Bde CP
area at 0730H and departs at 0800H Upon denarture of the landtails
A/2-8 moves to the Bde forward CP remaining OPCON to the lst Bde One
platoon of A/2-8 Cay remains in KONTUM OPCON to the ist. Bde TF rear
CP (LTC Petty rear(CP Commander) Bde staff and supporting elements
not accompanying the forward CP elements will consolidate via the
FSE/FSA area under the direction of the-rear CP commander after tha
departure of the forward CP landtail Once operational, the Forward
CP will be co-located with the 173d Abn Bde rear C? and the 2-8 Cav
CP. The Bde forward will rrovide command and control to the 1-12
Cay and other attachments, serve as a forward laager area for scout
team3 and serve as a forward logistical area for Class I (C-Rations).

4 (0) Tqsks to Subordinates-

a Bde HHC.

(I) Break down attached truck transrortation to approp-
riate elements.

5-i
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i~~ra i CýtF Is.mN '/ f
AVDAER-SC 18 No~vmber 1967
SUBJECT: Letter of Inetructimn (LOI) Movement of Bde TOO to forward

location

(2) Hq Comma4•ant is Convoy Commander.

(3) Move by landtaiJ.,

h Security Platoon Provide security to Forward CP on a
continuing basis.

c. Avn Plt

(I) Establish pit in vic 229th area on 19 Nov Coor-

diniation directed.

1 N (2) Provide sufficient area at SPAR PAD for CH 47 at
190630H Nov 67 for Tac CP pick up

(3) Laager Bde CC ship and two scout teams at Bde Forward

daily returning to KONTUM at night

d Commo Plt-

(1) Maintain continuous FM communications on all nets
during move.

(2) Maintain retransmission station.

(3) Ensure FM and rhone natch communications with Bde
rear CP,

(4) Maintain rear switchboard from Bde rear CP

(5) Ensure smooth transfer of all communications circuits
from present location to the forward area.

e 2-8 Cav"

(I) A Co remains OPCON to lst Bde.

(2) Maintain Bn rear in nresent location.

(3) Continue •resent missions.

f 1-12 Cayr

(1) Maintain Bn rear in oresent location.

(2) Provide a small forward logistics group (four per-
sonnel maximum) to Bde S4 in Forward CP for break down of supplies.

5-2
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g A Co 2-8 Ca ..

(1) Secure LZ ýOLLX until etracted 190800H Nov 67.

(2) Provide one platoon to Bde rear for security QPCON
to Bde Rear Cp CO.

(3) Provide additional security with Co (-) to the Bde
Forward CP on arrival at 190815H Pov 67 And assist in establishing
CP facilities,

h 2-19th Arty(-).

(1) Continue'"to coordinate use of ARA.

(2) Move advanced FDC and quartering party to forward
CP location by one CH 47 sortie at 190630H Nov 67 from LZ POLLY.

(3) Move and control remainder of Bn (-) by separate
convoy from LZ POLLY to forward CP location beginning NLT 190730H Nov 67
S'(4) Coordinate security of road by CIDG nersonnel from
SPOLEI KLAG to Ferry site on 19 Nov.

"(5) Coordinate use of ferry on 19 Nov with B/70 Engr

(6) Seven 2-T truck .ached for land movement on 18 Nov.

(7) Coordinate occurb,ýjons of forward CP with 33 1st
Bde on arrival of advanced party

i A/2-20 Arty (ARA)- Continue GS from KOMTUM-

j A//th Engr (-)

(1) Continue present missions

(2) Provide technical direction to construction of
forward CP facilities

(3) Command and contawl headquarters established at for-
ward CP.

k 30th Scout Dog Plt' Continue GS at KONTUM co-located
with Bde S4

1. 25th Scout Dog Plt (-)" Continue GS at KONTUM co-located
with Bde S4

m 2/229th Avn (-) Continue present support frmn KONTUM

5-3
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n Ilth Avn Op LN Seo' Establish oordination and liaison
faoilities at forward OP and ensure solid oommunioations with Avn resources.

o FAC: Establish IF faoi.iUios at forward CP whilomain-
taining TACP resources at KONTU14

p. Tm 13th Sig, Continue sutport at forward CP

q Tm IPW/CI 191 ML .Det" Continue sunport at Forward CP.

r ftm 34 RRU Continue support at forward CP.

a. Dot, 15th Mod! Continue GS at KONTUM.

t FSE Continue GS at KONTUM.

a Preparation for move must not detract materially from
present missions until TLAC CP is established at forward location at
approximately 190715H Nov 67

b. Briefing for drivers and assistant drivers to be con-
ducted in Bde TOC by convoy commander at 190745H Nov 67

a Cpt Parsons is designated as convoy commander of the Bd.
landtail. Callsign, Hostage Spar 34

d. Lt Glatte is designated as the oomnand.2 of March Ur't
#1, Callsign, Mighty Danger

e, Lt Hostikka is designated as the commander of March Unit
#2. Callaign Hostage Spar 51.

f. Convoy will form around Spar Pad with the head at the
SE corner at 190730H Nov 67

g. Convoy control frequency for movement is 57 25

h. Elements located in Bde TOC area remaining in rear CP
will not begin displacement to now area at KONTUM until forward CP
convoy has departed, in order to reduce confusion.*

i. Composition and Movement Summary - Bde forward CP
Inclosure 1

J. March tables, Inclosure 2 TBP
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F C A/F)N7-/A I.
2"STION AND .•MVDG SUM&RY - SD FoRWARt2

Sde CO . 3,
sst Maj 1
S2 Seo 2, 4 6
IFW/RL/,RU 2 13 15
s3 3 9 12
Arty LN 2 2 4
TACP (ALO) 1 2 3
llth Cp LN 2 5 7
Pathfinder 0 1 1
A/8th Engr 2 4 6
Bde HHC 0 6 6
Mess 0 6 6
Scty PIt 12 15 27
comno Plit 2 33 35
4th Div Comm 0 20 20
m Pit (-) 0 1 11
S4 & Bn reps 0 5 5 (
&R-T-YE NTS,,-9, -Q-

50 176 226
2-19 Arty (-)

TOTAL

NOTES,-

Landtail"

1. Bde convoy to consist of 25 organic vehicles with 9 attached
21 T trucks, Arty Convoy to consist of 3 organic vehicles and 7 attached
2 T trucks

2. Advance party for Arty and Bde is one CH 47 sortie each

. /5.-6
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CO NFID/ENT/A L.
(No Change From Verbal Orders)

Copy'! of 35,0opies
HQ lot -- Ie lot Air Cay Div
Lz WUc•Ths (ZB O4620s) Rv4
192300w Nov 67

•R A0R t 8 4-67 FT-2' ,

TASK ORGANIZATION',

2-8 (-)C lst rde
1 Sqd ,,'8ih E',ng" HHO lit ded
PF TZ. A O,. -'2-6 Cav..

1-12 Cay 2-19th Arty (-)
Pit A/nLh .•"., ,..) A/2-20 Arty (.AA) (GSR Z.-19 Arty)
PF T A/8th Engr (-)

B 229th AHB (-)
21Sqds 25th Sct Dog Plt
50th Set Dog Plt

1. (C) Enmy Forces'

a. let NVA Div has not allowed staggering losses to chane
plans to mount a multi-regimental attaok on DAK TO. DAK TO remains
vulnerabl,,,to attacks by the 66th Regf from the southwest and the
32d Regt from the south. Attack is to be supported by rocket, ,,ortr,.
recoilless rifle and possibly 75MM pack howitxer fire frm, the 40th
Artillery Regt. The 1st NVA Div has assumed OPCON of the 174th NVA
Regt which will be committed in a reserve role The 24th Inf Regt
operating independently is attempting to relieve pressure on the
lst NVA Div. and if the DAK TO attack materializes will attempt' to
cut off friendly relief forces deployed from the east The 304th MF EN
continues to mount pressure on KONTUM City and surrounding areas.

b. Current DIspostione"

(1) lst NVA Div - YB 8010

(2) 66th NVA Regt - YB 8516

(3) 32d NVA Regt - YB 7811

(4) 174th NVA Regt - YB8114

(5) 40th NVA Arty Regt - YB 8008

(6) Unidentified NVA unit (probably elements-' f 24th,-
NVA Regt) - ZB 2110. -

(7) 304th MF Bn - ZA 1993

Inclosure 6 6-1
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cZoNp~u4aNT/AL.
2. (0) 4th Int Div with 173d Abn Me, 4th Int Div, lot Me, lot

AOD 2d and 3d ARWN Airborne Bno and 42d ARVN Ranger Bn continues
operation. 4ACARTHUR in the SPAATZ AO to find and destroy the enev

3. (0) lot 9de lit ACD conducts oporations in the CHARM AO
and WHITEHORSE AO to find and destroy the cnuny

4 (0) 2-8 Cav (-) returns OPCON to lot Bde lot AOD. at 2C0800H
Nov 67. One company remains OPCON to let Bde 4th Inf Div (D Co.
and one oompany remains OPOON to iot Fkim let ACD (A Co). Bn
continues op.'ltiona in assigned AO (W1UTZHORSE) to find and deotroy
the enemy and is -r,,%pPr-4d to withdraw c'.,.o.mnts on order to safedistances f,',,on " t1"Cs

,5. (0) .,. ry: ionttnues to conduct nmow."tions in assigned AO
(C...R,) to -nd dc-at.ti"oy 'the ene.,' ,-, LZ C1KY

6. (C) A 0o 4-"1 Cav mcuree 0,71., C t•t. LZ W.W.NCHSE. WJ.h
Co (-) and prc•iJ.,:,,, one pit to secure 24,m.u G?• at KONTUM,

7. (C) 2-19 A•:-t. (-) provides one battery DS to 1-12 Cay and 2-4
Cay. A/2-20 Arty, (ARA) GSR

8. (C) A/Sth Engr (-) provides platoon (-) to 1-12 Cay and one
squad to 2-8 Cay, G ,with Co (-). priority of work to LZ WINCHESTER.

9, (C) B/229th AHB (+) OS

10,. (C) 25th Sct Dog Plt GS, with priority to 1-12 Cal

11. ,(C) 50th Set Dog Plt GS with priority to 2-8 Cay

Acknowledge

ANNEXES RATTAN
A-Opn Overlay COL
B-Arty Support

DISTRIBUTION- Special

OFFICIAL

/a/Olson
OLSON
s3
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Oopy .o. 35 COiP±e
HqJ0 1st Dd., lot ir Cay Mv
LZ WINMHMST1 (ZD 046M0) RYW
194300H Nov 67
VT-2

AN=EX A (operation Overlay) t rag order 84-67

Acknowledge R~ATTAN
COL

DISTRIBITION:
Same as Basic order

"IC
OFpICIAL g -

/a/Olsen
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Copy. .. of 35 Copies
'HQ lot de lit Air CavyDiv
LZ WINCHESTER (ZB 046208) RVN
192300H Nov 67
FT-2

ANNEX B (Artillery Support) to Frag Order 84-67

I. (C) Situation!

a. Enemy! Basic Order

b. Friendly.

(1) B Btry lst Bn (155MM towed), 92d Arty GS loc
YB 909121.

(2) A Btry 5th Bn (155M SP), 16th Arty GS loc
ZB 058267,

(3) C Btry 6th Bn (175MM/8 in SP) 14th Arty GS loo
ZB 003220.

(4) A Btry, 3d Bn (175MM/8 in SP l8th Arty GS loc
ZB 033220

(5) A Btry 2d Bn (ARA) 20th Arty GSR loc LZ WINCHESTER.

2. (C) Mission: lot Bde lst ACD continues operations in CHARGER
AO and begins operations in WHITEHORSE AO to find and destroy the
enemy.

3. (C) Execution:

a. Concept:

(1) General! This Annec contains information designed
to familiarize all concerned with current artillery support available.

(2) Maneuver- The artillery provides direct support
general support reinforcing and general support

(3) Artillery support!

(a) B Btry 2d Bn, 19th Arty provides direct
support to lst Bn 12th Cay,

(b) C Btry 2d Bn 19th Arty provides direct
support to 2d Bn 8th Cav

(c) A Btry 2d Bn 20th Arty provides general
support reinforcing to 2d Bn 19th Arty (-), Priority of fire support to
units in contact.

6-N
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4. (0) Afmtnistratidn and 78i1etios, On hand levels lOt0"HI 40mwjt~on aMst ,b Mauntained above 600 rownde.

5.(0) Command and 84p'at: 2d Bn. 19th Artyr C)p LZ WINCHDMfl

Aoknowldge

DISTRIBUTION. Same as basio order RATTAN
COL

OFFICIAL
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OLSON
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(No Change From Verbal Orders)

Copy-_ of 35 Copies
HQ let Bde lst Air Cav Div
LZ WINCIeSTER (ZB 046208) RVN
221200H Nov 67
FT-2

FRAG ORDER 85-67

TASK ORGANIZATION- No change

i. (C) Enemy unit 95B is operating in the area north of PLBt MRONG
ZA 145750 Vietnamese Special Forces Camp. Unit is suspected to have 122MM
rocket capability. 95B is suspected to have the mission of harassing
KONTUM City and Route 14 from PLEIKU to KONTUM.

2. (C) 2-8 Cay continues current operations in assigned AO, is
prepared to establish firebase at ZB 145223 and is prepared to move on order
to reinforce the 1-12 Cay north of PLEI MRONG SF Camp.

3. (C) 1-12 Cay coordinates with PLEI MRONG Vietnamese SF personnel.
selects and establishes firebase in assigned AO and moves entire
Battalion and Arty Btry to new AO to find and destroy 95B. LZ BECKY
and CHARGER AO is closed out by 221800H Nov 67 and new fiIebase and
operations inrew AO open as soon as possible on 22 Nov 67. LZ POLLY
is to be used as a staging and storage area as necessary. Bn provides
one platoon reinforced with one squad OPCON to 1st Bde to secure rear
CP on 23 Nov on order.

4. (C) Priority of all airlift to 1-12 Cay on 22 and 23 Nov. 2-8
Cav allocated two log ships (UHIH) on 22 Nov.

5. (C) C/5-16, 155 (SP) located at ZA 111666 GSR to 2-19 Arty.

Freq 45.05, callsign Echo 63.

6. (C) Bde CP remains at LZ MrINCHESTER. Radio Retransmission station
moves on order 22 Nov to LZ POLLY to maintain contact w/1-12 Cav. Low
Band for Bde operations and intelligence is 55.10. High band for retrans-
mission on 55.10 in 1-12 Cav new AO is 68.65. Current S01 remains in effect
with following additions.

a. Senior Sector Advisor - YUMA EXPRESS - 44.40
b. Sector Advisor - IDLE ZIRCON - 45.00
c. POLEI KLMG SF Camp - VIVID CAMILS - 46.00

7. (C) Bde Rear CP remains at KONTUM to support combat operations.

Acknowledge

DISTRIBUTION- Special RATTAN
COL

OFFICIAL
/s/Olson
OLSON
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(No Change from Verbl Orders)

Copy-- of 35 Copies*
HO let Bde iot Air Cay Div
LZ WINCHESTER (ZB 046208) RVN
241730H Nov 67
HAL

FRAG ORDER 86-67

TASK ORGANIZATION: (Effective on Order)

TF 1-12 Cay"
1-12 Cay ist Bde TF (-)

B/2-19 Arty Bde HHC
Plat A 2-20 Arty (4 Acft) 2-8th Cay
Plat A/8th Engr W/Dack Hoe 2-19th Arty (-)
2 Plate B/229 Avn (7 Acft) A/2-20 Arty (-)
PF TM llth Avn Gp A/8th Engr(-)
Sig Det 13th Si• (MR 95) B/229th ()
Cbt Tracker TM (& Men) C 0/228th (-)
C-C Ship, Avn Plat, lst Bde Plat 545th 14P

Det 191st MP
25th Set Dg Plat (-)
TM 13th Sig
2d FSE (-)

I. (C) lot Bde TF deploys by air for combat essential troops.
vehicles and equipment and Landtail for other element from the MACARTHUR
AO to PERSHING AO beginning 250800H Nov 67 and closing ASAP.

2. (C) Concept of Operations: lst Bde TF suspends tactical operations
in the MACARTHUR AO. releases TF 1-12 Cay to continue operations OPCON
to 4th Inf Div, assembles troops and vehicles for Landtail at KONTUM
(Bde Rear CP) aid assembles troops., vehicles and equipment for air move at
LZ WINCHESTER and KONTUM (TF Rear), Air move begins at 250800H Nov 67
and Landtail departs at 250800H Nov 67 (LZ WINCHESTER) and 241100H Nov
67 (TF Rear). Both air and Landtail close PERSHING AO (LZ's ENGLISH
and TWO BITS) by 261800H Nov 67 OPCON lst ACD to continue Operation
PERSHING.

3. (C) Coordinating Instructions

a. Departure airfields (DAF) for air echelon is DAK TO for
forward elements, KONTUM for rear elements

b. Arrival airfield is LZ ENGLISH
c. SP for Landtail is SP Nr 1 LZ WINCHESTER. SP Nr 2 Hwy 14

at KONTUM.
d. Convoy commander is Major Crasto.
e. DAK TO DAF control officer is Capt McKinley (HOSTAGE SPAR 44

on 38.00)

Inclosure 8 8-1
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SCOtN/ I ANr/L.~
S1. KONTUM DAF control offioer is Capt bent (HOSTAGE SPAR

2 NIKE on 38.60).
g. Advance'Party 'wil depart in first C-L% aircraft forming

at DAY at DAK TO. Itwill consist of-

(1) Arrival Airfield Control off and NCO (Capt Radoliffa,55.05, Sgt Lankford) and ý truck (5,3).
(2) 2-8 Cay - 10 PAX and t truck and ton trailer.
3) 2-19th Arty W-) 6 PAX and t truck and trailer.
4) A/8th Engr - 2 PAX.
5) Bde HHC - 10 PAX.

h. Priority for air movement:

1) Advanced Party.
2) lst Rifle Co.
3) 2d Rifle Co.
(4) -Arty Btry.

5) Bde HHC. elements,. IN see's. Bde Commo.
6) Car Bti OP.
7) Arty Bn CP.

(8) 3d Rifle Co.
(9) 4th Rifle Co.

(10) A/8th Engr (-).
(11) , 25th.Sct Dg ()

(12) FSE Elements.

i. TF Avn resources will remain in MACARTHTJR AO until
released. This release will take place after TF resources are
repositioned at DAK TO and KONTUM for air and land movement.

J. Bde TF CP returns to LZ ENGLISH by CH47 (Three sorties)
on order after reposition of air and Landtail into holding areas for
movement.,

k. Arrival Airfield Control Officer is Capt Radcliffe

(Comet 3 Mike Bravo on 55.05 at LZ ENGLISH).

Acknowledge

DISTRIBUTION: Special RATTAN
COL
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Cc NF/bs I•NT/I'4L

(No Change From Verbal Ordero)

CoPY ..-. ,of 35 Oopies
Hq lot Bde let Oav Div
LZ INOSH (B 885008) RWN
251800H Nov 67
BHlA

FROM' 00, lot idoe lot Air Cay Div LZ ENGLI3H RVN

TO- CO, 1-8 Cav
00 2-8 Cav
XO, C/1-,50 Mech
PIt Ldr. 2d Pit C/1-50 Mech

I9FO" CG, let ACD
00,C•2d Bde
CO. 2-19 Arty
CO 2-20 Arty

1 i1,h Avn Gp
CO A/8th Engr
NPFF Advisor

CM4PIDENTLIL AVDABR-SC__-

FRAG oRD31 87-67

TASK ORGANIZATIOM

1-8 Cav (off 251800H Nov 67) 1ot bde
kV Pit and Cmd GpC/l-50 Mech Pit (AV) C/1-50 Neoh
PIt 4/60 (AVY) Arty 2.-19 AI'* y-) 4 DW)(M42 "DUSTE )(ORSN Alath Engr(-)(S

2-8 Cav lt -Plt 545LMP Co
lst Co 222d NPFF Bn"
2 sqds 25th Set Dg Plt
TM 13th Sig
TM 245th Pay Ops Co
TM IPW/CI 191st MI Det

i. (C) SITUATION.

a., Ernow FPoss Oxrrwt r .T8V"

b. Friendly Forces'

(1) A 1-9 cav supports reconnaiýaioe effortt iný 1st td A0,

(2) 2-19 Arty (-),DS (A Btry LZ GERONIMOi C Btry LZ MUSTANG
by 261200H Nov 67)

(3) 7-13 Arty (W) (105 Towed) GSR (A Btry LZ TOM by 26L200H
Nov 67' C BtrY, LZ ENGLISH)

Inclosure 9 9-1.
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(4) A/7-15 Arty' (,, SP) OMR at LZ ZG•LMH)

(5) 0/1-30 Arty (155 Towed) OSR at LZ LARA)).

(6) 2-2W Arty (AMA) 0S

(7) 228th ASHB, provides CH 47 lift

(8) 229th AHB, provides airlift

2. (C) MISSION. let Bde OPO0N lot ACD resumes Operation PERSHING
by 251800H Nov 67 conducts operations to find engage and destroy
organized enemy forces, oonAIls population and resources and destroys VC
infrastructure in conjunction with the National Police Field Forces
(NPFF) and District Police Forces, conducts planning and coordination
with 40th ARVN Regt and provides on request reaction forces to ARVN/RVN
installations under attack: conducts combined operations with ARVN forces and,
provides combat support and combat service support as needed by 40th ARVN
Regt. secures LZ AURAMIE, LZ ENGLISH, Highway 1 Bridges in the AO.
Highway 1 bridges in the 40th ARTVN AO through coordination and providing
required reaction forces coordinates with HOI NHON District Advisor
for operations in areas under GVN control, and provides security to
45th Engr Gp (19th and 35th Engr Bns) elements through reoonnaissancb
fire support and operations in close proximity to engineer activities

3, (C) EXECUTION.

a Concept of Operations- (Annex A. OPN overlay) let Bde
closes combat elements by 251800H Nov 67 and all elements by air and
Liandtail by 261800H Nov 67 at LZ ENGLISH. 1-8 Cav received OPCON at

-..... 251800H Nov 67 is relieved of security requirements in AN LAO Valley
and LZ ENGLISH by 2-8 Cav and conducts operations in assigned AO 2-8
Cay assumes security responsibilities of LZ MUSTANG - TAPE and LZ LARAMIE
and conducts operations in assigned AO AV Plt C 1-50 Mech is Bde reaction
force at LZ ENGLISH, conducts operations with maneuver Bn's as directed,
Priority of fires to unit (a) in contact

b. 1-8 Cav

(1) Secure LZ GERONIMO with one company less augmentation
necessary for Highway 1 security force

(2) Secure Highway 1 bridges from 88-94 with the Armored
Vehicle (AV) unit reinforced by the M-42 duster unit and sufficient
organic personnel Bridges 91, 92 and 94 will be occupied by at least
a reinforced squad while other bridges will be secured by random
patrolling and embushing and by fires and observation Internal reaction
force planning will be emphasized

(3) Conduct cb'bat operations in assigned AO to find.
engage and destroy the enemy

9-2
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(4) Cqnduc*t operations against the VC infrastruoture
in conjunction with the NPPF through sweeps Cordon and search type
operations and "SNATCH" type operations, At least one Cordon and searwh
type and one "SNATCH" type operation will be conducted daily with the
support of the NPF"

(5) Maintain a close working relationship with 40th
ARVN Regiment and prepare plans and conduct combined operations as
directed in coordinating area north of the BONG SON River.

(6) Provide security to the 45th Engr OP elements in
assigaed AO and coordinating area through coordination (19th Engr Bn)
with reaction forces on order reconnaissance fire support and operations
in close proximity to engineer activities

(7) Provide a QWP of one platoon at LZ ENGLISH from 1730-
0600 nightly OPCON to lst Bde to serve as a reaction force to relieveo
units in contact as necessary, QRF platoon is to be prepared for further
OPCON to a maneuver battalion as necessary.

(8) Coordinate with 40th ARVN and be irepared to control
reaction forces to relieve ARVN/RVN installations or bridges under attack
within coordination area.

(9) Provide one mortar squad OPCON to 1st Bde for LZ
ENGLISH base difense. Squad will operate under 2-8 Cay base defense
unit control,

o. 2-8 Cav.

(1) Secure LZ MUSTANG 4TAPE with one rifle company,

(2) Secure LZ IARAMIE with one rifle company minus two
rifle platoons, Unit must consist of at least 53 officers and men

(3) Provide a control headquarters two rifle platoons
and a mortar section of one squad and a section headquarters OPCON to
1st Bde for LZ ENGLISH base defense. Unit to consist of at least 50
officers and men

(4) Assume security missions and AO responsibility at 251800H
Nov 67

"(5) Conduct operations in assigned AO to find. engage and
destroy the enemy

(6) Maintain a close working relationship with 40th
ARVN Regt and prepare plans and conduct combined operations as directed
in coordination area south of BONG SON River

(7) Coordinate with 40th ARVN Regt and HOI NHON District

9-3
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and be prepared to control reaction forces on order to relieve ARVN/RVNinstallations or bridges under attack in &asigned AO or coordination area,

(8) AV PIt C/1-50 Hech attached for rations, quartering

and logistics,

d. AV Plt C/I-50 Meoh

(1) Attached for rations quartering and logistics to2-4 Cav.

(2) OPCON to let Bde prepared to act as a reattion
force OPCON to a maneuver battalion to relieve ARVN/RVN installation
or bridge site under attack on order

(3) Operate OPCON to a maneuver battalion as directed on
a daily basis returning to LZ EGLISH by 1730 hrs each day,

e. Coordinating. Instructions,

(1) Each maneuver battalion be prepared to assemble a
platoon in 30 minutes followed by a rifle company (-) in one hour as the {.

lst Bde reaction force.

(2) -Maximum emphasis on rice harvest surveillance andcontrol.I

(3) Units make maximum use of night ambush and killer
team operations.

4. (C) COMMAND AND SIGNAL.

a. Signal:

(1) Current ist ACPD SOI in effect on closure PERSHING AO.

(2) Bde retransmission equipment a'sailable on loan basis
on 28 Nov 67.

b. Command: Bde CP opens LZ ENGLISH by 251800H Nov 67.

Acknowledge

Annex A -Operations Overlay RATTAN
COL
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24th Special Tactical Zone

COMBAT OPERATIONS AFITER ACTION REPORT

BATTLE FOR DAK TO
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HEADQUARTERS
SPECIAL TACTICAL ZONE 24, ADVISORY DETACHMENT

APO US Forces 96499

MACTN-KT3 12 December 1967

SUBJECT: Combat After Action Report (RCS: MACJ3 - 32 (K-D))

THRU: Deputy Senior Advisor
II Corps Advisory Group
APO US Forces 96318

THRU: Commander
I Field Forces Vietnam
APO US Forces 96240

TO: Commander
USMACV
APO US Forces 96222

1. (U) Identity of Operation: ARVN operations in conjunction with

the 4th US Infantry Division in AO SPAATZ.

2. (U) Date of Operation: 7 November - 8 December 1967.

3. (U) Location: North of Dakto and East of Dakto and Tan Canh.
See overlays for each operation.

4. (U) Control Headquarters: 24th Special Tactical Zone.

5. (U) US Advisors:

ELMENT NAME DUTY

24th STZ Fwd CP LTC Edward L. King DSA
"it LTC Charles T. Walker, DSA
" " " " CPT John E. Counts Asst G3 Advisor
" " " " CPT Henry C. Hudson Asst G2 Advisor
" " " O CPT William Wagner 24 STZ G4 Advisor
" " " " CPT Robert Moore 24 STZ Arty Advisor

SFC John Yermal G3 LN NCO
" ' SFC Dean D. Gilbertson Arty NCO

Downgraded at 3 Year IntervalJ.

C N) ('1 F /. C L 7--T/$ L Declassified After 12 year,
DOD DIR 5200._lO
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C MA(TN-lMN 12 December 1967

SUBJECT: Combat After Action Report (RCS: MACJ3 - 32 (K-D))

42d Regiment MAJ James E. Bardwell Senior Advisor
i/42 Regiment OFT WilJiam E. Sullivan Bn Advisor
3/42 Regiment CPT James L. Davis Bn Advisor
3d ARVN Abn Task Force MAJ R. W. Pfeiffer TF Senior Advisor

PCT J. W. Kinzer TF Liaison Officer
2d Abn n ,*CPT John Koenig Bn Advisor

CPT T. R. Cobb Bn Advisor
3(1 Abn Bm CPT R. W. Andrews Bn Advisor
6'h Abn Bn CPT W. A. Beirlich Bn Advisor
7thi Abn Bn CPT C. L. Jackson Bn Advisor
9th Abn Bn CPT R. J. Freund Bn Advisor
Arty Btry CPT J. E. Echols Arty Advisor
Air Force LTC P. W. Almquist Abn ALO
Air Force MAJ J. K. Giles Abn FAC
Air Force CPT W. D. Jenkins Abn FAC
2d Ranger Task Force MAJ Lyle E. Jerret TF Senior Advisor
22d Ranger Bn CPT H. A. Jenkins En Advisor
23d Ranger Bn CPT Larry Crane Bn Advisor

* With the exception of CPT John Koenig who was wounded early in
Operation Kham Jei 182, all US Advisors participated extensively in both
planning and execution phases of the ARVN operations in AO SPAATZ.

6. (C) Task Organization:

24 Special Tactical Zone Forward CP

42d Regiment:
1/•2 Infantry
3/42 Infantry
9th ARVN Abn Bn (7-17 Nov)

3d ARVN Abn Task Force:

2d Abn Bn
3d Abn Bn
6th Abn Bn
7th Abn Bn

2d Ranger Task Force:
22d Ranger Bn
23d Ranger Bn

Arty:
A Btry (-) 221st Arty (105-4 tubes) Supported from Dakto

"SubsecLor FSB
B Btry ARVN Abn Arty (105) Supported from Dakto Subsector

FSB and FSB 17

2
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MACTN-KT3 12 December 1967
SUBJECT: Cmiabat After Action Report (RCSO MACJ3 - 32 (K-D))

A Btry (-) 37th Arty (155) Located at Tan Canh
A Btry 5/16 Arty (US 155) Supported from Dakto Subsector

FSB

7. (C) Sapporting'Forces,

a. Artillery fire support for the operations wf.s provided by
Btry A (-), 221st Arty Bn, Btry B (Abn), one Plat 155MM Arty fzom 37bh'.-
Arty Bn, and Btry A, 5/16th Arty Bn, a US 155MM SP unit. Overall artillery
fire support and coordination was performed in an outstanding manner. The
responsiveness and coordination of the US artillery fires was greatly en-
hanced by the Artillery Liaison personnel from the US Btry working side
by side with the Vietnamese in the ARVN fire direction center. During the
operations, fire support bases were established at Tan Canh, Dakto Subsector,
and FSB #17 (ZB088347). The helilift of the Airborne Artillery to FSB A17
on 23 Nov 67., was not executed as smoothly and timely as could have been.
This was due primarily to the limited number of slings and ammunition nets
which were available for the move. A breakdown of tne total number of rounds
expended during the operations follows:

UNIT HE __ ILLUM TOTAL
Btry A (-) 221st Arty (105) 10, 52;. 125 189 10,866
Btry B Abn Arty (105) 7,891 159 195 8,245
Btry A (-) 37th Arty (155) 801 26 6 833
Btry A 5/16 Arty (US 155) , _6_O 60 _h00

20,828 340 450 21,648

b. USAF/VNAF: The air support throughout the period of
operations was outstanding, and in at least one instance, and possibly more,
close air support was the decisive factor in the overall success of ground
operations. During the period ARVN received 112 fighter bomber sorties, 46
SW Spots, 3 B-52 Airstrikes, and 11 C-47 (SPOOKY) sorties. Strikes were
used to prestrike objectives, hit known and suspected enemy positions, and
strike targets of opportunity. FAC coverage was provided at all times by
ARVN Abn and 24 STZ FAC's alternating flights over the area of operations.

c. Army Aviation Support; The Army Aviation support was
coordinated through the G-3 Forward CP of the 4th Infantry Division. The
cooperation and support ARVN received was superb and all missions requested
were accomplished. The ARVN received 160 sorties of CH-47 (Chinook), 84
sorties of HUlD including 12 sorties of gunships, and 18 sorties of H-34
(VNAF). The type of missions included combat assault, command and control,
troop lift, resupply, medevac, and aerial rocket artillery.

3
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MACTN-KT3 12 December 1967
SUBJECT- Combat After Action Report (R0S0 MACJ3 - 32 (K-D))

8. (C) Intelligence Intelligence reports during early November indioated
HQ of the 24th NVA Regiment had moved from the north to an area approximately
8KM northeast of Dakto District HQ with an estimated twvi battalions. ARVN
Operations Kham Jei 180, 189 and 183 were mounted to sweep the series of
peaks believed held by the enemy northeast of Dakto. ARVN forces encountered
heavy resistance especially on Hill 116. ARVN seizure of the peaks resulted
in 255 NVA KIA, 2.CIA, and 70 enemy individual and crewserved weapons cap-
tured.

Interrogation of the captur'ed prisoners revealed that the 24th
Regiment's 4th and 5th battalions had ocoupied the objective areas and that
these battalions had been given the mis'ilon of liberating Dakto District
HQ and Tan Canh. They also reported theft the 4th Bn which had an approx-
imate strength of 400 men had suffered riany casualties as a result of
friendly artillery and air support during the contact.

On 28 Nov 67 intelligence reports indicated that elements of
the 24th Regiment had moved southwest of the earlbr contacts to areas near
the road running north of Dakto. An ARVN operation mounted to take advan-
tage of this enemy movement made contact on 29 Nov 67. ARVN troops rein-
forcing the contact were ambushed while in convoy on the highway north of
Dakto. The elements of the 24th NVA Regiment conducting the ambush were
successful in damaging 10 ARVN trucks, inflicting light casualties and
looting the convoy for foodstuffs.

Since 29 November 67'there has been no significant contact with
NVA elements north of Dakto. Intelligence reports as late as 9 Dec 67
indicate that elements of the 24th Regiment have withdrawn to the northeast
of Dakto.

9. (C) Mission- Locate and destroy VC/NVA forces located North and
East of Dakto.

10. 1C) Concept of Operations: 24th STZ in close coordination and
cooperation with the 4th Infantry Division and CIDG initiated operations
during the first week of November in order to find, fix and destroy NVA/VC
forces operating North and East of Tan Canh. When it became apparent that
a large NVA force was operating in the Dakto area, the zone commander re-
quested and received assistance in the form of the 2d Ranger and 3d ARVN Abn
Task Forces. The 3/42 discovered a large NVA Force northwest of Dakto
which was too large and well fortified to. overrun-with one battalion. Once
the 3/42 had located the NVA force the concept was to exploit our superior
mobility by gathering as much combat. strength as rapidly as possible and
defeat the enemy before he could withdraw back into the jungle. This was
the concept utilized throughout the operations.

C oN r NTN-i A\L
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SUBJECT: Combat After Action Report (RCS' MACJ3 - 32 (K-D))

11. (C) Execution;

a. During late October and early November the US buildup
began at Dakto and at 071500 Nov the 1/42 Infantry began Operation Le Loi
44 in coordination with the 4th Infantry Division (US). 1/42(-) assisted
the ist Bde, 4th Division in securing the Dakto Airstrip while one company
of the 1/42 secured the bridge across the Dak Poko River vic coordinates
YB953328. On the morning of 7 Nov the 9th ARVN Abn Bn arrived by C-130 at
Dakto and was placed under operational control of the 42d Regiment. At
071600 Nov the 9th Abn Bn began Le Loi 45, a search and destroy operation,
northwest of Tan Canh in AO SB0523, 1123, 0531 and ZBll31. Le Loi 45
terminated at 101400 Nov with negative results. At 101100 the 3/42 Infantry
was relieved of its RD mission at Konko and movec. by trucks to Dakto.
At 101400 the 3/42, and 9th ARVN Abn Bn began operation Le Loi 46, search
and destroy in AO YB9935, ZB1735, 0623 along Highway 14 to ZB9929, YB9935.
At 331500 Nov the 3d Abn Task Force HQ closed into Tan Canh and at 131830
the 3d ARVN Abn Bn closed into a bivouac vic coordinates ZB074218 near Tan
Canh. The 3d Abn Bn replaced the 9th Abn Bn in operation Le Loi 46 at'
141O and the 9th Bn returned to Dakto to prepare for a move back to Saigon
on the morning, of 15 Nov. The 2d Abn Bn was scheduled to arrive at Dakto
on 15 Nov but at 150845, while the 9th Abn Bn was located at the Dakto
Airstrip leading C-130's, the airfield was mortared, destroying 2 C-130s
on the loading ramp and damaging a 3d. 4 soldiers from the 9th Bn were
wounded including the Battalion CO and one 3/4 Ton and one 1 Ton Trucks
were destroyed. The 2d Abn Battalionb flight scheduled to land at Dakto
was diverted to Kontum, where the 2d Bn stayed the night of the 15th, and
the 9th Abn Bn returned to Tan Canh. On Operation Le Loi 46 at 141530 the
3/42 fantry made contact with an estimated 2 NVA Companies dug in on the
hill .dc coordinate ZB2L38292 (Obj B, See Overlay #1). The 3/42 backed off
and called in air and artillery striikes. The morning of: 15 Nov the 3/42
moved back up the hill and received heavy small arms and automatic weapons
fire from NVA still located in foxholes and bunkers on the hill. At 151440
the 3/42 tried to move up the hill a 3d time but had to withdraw because of
heavy automatic weapons and rifle grenade fire. Artillery and Immediate Air
Strikes were called in on the hill. Results of contact: Fdly: 10 KIA,
2 MIA, 19 WIA. Enemy: 8 NVA KIA (BC). At 151640 the 3d ARVN Abn Bn was
combat assaulted from Dakto to LZ vic coordinate ZBll0276 with negative
contact.

b. At 161430 the ARVN terminated Operation Le Loi 46 and
simultaneously initiated Operation Kham Jei 180 (See Overlay il). The area
of operations was generally the same as for Le Loi 46 however now that a
large NVA force was located a new operation was immediately started to
bring maximum forces into the area. The 3/42 Bn established a blocking
position south of Objective B and the 3d Abn Bn moved to, and secured an LZ
vic coordinate ZBll0308. The 2d Abn Bn was lifted into the LZ by CH-47,
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SUBJC.T. Combat After Action 'Uport (aC.; .CJ3 - 32 (K-D) )
closing at 161615 hours. The two Abn Battalions were placed under the aon-
trol of t , 3d Abn TF HQ fox, the operation. At 170I85 while moving towards
Objective D (Hill 1416) the 3d Bh made contact with an estimated NVA
Company via coordinate ZB130311. Contact continued throughout the da7 until
1640. Results were 5 Friendly KIA and 50 WIA. The 2d Abn Bn advanced toward
Objective D on a second axis north of the 3d Bn and at 171240 a CBU from
a friendly airstrike accidentally landed on elements of the 2d Bn killing
4 and wounding 27 soldiers. The 2d Bn made contact with an unknown size
enemy force at 171515 vic coordinate ZB128317 with negative results. The
2d Abn Bn received an unknown number of mortar rounds in their night location
on 17-18 Nov vie coordinate ZB130311 resulting in 19 WIA. During the.:tight
of 17 Nov US helicopter pi~lots, flying into a very hazardous LZ, extracted
all 77 of the ARVN soldiers wounded during the days fighting. On the
morning of 18 Nov after the soldiers wounded by the mortar attack were
evacuated, the Abn TF resumed its move up hill 1416 and at 1020 they found
a body believed to be that of a Battalion XO. Documents indicate he
belonged to the K4 Bn, 24 NVA Regiment. At 181120 both 2d & 3d Abn Bns
made contact via coordinates ZB131305 and ZBl30311. 20 sorties of airstrikes
were called in along with 105 and 155 artillery support. The Battalions main-
tained contact throughout the day and at 181830 both Abn Battalions received
mortar fire in their night locations. At 190740both battalions resumed
their attack on hill 1426 and immediately made contact.. The 2d Bn broke
contact and moved north around the hill so the Task Force could attack the
hill from two directions. The 3d Bn continued to attack to the east up
the hill and remained in contact all day. 18 more sorties of airstrikes
were placed on the hill along with 105 and 155 artillery and at 191600 the
3d 3n reached the top of the hill and began consolidating the position.
The Abn TF remained on top of hill 1416 (Obj D) on 20 Nov and at 201230
4 tubes of 105MM artillery from the ARVN Abn closed into the Fire Support
Base at Dakto. The 2d and 3d Battalions searched the hill all day and
discovered 247 NVA KIA and 70 weapons. On 20 Nov the 3/42 which remained
in a blocking position throughout the operation was replaced by the 22d
Ranger Bn which was helilifted to an LZ vie coordinate ZB135292, and the
"3/4ý was moved back to Tan Canh to prepare for a move to the Lam Son
training center. The 7th Abn Bn arrived at. Dakto at 201300 and was moved
to ZB060265 (Dakto Subsector) to act as Task Force Reserve. On 21 November
elements of the 22d Ranger Bn moved to Objective B without resistance and
elemnits of the 3d Abn Bn moved upon Objective C without resistance. 3
Rangers were wounded by Punji Stakes on Objective B. At 221330 Operation
Kham Jei 180 terminated with the cumulative results: Fdly• 47 KIA, 182 WIA,
2 MIA. Enemy: 255 NVA KIA, 2 CIA, 70 weapons CIA. After the operation the
22d Ranger Bn was lifted to Dakto Subsector (ZB060265) and the Abn TF was
moved to Tan Canh. The 7th Abn Bn remained at Dakto Subsector.

c. Phase II of Operation Kham Jei 180 was conducted by the 2d
Ranger Group HQ and the 22d Ranger Battalion starting at 230715 Nov (See
Overlay #2). The Rangers moved into the AO on foot with the 22d Ranger Bn
(-) moving on one axis through Objective Al through A4, one company moving
on an axis to Objectives B1 through B4, and one company staying to
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secure the ?SD at Lakto Subseotor along with the 2d Ranger Group HQ. At
241415 one Ranger Company made contact with an enar outpost vie hill 1315
(ZE)35329) resulting in I FdMy KIA, 2 WIA, 1 NVA KU, 1 AK 47 and 1 S4 CirA.
At 251730 the 22d Ranger Bn(-) made contact with an estimated NVA Company
vie oe-irdinate ZB015347. The fnmy broke contact withdrawing to the north-
west at 1830. Results, Fdly: 4 KIA, 16 WIA, Enemy: 31 NVA KIA, 1 CIA, and
several weapons CIA (See Paragraph 12). The POW stated he was from tha 2d
Company of the K4 Bn, 24th Regiment. At 2709 1 Company 22d Ranger Battalion
was lifted to Join the remainder of the Bn and one Company of the 142 I
resumed the FSB security mission. On 28 November Phase II of S~ham Jei 180
was terminated and the 22d Ranger Bn moved back to Dakto Subsectors on foot.

d. Operation Kham Jei 182 with the ARVN Abn Task Force began
at 231200 in an AO northeast of Dakto (See Overlay #3). The Task Force
included the Abn TF HQ, and the 2d, 3d and 7th Abn Bns. The 7th Abn Bns
closed into FSB 17 (z0090347) at 231615 on foot and after they had secured
the FSB the Abn Arty Bbry(-) was moved by CH-47 into the FSB closing at
231850. The 2d & 3d Abn Bns closed into FSB at 241500 and the 2d & 7th
Bns began S&D operations in their respective areas of operation while the
3d Bn secured the FSB and conducted local S&D missions. At 281200 all
Battalions closed back into FSB #17 and the operation was terminated tem-
porarily. The operation was reinitiated at 290700 as a result of infor-
mation from the 4th Division that elements of the 24th NVA Regiment CP
were reported vie coordinate ZB105308 at 281700 Nov moving to the west.
At 290715 the 22d Ranger Bn moved nn foot north from Dakto and occupied
blocking positions from Kon Bring (ZBC,50289) to Dak Rosa (ZB060312). The
2d & 7th Abn Bns moved south from FSB 17 on two axis and the 3d Bn remained
as security and Task Force reserve in the FSB. The Abn Arty was moved from
FSB 17 to Dakto Subsectoz by CH-47 and closed at 291615. At 291240 the
2d Abn Bn made contact with an estimated NVA platoon vie coordinate
ZBO89318. Air strikes, arty and gunships were called in and contact was
broken at 1430. The 2d Bn made crntact again at 291615 with an estimated
1¥A Company and once again called on Air strikes and artillery support.
Contact was broken at 1700. At 291600 the 3d Abn Bn began to move from
FSB 17 to Tan Canh by truck and at 291616 the convoy was attacked by an
estimated 3 NVA Companies vic coordinate ZB075323. The 3d Bn dismounted
and returned fire;contact was broken at 1725 hours and the 3d Bn took up
a blocking position along the road from Dak Rosa (ZB060312) to ZB079335.
At 291640 the 7th Bn received one round of mortar fire which resulted in
9 WIA. Results for the contacts were Fdly' 10 KIA, 46 WIA, 10 TRUCKS
Damaged. Enemy.: 109 NVA KIA (BC), 1 CIA and 14 weapons CIA (See para 12).
All elements closed into Dakto on 30 November and on 1 Dec the 6th ARM
Abn Bn arrived at Dakto airfield and the 3d ARVN Abn Bn departed for Saigon.

e. The 1/42 terminated Le' Loi 44 (scty) on 22 Nov, moving 1
Compary to Tan Canh, 1 Company to secure the FSB at Dakto Subsector and one
Compary remained to secure the bridge across the Dak Poko vie coordinate
YB953238. The 2/42 terminated bridge security at '291000 and the company
returned to Tan Canh. On 26 November the 3/42 departed Dakto Airfield by
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0C-130 for the Lam.S,&n Traintn,•! Certe' .kt 25"OGO, the 1/142 (-IL Co) `e)*an
a RD Security oneratlý,n aLon:' the rnad -,etween Dakto Ilubsector and rS3 !.7,
L~e Lol. 48 was terminated on 2-) Yov after the, covitact, ýi t'i road by t~he 3d
Abn Bn,

f. Aham Jela 18 wag conducted by the 2d Uanger Task Force
including'the 22d & 23d Ranger Battalions, and ,the 6th & 7th ^INVN Abn
tlattajons. -The operation began at 0.10800 Dec and terinaed at 081615
Dec in an. AO east of Dakto bounded by coordinates ZB059305. resulting in
1 Friendly ULt. -Lnewq casualties were unknown. At 061125 the 7th -bn
B3n relieved the 22d and 23d Ranger i3attalions in the AO and the 3anger
Battalions began to move to Pi.eilku. The 6th 3hn made contact with a small
enemay, force via coordinate :0k133315 at 061655 Results were 4, Friendly
-'-L. The operation wnas terminated on 8 Dec and the 2d Abn Bn departed
Dakto jirfield for Saigon. The 6th &bn 13n and 3d Abn TF H,'ý were located
at Tan Canh, and the'7th ibn LUn and itrty Btry were located at Dakto as of
9 Dec awaiting further orders.

12. (C) Results: .

a. Le Loi 46 - han'. Je i. L80

I3 10 10 2 8.
tbn TF (2d & 3d 37 !62 247 2
Bn) 22d Rgr Bn .... 3. .-

V7_ 184 2255

The following enemy equipment was CLIA
1 W0-,, mortar
1 12-7530 WO~i
8 UW..O
7 B40 Rocket iAunchers

24 K47/50
19 Chicom Carbines
11 Chimcom Adifles

_-82i.h Bipod with 3 rounds 8MiA,
2 Claymore mines, 1 US and. one homemade
IAny packs, ponchos, canteens, medical supplies and other

miscellaneous individual equipment.

b. Kham Jei 180 Phase II=._-.• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r it i g, P •D. L'.)[••.•.i:::.

22d Rgr Bn 5. 1$ 0 31 1

i__quipment CIx 2 A,,47, 2 S,&,G, 1 SK5, 1 B0 Rocket Launcher & 7 840
rounds, 11 rounds 601l mnortar.

8
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c. Kham Jei 182
F- R IJ,,N_ D B N M Y

NAA W.-
2d Abn Bn 5 16 72
3d Abn Bn 5 8 37 1
7th Abn Bn 9
Abn TF HQ I
Abn Arty 3
1/42 --

io 44 0 109 1

Pdly Equipment Losses - 10 Trucks damaged
Enedy Equipment Losses - 1 B40 Rocket LauncherI LMG

4 SKS
8 AK 47/50

12 rds 82m= mortar
Documents indicating elements
of the K4 & K5 Bns 24 NVA regt

d. Kham. Jei 183-1 KIA, 1 IAM from 6th Abn Bn. Enemy: 0.

e. Cumulative Results
F RIENDLY EFEMYY

KU_ WIA MU. jIAg CIA
63 247 2 395 4

Approximately 100 Eneny weapons CIA.

f. Other casualties during the period'

UNIT KILLED 1'OUNDED
3d Abn Bn 2 7 Accidentally mortared
9th Abn Bn on 14 Nov.Nortar

11 attack at Dakto
Airfield on 15 Nov.

13. (C) Administrative Matters.

a. The resupply of tactical units was very timely and efficient
throughout the operations, primarily because of the availability of US
Armr Aviation Support. The only difficulty that impeded resupply was the
shortage of adequate tools for constructing LZs. As a result of this
shortage the resupply of several units had to be delayed while they
prepared LZs. The major supply problem encountered during the operation
occurred on 17 Nov when ARVN was in heavy contact vic hill 1416. The
ARVN sent 900 rds of 105mm amino from Kontum to Dakto FSB without fuzee,
The result was the FSB had only 200 rds with fuzes until additional fuzes
could be shuttled to the FSB by HUlD the night of 17 Nov and morning of

9
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18 Nov. The combat loads carried by tz'-xs :,). adequate, and resupply
of small arms ammunition was never a pr,11 '.lm.

b. The maintenance of ioquipme.nt was per-formed in a professional
manner by all units, whi6h points ou'• the success of their training programs,
and strong supervision of their leadeis.

c. Treatment of casualties was handled as expeditiously as
circumstances would permit. The US Helicopter pilots performed magnificently
in accomplishing the evacuation of ARVN wounded. The best example waa during
"the night of 17 Nov when pilots evacuated 77 ARVN paratroopers from An LZ
cut into the side of hill 1416 vic coordinate ZB130310. The LZ was within
enemy small arms range and was so steep that helicopters could only touch
down on one skid and hover while the wounded were lifted into the ship. The
only delays in Medevac during the operations was caused by the amount of
time it took to cut LZs out of the heavy jungle, however all aedevacs
requested were accomplished.

d. Transportation: Because of the mobility afforded ARVN by
the use of US helicopter support transportation was excellent throughout the
operations. The only problem encountered was a shortage of slings with
which to move the ARVN 105MM artillery and ammunition. The slings that the
ARVM had on hand were unserviceable, and as a result the G4 Advisor and
Artillery Advisor had to borrow slings from the 173d Abn Bde which was also
short of slings.

e. Communications, The new series of radios, particularly the
PRO 25 provided solid radio communications throughout the operations. The
land line communications between Kontum and Tan Canh, Kontum and Dakto
Airfield and Tan Canh and Dakto Airfield were operational approximately
80% of the time.

14. (U) Special Equipment and techniques; None.

15. (C) Advisory Analysis,

a. The cooperation and coordination throughout the planning
and execution of operations around Dakto was outstanding and as a repult
the combined US/ARVN forces achieved one of the greatest victories of the war.

b. The mobility and fire support afforded the ARVN by US
forces was the key factor in the success of operations. The ARVN using U3
helicopters were able to mass decisive combat strength in their portion
of the area of operations rapidly and using USAF/VNAF air support and 105,
155 and 8' Artillery support to their best advantages were able to inflict
devastating defeats on elements of the 24th NVA Regiment.

a. Units must remain flexible and ready to change plans on a
moment's notice based on intelligence reports. The ARVN reaction to

10
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4th Division Intelligence on 29 Nov during Operation Kham Jei 182 resulted
in a decisive victory west of Dakto against elements of the 24th NVA
Regiment that had moved into the area on 28 November. This was an
excellent example of combat flexibility.

d. Although the 1/42(-l Co) was performing road security
between Dakto and FSB #17 (Le Loi 48) the convoy carrying the 3d Abn Bn from
FSB 17 to Tan Canh was ambushed by 3 NVA Companies vic coordinate ZB075323
at 291616 Nov. The aggressiveness and quick reaction of the personnel in
the convoy turned the ambush into a victory resulting in 37 NVA K•I, how-
ever 5 friendly soldiers were killed and 12 wounded during the battle and 10
trucks were damaged (all were later recovered by the 1/42). The ambush
might have been avoided if the 1/42(-) had sent elements out from the
road to patrol the high ground, however they did not and as a result the
NVA were able to move to within 100-150 meters of the road undetected.

16. (M) Lessons Learned:

a. Units must remain flexible and ready to react to a rapidly
changing situation on a moment's notice exploiting the superior mobility
afforded by US Army Aviation.

b. When operating in dense mountainous terrain adequate tools,
both hand and power must be available for rapid preparation of LZs. Un-
necessa.i7 delay in preparation of LZs can be costly when wounded are awaiting
evacuation.

c. When resupplying artillery ammunition the ARVN must insure
that fuzes are sent with rounds.

d. In airstrikes on prepared positions heavy 500 and 750
pound bombs with delay fuzes must be used to destroy bunkers. CBUs are not
effective against well fortified positions with overhead cover, and if
napalm is used it should be dropped after heavy bombs have cleared out
the area so that the napalm can reach the ground.

e. In operations requiring a number of helilifts of artillery
and ammunition the ARVN must have adequate slings on hand to move a
minimum of one 105 Btry and 1,000 rounds of ammunition. The slings must
be properly maintained to insure continuous servdceability, and if a shortage
exists slings must be requested well in advance of anticipated operations.

f. Units with a mission of road security must send patrols
out far enough from the road to recon all possible enemy ambush locations,
particularly on high ground and other key terrain features.

11
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SFOR THE CCANDER,

3 Inolcauros /8s/ Wendell W1. Barney
as WENDELL W. BARNEY

Major, Arty
Admin OfficerS.... TRUES COPY

FRANCIS E. CUTLER
MAJ, Armor
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CO N F DE/N T/AL.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMYWLAD(UARTERS 4TH INFANTRY DIVISION ARTILLERY

APO San Francisco 96262
AVDDD-AC 

11 December 1967
SUBJECT:' Combat Operations After Action Report (U)

TO., Commanding General
4th ,Infantry Division
ATTN, AVDDH-CG
APO US Forces 96262

1. (U) -Y1 ._ 2NTZTYAND/OR TYPL . ... ,.ERA... IOj: THE BATTLE OF
OlAK TO.

2. (C) DAT-E F OPERATOQN': 25 October to 1 December 1967.
3. (U) I&ATION. Dak To, Kontum Province, Republic of Vietnam.
4. (U) 9ONTROL g6p-laWA: Headquarters Oth InfantryDivision Artillery. , ... a re h n

5. (U) REPORTING OFFICER. Division Artiller Commnder ColonelRobert C. McAlister. 
-.........

Co e6. (U) TASK O. IZT4IO._: Inclosure 1.
7. (U) SUPPORTING FORCES : Task Organization, Inclosure 1.
8. (U) INTELLIGENCE Omitted.

9. (C) MI.SSION: ArtilleZ7 with the 4th Infantry Division Supportsthe Battle of Dak--To"with available artillery, radar, automatic weapons,searchlights and mieteorological resources.

10. (C) CONCjEoPT OFE_.RTION: The concept of artillery employmentwas to provide direct support artillery to each maneuver element and to '
employ the relatively large amount of medium and heavy artillery in rein-'forcing and general support roles to weight maneuver efforts and to provideartillery support for ARVN operations.

11. (C) PqUTICLNq
a. Initially, the 6th Battalion, 29th Artillery (-) was indirect support of the ist Brigade. Battery A, 4th Battalion, 42d Artillery(105mm T) reinforced its fires, and Battery C, 6th Battalion, 14th Artillery

Downgraded At 3 Year Intervals'
Declassified After 12 Years.CON DE T I._ DOD DIR 5200.10
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SUBJECT- Combat Operations After Action Report (U)

was in general support. As the enemy threat became more clearly defined
and the teMo of the battle increased, additional maneuver forces and artil-
lery were committed to AO Spaats. Battery, A,. 5th Battalion, 16th Artillery
(15nmu S.P.) arrived on 30 October, followed by Battery B, lit Battalion,
92d Artillery (155mm T) and the J.75nmm gun platoon ofBattery A, 3d Bat-
talion 18th Artillery on 5 November, and Batteries B (1553m S.P.) and
D (-) t8 S.P.) 5th Battalion, 16th Artillery on 9 November. The 8
howitzer platoon of Battery A, 3d Battalion, 18th Artillery closed in Dak
To on 10 December, and this completed the build up of general support and
reinforcing artillery. In the meantime, each arriving maneuver unit
brought with it its associated direct support artillery unit beginning
with Battery B," 3d Battalion, 319th Artillery (105mm T) on 2 November and
the remainder of the battalion in support of the 173d Airborne Brigade on
6 November. The arrival of let Cavalry Division (AM) elements on 11
November brought Battery B, 2d Battalion, 19th Artillery (105m T) and
the Headquarters and Baitery C on 16 November. At this time the maximum
deployment of artillery war attained 15 batteries of all calibers, with
"a total of 77 artillery pieces, were firing in support of the battle.

b. Artillery units made 48 displacements in order to support the
changing demands of the battle. Initially, the emphasis was in the area
south and southwest of Dak To. With the commitment of the 173d Airborne
Brigade on the west flank of the 1st Brigade, the center of mass of artil-
lery was displaced to the west, and again to the south as both brigades
moved south against the enemy defenses.

c. In order to coordinate artillery activities in the battle
area and to insure maximum effectiveness in the allocation of general
support artillery fires, a Division Artillery Tactical Command Post was
opened at Dak To on 9 November.

d. Two artillery displacements are of special significance

(1) On 13 November, Battery B, ist Battalion, 92d Artillery
(155mm T) was displaced by air (flying cranet) to a forward fire support
base at YB908121. It remained there throughout the period as a keystone
of artillery support for all three brigades operating within its capabilities.

(2) On 17 November, Battery A, 5th Battalion, 16th Artillery

was displaced to the vicinity of Old Dak To (ZBO60263) and placed in
general support, reinforcing the fires of the ARVN artillery. The battalion
established liaison and communication with the headquarters of the ARVN
Airborne Task Force. This displacement .was made in time to support the
M•ajor ARVN contact on 19 November in which many enemy casualties were
cradited to its firing by the ARVN.

e. Artillery with the Division fired a total of 151,851 rounds
during the battle. A summa by unit and caliber, and the totals for each
day are shown at Inclosure 2.
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f. Countermortar radar support was provided by the organic radars
of the 6th Battalion, 29th Artillery, and 3d Battclion, 319th Artillery,
and by the radar section of the 4th Battalion, 42d Artillery which was
placed OPCON to Division Artillery. The radars were deployed so as to
provide maximum coverage. As the threat changed, the radars were deployed
accordingly. The radar section of the 4.th Battalion, 42d Artillery was
successfully moved by air to a forward fire support base in response to an
enemy mortar threat to ý`,he forward areas.

g. Meteorological support was furnished continuously throughout
the battle.

h. Mudinum, use was made of the limited aerial observation capa-

bility available.

5 .. To enemy actions were of special significance to artillery

(1) On 15 November, enemy firing mortars, recoilless rifles,
and probably a 75mm pack howitzer destroyed 2 C-130 aircraft and set fire
to the ASP at Dak To..

(2) On 1 December, the enemy conducted a rocket attack on
Battery B, 5th Battalion, 16th Artillery from at least two positions.

a. Enemy:

(1) Because of the virtual impossibility of obtaining
immediate visual surveillance in the densely vegetated terrain which
characterized the battle area and the variety and quantity of weapons
systems employed, it is not possible to make a significantly accurate
statement of the results specifically achieved by artillery fire.

(2) POW's reported that artillery fires were effective and
greatly feared.

,(3) Effective results were obtained by countermortar radar
against mortar, and to a lesser extent rocket, positions. Numerous
secondar-y explosions were observed,

(4) On 1 December artillery fired against an active rocket
position. 809 rounds were fired in zone and sweep centered less than 100
meters of the actual position, which was uncovered by the infantry based
on the firing grid. The position showed evidence of extensive damage by
artillery fire.

(5) As mLny as six batteries were used in TOT fires on
intelligence targets, and as many as 6-8 batteries fired in support of
major contacts.

3
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b. Friendly,

(1) Personnel-

KIA - 8

WIA -38

MIA - 1

(2) Material

1 - 155mm how SP, P1l09

2 - Trucks - 5 ton

7 - PRC 25 radio

18 - Rifle, M16

)3.(I~j~A~y ~Logistic support was particularl~y out-standing during the entire operation. At no time was artillery firing
seriously curtailed by ammunition shortage. Maximum use was made through-out of resupply directly from depot to those firing positions which could
be resupplied by road.

14.(U)PZEOIkL _ RqNTAýTECHNIES: None.

Hi15.-(CqOMNDERI 'SANAYSIS AND •RECOMM•DATIqNS :

a. Observation: The relatively high density of maneuver units
and supporting artillery and the large number of tactical air and gunship
sorties employed generabbd increased problems in air-ground coordination.
The resarlt waa eXcessive "checkires" of artillery at critical times when
artillery support was required.

Recommendation: That the problem of air safety from ground
fires be restudied with the objective of agreement on simplified measures
which will allow maximum tactical benefit accrue from both weapons
systems. This study is in progress.

b. Observation: One of the most valuable artillery positions in
the battle was that of a 155m battery airlifted into position by use ofthe ;fflying crane,,. Because of its additional range and greater weight of
metal, this battery was in constant support of all three committed brigades.

Recommendationt That sufficient 'flying cranes be maintained
available to permit this flexible employment of medium artillery.

4/m~ • V/Da /V TIA L.
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c. Observation. Use of air observers was particularly effective
in suppression of enemy mortar and rocket fire. The small number of
observation helicopters available and the complete lack of artillery fixed
wing aircraX degraded this effort.

breoe Recommendation: That fixed wing observation aircraft (01)

be restored to artillery unit control.

d. Observation: Engineer support was required in preparation of
position areas for medium and heavy artillery.

Recom•nendation- That Engineer support planning include
provisions for preparation of position areas for medium and heavy artillery.

2 Incl; /s/Robert C McAlister
1 - Task Organization ROBERT C MoALISTER

for the Battle of Colonel, Artillery
Dak To Commanding

2 - Daily Ammunition
Expenditures (All
Calibers)

A TRUE COPY

FRANCIS E CUTLER
MAJ, Armor
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25 - 29 October 1967

lot e .G

6/29 (-) DS 0/6/14 GSR
Pit (-) D/4/60
3 SLT 29th Arty
A/I/42 DS 2/8•

30 October - 1 November 1967

6/29 (-) DS A/5/16 GSR
A/4•42d Reinf
Pit (-) D/4/60 32d GO
3 SLT 29th Arty G/6/T4 GSR

2 - 3 November 1967

ist-Dde P-iv-A'

6/29 (-) DS A/5/16 GSR
A/4/42d ReinfS~B/3/319 DS 4/502 ,5pd.p_
Pit (-) D/4/60

3 SLT 29th Arty C/6/14 G$R

t4 November 1967Y

;qist Bdde D~iv ry

6/29 DS A/5/16th GSR
A/4/42d Reinf
B/3/319 DS 4/503 j .fp
Pit (-) D/4/60
3 SLT 29th Arty 0/6/14 GSR

5 November 1967

1s-t de Dv A rt-Y

6/29 DS •/5/16 GSFR
SA/4/2d Reinf
"/3/ 3ý DS 4/503 .,d PS
Pit (-) D/4/60 016714 GSa
3 SLT 29th Arty B/1/92 GS

A/3/18 (-) GSR

Incl 1
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6-8 Novanber 1967

6/29 DS A/$/3kth OSR
A4/42d Rsirif
PitP (-) D/4/60
3 SLT 29th Arty B/1/92d GS

3/319th DS

9 -10 November 1967

6/29th DS A/5/16th GSR
A//4/424 Reinf D/5/16th (-) GS
Plt (-) D/4/60 B/5/16 (-) GS
3 SLT 29th Arty TAC CP

173d Abri JI&de4G

3/319th DS B/1192 G3
C/6/14 OS
A/3/18 GS

121. 30 N'ovember 1967

1st 3de lyA

6/29th DS TAO CP
A/4/42d Rein! A/5/16th GS
pit (-) D/4/60 B/5/l6th GS
3 SIJT 29th.Arty D/5/16th (-) GS

5/16th TAO C?

3/3 19 DS /92G
1st Bde-I ACD C/6/14 GS

A/3/18 GS

2/19th ()DS

2
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DUILY AMMUNITION SEWDITURES (ALL CALIBERS)

DAK TO AREA

Oat 25 163 Nov 12 7642

26 133 13 6043

.27 157 14 7040

28 153 15 4883

29 137 16 3282

30 315 17 8402

.31 231 18 5803

Nov 1 459 19 8686

2 406 20 7370

3 1554 21 5902

4 3308 22 8615

5 2652 23 9959

6 211- 24 7993

7 4526 25 5629

8 5021 26 5267

9 5539 27 4582

10 1899 28 3873

11 8010 29 2442

30 2407

Inal 2
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Ai4MTNITtON MPEDITURES FOR TIM BATTLE OF UAK TO

A/4/42 105 9,899
A/6/29 105 11.,749
9/6/29 lO5 1..,960
0/6/29 o05 15,463
A/3/319 105 14,654
B/3/319 105 13,807
0/3/319 105 15,844
M/2/19 105 8,189
0/2/19 105 .1o.,A

TOTAL 116,774

A/35/16 155 7,850
3/5/16 155 7,221
B/1/92 155 _8_A.32.

I TOTAL 23,445

D/5/16 8 2,390
C/6/14 8" 3,622
A/3/2.8 8'1-1P

TOTAL 7,720

C/6/14 175 2,240
A13/11 175 -L.672~

TOTAL 3,912

GRAND TOTAL 151, 851

2
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4th Aviation Battalion
4th Infantry Division

COMBAT OPERATIONS AFTER ACTION REPORT

BATTLE FOR DAK TO

InoLosure 2.
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DEPARTMT OF THE ARM
HEADQUARTERS 4TH AVIATION BATTALION

4TH INFANTRY DIVISION
APO San Francisco 96262

10 Deoember 1967

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (RCS: MACV J3-32)

TO. Cormanding General
4th Infantry Division
ATTN: AVDDH-GC
APO San Francisco 96262

1. (U) NAME OR IDENTITY AN!O T O ION..' Battle For Dak To.

2. (U) DATESOF OERATION: 250001 October to 302400 November 1967.

3. (U) /)CATXON: Dak To, Kontum Province, WIN.

4. (U) CONTROL OR COMMAND HDQUTERS: 4th Aviation Battalion, 4th
Infantry Division.

5. (U) REPORTING OFFICER: LTC Vyles H. Mierswa, Commanding Officer,
4th Aviation Battalion.

6. (U) TASK ORGANIZATON:

a. HHD, 4th Avn Bn

b. Co A (Airmobile), 4th Avn Bn

c. Co B, 4th Avn Bn

7. (U) SUPPORTIN R:

a. 52d Combat Aviation Battalion

(1) 57th Assault Helicopter Company

(2) 119th Assault Helieopter Company

(3) 155th Assault Helicopter Company (-)

(4) 170th Assault Helicopter Company

(5) 189th Assault Helicopter Company (-)

Downgraded At 3 Year Intervals-
Declassified After 12 Years.
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(6) 179th Assault Support Helicopter Company

b. 192d Assault Helicopter Company (-)

o. 213th Assault Support Helicopter Company (-)

d. 243d Assault Support Helicopter Company (-)

8. (C) YJTELEN.Q4: There was no evidence of any enemy air activity.
There was evidence of AA fire with .50 caliber weapons. Heavy small arms
and automatic weapons fire was experienced throughout the AO especially
during periods of significant contact. All forward IZ's were considered
hot, and were subject to small arms, automatic weapons, mortar, and B-40
rocket fire during unit occupancy.

9. (U) ISSION. To provide aviation support to those units assigned,

attached, or OPCON to the 4th Infantry Division and operating in AO Spaatz.

10. (C) CNCEPT OF OPRATIONS.: Significant Highlights.

25 Oct: UH-IH fr 119th AHC shot at vie YB9236. Neg cas.

30 Oct: CA 2 Co 3-8 vie YB927186.

2 Nov; UH-1H fr 170th AHC received 7 rounds vic YB8812. 1 WIA.

3 Noay CA 2 Co 3-12 via YB005163.
CA 2 Co 3-8 vic YB919141.

4 Nov: OH-23 fr Div Arty shot at .Ic YB9421. Neg cas.

6 Nov- UH-lH fr 170th AHC received 3 rounds vic YB890273.
Pilot WIA.

8 Nov: CA 2 Co 3-12 via YB996162.

9 Nov: 1 Co 3-12 ADMIN via FSB 3-8 YB996162.
UH-IC (gunship) received 2 rounds via YB902151. Neg cas.
CH-47 fr 179th ASHC received 2 rounds via YB850175.
Neg cas.

10 Nov: 2 Co 1-8 ADMIN via Dak To.
1 Co 3-8 dA via YB905149.
UH-IC fr 119th AHC crashed via YB893 146. 1 KIA, 3 WIA.
UH-lH fr 119th ARC received 1 round via YB893146. Neg Cas.
Hvy Scouts, D, 1-10 Cay received ground fire via YB9012.
Neg cas.

2
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11 Nov 3/12 CP & DS arty moved vio YB996162.
Lt Scouts D, 1-10 Cav received automatic weapons fire
while on VR via YB8913. Nag eas.

12 Nový CA 1-8 w/3 Coo &DS arty via YB910120.
B 3-8 ADMIN to Dak To.
D 1-12 lifted into loo w/C&D 3-8 via FSB.
Co & 2 sec DS arty 2/503 lifted to YB821159.
UH-IH fr 170th AHC shot at via YB913125. Neg cas.
UH-IH fr 170th AHO shot at via YB900149. Neg oas.
UH-IH fr 170th AHC received 2 rounds via YB900153.
Neg cas.

13 Nov; Ca B & C 1-8 via YB957?115.
UH-1H fr 170th AHC hit by B-40 rocket round vie YB896149.
3 WIA.

14 Nov; D Co 3-8 lifted to Dak To. A Co lifted to location
C Co vic YB895149.

15 Nov. CA B & C 3-12 vie YB875073.

17 Novi D 1-8 lifted to Co base w/D 3-12.
B 3-12 lifted to FSB.

18 Nov: B 3-8 from FSB to A 3-8 location.
C 3-8 lifted to Dak To and D Co lifted from Dak To to FSB.
OH-23, fr Div Arty, received ground fire vie YB9916.
Neg cas. A/C not flyable.

19 Nov% UH-1H fr 129th AHC received 1 round vic YB876078. Neg
cas.
UH-IH fr 119th AHC received 1 round vie YB876028. Neg
cai.

20 Nov; CA 3-8 w/3 Cos via ZBII6.

22 Nov: UH-1H fr 119th AHC received 1 round vic YB810130. 3 WIA.

23 Nov. CA C Co 3-8 vic YB924228.
UH-lH fr 119th AHC received 5 rounds via YB811120.
Neg cas.
UH-IH fr 119th AHC received 12 rounds vic ZBO119. 1 WIA.
UH-1H fr 119th AHC received 3 rounds vie YB797136. Neg cas
A/C not flyable.
C Co 1-12 lifted vie YB800126.

24 Nowv B Co 1-12 lifted vic YB821159.

3
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25 Nov: CA 2 Co 1-8 via YB8513,
AL 2 Co 3-8 via YB9815.

26 Nov: CA Co B 3-12 via YBS107,
AL Co 0 via YB8107.

27 Nov AL FSB 1-8 vi6 YB934387.

28 Nov. AL 1 Cc 1-8 via YB934187.
CA 2 Co 1-12 via YB835145.
AL 1 Co 1-12 vio YB821159.
52d UH-1H crashed and was destroyed during CA via
YB832143. Neg oas.
AL FSB 3-12 via YB822080.

29 Nov, AL Bn CP & 1 Co 1-12 YB835189.

30 Nov, UH-1H fr 189th AHC received 1 round .50 caliber fire
via YB802108. 1 WIA. A/C not flyable.

3.. (0) ML_74T.q

a. Unit Data- &t.hk &vn_gy

(1) Hours flown. 347 97 7,550

(2) Sorties completed- 855 419 17,563

(3) Passengers carried:,1359 180 32,516

(4) Tons of cargo
transported- 27.5 NA 4,509

(5) WIA; 0 0 15

(6) IA 0 0 0

(7) KIA: 0 0 3
, D ., _. ! - _.•... _Q. v Dixv Atz Isk_..LBd

(i) Hours flown., 165 186 103

(2) Sorties completed: 225 451 377

(3) Passengers carried 70 448 292

4
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(4) Tons of cargo
,transported* NA NA 1

(5) WIA: .0 0 0

(6) MIA: 0 0 0

(7) KIA 0 .0 0

b. Totals for Operational Data

(1) ,Hours flown! 8,48

(2) Sorties completed 19,890

(3) Passengers carried- 34,865

(4) Tons of cargo
transported, 4,537

(5) WIA. 15

(6) MIA- 0

(7) KIA: 3

13. (U) ADMINISTRATIVE WATTERS' The airfield at Dak To was a key factor
in providing logistical support of tactical operations in AO Spaatz. The
airfield was used as an FSA, a PZ for' resupply to units operating throughout
the AO, and as a staging area for unit movements and combat assault operations.
The continuous, effective operation 'of the airfield was essential and required,
both organization and coordination of effort. The senior ground conmander
stationed at the airfield is responsible for the operation of the airfield.
His major responsibilities include, but are not limited to, the following
areas:

a. Air Traffic Coiitrol Procedures.

b. Allocation of facilities and space on the airfield
(includes designating areas for parking and for use in airmobile, resupply,
and other type operations).

c. Servicing of aircraft (e.g.. refueling, rearming, etc.)

d. Facility improzement 4ind maintenance (e.g. runway repairs, etc)

e. Dissemination of NOTAYL containing information pertaining
to the operation, safety, -and servicing of aircraft.

f. Security of the airfield.

The Dak To airfield was used simultaneously by fixed wing

5
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aircraft raging in sime from the 0-1 to the C-130, and by all sizes of
rotary wing aircraft from the OH-13 to the CH-54. The major problem ar'eas
were in air traffic control, servicing of airoraft, and allocation of space
for aircraft parking and operations. Those problems were ultimately
resolved t7 extensive planning and coordination and by the cooperation of
all users of the airfield's facilities. There was no lose of support to
any of the maneuver elements due to the various problems encountered

14. (U) §Hi

None

1.. (C) QQOMANI% R ANALYSIS:

The aviation support provided to the M and ARVN forces was a
significant contributing factor to their success in the Battle of Dak To.
As the tempo of the contact picked up, there was a corresponding increase
in the amount of aviation support required. The extension of the period
of significant contact only served to emphasize the necessity for doing
everything possible to conserve aviation resources and utilize them with
maximum efficiency.

The number of units committed to the Battle of Dak To
necessitated more centralized control of the allocated aircraft in order to
insure the most efficient aircraft utilization. Accordingly, an Aviation
Combat Operations Center (AVCOC) was established with representatives from
the 4th Aviation Battalion, and aviation liaison officers from the 52d
Combat Aviation Battalion and 173d Airborne Brigade. The AVCOC had the
following responsibilities: (1) to advise the Division Forward Tactical
Operations Center (FTOC) of the aircraft requi-rements requested by the
supported units, and of the capability, to satisfy those requirements; (2)
to relay those requests approved bV the division FTOC to Division Aviation.,,
(3) to coordinate with the 'supported units and advise both the division FTOC'
and division aviation of any unusual aircraft requirementsý (4) to provide
assistance to the supported units in planning airmobile, operatinns in AO Spaatz.

One characteristic of the AVCOC was the extensive communications
required. 'Hot lines' were established to all major supporting and sup-
ported units, and to division aviation. Additionally, there were four radio
frequencies allocated for aircraft control, which were in constant use.
With that communications system in operation, the AVOOC was able to monitor
closely the location and utilization of all aircraft working in the to.
When the tactical situation dictated, aircraft could be diverted to a
priority mission and then subsequently :reall6cated either to their original
missions or as indicated by new requirements. The net result was more
efficient use of aircraft, a better flow of "information, and a decrease in
reaction/times.

Aircraft availibility determines the number of aircraft which

6
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can be placed in support of an operation. In turn, there are three major
factors which determine aircraft availibility. Those factors are pilot
proficiency, maintenance support, and mission environment. The first two
listed factors obviously are the responsibility of the aviation commanders.
The third factor, mission environment, is a product of tactical situation and
the ground oonmander ' s requirements.

The term "mission environment'; includes factors such as the
specific tasks for which the airaraft is used and the areas in which the
aircraft is required to operate. The number and scope of tasks assigned by
the ground commander determine the amount of "blade time placed on the
helicopter and the time at which the aircraft can be released for required
daily maintenance. The amount of maintenance required is directly pro-
portional to the amount of ,blade time' used. Also, the longer the air-
craft is kept on station, the less time there is to accomplish therequired maintenance, and the less likely it will be available for the
next day's missions. Therefore, it is incumbent upon each commander to
insure that the aircraft allocated to them are utilized as judiciously as
possible and released at the earliest practicable time.

The ground commanders at all echelons have a significant
influence on aircraft availibility through their control of the areas in
which the aircraft operate. The same maxim applies to an aircraft landing
area as to a unit position, e.g. make it right the first time and make
improvements continuously. Aircraft landing area deficiencies have
resulted in both personnel injury and aircraft damage. Specific items
which the ground commander can accomplish, and which will materially
contribute to safe operations and continued aircraft availibility are as
follows:

a. Make the LZ as large as possible. For a hasty LZ,
a rule of thumb would be to make the LZ triple the size of the largest
helicopter which will be using it.

b. Remove obstacles from the approach and departurepaths to the LZ.

c. Mark a touchdown area in the LZ and remove all stumps,
logs, rocks, and other protruding objects from the area.

d. Remove trash, debris, loose equipment, and supplies from
the vicinity of the designated touchdown area.

e. Provide a ground guide to visually inspect the touch-
down area before the aircraft arrival and to guide the aircraft to touchdown.

f. Insure that a radio is available and monitored so
that the aircraft can establish contact prior to arrival in the LZ. Also,
have smoke available to mark the LZ if the tactical situation permits and
the pilot requests it.

7
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g. Insure that dust and dirt will be disturbed as little
as possible by rotor downwash. Measures which can be taken inolude use of
peneprime, the use of water to wet down the area prior to arrival of the
aircraft, or the placement of the touchdown point in a grassy area.

The facilities available to control, park, and service air-
craft also affect the amount and type of aviation support which can be
provided. The lead time associated with the receipt of additional air-
field operating personnel and with the completion of airfield improvement
projects requires that a decision to expand be made as early as possible
in the planning stage. The projects should then be initiated as soon as
the necessary security exists and compromise of the tactical effort is not
a consideration.

16. (C). RECCMENDTION.S_.

a. That a division aviation element, with liaison
officers from supporting aviation headquarters, be employed as a part of
the division forward tactical operations center in future operations.

b. That all commanders monitor the use of aircraft and
the condition of aircraft landing areas, and insure improvements are
effected where indicated.

C. That airfield improvement projects be preplanned for
support of selected levels of troop densities at airfields throughout the
AO.

d. That implementation of airfield improvement projects,
with the highest possible priority, be initiated as soon as operational
requirements permit.

/s/tyles H. Mierswa
WLES H. MIERSWA
LTC, Artillery
Commanding

A TRUE COPY

FRANCIS E. CUTLER
MAJ, Armor
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS,, 52D COMBAT AVIATICN BATTALION

APO San Francisco 96318
FLYING DRAGONS

AVGD-C0 10 December 1967

SUBJECT: After Action Report, Operation MAC ARTHUR (AO SPAATZ), 25 Oc-
tober - 30 November 1967

TO: See Distribution

1. (C) GENERAL: This report covers Operation MAC ARTHUR (AO
SPAATZ) in the vicinity of DAK TO, Kontum Province, Republic of Vietnam,
for the period 25 October - 30 November 1967.

a. Command Headquarters. The command headquarters, from the
standpoint of aviation operations, was the 17th Combat Aviation Group.

b. Mission. The mission of the 52d Combat Aviation Battalion
(FLYING DRAGONS) was to provide aviation support to the let Brigade, 4th
Infantry Division and its attached and supporting elements within the
confines of AO SPAATZ (see inclosure 1).

c. Participating Unrts.

(i) Units organic to the 52d Combat Aviation Battalion,
commanded by LTC Edward P Lukert Jr, which participated in Operation MAC
ARTHUR, are as follows'

Headquarters, 52d Combat Aviation Battalion
57th Assault Helicopter Company
119th Assault Helicopter Company
155th Asoault Helicopter Company (-)
170th Assault Helicopter Company
189th Assault Helicopter Company (-)
179th Assault Support Helicopter Company

(2) Supporting detachments organic to units in paragraph
lc(l), which supported the operation, were-

545th Transportation Detachment
70th Signal Detachment
94th Medical Detachment
405th Transportation Detachment
448th Signal Detachment
755th Medical Detachment
402d Transportation Detachment
604th Transportation Detachment

Downgraded At 3 Year Intervals!
~F ý D E -• • A. L_ Declassified After 12 Years.
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6th Signal Deotaohment
615th Transportation Detachment
822d Signal Detachment

(3) Additional aviation support elements, OPCON to the 52d
CAB during Operation MAC ARTHUR, were,

Gun Platoon, 192d Assault Helicopter Compary
180th Assault Support Helicopter Compaiy
196th Assault Support Helicopter Company
213th Assault Support Helicopter Company
243d Assault Support Helicopter Company

2. (C) INTELLIGENCE:

a. INTSUMS pertaining to Operation MAC ARTHUR were published as
early as 15 October 1967, containing reports showing the build-up of ene-
my ±orces in preparation for the Battle of DAK TO. However, taken as
they occurred, the reports were not significant until on or about 29 Oc-
tober when they began to indicate a pattern.

(1) During the period 15-21 October, there were several re-
ports of small arms fire di:.ected at aircraft in an area 20 kilometers
(km) northeast of DAK TO. TAN CANH City (4 km northeast of DAK TO) re-
ceived 5 rounds of mortar fire.

(2) 22-29 October, contact was made with an unidentified
company size unit 8 km southeast of DAK TO. Heavy trail building activi-
ty was reported 30 km northwea3t of BAK TO. An agent reported that a 4000
man force would use the trails indicated to move into KONTUM Province.

(3) From 30-31 October, an agent reported the 24th NVA Re-
giment in an area 25 km northwest of DAK TO. A Special Forces vehicle
hit a mine 12 km northwest of DAK TO. .

(4) During the period 1-7 November, several mines were de-
tonated along Highway 14 between DAK TO and KONTUM City. Ground con-
tacts took place daily in an area West and South of DAK TO. The National
Police reported extensive propaganda and anti-government lectures through-
out KONTUM and PLUIKU Provinces. They also reported plans to cut Highway
14 and hit KONTUM with rockets and mortars. NVA Sgt Vu Hung, 66th NVA
Regiment, rallied at DAK KRI Village, near DAK TO. He gave locations and
battle plans for the 66th, 32d, 24th and 174th Regiwents. He also men-
tioned the 40th Heavy Artiller. Regiment. These units were reported by
Sgt Vu Hung to be deployed in the vicinity of DAK TO, and planned to roc-
ket DAK TO and KONTUM and overrun DAK TO.

(5) From 8-14 November, savage fighting occurred in the DAK
TO area, with almost continuous heavy contact. 8-10 November, contact
centered 7-15 km westsouthwest of DAK TO. After the 10th, the heaviest
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concentration of activity was approxim~telv 15-201= weetsouthwest of lAK
TO.

(6) On 15 November, the second phase of the DAK TO battle
began. From 15-21 November, heavy oontant continued. Enewy troops seem-
ed to be well entrenched. Their objective seemed to be an attempt to in-
fliot as many US casualties as possible, rather than attempting to over-
run DAK TO itself. Units mentioned in paragraph 2a(4) had by now been
confirmed in contact.

(7) During the period 22-28 November, enemy activity de-
creased significantly. In what appeared to be an attempt to divert US
Forces from DAK TO, the enemy began to increase ambush and harassing ac-
tivities in the KONTUM City, PTEIKU area. KONTU1 City was mortared on
the 27th. The 32d, 66th and 174th Regiments were badly mauled and at-
tempted to pull back and regroup and resupply, with the 24th remaining in
contact northeast of DAK TO.

3. (C) OPERATIONS;

a. The 52d CAV was the principal supporting aviation element
during Operation MAC ARTHUR. The battalion's normal. daily, operational
commitment to the 4th Infantry Division was 22 UH-lis, 10 UH-ICs and 7
CH-47s,: the majority of which was allocated to the 1st Brigade at DAK TO.

b. Significant Events. A day-by-day account of significant
events is listed below. Due to the heat of battle and the maximum effort
required of the operation, only the most important events are recorded.
Single ship operations and miscellaneousl missions will only be reflect-
ed in the overall statistics.

(1) 25 October 67 - 170th Assault Helicopter Company
(AHC) participated in a combat assault (CA), lifting the 1/8th Inf and
1/22d Inf, for a total of 550 passengers (PAX) and 1i0 sorties. 119th
AHO moved a portion of the 1/12th Inf, 'totaling 54 PAX in 20 sorties.

(2) 26 October 67 - 170th AHC conducted a CA, lifting the
1/8th Inf, totaling 225 PAX and 143 sorties. 119th AHC conducted a final
extraction for the 3/12th Inf, totaling 100 PAX.

(3) 27 October 67 - 170th AHC conducted a CA for the 3/12th
Inf, lifting 132 PAX in 40 sorties. 119th AHC conducted a CA, lift-
ing 108 PAX, then conducted a final extraction for 3/8th Inf, totaling 261
PAX.

(4) 28 October 67.- 170th AHC participated in a CA for
the 1/8th Inf.

(5) 30 October 67 - 170th AHC conducted a CA for 3/12th
Inf, totaling 254 PAX in 158 sorties. j
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(6) 31 October 67 - 170th AHC conducted a CA for let Bde
lifting 72 PAX in 45 sorties.

(7) 3 November 67 - 170th AHC conducted a CA for the
3/8th Inf, lifting 264 PAX in 111 sorties; followed by 4 assaults for the
3/12th, totaling 249 PAX in 105 sorties. The 119th then assaulted with
the 1/12th, airlifting 211 PAX.

(8) 6 November 67 - 170th AHO conducted a CA for the
2/504th Abn, lifting 120 PAX in 65 sorties. Heavy enemy fire was en-
countered in the landing zone (LZ). 1 UH-IH received 5 hits and 1 crew-
man was wounded.

(9) 7 November 67 - 170th AHC participated in a CA for
the 1st Bde.

(10) 9 November 67 - 170th AHC conducted a CA with the
3/8th Inf, lifting 121 PAX in 54 sorties. Aircraft received light small
arms fire approaching the LZ. As aircraft were departing the LZ, heavy
mortar fire was received. 1 UH-lH was hit anddestroyed, wounding 1
crewman. The 170th then assaulted with elements of the 3/8th Inf, lift.-
ing 162 PAX in 67 sorties. That same day, the 119th lifted B/24th CIDG.
totaling 130 PAX.

(11) 10 November 67 - 119th AHC lifted a 4th DiV ele-
ment, totaling 60 PAX. 1 UH-lC was shot down while providing covering
fire.

(12) 11 November 67 - 119th AHC conducted a CA for the

3/12 Inf, totaling 120 PAX.

(13) 12 November 67 - 119th AHC conducted a CA for the
1/8th Inf, lifting 180 PAX. Sniper fire was received in and around the
LZ with negative results. The 170th, on the same lift, had 1 UH-IH hit
by 2 rounds of small arms fire, sustaining minor damage.

(14) 13 November 67 - 119th AHC assaulted with B and C
Companies, 1/8th Inf, lifting 210 PAX and 4 additional sling loads. Sni-
per fire was received from 6 locations in and around the LZ, with negative
results. On the same assault, the 170th had 1 UH-lH hit by rocket fire
(B-40). The aircraft was destroyed and 4 crewmen wounded.

(15) 14 November 67 - 119th AHC conducted 2 CAs for the
3/8th Inf, totaling 450 PAX. Sniper fire was again received from all
quadrants.

(16) 15 November 67 - 170th AHC conducted 2 CAs with the
ARVN in support of the 1st Bde. A total of 690 PAX were lifted in 164
sorties. 1 UH-lH was hit by small arms fire and 1 crew member was wounded.
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(.17) 18 November 67 - 170th AHC participated in a 4th Inf
Div CA.

(18) 19 November 67 - 170th AHC participated in 4th Ing
Div CA. 1 UH-IC was hit by small arms fire, sustaining only minor damage.

(19) 22 November 67 - 170th AHC participated in a CA for the
4th Ing Div. The 119th assaulted with the 173d Abn, lifting 120 PAX. 2
aircraft were hit by small arms fire without major damage.

(20) 23 November 67 - 170th AHC participated in ai CA for the
4th Ing Div. The 119th conducted an assault and final extraction for
the 3/8th Inf, totaling 120 PAX. Another final extracti on for the 3/12th
Inf resulted in the movement of 240 PAX.

(21) 24 November 67 - 170th and 119th AHCs conducted assaults
with the 1/12th Inf, vicinity HILL 875. 12Q PAX were moved. Auto-
matic weapons fire was received from all quadrants of the LZ. 2 aircraft
were hit" 1 by 8 rounds, the other by 10 rounds. 1 crew member was wounded.
The 119th then made a final extraction for 2/503d Abn from HILL 875.
150 PAX were extracted.

(22) 25 November 67 - 119th AHC conducted an assault and
final extraction for the 1/8th Inf, totaling 240 PAX and 10 sling loads.
A final extraction was also executed for the 8/8th and 3/12th Inf with
370 PAX. Immediately following, the 170th assaulted with the 3/12th with
300 PAX in 100 sorties.

(23) 26 November 67 - 189th AHC executed 3 night medical
evacuations under emergency conditions.

(24) 27 November 67 - 189th AHC moved 73 PAX and 1600
pounds of cargo for 4th Inf Div.

(25) 28 November 67 - 170th AHC conducted a CA with the
1/Sth Inf, moving 121 PAX in 58 sorties. The 1/12th Inf was then lifted,
totaling 353 PAX in 183 sorties. The 189th also participated in this
lift, moving 372 PAX. 1 UH-lH crashed in the LZ with negative injury to
the crew.

(26) 29 November 67 - 189th AHC conducted a final ex-
traction and an assault, moving 252 PAX.

(27) 30 November 67 - 189th AHC conducted another move,
lifting 585 PAX. 1 aircraft received automatic weapons fire, suffering 1
hit with negative injury to the crew. However, the battalion commander
of the 3/12th Ing received minor facial wounds from flying metal parti-
cles.
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o. Operational Statistics. The following is a resusie of sta-
tistios amassed by the 52d CAB during Operation KC ARTHUR. These totals
do not include performances of those units attached or OPCON to the bat-
talion during that operation.

CBT UH-1 CH-47 TOTAL

17,563. 6325 1225 7550

OBT BTRY TOTAL QARGO

64 20 32,516 9075

NED DEAD ENEMY A/C

*720 *320 UNKNOF N 16

A/C A/C DOWN A/C CREWP MEM
DAM_•.GED D.O . JA.

24 3 **4( 15/ 3

ANIVUNITION EXPENDED

.Z. AP A..750m0n .

577,900 3488 6329

* Figures include ARVN evacuations.
4* Figures include aircraft evacuated for the 335th Asit

Hel Co (attached to 173d Abn Bda and B/229th Avn Bn
(attached to elements of 1st Cay Div).

4. (C) 1N NTENZNOCE:

During the period 25 October,- 30. November 1967, elements of
the 52d CkB flew in excess of 10,000 hours, the majority of which were
flown in support of the let Brigade, 4th Infantry Division, on Operation
MAC ARTHUr. The elements involved performed 330 PMIa and 121 PMP inspec-
tions during that same period.

b. In and around DAK TO, 40 aircraft were evacuated by the 179th
As~t Spt Hel Co. All of these aircraft had been damaged by enemy fire or
due to operating in extreme confined areas. Moot of these aircraft were
repairable, but may have been otherwise lost except for the professional
competence of the 179th.
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a. It required approximately 25,000 maintenance manhours to per-
form the inspections mentioned in paragraph 4a. Additionally, it took an
estimated 25,000 maintenance manhours to perform unscheduled maintenance.
Because of the shortage ol maintenance personnel in critical skills, crews
often worked around the clock to supply airoraft to meet operational re-
quirements. Because of their efforts, the battalion was able to maintain
throughout the operation an availability rate of 78."' on UH-ICs and 84.6ý
on UH-.Hs.

5. (U) AWARDS AND DECORATIONS- The following recommendations for
awards and decorations have been forwarded or are being prepared as a
result of the Battle of DAK TO.

Silver Star 25
Distinguished Flying Cross 41
Bronze Star 13
Air Medal with 'V Device 74
Army Comiendation Medal 16
Purple Heart 18

6. (U) COMWNDER'S OBSERVATIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECO0, akTIOS

a. Landing Zones.

(1) Observation and Discussion. During this operation, an
increased rate of combat and operational damage was experienced in infan-
try battalion and company size landing zones. On several combat assaults
bomb craters were used for landing zones. This situation, although ex-
tremely hazardous, was unavoidable due to the terrain and location of the
enemy. However, these same hazardous landing areas were used again and
again with little or no improvement. In addition to the extremely small
landing areas, trash in these landing zones doubled the risks to incom-
ing aircraft. Loose ponchos, C-ration boxes and cans, as well as empty
sandbags, were to be found in quantity in and around all landing zones.
During this operation alone, this battalion replaced 38 main rotor blades
and 35 tail rotor blades, the majority of which were caused by flying de--
bris. The incidents cited cost the government approximately $123,500.

(2) Recommendation. I recommend that commanders place in-
creased emphasis on proper landing zone selection and preparation. The
police of the area should be the responsibility of the individual within
the infantry unit who is responsible for unit resupply by aircraft, and
the clean-up program should be closely monitored.

b. Aircraft Utilization.

(1) Observations and Discussion. During the Battle Of DAK
TO, a misutilization of aircraft was experienced on a number of occasions.
This was d~xe primarily to inadequate planning or a lack of sufficient
planning time. On several occasions, aircraft were assembled from all
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over I1 Corps for a priority lift when existing assets could have served
the purpose, proper.ly utilexed. Commanders failed to seek aviatiun ad-
vice during mission planning. Consequently, aviation supporting elements
suffered. Aircraft would arrive on station, on time, only to find loads
not ready for pickup or the intended delivery point had not been decided
upon. the to excessive idle time, critical blade time was expended, thereby
reducing the aviation effectiveness during peak operational periods.
Aviation requirements were constantly changed without warning, and using
units had difficulty determining what might be needed two hours hence.
The more aircraft allocated a unit, the more sorties added on to the existing
requirements. Frequently, aircraft were extended to conduct emergency
resupply at night, though these same aircraft may have remained idle for
prolonged periods throughout the day. Whenever possible, missions should
be given to the aircraft commander, not just a committment for a certain
number of aircraft. This uay full utilization of the aircraft can best be
managed with maximum flexibility.

(2) Recommondation. Commanders of supported units should
place increased emphasis on the need to make known their requirements as
far in advance as possible, utilizing warning orders which should be issued
to aviation units as well as to ground elements. It a combat assault
is to be conducted at first light, the mission requirement, should be made
known early enough the day before to providedtime for a daylight reconnaissance
of landing zones, flight routes and pickup zones. Execution of immediate combat
assaults should be kept to a minimn and ordered only in the case of a combat
emergency. With adequate planning time, a greater aviation effort can be made
with fewer aircraft.

c. Airfield Operations.

(1) Observations and Discussion. A common practice of ground
commanders is to establish their base of operations adjacent to the air ficility
serving the area. Of course, this is for convenience of the headquarters, as
well as facilitating air support to forward elements. However, after a time,
aircraft are forced to divert to alternate poorly equipped areas to continue
operations. The haphazard mixing of Air Force cargo aircraft, helicopters,
light fixed wing aircraft and LO~s, plus the lack of ramp space and inadequate
refueling and rearming facilities, cause confusion and resulted in a distinct
safety hazard during the Battle of DAK TO.

(2) Recommendations. Extreme care should be exercised in the
development of a small airfield into an adequate facility for supporting the
various aviation elements required for a major operation. Priority
engineer support must be allocated to build adequate parking ramps, dispersed
POL points and rearming points. Consideration must be given to separating
fixed wing traffic and parking from helicopter traffic and parking. Right
and left hand traffic patterns should be initiated. Also, hover lanes should
be provided gunships, s6 that they may move to the runway for a running
takeoff after refueling and rearming; A high priority should be given to dust
control.Artillery positions should be placed so they do not fire through traffic
patterns or otherwise restrict the full utilization of the airfield. Airfield
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perimeters must be moved out far enough to meet the above requirement and
to provide for adequate dispersion of aircraft to preclude excessive losses
to rocket or mortar attack. Vehicle traffic must be routed away from the
pads, medevao pads and other critical installations should be dispersed
parAcel to and along the active runway.

d. Saftty.

(1) Observations and Discussion. During the Battle of DAK
TO, several extremely unfortunate accidents occurred; accidents which
could have easily been avoided. Passengers loading and off-loading he-
licopters continued to walk into turning rotor blades. Turning blades
are a hazard at any time; however, when operating on other than level
ground, the hazard increases ten-fold. A rotor strike will almost alwaysresult in decapitation and death to the individual involved.

(2) Recommendation. Personnel operating in the vicinity of
helicopters should be constantly reminded of the dangers involved. Class-
es or demonstration should be given as to the proper method of boarding
or departing a helicopter. On the just concluded operation, 3 lives were
unnecessarily lost due to carelessness in this manner.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

1 Incl /s/Curtis D Green
Map (AO SPAATZ) (ommitted from CURTIS D GREEN
the True Copies) MAJ INF

Adjutant
Distribution

2-1st Avn Bde
4-17th Cbt Avn Cp
2-4th Inf Div
1-1st Bde, 4th Inf Div

A TRUE COPY

FRANCIS E CUTLER
MAJ, Armor
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

HEADQUARTERS 299TH ENGINEER BATTALION (C)
APO 96318

EGCC-CO 10 December 1967

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Report (RCS' MACV J3-32)

TO, Commanding General
4th Infantry Division
ATTN. AVDDH-GC
APO 96262

1. NAMEOR IDENTITY AD/LO_ TYPE OF OPERATION Battle of Dak To/
Operation MacArthur.

2. DATES OF OPERATIONi 250001 October to 012400 December 1967.

3. 'NCATION • Dak To Province, RVN.

4. CONTROL OR COMMA.ND HEADQUATERS: 4th Infantry Division.

5. BEEORTNG OFFICER: LTC D. I. Aguilar, CO, 299th Engr Bn (C).

6. TASK ORGANIZATION

a. Organic Units: 299th Engr Bn General Support of'-4th Infantry
Division.

b. Attachments: 15th Engr Co (LE). Direct support of 299th Engr
Bn (C).

c. Detachments- Company B was made OPCON 70th Engineer Battalion
from 19 Nov to 10 Dec 1967.

7. SUPPORTING FORCES: HQ, 937th Engineer Group provided one float
bridge maintenance teala from 554th Engr Co (FB).

8. 1INTELLIGE11CE

a. Reconnaissance Ground reconnaissance of Routes 14, 511, and
"512 were made daily by the battalion recon teams. Also aerial reconnaissance
was made periodically when aircraft was available from 937th Engineer Group.

b. Road Nets: There were no problems with the roads sustaining
traffic in the area of operation. However the roads are nearly all fair
weather roads and in particular all of Route 512 is strictly a fair weather road.

Froz Or/ZICr,4L Os- O)IVLV
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This condition must be corrected before the next monsoon season if it is
expected that this road will carry operational traffic during the rainy season.
It will take a major engineer effort to upgrade the road to all weather
capability.

o. Eney Engineer Efforts, The NVA and VC units operating in the
AO utilized engineer skills on a limited yet successful basis. This included
mining of the road and the use of demolitions on bridges.

(1) Mining incidents:. The battalion was directly involved in
two mining incidents. The first was on 1 Nov on Route 512. At 0845 a 3/4
ton from the land clearing platoon hit a mine at YB893271. C Company cleared
the area and found a second mine, a Chicom type 12' in diameter and 4 thick.
The second occured on 20 November on Route 14 at ZB172016 when an M48 hit a
mine at 0750 hours. While B Company was conducting a sweep the logistic con-
voy passed through the area and a 5 ton tractor hit a second mine at 0950 hrs.

(2) Demolition Two bridges were blown during the period in
the battalion AO. On 7 November bridge 14-.24 (Z0153088) was blown sometime
during the night. Also the bypass was blown at the same location. The
demolition work was poor as tt- ',dge was repaired with the replacement of
a stringer and some decking. November bridge 14-26 (ZB088175) was
blown during the night. This •. t timber span was completely destroyed and
had to be replaced.

(3) Ambushes: On 8 November at YB893271 on Route 512 a C
Company dozer was attached with small arms and rocket fire. The dozer was
extensively damaged. On 11 November a platoon from B Company was ambushed
at ZA200968 by an estimated 50 to 80 man VC force. The attack was made
with rockets, grenades, mortars, and small arms.

9. MISSIONS The mission assigned to the 299th Engineer Battalion (C)
by the 937th Engineer Group (C) is to provide general engineer support to
elements of the 4th Infantry Division operating in the battaliods AO. The
299th assumed, on its own, direct support missions for the 4th Infantry
Division, the 173d Airborne Brigade and elements of the 1st Cavalry Division
Air Mobile on a task basis.

10. CONCET OF OPERTION

a. The 299th Engineer Battalion directed the battalion's engineer
effort during Oper.ation MacArthur from the battalion forward CP located at
Dak To, RVN.

a b. Headquarters and Headquarters Company provided support to the

companies operating in Dak To. The S-2, S-3, S-4, Battalion Maintenance and
the Equipment Platoon had the preponderance of their section located in Dak
To. Two 1500 gallon-per-hour water purification units were used to provide
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water for all units, in the area. Normal administrative functions were con-
ducted from the main CP at Pleiku. Also all Class II and IV supplies were
procured and shipped with organic transportation by the battalion S-4
section located in Pleiku.

0. Company A directed its engineer efforts from the Company's CP
located at the vicinity of Tan Canh (ZB045223). The Company provided direct
engineer support to the 173d Airborne Brigade and elements of the lot Brigade
let Airmobilo Division. In addition theW have responsibility for road re-
pair of Route 14 from Bridge 14-22 (ZB156053) to Dak To and for Route 512
from the junction of Rt 14 to ZB023216.

d. Company B directed Its engineer effort from the Company CP
located in Kontum (AR769898). The company provided direct engineer support
to elements of the let Brigade, lst Cavalry Division located in Kontum. B
Company also had maintenance and upgrading responsibility of Rt 511 from
Kontum to the Krong Poko River and Rt 14 from Kontum to Bridge 14-22
(ZB156053) inclusive.

e. Company C operated from the Company CP located at Ben Hot
(YB873257). The primary mission of the Company is to construct a C-7A
airfield, a Fire Support Base and clear for a CIDG camp. Also C Company
provided direct support to elements of lst Brigade, 4th Infantry Division
and to elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade located at Ben Hot. In
addition the Company has maintenance responsibility of Route 511 from
Bridge 512-3 (YB953238) to Ben Het.

f. D Company directed its engineer effort from the Company CP
located at Dak To (ZB012219). The Company provided direct engineer support
to units of the let Brigade, 4th Infantry Division, 173d Airborne Brigade,
and 1st Brigade, let Cavalry Division located at Dak To. The Company had
responsibility for rebuilding Route 512 from ZB023216 to Br. 512-3. Also
they maintained and repaired the Dik To airfield to keep it trafficable for
C-130 traffic during the operation.

g. 15th Engr Co (LE) operated from the Company CP located at
Dak To (ZB018213) and provided direct engineer equipment support to the
299th Engineer Battalion.

13.. gXECUTION

a. Headquarters and Headquarters Company: HHO was split in two
elements for the support of the battalion during the operation. A Battalion
forward CP was locatod in Dak To and made up of elements of the S-2, S-3,
S-4, commo and maintenance sections plus most of the equipment platoon. In
Pleiki, the battalion's base camp, the remainder of the headquarters main-
tained all staff section representation. Two D6B dozers were modified by
the Battali6n maintenance section to be broken down into two sections, one
with the tracks, chassis and blade, the other with the engine and body.

3
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These were airlifted by CH-54 Skyorane to three locations to support the
infantry units in clearing fire bases.

(1) On 131200 Nov 67 a D6B was airlifted from Old Dak To
airfield to the 1/3 Infantry Fire Support Base (YB9l03.20). At this location
the dozer and crew leveled areas for 155nm artillery battery, excavated slots
for a Tactical Operations Center, a Fire Direction Center, amio storage and
personnel sleeping bunkers. Also two helicopter Landing Zones were leveled,
one for resupply and the other :or command ships. After the complex was
developed, the dozer continued to improve perimeter and fields of fire by
clearing an area approximately 200 meters by 500 meters. The dozer was
lifted to Old Dak To on 18 Nov 67.

(2) On 281100 November the D6B was moved directly to support
the 3/12 infantry on hill 1030 (YB822081), This Fire Support Base had
large trees (approxdmately 150' high and 180 - 241 diameter) which were
felled by demolitions and moved by the dozer. Again slots for bunkers and
ammo storage were excavated and 150 meters by 600 meters was cleared for
fields of fire. After the end of the reporting period the dozer is to
clear and level an area for an artilleiy batte4f.

b. (1) Company A has the mission of upgrading Route 14 and Route
512. During this repor÷0ing period the Company excavated and removed over
14,500 cy of organic soil from Route 512 and placed over 19,000'cy of select
fill in the rebuilding of the road. Also the company constructed 1700
meters of access road to a quarry site (ZB081171) in preparation for its
development. The company rehabilitated the area which was a fire base
arouind Old Dak To airfield used by the 173d during Operation Greeley.

(2) On 6 November the company began providing direct support
to the 173d Airborne Brigade. They excavated holes for 3 Tactical Operation
Centers, one 36' x 40' one 25' x 45' and one 20, x 40'. 5 POL bladder
holes were excavated and a total of 162,500 square meters of fields of fire
was cleared.

(3) On 15 Nov the ASP was hit with mortar rounds and all the
stockage was lost. A Company was tasked to build a 5 cell ASP adjacent to
the 173d area. Beneficial occupancy was made on 21 Nov and the project
completed on 28 Nov. A total of 130,000 cubic yards of earth was excavated
for the forming of the side hill pads, 4 bunkers were built, 490 ft of culvert
was placed, 9000 sandbags filled and placed, and 1800 meters of triple con-.
certina was installed. Also 130,000 square meters of fields of fire were
cleared.

(4) On 17 November bridge 14-26 was blown by the enemy and A
Company cleared the debris and emplaced an AVLB over the gap. The 22'
timber span was rebuilt on 19 Nov after the materials were hauled from Pleiku.
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(5) On 19 November A Company began providing direct engineer
support for elements of the let Cay AM Division. Over .120,000 square meters
of fields of fire were cleared and theoe 50 meter x 10 moeter x 5 meter holes
were excavated.

(6) On 25 Nov A Company airlifted one squad to provide general
engineer support along with the D6B dozer at a 173d fire support base located
at YB815151.

c. (1) During the period 25 October to 1 Dec B Company located
in Kontum provided general engineer support in an area which included Route
511 from Kontum to the Krong Poko River, Routs 14 from Kontwn to Bridge
14-22 and to units staying in the vicinity of Kontum airfield. During this
period the Compan~y operated a sandpit on the Dak Bla River and loaded out
a total of 13,115 cubic yards of sand. A total of 5540 cubic yards of fill
was placed upgrading Route 511 and another 970 cubic yards was placed on
Route 14. Over 60 km of road as graded and 460 feet of culvert was installed
on drainage structures along these routes. Bridges 14-14, 15, 19, and 21
were repaired vrth new curbing and bridge 14-18, a single double Bailey,
was redecked.

(2) On 28 October the Bailey bridge l4-• which had been in
place since June was raised and releveled because it was resting on the
abutments due to settlement.

(3) On 31 October construction of bridge 511-5 was started.
This three span timter pile bridge, 72 feet in length with a classification
of 75/55 was completed on 7 November 1967.

(4 A bypass at bridge 14-11 was constructed in order that the
interdiction of Route 14 by destruction of the bridge could be considerably
more difficult. A triple barrel 72, culvert was installed and the work
completed on 13 November.

(5) On 7 November bridge 14-24 (ZB153085) and the bypass
were blown sometime during the night. B Company moved one platoon from
Kontum and installed 30 feet of 48 Inch culvert and had the bypass open to
traffic by 1330 hours. The decking on the bridge was replaced and the
bridge opened to traffic on 10 November. On 11 November a platoon from
B Company was returning to bridge 14-24 to replace the hand rails and
curbs, when they were ambushed by an enemy force of from 50 to 80 VC at
ZA200968. The enemy attacked with grenades, rockets, automatic weapons
and mortars. The platoon was split in two halves. A perimeter was organized
after extracting three of their six vehicles. The platoon received Cay
reinforcement 20 to 30 minutes after contact started and the contact
lasted approximately 90 minutes. One 5 ton dump truck, one 3/4 ton truck
and one t ton truck were extensively damaged. There were 6 US engineer
KIA and 4 WIA and 13 enemy KIA confirmed by body count.
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(6) On 12 November bridge 14-14 was blown by enemy action. An
AVLB was emplaced by B Company by 0849 hours. The bridge was replaced by a
double barel 36:1 culvert and was open to traffic at 1,300 hours Qn 13 November.

(7) Or 6 November B Company began to provide direct support
to elements of the lst Air Cavalry Division and the 173d Airborne Brigade
that moved into Kontum. During the following two weeks the company con-
structed 34 helicopter revetments and 4 Chinook revetments. A total of
208,950 square yards of area around revetment and landing zones was covered
with peneprime. More than 71,000 square yards was cleared for landing zones,
troop areas and storage area for FSE. The ammo storage point was reworked
with over 1000 cubic yards of fill placed and 700 meters of triple con-
certina installed. Eight holes 16' x 46' x 5' were excavated for POL bladders.

(8) On 12 November the company was given operational control
of two sections of the 35th Land Clearing Platoon with the purpose of
clearing 100 meters on either side of Route 14 north of Kontum to Dak To.
From this time until 29 Nov the Rome plows secured by one platoon from 9
Company cleared 605 acres ending at bridge 14-25. On this date the
responsibility of the clearing was transfered to A Company and the re-
mainder of the clearing of Route 14 to Dak To was completed.

(9) B Company was given the requirement to construct a turn-
around for C-130s on the northeast side of Kontum airfield. This was
required to reduce the congestion on the parking apron and thus reduce the
O-130s vulnerability to attack. A 34.000 square feet area was cleared,
filled with 875 cy of fill, graded and shot with peneprime. M8A1 matting
was placed on the "U" shaped turnaround. Work started on 22 November and
the turnaround was ready for use on 27 November.

(10) B Company conducted a daily reconnaissance of Route 24
north to bridge 14-22 in order to insure the road was open for logistics
convoys supporting the battle of Dak TO. Tactical wire was installed around
the piers of bridge 14-10 and around bridge 14-20. Also 350 meters of
tactical wire was placed around an orphanage in Kontum.

d. (1) C Company had moved to' Ben Het on 22 October (YB873257)
with the mission of constructing a C-7A capable airfield with the provision
that it be expanded rapidly to carry C-130 traffic. They also have the
task of providing a cleared area for a CIDG camp and to provide an entrencher
and sand and gravel for concrete work.

(2) One section of Rome plows'.was provided C Company for 'the
clearing of the airfield, CIDG camp and clearing 100 meters on both sides
of Route 512. They worked during the period 25 Oct to 22 Nov under the
control of C Company and cleared a total of 690 acres which includes the
airfield, CIDG camp and east along Route 512 to the Krong Poko River. At
this point the control of the Rome plows was transfered to D Company.
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(3) Daily mine sweeps were conducted on Route 512 both to the
water point and also to FSB 13 (YB918260) by Company C. As the road was
cleared by the Rome plows, it was upgraded with grading and ditohing
totaling 14,000 meters and 120 ft of culvert installed.

(4) On 6 November C Company began providirng direct support to
elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade co-located with them at Ben Hot. A
total of 2335 meters of triple concertina was installed around the peri-
meter. 1200 meters of this fencing was later relocated. For the following
three weeks the company provided an average of 2 dump trucks and one bucket
loader per day for ammunition movement and troop transportation to areas
of operation. Doner support was provided on the average of one per day to
excavate defensive positions, living bunkers, a TOC, and 8 and 155 mm gun
positions. One of the eight 11' x 24' living/fighting bunkers built for the
troops in C Company was turned over to the 173d for their use.

(5) During the period 13 November to 30 November the stripping
of the overburden was completed with a total of 52,000 cubic yards of loose
fill removed. This was accomplished with the use of 3 each 290M traotor
scrapers.

e. (1) D Company had been located in Dak To since late August.
With the build up of US troops in the Dak To area D Company was tasked with
providing general engineer support to the Dak To AO. An average of two
dozers per day were utilized to clear fields of fire, excavate bunkers and
sumps. They installed over 1800 meters of triple concertina on the perimeter.
The company manned a portion of the perimeter during the entire reporting
period with an average of 3.5 squad days devoted to this mission. The
company conducted a daily minesweep of Route 512 from bridge 512-2 to bridge
512-3 for the entire period and for approximately two weeks the sweep went
to FSB 13 (YB918260).

(2) The company had the mission of patching the runway where
the thin single surface treatment had worn through because of the heavy
C-130 traffic. This task was accomplished with the use of cold mix made
with RC-3 and 3/4 inch minus aggregate. A total of 445 square yards was
patched during the period. Work was done at night because of the C-130
traffic in the daytime. On several nights the tactical situation would
not permit the use of lights therefore the work on this project was sporadic.

(3) From 1 to 8 November D Company placed 16,000 gallons of
peneprime and RC-3 cutback as a dust palliative. At this time the equipment
and responsibility was turned over to A Company, 4th Engineer Battalion.

(4) On 15 November the airfield parking apron with three C-130s
was mortared in the morning resulting in the total destruction of two of
the aircraft. In the late afternoon the ASP was hit with mortars resulting
in the loss of all stock in the ASP. Two tasks were given to D Company as
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a result of this damage in addition to policing shrapnel fran the runway.
"An expedient taidway was constructed to the parking apron to provide a bypass
to the area where the damaged C-130s were located. This work was started on
17 November and completed on 19 November with 700 jubio yards of select
fill hauled and compaoted. The ramp was then coated with penoprime and HC-3.
The second task was the oonstruotion of 5 emergency ammunition storage cells.
These five cells were oons÷,ruoted on the north side of the airfield and
were completed by 20 November.

(5) Two PAC revetments were constructed by D Company
utilizing empty 55 gallon drums. The area was prepared on 20 November and
the job was completed on 28 November. The 55 gallon drums were stacked 2
high with the first row 2 wide. These were filled with earth and a layer
of sandbags placed on the top row to brrng the total height to eight feet.

(6) -On 23 November the Rome plow section and the responsibility
for clearing Route 512 was transfered to D Company from C Company. From
this date until 1 December a total of 335 acres was cleared. D Company
provided one platoon for security of the plows.

(7) D Compuny has the mission of constructing a four module,
twenty cell ASP on the location of tho old ASP. Work staxted on this on
12 November before the ASP fire. The berms for £our calls were completed
at the time of the fire. Because of the hazard of duds in the area, work
did not resume until 28 November. The cells will have a 50' x 50' M8Al
pad on a surface which will be compsted and peneprimed. By 1 December a

./•total of 4 cells were complete and ready..for occupanry.

(8) On 19 November D Company repaired bridge 512-3 which
had one column on the first pier begin to slide out utider the bridge due
to erosion at the base. On 23 November the ramp on the M4T6 float bridge
512-3: cracked and was closed' to traffic. One platoon was dispatched to make
the repairs with materials flown in by Chinook. This was completed by
2200 hours the 23d.

(9) D Company has the mission of rebuilding and upgrading
Route 512 from the east end of Dak To airfield to bridge 512-3. During
this period a total of 30,067 cubic yards of fill' was hauled and compacted
on the road.

f. The 15th Engineer Company (LE)'provided engineer equipment
support to the battalion throughout the period'.ý' This equipment includes
290M tractor scrapers, D-7E dozers, Cat 12 graders, air compressors,
asphalt distributors and dump trucks. All class 1I and IV materials used
by the babtalion were hauled to Dak To from Pleiku with most of the trans-
portation provided by the 15th Engineers. Also the company manned approxi-
mately 600 meters of perimeter with 76 personnel on the perimeter each
night. The companyts average present for duty strength was 86.

g. (1) C Company of the 70th Engineer Battalion was OPCON to the
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299th from 17 November with the mission of installing a B&iley bridge at
512-3 to replace the M4T6 float bridge. Thia brkl a is to be three 80
foot double single spans on pile piers. By 1 December the company had
driven the piles for one pier.

(2) The company provided additional support to the 299th
with the utilization of dump trucks and loaders. The oompany repaired two
FAC revetments that had collapsed in September,

12. RZ§tJZ4-

a. Friendly personnel losses! B C"upany%- 6 RIA, 4 1IA. C Company -
2 WIA. HQ Company - 2 WIA.

b. Friendly cq%)1pnent .•sse• I-Z7E dozer, I-4 ton truck, 2-3/4
ton trucks, 1-5 ton wreuker.

a. Enemy personnel losses. 16 VC KIA by body count.

13. ADMINISTRATIM MA T :

a. Normal routine administrative matters were performed at the
Battalion rear in Pleiku. Feeder information for reports was transmitted to
the Battalion rear by radio on the admin net or by convoy on the mail
truck. The battalion used a 24 ton .truck as a mail/courier vehicle to make
daily runs from Pleiku to Dak To.

b. Medical and administrative evucuations were excellent.

c. Logistics:

(1) During the operation the Battalion S-4 procured all class
II and IV Engineer supplies for battalion projects. This required a heavy
use of organic tractors and lowboys. This was further hampered by a
shortage of seven lowboys in the battalion. A limited supply of lumber,
sandbags and wire was provided to supported units when these items were
available and not required for other projects.

(2) The 299th provided water to the units operating in the
Dak To area with two 1500 gpm erdlators. The water point was implemented
by a 600 gpm unit from the 4th Engineer battlion. The 173d established a 600
gpm unit at Ben Het which proved to be extremely beneficial, as it reduced
the requirement for hook sorties. The 1500 gpm unit at Dak To was set up
outside the perimeter which increased the possibility of damage by enemy
activity. An attempt was made to establish a water point inside the peri-
meter adjacent to the bath and shower point. The FSA would not allow their
pumps to be used for raw water supply to the erdlator. All attempts by the
battalion to get a pump with at least a 70 foot head were unsuccessful. At

9
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the end of the reporting period this water point inside the perimeter was
still not operating because of a lack of a pump,

14. 1 §, Z gQUrMI AND MCZIQU Airlifting D6 dozers.- Thibattalion has modified two D63 dozers to acoomnodate an Airmobile kitwhich allows the doter to be broken into two sections. One section con-sists of the tracks, frame and blade. The other is the engine and bodyand is fitted with a nose wheel and two small sets of pads which fit overthe drive sprockets. These dozers were airlifted in two seotions by CH-34Flying Cranes to Fire Bases in the AO. The reassembly of the dozers inthe fire base was dependent on three factors. The first was the orientationof the two parts with respect to each other when delivered by the aircraft.Asaimbly is expedited if the two parts are parallel one behind the otherrather than placed perpendIcular to each other as was sometimes the case.To achieve this proper alignment requires close cooperation between thepilot and personnel on the ground. The second factor affecting assemblytime was the soil condition at the fire base. Normally the area had received ,numerous artillery rounds which loosened the soil. The tractor ifnecessary to move any appreciable distance would bury itself because of thesmall bearing area of the sprocket pads. The third factor is the slopeof the terrain on which assembly is to be made. If the grade is much over10% the tractor is nearly umcontrollable because the nose wheel has nosteering and the gravity forces cause the front end to travel down hill.In this situation movement of the engine and body assembly was achievedwith the use of deadman and tackle with manpower as the moving force.Thetime of assemble varied from li hours to 7 hours dependent upon the
above conditions.

15. . ff ANALYSIS.

Aircraft Support,

Discussion: The widespread activity of the 299th Engineer Battalionover insecure area required aircraft for the purposes of coordination,supervision, reconnaissance, and liaison. Critical items of equipment,spare parts, and supplies were delivered by aircraft. In the majority of
instances an aircraft was provided by 937th Engineer Group. Those caseswhere this was not available, transportation was provided by the 4th Divisionand the 173d Airborne Brigade.

Observation. Problems of air transportation would be greatly
facilitated if the supported unit could provide aircraft to the supporting
engineer units on a priority basis.

16. RE9OMqDATIONS. IReference paragraph 15, That the supporting engineer units begiven priority for aircraft similar to that of comparable size organic units.
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124TH SIGNAL BATTALION
APO San Francisco 96262

AVDDH-SI-SC 9 December 1967

SUBJECT: Combat Operations After Action Re-mort Battle for Dak To

To. Commanding General
4th Infantry Division
ATTN" 'AVDDH-GC
APO San Francisco 96262

1. NK1M OR IDENTITY AND/OR T OF OPERATION. Battle for Dak To

2, DATES OF OPERATION. 25 Oct 67 to 1 Dec 67

3. LOCATION. 4th Infantry Division Area of Operations RVN

4. CONTROL OR CONMAD HEADQUARTERS. 124th Signal Battalion

5. MLPORTjG OFOICERS.

a. Spitz, William M LTC Battalion Commander

b. Caudill, Emery ILT HHD Comnander

c. Plichta, Frank L OPT Co A Commander

d. Rawlerson, Franklin S ILT Co B Commander

e. Martel., Richard L. ILT Co C Commander

f. Wagner Robert C CPT 278th Sig Co Commander

6 TASK ORGANIZATION. 124th Signal Battalion

a. 278th Signal Company 43d Signal Battalion: supporting the 4th
Infantry Division with base camp communications

b. 3d FASC, Co B 124th Signal Battalion attached to 3d Brigade
4th Infantry Division operating under OPCON Americal Division

7. SUPPORTING F ORCES. NA

8. INTEýgENCE. NA
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9. KI-ogION.

* a. The mission of the 124th Signal Battalion during the operation
was as described in TOOE 11-354

(1) To provide signal communications to include communications
to subordinate units for-

(a) Division Headquarters exclusive of internal radio nets.

(b) Support Command exclusive of internal radio nets,

(2) To establish and operate the division area communications
system,

(3) To provide each organic brigade hoadquarters, except those
detached, with multichannel communications

(4) To provide an area signal center service to units in the
brigade fire base

(5) To establish and operate facilities to connect division
artillery headquarters into the d.vision area communications systemI

b. To perform photography (excert aerial photography) for the
division and still picture laboratory service for all divisional units.

c. To perform third echelon maintenance of all cryptographic
equipment in the division and organizational maintenance of signal' equip-
ment organic to the battalion

10. CONCEPT OF OPERATION. The concept of operations employed by the
124th Signal Battalion involved establishing an area communications system
which provided the following major units with access entry into the Division
Communications system and to the in-country communication system-

a. 4th inf Div Main

b. 4th Inf Div TAC

c. 4th Inf Div Arty (Main and TAC)

d. 4th Inf Div Support Cmd (Main)

e. lst Bde 4th Inf Div'

f. 2d Bde. 4th Inf Div

g. TF 22, 4th Inf Div

h, 2/69th Armor 4th Irf Div

2A
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i. 2/let Cav 4th Inf Div

J, 173d Abn Bde (OPCON 4th InC Div)

'k lot Bde lst Air Cav Div (AM) (OPOON 4th Inf Div)

As explained in more detail below in the execution paragraph, this
involved providing normal base camp communications for Div MaLi Div Arty
Main, and DISCOM Main. Modified fomwad area signal centers wtere provided
to b. e f. and g above and multichannel VHF communications systems for the
remaining. 4th Infantry Division Tactical Operation Center remained at
Base Camp and was continuously operated and maintained

11. F ON At the beginning of this operation the 124th Signal
Battalion was providing normal communications for Division Ma,.n, Div Arty
Main, and DISCOM at Camp Enari, supporting the let and 2d Bdo's with area signal
center platoons and supporting a composite task force with thi equivalent
c an ASC platoon In addition one platoon from Co B remained in support
of the 3d Bde at Duo Pho. The 124th also provided multichannel communi-
cations for one Cav squadron (2/1) the division tank battalion (1/69) and
one infantry battalion (2/8) At onset of the operations the multichannel
communications systems in operation are shown in incl 1 It need be pointed
out that at this time the 2d Bde Fwd was in the process of collocating with
their trains,

From this time frame forward the tactical situation required the
continual repositioning of major combat units which altered the division
area communications with each move

On 2 Oct 67 the 1/69th Arm moved to a new location (vic Phu Nhon)
The multidtannel communications supporting this unit displaced with them
On 27 Oct 67 the 1st Bde consolidated their Fwd and Trains location at Oasis
The 50-85-71 (4th Div BC to 2/4 Bde Fwd) and 61-71 (lst Bde Trains to 1st Bde
Fwd) systems depicted on inl 1 were deactivated Circuit channeli.ation was
altered to the 61 location to pr'ovide service for the new consolidated 71
location. Or this same day an additional VHF system (5OB-85-92) was activated
to handle the increased activity at 2d Bde TAC The following day additional
equipment was dispatched to Dak To and a second multichannel VHF system
(50B-85-85A-77) was activated due to the move of 1st Bde to the Dak To area,

On 28 Oct 67 it was necessary to alter the designation of the signal
centers operating the division area communications system to reflect th'l
current tactical units being supported The 77 location (2/8 Inf) became
71 (1st Bde Fwd). The 61 location (let Bde Trains) was changed to 76 (TF 22
located at Oasis) and the 92 location (2d Bde TAC) became 72 (2d Bde Fwd)

On 29 Oct 67 the division area communications system was as reflected
in incl 2.

It should be pointed out at this point that Dak To Airfield is virtually
inaccessible to VHF Masked by high hills on all four sides tne airfiold is
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almost impervious to VHF systems running to the south, Therefore most
systems must be relayed through XACV Compound (e5A) east of the airfield,.
Although this compound is only four Iilometers from the airfield, it has a
higher elevation and enjoys an opening in the motntains to the south
through which VHF communications is possible The planning distanoe for
AN/TRC-24 radio is 45ks. line of site inal 3, reflects the profile and
distance between Dragon Mt (85) and MACV Compound (85A) as 88ek

The facilities being provided for lot Bde 2d Bde and TF 22 at this

time consisted of the following,

a Common User switchboard services

b, Hot line telephone circuits

q Message center

d. Messenger.

e. Radioteletype.

Information was received that the 173d Abn Bde had come under OPCON
of the 4th Inf Div and would displace to the Dak To area In anticipAtionr*
for this move a system was installed between 4th Div Base Camp with radio
relays at Dragon Mt and MACV Compound (Dak To) Upon the displacement of
the 173d Abn Bde to the Dak To area this VHF system was established at
their OP location.

Additional systems programed at this time was for a multichannel system
between 1st Bde Fwd/Div TAC R which was to be collocated imd the 173d Abn
Bde, Also a system to connects 173d Abn Bde TAC with the let Bde Fd/Div TAC
CP. In order to provide circuits for the 173d Abn Bde FMd back to their
aviation support which was to remain at Kontum, and their base camp location
at An Khe, the 54th Signal Battalion provided a multichannel system between
Dak To Airfield and Kontum with a radio relay at MACV Compound, At Kontum
this system would tie into a 43d Sig Bn system to pickup the An Khe circuits.
Two other 54th Sig Bn systems already in operation one from Camp Enari to
Pleiku and one from Pleiku to Dak To Airfield were utilized for additidnal
circuitry as required. On 7 Nov 67 the division area communications system
at this point is as reflected in incl A

Upon arrival of the Div TAC CP at Dak To the 124th Signal Battalion
was operating one AN/MTC-7 switchboard for the 'at Bde, With the increase
of activity it necessitated installing another AN/MTC-7 switchboard for the
Div TAC element. It soon became apparent that units such as the lst Logis-
tical Commands Forward Supply elements airfield control personnel. engineer
units, and other support units had a requirement for area communications
service. A request was made to IFFV to provide this service to relieve the

-load of the two division tactical switchboards and the tactical teletype-
writer circuits. This resulted in the 43d Sig Bn establishing a 12
channel system (AN/GRC-50) from Dak To to Pleiku and installing a switchboard
(AN/MITC-7) and a telegraph terminal (AN/MSC-29) at Dak To.
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The requirement for increased oircliitry between the 173d Abn Bde Fwd
and their TAC necessitated deactivating the 71-93 system and activating a
73-93 system. In order t9 provide a back un teletype circuit for this Be.
the 124th Signal Bn 'provided a' AN/VSC-2 radio. With the deactivation of the
71-93 system there' still existed a requirement, for circuitry between Div TAC
and 173d Abn P4±0 TAC. To provide this requirement a AN/MRC-112 system 4
channel VHF aystem, w~s established

As the buildup, oontinued on 13 Nov 67 the ,lst 13de. lt, Air Cay (AM)
came Luider 4th Inf Div OPCON and moved into the Kontum area with a TAC CP
locat'ed in the vicinity of Polei Kleng, To support this new unit the
124th installed two multichannel systems one between 4th Inf Div base
camp and Kontum via Dragon Mt and one between Kontum and Polsi Kleng. The
54th Sig Bn'a system previously installed between Dak To Airfield and
Kontum again proved useful since it was now possible to route traffic from
the let Bde lst Air Cav Div direct to the Div TAC CP The multichannbi
system from base camp encountered difficulties on the tranmit from Kontum
to Dragon Mt After considerable effort the system was established by
reverting from horizontal to vertical polarization on the antennas. A pro-
file of this system is reflected in incl 5

During this period, at the request of the 4th Inf Div, the 1st Sig
Bde made arrangements to install a 24 channel tropo system between Dragon
Mt and MACV Compound of which the 124th Signal Battalion was to utilize 12
channels. In order to extend these 12 channels to the 4th Inf Div base
camp a AN/TTC-7 12 channel land-line carrier system was installed using
Spiral-4 cable. The tropo equipment arrived by C-130 aircraft on 13 Nov 67
and was operational on 14 Nov 67 Concurrent with plans of installing the
tropo system and the deactivation of one system from 4th Div base camp to TF 22
the 124th dispatched a SB-611/MRC patch panel to MACV Compound Dak To
in order to provide needed flexibility in routing the circuits required
to the appropriate location

To provide still additional flexibility, a 12 line WD-l system was
installed between the patch panel located at MACV Compound and the 173d
Abn Bde. However from the onset this oroject was "lagued with problems
Initially the lines were laid over the onen terrain With the engineer
construction in progress in that area the lines were soon damaged beyond
repair Arrangements were made to bury the lines however they had to
exit the ground at the edge of the 173d Abn i&e C and run along the barb-
ed wire entanglements which was initially located in elenhant grass. Fires
occurred quite frequently which burned the lines again resulting in inop-"
erative wire lines. The lines wore then rlaced overhead in the vicinity of
the CP. however again addition.31 engineer construction reduced the lines
to an inoperative status

On 17 Nov 67 information was received on the CP displacement of the
1st Bde, 1st Air Cav Div from KONTUM to the Dak To area in the vicinity of
the 173d Abn Bde To ýp'port this move multichannel communications systems
were established 4.>,*.' 4th Inf Div base camn and 1st Bde ,1st Air Cav Div
and between 4th Ir.; WiV TAC a2d the lst Bde, let Air Cay Div. In addition
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an esihb (a) line WD-1 system was laid from MACV relay to the OP of the let
Bde which was not plagued with the problems of the first wire system,

On 20 Nov 67 the area communication system is as refleoted in Incl 6
The systems 'wer, now atabilSsed and remained so until around 25 Nov 67 at
which time the let Bd.. lit Air Cay Div was released from Div OPKON leav-
ing one battalion the 1/12th Air Cav under Div OPCON., Inittal attempts
to establish a VHF system from 4th Inf Div base camp tothe 1/12th Cay proved
fruitless due to the terrain and it was established at MACV Compound (DAK
TO),

The bulk of the commentary above has been centered around multichannel
communications systems as this in the rrimary trunking means within the
Division. Particularly note-worthy was the high quality and reliability of
FX communications that existed between the 4th tnf Div base camp and DAK TO
through the retransmission station on Dragon Mountain Due to periods of
heavy traffic on the Division-FM Command net, it was necessary to operate
one radio on the division primary and one radio on the division alternate
Command frequency, passing secure transmissions simultaneously.

Also of importance to the operation was the teletype traffic load
handled by the Famous Communications Center during the resorting period.
Of special note was the extreme increase of flash precedence messages
processed during the Battle for DAK TO. For example during the 37 days
prior to 25 Oct (17 Sep - 24 Oct) the communications center sent 46 and
received 43 flash precedence messages. During the 37 days of the DAK TO
action this same facility sent 253 and received 198 flash precedence
messages. Had the Famous Communucations Center been operating out of the
authorized TOE equipment, AN/MSC-29 instead of thhir present configuration
(permanent building) it is dolibtful'that this type of service to the degree
required. could have been provided

One final aspect of communications involved in this operation was
the internal wiring of the ist Bde/Div 'AC collocated. C. Initially up-
on arrival of the lst Bde at DAK TO 26 -air cables were extended from
the signal complex to selected noints within the area and connected to
J-1077 junction boxes All local and hot lines were connected to J,1077 s.
"With the arrival of ",•hc Div TAC'the system was found inadequate to handle
the increased circuitry. This necessitated installing additional cable
and wire which overtaxed the resources of the 124th Sig Bn. The 54th Sig
Bn provided wiremen to augment the 124th wire teams If in the future a
similar situation arises. ins"` lation of two separate wire systems each
completely independent of the -t,.•1e' is planrod

During the Battle for DAK 't'U tno 124th Sig Bn nhoto facilities pro-
cessed some 2100 black and white photograrhs Anproximately 300 color
photographs were forwarded to Long Binh for orocessing. Photographers
were detailed down to coamp.,ny level to obtain first hanr photographs for
the historical files r` i 4th Inf Div Two additional photographers
were provided by th(, 5-c ,i iUgnal Bn.
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12.

a. KIA - Negative

b. WIA - Negative

o. MIA - Negative

d.- Equipment - Negative

13. AMISTAT!VE XATTS.

Transportation, Due to inaccessibility of some areas by road
movement and-alfo the.requiremerit for immediate communications it was
necessary to airlift the AN/•C-34i on four (4) different occasions.
The first was when the let Bde, Ist Air Cav Div located ,a TAC CP at POLEI
KLENG. From there ,it was airlifted to the 1st Bde. lot Air Cay Div CP
when they displaced to the DAK TO .area When they were released from Div
OPCON and the 1/12th Air Cay Sqdn relocated in the vicinity of PLEI MRONG
it was again %airlifted by chopper and the last time was back to DAK TO Air *

Field when the 173d Abn Bde assumed OPCON of the 1/12th Cav This extreme
flexibility of movement for 12 channel VHF communications equipment proved
once again to be aninvaluable assist to this Division.

14, SPECIAL EQUIPMSMNTA'DTECHNIUES.

a. The AN/1OC-3' discussed above

b. The special technique of obstacle gain was again required
in order to provide multichannel communications systems to the KONTUM and
DAK TO areas.

15. COMMANDERS ANALYSIS.

The baittalion provided communications sunport over a huge AO extending
some 240 km N/S and 60 km E/W Support was nrovided to four (4) U.S.
Brigades, one Brigade size TF and up to three separate battalions (for a
total of 15 manuever battalions) under Division OPCON Only one multichannel
system from Division Main to the forward elements was line of sight In
addition the battalion provided normal communications support elements to
the 3d Brigade. 4th Inf Div which was detached

Because of the size of the AO all systems were command oriented. The
three primary means of communications were VHF (TRC-24) multichannel
systems (carrying common user voice sole user voice and comm canter TTY
"circuits)- frequency modulation radio (FM) using AN/VRC-12 series equip-
ment and high frequency radio teletype

Upon attachment of the lt Bde 1st Air Crv Div the battalion was
fully committed and remained so until their derarture on 25 Nov 67 Back-
up VHF systems provided by IFFV were required to provide necessary re-
dundancy throughout the operation.

/C
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At no time during the entire period were operations hamperd due to
a lack of division comand control, fire, aviation, or logistical coim-
unications support Commanders and staffs were as a whole fully satis-
fied with the communications support provided Of all the signal oper-
ations I huve participated in at Division level (four different divisions)
I feel, considering all factors, that the support provided during the
Battle for DAK TO by this battalion was the best I have ever seen

Ot particular note were the numerous non line-of-sight VHP systems
over distances beyond the communications planning range These AN/TRC-24
multi-channel systems were engineered using a method developed by Colonel
Deygout of the French Army His method has been reduced mathematically
to simple slide rule computations This slide rule (which is manufactured.
by Graphoflex) enables accurate path loss prediotion for a particular pro-
file in addition to compensating for 4/3ds earth curvatures on regular
graph paper. The initial stop in systems engineering is to oaloulate the
allowable path loss for a particular radio. The allowable path loss is
computed by determining the input sensitivity of the receiver in terms of
dbgt, combining this with the transmitter output in terms of dbe, antenna
gain in db, and using a safety factor. For AN/TRC-24 this is approxd-
mately 140 db for a one hop system subtracting 2 db for each relay In
this manner it can be predicted whether a system will work and at what
'frequency. Due to the mountainous terrain in the highlands there are few
line of sight shots. With the use of COL Deygout's slide rule. obstacle
gain paths over this terrain can be predicted with great accuracy. When
this type of path occurs the frequency at which the system will work falls
invariably in the low to upper middle B band range (100 Mho to 200 Mhz).
The more line of sight a path becomes the higher the frequency the sysem=
may be installed at,

16. CQntIoNs.

a, It is recommended that future multi-channel equipment de-
signed for use at Division level be capable of operating on frequencies
down to 100 Mhz.

b. It is recommended that Colonel Deygout's mathematical method
to determine path loss (using the Graphoflex slide rule) be included in
the POI for syst-ems engineering and planning at Army Signal Schools.

6 Inclosures /s/William M Spitz
1. Communications Systems WILLIAM M. SPITZ

(as of 27 Oct 67) LTC, SigC
2. Communications Systems Commanding

(29 Oci 67)3. Profile DRAGON MT -MACV.[

Compound (DAK TO)
4. Communications Systems

(7 Nov 67) A TRUE COPY t
5, Profile, KONTUM - DRAGCN MT
6. Communications Systems 8

(20 Nov 67)
7. Multi-channel VHF Radio Systems FRANCIS E CUTLER

S .,S'S PIED MAJ, Armor



Coismnicatioui Systems (as of 27 Oct 67)
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NOWTBI Positioning of symbols above has no oorrelation with geographical location.
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Comunicationa System (29 Oct 67)
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Cowanications Systoms (7 Nov 67)
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MULTICHANWEL VHF 1bADIO SYSTM•

1. Systems in opeation as of 25 October-
RELAYS DATE

Div Main 2/1 Cav
Div Main 1/69 Armor
Div Main lot Bde Tns 29 Oct 67 (3)
Div Main iet Bde Tns 29 Oct 67 (3)
Div Main lst Bde Fwd 1 27 Oct 67
Div Main 2d Bde Tns 29 Oct 67Div Main 2d Bde Tao 29 Oct 67 (5)

Div Main 2/8 Inf Bn 2 28 Oct 67 (1)
lst Bde Tne lst Bde Fwd 27 Oct 67

. 2nd Bde Tns 2nd Bde Tac 1 28 Oct 67

2. Systems established between 25 October - 1 December
RELAY ACTIVATED DEACTIVATED

FROM TO 1 DA -- ND AT

Div Main 2nd Bde Tac 27 Oct 67 29 Oct 67(5)
Div Main lst Bde Fwd 2 28 Oct 67
DivMain lest Bde FW 2 28Oct 67 (8)
Div Main TF 1-22 29 Oct 67 (4)
Div Main TF 1-22 29 Oct 67 (4) 13 Nov 67
Div Main 2nd Bde Fwd 29 Oct 67 (6)
Div Main 2nd Bde Fwd 29 Oct 67 (6)
Div Main MACV-DAKTO 1 5 Nov 67 (7) 6 Nov 67 (10)
Div Tac 173d Abn Bde 6 Nov 67
Camp Enari Kontum 6 Nov 67 (8 9)
Kontum DakTo AF (New) 1 6 Nov 67 (8 9)
Kontum DakTO AF (New) 1 6 Nov 67 (8 9)
Div Main 173d Abn Bde Tacl 6 Nov 67 (10)
Div Tac 173d Abn 13de Tac 7 Nov 67 8 Nov 67
173d Abn Bde 173d Abn Bde Tac 8 Nov 67
Div Main MACV-DakTo 1 10 Nov 67 (8) 20 Nov 67
Div Tac 1-12 Cay Sqdn 11 Nov 67 (11) 19 Nov 67

lst ,ir Cay Div
Div Tac 173d Abn Bde 11 Nov 67 13 Nov 67
Div Main Ist 13d lest 1 13 Nov 67 19 Nov 67

Air Cav Div
Div Tac MCV-DakTo 13 Nov 67 15 Nov 67 (12)
Div Tac 173d Abn Bde Tac 14 Nov 67 (11) 18 Nov 67
Div Tac WACV-DakTo 15 Nov 67 ý,'12)
1st Bde lst Air 1st Bde 1st
Cay Div Air Cav Div Tac 15 Nov 67 19 Nov 67
Div Main MACV-DakTo 15 Nov 67 (13)
Div Main lst Bde 1st 1 19 Nov 67 (14) 25 Nov 67

Air Cav Div
Div Tac Ist Bde let 19 Nov 67 (14) 25 Nnk, 67

Air Cay Div
1-12 Cay Sqdn MACV-DakTo 26 Nov 67 30 Nov 67
ist Air Cay Div
Div Main 7-17 Air Cav 27 Nov 67 29 Nov 67

Sqdn
Incl 7



1. System was not actuagy deactivated Channelisation was
altered to support the lot We Mwd which moved into the DaTo area

2. See Note 1.

3. System was not actually deactivated Channelimation was
altered to support TF 122 which moved into the Oasis area.

4 See note 3. I
5. System was not actuall,' deactivated Channelimation was

altered to support 2d B&e Fwd which moved into the Ban Blech area

6. See Note 5,

7 System activated in anticipation of 173d Abn Bde relocating
to the DakTo area.

8. 54th Signal Battalion systemR

9. System reverted to support of the 4th Inf Div on date noted.

10. System was reterminated from MAOV-DakTo to the 173d Abn Bde
location.

11. 4-channel AN/ICC-1l2 system,

12, System was not actually deactivated 54th Sig Bn assumed
oporational control of the system

13. The 43d Sig Bn established a 24 channel TROPO system between
MACV-Daldo and DGM. The 124th Sig Bn established a 12 channel LL SP-4
system between Base Camp and DGM.

14. 1st Bde lst Air Cav Div relocated from Kontum to DakTo area.

7-2
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List of abbreviations used in teit (Looal, oommon us , standard Armv).
AA Anti-Alroraft

ALOC Air Line of Conmunioation

AM Air Mobile

AO Area of Operations

APD Airborne Personnel Detector

ARA Aerial Rocket Artillery

ARVN Army Republic of VIETNAM
ASP Ammunition Supply Point

ASR Available Supply Rate

A/V Audio Visual

AVCOC Aviation Combat Operations Center
AVLB Armored Vehicle Launched Bridge

AW Automatic Weapon

BSOC Brigade Support Operations Center

CA Civic Action

CA Combat Assault

CAS Close Air Support

C&C Command and Control

CHICOM Chinese Communist

CI Counterintelligence

CIDG Civilian Irregular Defense Group
CP Command Post

CS Tear Gas

CSS Combat Sky Spot
DISCOM Division Support Command
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Uh/NCLAqSS IF/IE
DMO Division Medical Sqpplv Offtice

De Direct Support

DTO Division Transportation Office

DTOC Division Tactical Operations Center

DX Direct Exchange

FAC Forward Air Controller

FDC Fire Direction Center

FO Forward Observer

FRAGO Frag Order

FSA Forward Support Area

FSB Fire Support Base

FSE Forward Supply Element

FWMAF Free World Military Assistance Forces

Graves Registration

OS General Support

GSR General Support Reinforcing

Gun, Gunship Armed UH-l Helicopters

GVN Government of VIETNAM

Hawkeye Team Four Man Hunter - Killer Team

H&I Harassment and Interdiction

Headhunter O-lE Aircraft Used for Visual Reconnaissance

Hook CH-47 "Chinook" Helicopter

I FFORCEV I Field Force, VIETNAM

INRHA Injuries Not the Result of Hostile Action

IPW Interrogation Prisoner of War Team

IRHA Injuries the Result of Hostile Action
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JtDPAO Joint US Public AfTtArs ott,

KBA Killed by Air

KIA Killed in Action

IF Local Force

IRRP Long Range Reconna, ' noa "atrol, Recondo Patrol

LLOC Land Line of Comnunications

LZ ZAnding Zone

MACV Military Assistance Command, VIETNAM

NEDCAP •Mical Civic Action Program

MF Main Force

MI Military Intelligence

MIA Missing in Action

MNR Main Supply Route

MTOE Modified Table of Organization and Equipmnent

NVA North VIETNAMESE Army

NVAC North VIETNAMESE Army Captive

Oasis Brigade CP Area at ZA110275

OPCON Operational Control

"OPORD Operation Order

PF Popular Forces

PMI Preventive Maintenance Inspection

PMP Preventive Maintenance Periodic

POT.WAR Political Warfare (ARVN)

POW, Pw Prisoner of War

PP Preplanned

PZ Pick-up Zone

RCA Riot Control Agent
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UNCLASSIFIED)
RD Rvolutionary Development

IF Regional, Forces

RL Rocket Launcher

RVN Republic of VIETNAM

S&D Search and Destroy

Slick UH-l Helicopter Used Primarily for Air Lift

SOG Special Operations Group

SP Self Propelled

S&P Trucks Stake and Platform Trucks

Spooky Air Force Minigun Armed AC-47 Flareship

TAC Tactical

TAOR Tactical Area of Responsibility

TOE Table of Organization and Equipment

USAID United States Agency for International Development

USARV United States Army, VIETNAM

USSF United States Special Forces

VC Viet Cong

VCC Viet Cong Captive

VETCAP Veterinary Civic Action Program

VM0 Viet MONTAGNARD Cong

VMEC Viet MONTAGNARD Cong Captive

VR Visual Reconnaissance

VT Variable Time /i4
VTR Vehicle, Tank Recovery

WIA Wounded in Action
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